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RHETORIC
A New American Agenda for

Children and Families

h e National Commission on
Children was established by Public Law 100-203 "to serve as a forum
on behalf of the children of the nation." It is a !-ipartisan body
whose 34 members were appointed by the President, the President
pro tempore of the U.S. Senate, and the Speaker of the U.S. House of
Representatives. The Commission is required to submit a final
report to the President: to the Commiuee en Finance and the
Committee on Labor and Human Resources of' the Senate; and te
the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, and
Energy and Commerce of the House of Representatives.
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n May 1, 1991, the National0
Commission on Children unanimously approved thc. bold

blueprint of a national policy for America's children and

families. In a 32 to 0 vote the members of the Commission

concluded two and a half years of intensive investigation and

deliberAtion with a stark and urgent message to all Americans:

As a nation, we must set a new course to save our children,

strengthen their families, and regain control of our national

destiny. There are no quick fixes to the problems that threaten

the lives and prospects of so many of America's young people.

But the solutions are within reach. It is my fervent hope that

our work and the consensus we achieved will stir the leadership,

sustained commitment, and meaningful action that our

children so Li-a-gently need and richly deserve.

America's enormous strengths and distressing weaknesses

are nowhere more evident than in the lives of its children and

families. Although many children grow up healthy and happy

in strong, stable families, far too many do not. They arc

children whose parents are too stressed and busy to provide

caring attention and guidance. They are children who grow up

without the Liaterial support a,td personal involvement of their
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mothers and fathers. They are children who are poor, whose families can-

not adequately feed and clothe them and provide safe, secure homes. They

are children who are victims of abuge and neglect at the hands of adults

they love and trust, as well as those they do not even know. They are chil-

dren who are born too early and too small, who face a lifetime of chronic

illness and disability. They are children who enter school ill prepared fbr

the rigors of learning, who fail to develop the skills and attitudes needed to

get good jobs and become responsible members of adult society. They are

children who lack hope for what their lives can become, who believe they

have little to lose by dropping out of school, having a baby as an unmarried

teenager, committing violent crimes, or taking their own lives.

As the members of' the National Commission on Children learned, it is a

tragic irony that the most prosperous nation on earth is failing so many of

its children. As a society, we have lacked the vision and political will neces-

sary to address these problems head on. We often fail to recognize the

extent to which all of our lives and future prospects are threatened by the

pain and hardship that is borne directly by a growing minority. As America

enters the last decade of the twentieth century, policy makers, profession-

als, and parents alike are increasingly aware of the impending crisis. The

time has come to uncover old myths, identify new, far-reaching solutions,

and create the national will to act decisively to achieve results.

The National Commission on Children was created by Congress and the

President on December 22, 1987 "to serve as a forum on behalf of the chil-

dren of' the Nation." The members were officially sworn in on February 6,

1989. Our mandated task was to assess the status of children and families in

the United States and propose new directions for policy and program devel-

opment. Our mission was to design an action agenda for the 1990s and to

build the necessaq public commiunent and sense of common purpose to

see it implemented.

Members of' the Commission were appointed in equal numbers by the

President, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and the President

pro tempore of the Senate. We are a diverse group of individuals drawn from

many diflerent professions and backgrounds and from many parts of the

country. Yet we were chosen because each of us, in some way or another, is

devoted to working on behalf of parents and children. Among us are teach-

ers, doctors, and program administrators; appointed and elected officials in

government at all levels; representatives of interest and advocacy organiza-

tions; and volunteers in our own communities. Almost all of us are parents,

and some are grandparents as well. Despite our personal, professional, and

\ HI



political differences, we share a common concern about the needs of
America's children and families. This bond ha': held us together through

long, heated debates, and in the end, it helped us to achieve consensus.

It has been an extraordinary pthilege for me to serve as Chairman of

the National Commission on Children. I have gained infinite wisdom and

knowledge from my fellow commissioners. Our shared journey has

changed me and I suspect all of us forever. I know it has made each

and every one of us more determined to work whether it is in the halls of

Congress, on the steps of the statehouse, in a hospital intensive care unit, or

in a school classroom to make this nation a safer and more caring place

for children and for all Americans.

As defined by our charter, the Commission's purview was unusually
broad. We were directed to examine issues related to health, education,
social support, income security, and tax policy and then to suggest
approaches to address the needs of children in each of these areas. We
explicitly rejected undertaking a traditional piecemeal, programmatic study

of these separate domains. Instead, we focused on the whole child as a
developing individual within the context of family and community. In this

way, we considered the relationships between health, education, income

securhy, and other forms of support at each stage of a child's development

from befme birth to adulthood. The path of our study led us from a
focus on individual children and their families to broader issues of the
organization and structure of institutions and social policies.

The magnitude of the Commission's task was extraordinary, and some-

times it seemed daunting. In the course of our study, we confronted addi-

tional 15511e3 beyond our mandate that profoundly affect the daily lives of

children and families in this country for example, housing and neigh-

borhood development or drug and crime control. In our report, we have

highlighted these important issues. In accordance with our charter, howev-

er, we have not attempted to offer comprehensive policy or program strate-

gies to address them.

The Commission developed and carried out an ambitious work plan. We

were assisted by a dedicated and talented stair, led superbly by our executive

director, Cheryl D. Hayes. We conducted a thorough review of existing

knowledge concerning the status of children and families and the ei.ective-

ness of alternative policies and programs. We also sponsored a national

opinion research project to survey parents and children, as well as adults

who are not currently raising children, to better understand their attitudes

and perceptions. In addition, we travelled the counuy to hear from parents,
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professionals, community leaders, an(l children themselves. We held field

hearings, town nwetings, site visits, focus groups, and other formns in 11

communities nationwide, in urban, rural, and suburban America.

Throughout our travels, the members of the Comnnssion were imwed

by what we saw and heard, much of it ckeply troubling. In our very first site

visit to the neonatal intensive care unit of the Cook County Hospital in
Chicago, Illinois, we grieved over the agonizing movements of' two-and

three-pound babies, many the helpless victims of their mothers addiction

to drugs. In West Virginia, we visited families in their rural homes and

shared the frustrations of hard-working parents struggling to make' ends

meet in a declining economy. In Minneapolis, Minnesota we were dis-

turbed by the apprehension and worry of business leaders who described

the increasing difficulty of hiring entry level workers with the proper skills,

attitudes, and habits to be productive.

Yet much of what we encountered filled us with hope and admiration.

We met judges and social workers who toil day in and day out to help trou-

bled families stay t )gether. We met dedicated principals and teachers whose

spirit and shill have propelled their students to excel and achieve. We spent

time with physicians, drug rehabilitation counselors, nurses, and mental

health professionals who help ill and disabled children cope with their con-

ditions and find their places in the world. We met foster parents and out-

reach advisors who care for abandoned and abused children as if they were

their own. We met loving and dedicated parents from all walks of life striv-

ing to nurture and provide for their children, sometimes against overwhelm-

ing odds. And perhaps most importantly, we talked to bright and eager chil-

dren of all ages who are the hope and the future of our nation.

As a Commission, we arc unanimous in our assessment of the nature of

the problems afflicting so nany children aud fiimilies and in the goals and

directions required to remedy them. We worked laboriously to craft a report

that would capture our broad agreement and common vision for America's

friture. Some of us, however, continue to have divergent views concerning

the specific steps that should be taken to achieve our goals, and at many

points in the f'ollowing chapters we have highlighted our differences.

The National Commission on Children proposes an action agenda that

flows from a set of guiding principles concerning children's basic needs,
parents' roles and responsibilities, and society's obligations. For me the

overarching principle is the one we state first: every American child should

have the opportunity to develop to his or her full potential. Fulfilling this

objective is the shared responsibility of parents, other family members,

I ")
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community institutions, employers, the media, government at all levels, and

every other segment of American life.

We give special attention to our collective view that families and the cir-

cumstances of their lives will remain the most critical factor affecting how

children develop and fare. At a time when the family is in.periled by
extraordinmy social, demographic, and economic change and instability,

eveiy part of American society must ask what it can do to strengthen fami-

lies and support the healthy development of our children. As a
Commission, we sought to identify ways to ensure that parents have the nec-

essary means and the widest possible array of support to raise their children

successfully. Addressing the needs of children, we all believe, requires

responding to the needs of their families. Keeping families together, and

keeping them going, is more difficult today than it was a generation ago.

For children to grow up healthy and whole, prepared for the challenges
and responsibilities of adult life, their parents must feel supported and val-

ued. And they must be responsible for fulfilling the obligations they
assumed in fbrming a family and bringing children into the world.

This report, which presents the Commission's findings, conclusions, and

recommendations, is organized in three parts. Part One focuses on the cri-

sis facing the nation's children and families. It reviews the social, demo-

graphic, and economic changes in society that are associated with many of

the problems this nation must overcome. It presents the fascinating and

critical processes of child development and the array of risk and protective

factors present in children's environments that affect their development,
both positively and negatively. Part One concludes by presenting the prin-

ciples that fbrm the foundation for our recommendations for individual

action, public and private sector policies, and program development.

Part Two presents the Commission's agenda for the 1990s, organized

into chapters focused on the broad policy areas that are most vital to chil-

dren and families. Taken together, these chapters present a comprehen-
sive national policy for America's children and families. Our recommenda-

tions, if' and when they are implemented, will profoundly improve chil-

dren's health and well-being and their families' ability to raise them. They

represent a great undertaking that goes well beyond rhetoric to unite this

country in a quest to do what is right as well as what is pragmatically wise."

"Throughout the chapters in this part, we have highlighted public and private sector programs as
examples of the initiatives we rcommend. ln all cases these are prognmis the Commission visited or
reviewed as a pat t of out study. fitnne have been carefully evaluated; others have not. We cite them to
illustrate out recommendations, mit to endorse them as models.



In just one area the Commission failed to reach consensus. Twenty-
three conunissioners approved the chapter entitled "Improving Health"
and the recommendations presented in it for addressing the vital health
needs of the nation's pregnant women and children. In my own view, it is

time for our ,:ountry to recognize the pressing need to ensure accessible,

affordable health care, and take the necessary steps to enable children to

be born and grow up healthy and to become able and productive adults. In

the end, nine commissioners who participated with the others in crafting

the chapter that was approved by the majority felt compelled to prepare
their own separate text. The minority chapter on health care follows the

majority chapter. It was received on May 25, 1991, more than three weeks

after the Commission's final meeting, and therefore has not been reviewed

or discussed by the full Connnission. Nor has it been subjected to the same

scholarly scrutiny or independent factual and editorial review processes as

the other chapters of the report.

Part Three summarizes our vision for a better society and our recom-

mendations for building the necessary commiunent to achieve it. In fram-

ing our recommendations, we have been mindful that America's fiscal
resources are limited. As a nation, however, we must recognize that our

economic growth is tied to whether and when the problems facing children

and families are resolved. Our current pattern of neglect is extremely cost-

ly. Therefore, in this final part of the report the Commission specifies the

investments that must be made now in the interests of all Americans. We

propose policy goals and directions that we believe are achievable by the

end of the decade, and we spell out strategies for implementing them incre-

mentally over several years.

Without the generous support and contributions of many individuals,

we would not have accomplished our mission. There are no words to ade-

quately praise my fellow commissioners. Every American owes a debt of

gratitude to the individuals who gave unselfishly of their time and energy

over the past two and a half years to participate in this intensive process. In

a very real sense, this has been a working commission. The final report
reflects the intellectual contributions, moral concerns, compassion, and
pragmatism of each of its members.

The Commission is indebted to William Woodside, chairman of' our

Corporate Advisory Board, for his invaluable advice, counsel, and encour-

agement. His dedication to improving the lives of children combines a
strong sense of what is morally right with what is economically vital as

American business prepares for the twenty-first century. I share his hope

XII
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that all of the members of the Corporate Advisory Board will help trans-

form the Commission's recommendations into reality, particularly those

that call for private leadership and commitment.

On behalf of all the commissioners, I also want to extend our great
appreciation to the staff. In keeping with our purpose, we also thank their

families and apologize for the long hours and intensive commitment that

an effort of this scale has required.

The Commission was fortunate to obtain in its executive director a per-

son of extraordinary talent and skills. Cheryl Hayes did a masterful job

overseeing every aspect of the Commission's work and drafting this report,

and I am personally and deeply indebted to her for her professional rigor,

her counsel, and her indomitable spirit. Special thanks also go to Carol

Emig, who served as deputy director, for her stellar work throughout the

study, especially in helping to draft the chapters of this report. In addition,

we gratefUlly acknowledge the immense contributions of Polly Dement, the

Commission's communications director; of Joseph Cislowski, Tamara
Horne, and Deborah Roderick, who served as policy analysts; of Joseph

Piccione (on loan from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services), who assisted with legal analysis; of administrative staff members,

Jeannine Atalay, Mary Lou Rinehart, and Linda Wells; and of Sanden Kandel,

Robert Tompkins, and Thomas Woods, who served as research assistants.

Finally we wish to thank all of the young people who served as interns
throughout the Commission's lifetime. The dedication and extraordinary

efforts of this group of talented individuals contributed immeasurably to the

quality of the Commission's work and to its successful completion.

I want to thank Eric Futran, whose exquisite photographs capture the
children and parents across the country who are the real people behind the

statistics and hard-edged facts. In the Commission's interim report,
Opening Doors frir A utelicas Children, and in this final report Eric's photos

give life and special meaning to our findings, conclusions, and recommen-

dations.

I also want to acknowledge the contributions of several individuals out-

side the Commission whose thoughtful analyses significantly influenced the

Commission's deliberations, including David Ellwood of the Kennedy
School at Harvard University; Irwin Garfinkel of Colurtibia University;

Eugene Steuerle and Jason Juffras of the Urban Institute; Janice Peskin and

Roberton Williams of the Congressional Budget Office; Stewart Brown and

Mark Maiur of the Joint Committee on Taxation; and Judy Feder of the

National Center fbr Health Policy Studies. In addition, I want to thank
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Kristin Moore and Ellen Wolpow of Child Trends, Inc. and Diane
Colasanto of Princeton Survey Research Associates tbr their work on the
Commission's national opinion research project.

Finally, I want to gratefully acknowledge the generous contribufions of

several private foundations, including the Foundation for Child
Development, the Carnegie Corporation of New York, and the W.T. Grant

Foundation, that added their support to the federal funding for the
Commission's activities and publications.

In the months to come, we expect and welcome vigorous discussion of

the Commission's conclusions and recommendations. But history will
judge this generation of Americans harshly if we allow futile debate to take
the place of action. For millions of children and families, the hour already

is late. We extend our hearts and hands to our President, the Congress,
our nation's public and private leaders, and our fellow citizens. We ask
each and every one to help America move beyond rhetoric, to make the
Commission's agenda for children and families the expression of our
national conscience and the tbundation tbr sound and progressive policy in
the years ahead.

John D. Rockefeller IV

Chainna n
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under which he knows he will never

sit, you know civilization has come to

that land.

1 8
Ancient Greek Proverb
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Most American children are

healthy, happy. and secure. They belong to warm, loving fami-

lies. For them, today is filled with the joys of childhood

growing, exploring, learning, and dreaming and tomorrow is

full of hope and promise. These children will become the com-

petent and caring parents, employees. and community leaders

upon whom America's flume depends.

But at every age. among all races and income groups, and

in communities nationwide, many children are in jeopardy.

They '2,-low up in families whose lives arc in turmoil. Their

parents are too stressed and too drained to provide the nur-

turing, structure, and security that protect children and pre-

pare them for adulthood. Some of these children are

unloved and ill tended. Others are unsafe at home and in

their neighborhoods. Many are poor, and some are home-

less and hungry. Often, they lack the rudiments of basic

health care and a quality education. Almost always, they

lack hope and dreams, a vision of what their lives can

become, and the support and guidance to make it a reality.

The harshness of these children's lives and their tenuous

hold on tomorrow cannot be countenanced by a wealthy
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nation, a caring people, or a prudent society. America's filture depends on

these children, too.

If we measure success not just by how well most children do, but by
how poorly some fare, America falls far short. One in four children is
raised by just one parent. One of every five is poor. Half a million are
born annually to teenage girls who are ill prepared to assume the respon-

sibilities of parenthood. An increasing number are impaired before birth

by their parents' substance abuse. Others live amid violence and exploita-

tion, much of it fueled by a thriving drug trade. Rich and poor children
alike face limited futures when their educations are inadequate and they

have few opportunities for cultural enrichment and community service.

Too many children at every income level lack time, attention, and guid-

ance from parents and other caring adults. The result is often alienation,

recklessness, and damaging, antisocial behavior.

Is every child in America endangered? Some observers would say no;

most children are in good health and have loving parents who tend dili-

gently to their physical, intellectual, and spiritual needs. But we live in an

interdependent world. Even those children who are shielded from the per-

sonal eflects of poverty, illness, and extreme misfortune confront circum-

stances and conditions that jeopardize their health and well-being. They

too attend troubled schools and frequent dangerous streets. The adults in

their lives are often equally hurried and distracted. They receive the same

cultural messages equating personal success with materialism, greed, and

power, while trivializing commitment to marriage, family, and community.

The combined effects are that too many children enter adulthood with-

out the skills or motivation to contribute to society. They are poorly
equipped to reap the benefits or meet the responsibilities of parenthood,

citizenship, and employment. The consequences of their problems and
limitations reach far beyond their personal lives. America's future as a

democratic nation, a world leader, and an economic power will depend as

much on youngsters wlm are ill educated, alienated, or poor as on those

who are more advantaged. For them, and for the nation, the years to come

will be less safe, less caring, less free, unless we act.

But this action must be thoughtffil, broadbased, and sustained. The prob-

lems that plague many of the nation's children and threaten many more have

evolved over time, and they will not disappear overnight. Solutions will depend

on strong leadership and the concerted efforts of every sector of society indi-

viduals, employers, schools, civic, community, and religious organizations, and

govermnent at every level. They will require creative public policies and private
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sector practices, wise investments of public and prime resources, and signifi-

cant comnntment of individual time and attention to the needs of chikiren and

their fainilies. Members of the Commission have studied and debated the state

of America's children and have come to a broad consensus on recommenda-

tions, except for those related to health care. Some disagreements remain, but

it is critical that the Commission's agenda go forward to spark the public action

that our nation's children deserve.

Principles for Action
The Commission proposes a policy agenda that flows from a set of guiding

principles concerning children's basic needs, parents' roles and responsibili-

ties, and society's obligations. Too oflen in the past. failure to articulate values

has conveyed mixed messages to young people, parents, and institutions out-

side the family. It has resulted in practices that harm children and weaken

their families. And it has limited the nation's ability to assess how well its poli-

cies and programs are working to improve the lives of children, strengthen

families, and uphold the common goals and norms of American society.

Accordingly, the following principles form the foundation for our specific

proposals fbr public and private sector policy and program development.

Every American child should have the opportunity to develop to his or

her full potential.

Parents bear primary responsibility for meeting their children's physical,

onotional, and intellectual necds and for providing moral guidance and

direction. It is in society's best interests to support parents in their
childrearing roles, to enable them to fulfill their obligations, and to
hold them responsible for the care and support of their children.

Children do best when they have the personal involvement and material

support of a father and a mother and when both parents fulfill their
responsibility to be k wing providers.

The family is and should remain society's primary institution for bring-

ing children into the world and for supporting their growth and devel-

opment throughout childhood.

Cultural diversity is one of America's greatest riches: it must be respect-

ed and preserved, while at the same time ensuring that all children have

an equal opportunity to enter the social and economic mainstream.

Community institutions schools, religious organizations, service and

charitable organizations, and employers have an important role in
creating an environment that is supportive of parents and children.
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Communities have a responsibility to provide safe, secure eiwironments

for families with children.

Society nas a legitimate interest in childrearing and a moral obligation

to intervene whenever parents who fail to meet their responsibilities put

their children at risk.

Preventing problems before they become crises is the most effecdve and

cost-effective way to address the needs of troubled families and vulnera-

ble children.

Basic moral values are part of our national heritage and should guide
society in its actions toward children and families,

Effectively addressing the needs of America's children and families will

require a significant commitment of time, leadership, and financial
resources by individuals, the private sector, and government at all levels.

An Agenda for the 1990s

Coherent national policies for children and families will require both a

greater emphasis on family values and more effective intervention. Both

are important; neither alone is sufficient. For this reason, the
Commission's recommendations are directed to the public and private sec-

tors, and to individuals as well as institutions. They apply to the major
domains of family life and the basic needs of children and families. Taken

together, they form a bold blueprint for strengthening families and pro-
moting the healthy development of all the nation's children.

Ensuring Income Security

When families have an adequate income, they are better able to meet their
children's material, intellectual, and emotional needs and help them
become healthy, productive adults. Vet today children especially those
in single-parent families are thc poorest Americans. Failure to prevent
childhood poverty and address the economic needs of families leads to
other social ills more crime and delinquency, more teenage childbear-
ing. more unhealthy babies, more failure in school, more substance abuse
and mental illness, more child abuse and neglect, and lower productivity by

tomorrow's labor force. These problems take a dreadful toll on the individ-
uals directly affected, and they also impose enormous costs on society,
including significant expenditures for treatment of chronic health condi-
tions and disabilities, special education, foster care, prisons, and welfare.

But it is not just poor families who struggle today to make ends meet, nor
is it only poor childrc.i who suffer the consequences of economic instability.

XX
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Middle-income parents also express concern about their ability to provide

for their children and maintain a secure standard of living. The costs of
housing, transportation, education, and health care have risen steadily
since the 1970s and today consume substantially more of a typical family's

income than they did 20 years ago. In recent decades, the average working

family's tax burden has also risen. Combined state and local taxes, federal

income tax, and the employee's share of Social Security taxes (after com-

puting deductions and exemptions) now account for approximately 25 per-

cent of median family income, compared to only 14 percent in 1960. As a

consequence, many middle-income families need more than one paycheck

to maintain a modest standard of living or just to meet their children's
basic needs. Families with only one wage-earner especially families head-

ed by a single mother have suffered the greatest losses and are the most

economically vulnerable.

The National Commission on Children calls on the nation to devel-
op over the coining decade a comprehensive income security plan
based on fUndamental American principles of work, family, and inde-

pendence. Building on the Family Support Act of 1988 and recent pro-
family reforms in the federal tax system, the Commission recommends
six important steps:

We recommend the creation of a $1,000 refundable child tax credit for

all children through age 18 and elimination of the personal exemption

for dependent children to partially offset the costs.

We strongly endorse the Earned Income Tax Credit, as recently
expanded, to encourage low-income parents to enter the paid work-
force and strive for economic independence.

We recommend that a demonstration of suitable scale be designed and

implemented to test an insured child support plan that would combine

enhanced child support enforcement with a government-insured benefit

when absent parents do not meet their support obligations.
Contingent on positive findings from this demonsiration, the
Commission recommends establishment of the insured child support
benefit in every state.

We strongly endorse the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Training

Program (JOBS) and the provision of transitional supports and ser-
vices to low-income parents moving from welfare to work.

We recommend that states and localities provide community employment

opportunities, where feasible and appropriate, for parents who are able

4.
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and willing to work but cannot find a job on their own. We do not recom-

mend the establishment of a major new federal employment program.

We recommend that welfare be reoriented as short-term relief in peri-

ods of unanticipated unemployment, disability, nr other economic
hardship to provide a safety net to poor families with children who
through no fault of their own would otherwise fall thrcugh the cracks.

Improving Health

While most American children are born and remain healthy, far too many

are vulnerable to problems that lead to serious illness, disability, and even

death. The United !;tates has the knowledge and the tools to save chil-

dren's lives and improve their physical and mental health. Yet in recent

decades, the nation's progress in improving child health has not kept pace

with scientific knowledge and health care technology.

Improving children's health is a widely shared responsibility. Parents must

take responsibility for promoting healthful lifestyles at home and for obtaining

needed health care for themselves and their children. Others in the commu-

nity must also help children form attitudes and develop behaviors and

lifestyles that will protect their health during childhood and into adulthood.

But healthful behaviors and lifestyles are not enough to ensure opti-

mum health. America's health care system is in crisis. Many Americans are

effectively denied health care because they have no way to pay their medical

bills or because services are not accessible. This neglect is most troubling in

the case of pregnant women and children, who cannot get care on their

own, and for whom the lack of access to health care can leadJo unnecessaly

illness, disability, and death, as well as unnecessary financial costs.

Improving health care for America's children and pregnant women will

require broad-based reform of health insurance, expansion of effective

health care programs for underserved populations, and aggressive and cre-

ative efforts by health professionals to meet the needs of children and fami-

lies in their communities.

The National Commission on Children did not reach consensus on

strategies for addressing the health needs of the nation's children and preg-

nant women. A substantial majority of commissioners offers the following

reconmiendations to improve the chances that all American children will

be born healthy and grow up healthy:

We recommend that parents protect their children's health by protecting

their own health and being role models for healthful behavior, by doing

XXII



everything in their power to provide a safe home environment, and by

seeking and advocating for essential health services for their children.

We recommend that communities take responsibility for creating
safe neighborhoods, supporting the development of community-
based health education and health care programs, and sponsoring
activities and special projects to help families gain access to needed

services.

We recommend that government and employers together develop a
universal system of health insurance coverage for pregnant women
and for children through age 18 that includes a basic level of care and

provisions to contain costs and improve the quality of care. A new
system must build upon, not patch or replace, the current combina-
tion of employment-based and public coverage. It must ensure that
adequate insurance protection is available to those who now have it

through their employers; it must extend employer-based coverage to
those who do not; and it must supplement employer-provided cover-

age with decent public coverage fbr those who are outside the work
force. Decisions concerning care should allow for substantial autono-

my and choice by the patient or parent in consultation with his or her

medical practitioner. Finally, the health care system and the provision

of health insurance must contain incentives to economize and reduce

rapidly rising health care costs.

We recommend that the federal and state governments expand effec-

tive health care programs that provide services for underserved pop-

ulations. Health care will continue to be beyond the reach of many
pregnant women and children unless the services they need are avail-

able in their communities. In particular, minority children, low-
income children, children who live in geographically isolated areas,
and those whose parents are poorly educated often have difficulty get-

ting the health care they need. For this reason, we recommend expan-

sion of the National Health Service Corps, Community and Migrant
Health Centers, the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant, and the
Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and
Children (WIG).

We recommend that health professionals work together with profes-

sionals from other disciplines to improve the quality and comprehen-

siveness of health and social services, participate in publicly funded
programs, and serve their communities as volunteers and resource
persons.

'X X"
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Minority Chapter on Health Carea

Because nine commissioners had ftmdamental disagreements with the key

recommendations presented in the majority chapter on health care, a
minority chapter on health care is also included in the report of the
National Commission on Children. The following is a summary of the
minority chapter.

We believe that if we are to improve the health of our nation's families

and children, individuals must assume responsibility for their health, and

that any reform must have prevention as its key goal; the family unit is the

principal health educator, and single parenthood creates significant risks

for children's health; all people should be able to obtain necessary health

care through a private-public partnership; health care delivery and financ-

ing schemes should constrain the rate of growth in health care expendi-
tures; any health care reform design should promote innovation, not
adversely ailect economic growth and stability, and promote the delivery of

high-quality, cost-effective care.

Given these principles, we recommend:

All programs and services for children and youth should ensure that
they involve parents and respect their values, taking care not to
undermine parents' authority or to diminish their important role and
influence in adolescent decision making;

Problems resulting from malnutrition should be addressed by combating

the climate of violence, drugs and promiscuous sexual activity instead of

simply increasing funding for the Special Supplemental Food Program

for Women, Infants and Children (WIC);

Increased support for abstinence education is recommended as a means
of reducing the spread of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) and
AIDS, as well as the rate of unwed teenage pregnancies;

The media and other community organizations should take seriously

their role in promoting healthy behaviors on the part of parents and
children, and do nothing to either glamorize or reinforce unhealthy
lifestyles, such as the use of drugs, sexual promiscuity, smoking, and
unhealthy dietary habits.

4in nnnornv t impoq on health care was !nip:turd and cubmitted ;dun the final meeting til the
National Connnissinn C111111101 lw thy following commissioners: Allan Carlson, Hon, Thyiesa
Espositn. Hall, Wade F. Ifugt. Ph.D., /ion. kw C. Jantec, A. Loniw Oliver. Gerald (lt'iry) Regiet,
Finn. Nam-% Risque Rohrhat h. Jocephitte (Imo) Vila/tine/ It has not been ievicwed and dim ussed h the
hill Commission. not has it tecened the sante careful indepintdent fat tual and editorial reviewsas the
ultainers ol this repo.
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Furthermore, we believe that the financing of health care in the
United States will only be truly reformed by empowering consumers
and permitting undistorted markets to function in medical care and
insurance, and by restructuring existing tax subsidies and public pro-
grams to target those who are in greatest need. In contrast, we
believe that the majority chapter's recommendation for a "play or
pay" plan would be inflationary, result in substantial job losses or
reduced wages, and encourage discrimination against employees with
families.

As important as health care financing is to the health of families and chil-

dren, we also believe that the weakening of the structure of the American fam-

ily may be an even greater threat to the health of children. Solving the health

problems of children will be an expensive, upwardly spiraling, and potentially

fruitless quest for government if' it fails at the same time to restore societal

expectations for and support of the two-parent marital norm. Consequently,

we believe that one of the surest practical routes to preserving the health and

well-being of children is to strengthen the American family.

Increasing Educational Achievement

Despite more than a decade of education reform, America remains "a
nation at risk." American students continue to lag behind their counter-
parts in many developed and developing nations in standardized measures

of reading, math, and science. Far too many of the nation's youth drop out

of school, and even among those who complete high school, a substantial

number lack the basic skills and knowledge needed to get a job.

Every child in America needs an excellent education because global

competition demands a highly skilled and knowledgeable workforce,
because democracy depends on a thoughtful and well-educated citizenry,

and because knowledge and a love of learning are among the most pre-
cious gifts society can give to its children. Yet approximately 40 percent

of the nation's children arc at risk of school failure. They include chil-
dren who are poor, those from minority groups, those with limited com-

mand of English, those who live in a single-parent family or with parents

who are poorly educated, and those with disabling conditions. These chil-

dren are less likely to enter school ready to learn healthy, well-fed, con-

fident, able to focus their attention and energy, and able to interact posi-
tively with adults and other children. Over the years, they are more likely

to be held back, to drop out of school, and to fail to earn a high school
diploma.
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But even those students who el:ter school ready to learn and whose fami-

lies have the wherewithal to support their educational progress are not
guaranteed a quality education that prepares them to assume challenging

roles in their communities and in the workforce. Many schools across the

country lack the basic ingredients and flexibility to be lively, innovative

learning centers. They often lack a common educational vision and strong

leadership. They fail to set rigorous academic standards and do little to fos-

ter initiative, innovation, and creativity among teachers and staff. Many do

not encourage parents to be active partners in their children's education,

and some are unable to maintain order and discipline.

To ensure that every child enters school ready to learn and every school

meets the educational needs of all its students, the National Commission on

Children proposes five related strategies:

We recommend that all children, from the prenatal period through the

first years of life, receive the care and support they need to enter
school ready to learn namely, good health care, nurturing environ-

ments, and experiences that enhance their development. In particular,

we urge that Head Start be available to every income-eligible child in the

United States. A majority of commissioners defines full participation in

Head Start as enrollment by up to 100 percent of all eligible three- and

four-year-olds and up to 30 percent of eligible five-year-olds. A minority

of commissioners defines full participation as enrollment by up to 80

percent of all eligible children for one year, and by up to 20 percent of

eligible children for more than one year.

We recommend that the educational system adopt a series of funda-

mental reforms, including:

a rigorous and challenging academic curriculum;

measures to recruit and retain skilled teachers;

measures to improve the effectiveness of principals;

school-based management;

greater accountability by all parties responsible for the quality

of education;

improvements in the school environment; and

equitable financing across school districts.

We encourage states to explore school choice policies as part of an over-

all plan to restructure and improve public schools. School choice should

only be implemented where accountability measures are specified and

where the special needs of educationally disadvantaged students are

XXVI 4-5
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addressed. Some members of the Commission would extend the con-

cept of school choice to include private and parochial as well as public

schools. Other members of the Conunission, however, are concerned

that choice policies, in the absence of major steps to restructure schools

and ensure every child a quality education, will further disadvantage the

nation's most educationally vulnerable students, who may be overlooked

in a market-driven system.

We recommend that all schools and communities reevaluate the ser-

vices they currently offer and design creative, multidiscii.linary initia-

tives to help children with serious and multiple needs reach their aca-

demic potential.

We recommend that parents, communities, employers, and the media

take mutually reinforcing steps to emphasize to young people the per-

sonal rewards and long-term benefits of academic and intellectual
achievement, cultural enrichment, hard work, and perseverance.

Preparing Adolescents for Adulthood

Adolescence marks the passage from childhood to adulthood. Although

the mljority of young people emerge from adolescence healthy, hopeful,

and able to meet the challenges of adult life, many young people experi-

ment with what they take to be the credentials of adulthood alcohol and

drugs; violent, dangerous, or illegal activities; and sexual activity often

with dire, if not fatal consequences.

Today, one in four adolescents in the United States engages in high-
risk behaviors that endanger his or her own health and well-being and
that of others. These 7 million young people have multiple problems
that can severdy limit their futures. Most have fallen behind in school,
and some have already dropped out. Many engage in sexual activity,
and some have experienced pregnancies or contracted sexually trans-
mitted diseases. Many are frequent and heavy users of drugs and alco-
hol. Some have been arrested or have committed serious offenses. We
must reach these young people early and provide them with both the
means and the motivation to avoid risky, dangerous, and destructive
activities that threaten their futures, their families, and their communi-
ties. Where damage has already occurred, we must also help those
young people experiencing problems cope with the consequences of'
their actions.

Society's concern and involvement must also extend to the three-quar-

ters of young people at low and moderate risk of serious problems. Their

r
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transition to adulthood is often equally difficult as they search for their

places in a complex and fast-changing world. Their aspirations for mean-

ingful work, satisfying relationships, and the chance to participate in the

life of their communities are not guaranteed. To achieve these goals,
young people need opportunities to explore the world of work, experience

the rewards of community service, and receive guidance and unwavering

support from the important adults in their lives.

Unfortunately, too few adults invest the personal time and effort to
encourage, guide, and befriend young people who are struggling to develop

the skills and confidence necessary for a successful and satisfying adult life.

Too few communities encourage and recognize community service by young

people. And too few offer programs and activities to promote healthy adoles-

cent development by discouraging high-risk behaviors and facilitating the

transition from school to work. As a result, many young people believe they

have little to lose by dropping out of school, having a baby as an unmarried

teenager, and committing crimes. When they lack a sense of hope and the

opportunity to become a part of mainstream society, teenagers are frequently

not motivated to avoid dangerous or self-destructive behaviors. When they

lack models to show them that character, self-discipline, determination, and

constructive service are the real substance of life, they have few opportunities

to acquire the attitudes and habits that lead to success in school, productive

employment, and strong, stable families.

To help all young people successfully navigate the passage from child-

hood to adulthood, the National Commission on Children offers the follow-

ing recommendations:

We recommend that individual adults, communities, and the public
and private sectors take aggressive steps to ensure that all young peo-

ple have access to a broad array of supports in their communities to

promote healthy adolescent development and help them avoid high-
risk behaviors including school dropout, premature sexual activity,

juvenile delinquency, crime and violence, and alcohol and drug abuse
that jeopardize their futures.

We recommend that parents, schools, employers, and government initiate

or expand efforts to introduce young people to employment and career

options; to help them acquire the skills, km .nvledge, and experience for

their chosen fields; and to link more closely the worlds of school and work.

We recommend that communities create and expand opportunities for
community service by young people.

1 LI
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Strengthening and Supporting Families

The conditions of children's lives and their future prospects largely reflect

the well-being of their families. When families are strong, stable, and loving,

children have a sound basis for becoming caring and competent adults.

When families are unable to give children the affection and attention they

need and to provide for their material needs, children are far less likely to

achieve their full potential.

The value that society places on families and the way it supports their

needs have a great deal to do with how children fare. When society values

children and the quality of' family life, individuals, families themselves, ansd

outside institutions are moved to make the necessaiy commitment and cre-

ate supportive environments at home, at school, at work, and in the com-

munity. The nation's laws and public policies should therefore reflect
sound family values and aim to strengthen and support families in their
childrearing roks. Accordingly, the National Commission on Children
offers the following recommendations to support anti strengthen families:

We urge individuals and society to reaffirm their commitment to form-

ing and supporting strong, stable families as the best environment for

raising children.

We emphasize the need for both parents to share responsibility for
planning their families and delaying pregnancy until they are finan-
cially and emotionally capable of assuming the obligations of parent-

hood. Although decisions concerning family planning are and should

continue to remain a private matter, public support for family plan-
ning services should be sustained to ensure that all families, regardless

of income, can plan responsibly for parenthood.

We recommend that government and all private sector employers
establish family-oriented policies and practices including fami-

ly and medical leave policies, flexible work scheduling alterna-
tives, and career sequencing to enable employed mothers and
fathers to meet their work and family responsibilities. The majori-
ty of comnilssioners strongly recommends that the federal govern-
ment require all employers to provide the option of a job-protected

leave at the dine of childbirth, adoption, and family and medical
emergencies. Healthy child development depends on parents and
children having adequate time together during the early months of
life to form close and enduring relationships. A minority of com-
missioners strongly opposes such prescribed and inflexible federal
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mandates, which they believe all too often result in discriminatory
practices in the workplace and restrict employees' choices of bene-
fits that meet the particular needs of their families. In addition,
they believe the costs of implementing such mandates often produce

adverse and unintended economic consequences.
We recommend that government at all levels, communities, and
employers continue to improve the availability, affordability, and
quality of child care services for all children and families that need
them.

We recommend that federal, state, and local governments, in partner-

ship with private community organizations, develop and expand com-

munity-based family support programs to provide parents with the
knowledge, skills, and support they need to raise their children. Sonw

commissioners are concerned that a fiscal commitment of the magni-

tude proposed requires careful attention to the design and evaluation of

the expanded services to ensure that they produce outcomes that are

beneficial to the fhmilies who need them.

Protecting Vulnerable Children and Their Families

When families are in turmoil, children are often the helpless victims of
their parents' frustration and despair. They may suffer parental neglect;
experience physical, emotional. or sexual abuse; or develop behavioral
problems that make them difficult to care for. In the absence of adeTiate

support and senices, these children are frequently removed from their fam-

ilies and placed in the custody of the state. This separation from their par-

ents, siblings, schools, and communities is shocking and painful for most

children. Thousands move from one placement to another, effectively
denied a permanent home and family. Many bear scars for the rest of' their

lives. Foster care is intended to protect children from neglect and abuse at

the hands i'narents and other family members, yet all too often it becomes

an equali: :ruel form of neglect and abuse by the state.

The number of children in foster care has increased dramatically over the

past several years, reversing declines in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Recent

estimates project that more than half' a million children will he in foster care

by 1995. This increase has overwhelmed the capacim of the judicial system

and every child welfare system in the country to deal sensitively and respon-

sively to the needi of' vulnerable children and their troubled families.

In part, the increasing number of children in the state's custody reflects

increased reports of abuse and neglect. But it also reflects misguided public
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funding incentives, particularly at the federal level. Federal funding for

peventive efforts to keep families together is fixed each year under the
provisions of Title IV-B of the Child Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act

and has barely grown in the past decade, while funding for out-of-home

care is supported by Title IV-E, an open-ended entitlement that grows auto-

matically according to need. This encourages states to place children in
out-of-home care rather than to help troubled families overcome their
problems and maintain custody of their children.

Marginal changes will not turn this system around. Instead, we need

fundamental reform to ensure that family support and basic preventive ser-

vices are available early to reduce the likelihood of family crises and lessen

the need for children to be removed from their homes.

The National Commission on Children recommends a comprehensive

community-level approach to strengthen families. We believe that early

family support and the availability of preventive services will ultimately

lessen the need for children to be removed from their homes. We therefore

urge that programs and services for vulnerable children and their families

be restructured to include three complementary approaches:

Promoting child development and healthy family functioning
through locally controlled and coordinated community-based fami-

ly support networks that offer access and referrals to a broad range

of services, including health and mental health care, education,
recreation, housing, parenting education and support, employment

and training, and substance abuse prevention and treatment.

Assisting families and children in need in order to strengthen and
preserve families that voluntarily seek help before their problems
become acute. Human service programs including health and
mental health, juvenile services, substance abuse programs, educa-

tion, and economic and social supports must collaborate to pro-

vide prevention and early intervention services that offer practical

solutions to problems faced by families in crisis.

Protecting abused and neglected children through more comprehe.ssive

child protective services, with a strong emphasis on efforts to keep

children with their families or to provide permanent placement for

those removed from their homes. In particular, when babies are aban-

doned at birth and when repeated attempts to reunify older children

and parents have failed, the adoption process should be streamlined to

expedite placement of children in permanent, stable families.



The majority of commissioners recommends changing Title 1V-B to an

entitlement, making funds equally available for the provision Of family

preservation services and for foster care. This will eliminate any fiscal
incentive for removing children from their homes unnecessarily by ensur-

ing that states have adequate funds for prevention. A minority of commis-

sioners believes that the current problems in child welfare are not related

primarily to inadequate funding. They recommend that the relationship

between Titles IV-B and IV-E be altered to allow greater flexibility in spend-

ing monies for preventive services.

Making Policies and Programs Work

All families, regardless of their resources and circumstances, need occasion-

al support and assistance. To meet these needs, an array of public and pri-

vate programs and services has developed over the last half century to pro-

mote children's health and development, encourage success in school, and

protect children from abuse. Families also receive assistance and support

through employment-based benefits, voluntary and community efforts, and

informal networks of friends, relatives, and neighbors.

For the majority of well-functioning fiunilies with ample financial, social,

and psychological resources, this mix of informal support and public and

private programs is both adequate and appropriate. But families facing
severe problems often need more integrated and sustained interventions

delivered by skilled profCssionals who are able to respond early and com-

prehensively to a family's multiple needs.

Unfortunately, the present system of human services generally fails to

meet the needs of these seriously troubled families. Service providers in

separate programs serving the same family rarely confer or work to rein-

force one another's effOrts. Few resources are available to help families

early, before their problems become too mammoth to ignore. Low
salaries and poor working conditions discourage talented individuals
from pursuing careers in early childhood development, child welfare,
and teaching. As a result, families seeking assistance often encounter a
service delivery system that is confusing, difficult to navigate, and indif-

ferent to their concerns. For many parents and children, these obstacles
appear at a time when they are least able to cope with additional stress or

adversity.

Fragmentation and lark of coordination among programs and services

contribute to a widespread perception of inefficiency and waste in public

health and social service programs. In many cases, this perception is justified.



Multiple layers of bureaucracy and extensive record-keeping and reporting

requirements, developed in part to guard against misuse of public funds,

have often cost more than they have saved. Familiar stories of records irre-

trievably lost and multiple appointments to resolve single issues further fuel

public impressions of waste and incompetence in publicly administered or

publicly funded programs.

To bring greater cohesion and efficiency to the delivery of public health

and social seivices and to enhance their ability to meet the needs of severe-

ly troubled children and families, the National Commission on Children

offers the following proposals:

We recommend a series of changes in the organization, administration,

implementation, and budget of programs at all levels of government to

encourage a more collaborative and comprehensive service delivery system,

including:

greater coordination of child and family policies across the execu-

tive branch;

creation of a joint congressional committee on children and families

to promote greater coordination and collaboration across the
authorizing and appropriating committees with jurisdiction over

relevant policies and programs;

decategorization of selected federal programs to bring greater cohe-

sion and flexibility to programs for children and families;

uniform eligibility criteria and consolidated, streamlined applica-

tion processes for the major federal means-tested programs and for

other programs that serve the same or overlapping populations;

incentives to encourage demonstration projects and other experi-

ments in coordination and collaboration of services at the state and

local levels; and

new accountability measures that focus on enhanced child and fam-

ily well-being, rather than solely on administrative procedures.

We call upon the nation to increase its investment in the prevention of

problems that limit individual potential and drain social resources.

We recommend that salaries and training opportunities be significant-

ly increased in the carly childhood and child welfare fields, and that

states and school districts with teachers' salaries below the national

average bring these salaries up to the average. In every case, pay

structures and incentives should be linked to demonstrated compe-

tence.
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Creating a Moral Climate for Children

Today, too many young people seem adrift, without a steady moral compass

to direct their daily behavior or to plot a thoughtful and responsible course

for their lives. We see the worst manifestation of this in reports of violent

and predatory behavior by adolescents in large and small communities

across the nation. It is evident in lifestyles and sexual conduct that indulge

personal gratification at the expense of others' safety and well-being. It is

revealed as well in a culture that ranks wealth and the acquisition of materi-

al possessions above service to one's community or to the nation. It is also

demonstrated in the declining voting rates of young citizens.

Much of what we saw and heard also made us wony about the public val-

ues implicit in individual words and actions and in Americans' failure to act

in concert to change the conditions that harm children and undermine their

families' ability to support and nurture them. As a commission on children,

we could not avoid questioning the moral character of a nation that allows so

many children to grow up poor, to live in unsafe dwellings and violent neigh-

borhoods, and to lack access to basic health care and a decent education.

At least some of children's moral confusion stems from the conduct and

attitudes of some prominent adults, including entertainers and athletes,

corporate executives, religious leaders, and public officials, as well as from

the cultural messages reflected in television programming, movies, videos,

and popular music. Some of children's confusion also has roots in the

behavior of fathers and mothers who lack the ability and commitment to be

responsible parents. And some of it reflects the contradictions apparent in

American society. In a nation with professed commitments to equal oppor-

tunity and to the protection and nurturance of the young, racism persists

and a recent explosion of violence kills and maims children.

Children and adolescents need clear, consistent messages about person-

al conduct and public responsibility. The National Commission on

Children urges public and private sector leaders, community institutions,

and individual Americans to renew their commitment to the fundamental

values of human dignity, character, and citizenship, and to demonstrate

that commitment through individual actions and national priorities:

We recommend that parents be more vigilant and aggressive guardians

of their children's moral development, monitoring the values to which

their children are exposed, discussing conflicting messages with their

children, and if necessary, limiting or precluding their children's expo-

sure to images that parents consider offensive.

XXXIV
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We recommend that the recording industry continue and enhance its
efforts to avoid the distribution of inappropriate materials to children.

I We recommend that television producers exercise greater restraint in
the content of programming for children. We further urge television

stations to exercise restraint in the amount and type of advertising
aired during children's programs.

I We recommend that communities create opportunities for voluntary
service by children and adults and recognize the contributions of vol-

unteers that better the community and assist its members.

I We urge all Americans to renew their personal commitment to the
common good and demonstrate this commitment by giving highest
priority to personal actions and public policies that promote the
health and well-being of the nation's children.

Investing in America's Future
Without a vision of a better society, Americans will never be moved to act.

The National Commission on Children developed such a vision over two

years of sometimes painful and always moving investigation into the lives of

children and families and through many months of honest and thoughtful

negotiation. We envision a nation of strong and stable families, where
every child has an equal opportunity to reach his or her full potential, and

where public policies and personal values give highest priority to healthy,

whole children. Realizing this vision will require leadership and sustained

commitment, significant investments of individual time and attention, and
the allocation of financial resources.

Every sector of society benefits from caring, competent, and literate citi-

zens, and every individual has a direct stake in seeing that all children are

able to develop to their full potential. The federal government cannot and

should not bear sole responsibility or the full financial costs of this national

effort, but it must play a significant role. Leadership and financial support
must come from other sectors as well. Some of the costs of our recommen-

dations must be borne by states and localities and by employers.
Philanthropy and voluntarism must also continue to play a critical role.

Implementation of the Commission's recommendations will cost
approximately $52 billion to $56 billion in new federal funds in the first
year (see table). The largest portion of this total (approximately $40 bil-

lion) is for the refundable child tax credit which offers tax relief to families

raising children. Health care proposals account for another $9.1 billion. A

minority of commissioners do not endorse the recommendations contained
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Estimate of New Federal Costs,
Fiscal Year 1993

PROPOSED

INCOME SECURITY
$1,000 rekindeble child tax credit
Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)

(9 Bisons)

$40300
0.000

Child support Insurance demonstration 0.104(a)
Transidonel supports and senicu 0.000
Public employment opponunities 0.000
Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) 0.000

Subtotal 40.404

HEALTH
Pulgicprivete health insurance plan 7.06
National Health Service Corps
Community and Migrant Health Corners 0.213
Maternal and Child Health Block Grant (MCH) 0.100
Speciel Supplemental Food Program

for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) 1.040

Subtotal 9.132(b)

EDUCATION
Head Start 0.832 4.024
School restructuring 0.47$
School choice 0.239
Support for highrisk suidenu 0.154

Subtotal 1.703 4195

TRANSITION TO ADULTHOOD
Community-based adolescent development

demonstrations 0.016
Adolescent Family Life Provern 0.034
JobCorps 0.166
Community service 0.000

Subtotal 0.216

FAMILY SUPPORT
Workplace policies 0.000
Child care 0.245
Family support centers 0.000 0.640

Subtots1 0.245 0.11115

CHILD WELFARE REFORM
Tide MB (family preservation) 0.000 0.430

Subtotal 0.000 0.430

COORDINATION AND COLLABORATION
Coordinated health and social services delivery

demonstrations 0.031
Subtotal 0.031

CHILDREN'S MORAL DEVELOPMENT
National Endowment for Children's Education&I

Television 0.004
Subtotal 0.004

TOTAL 51.735 65.997

(a) Rough estimate of colts, assuming FY 1993 is the eecond year in a livelaw demonstration.

(b) A minorig of commissioners do not indorse the rec-rtions contained within
the majority health chapter and therefore do not endorse the $9.1 billion of *podium:
Alien Carlson, Theresa Esposito, Adele Halt Wade Horn, Kay *nes, A. Louise Oliver,
Gorski (Jerry) Ruler. Nancy Risque Rohrbech, Josephine Velazquez.
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within the majority health chapter and therefore do not endorse the $9.1

billion of expenditures. Most of the remainder is for social service pro-

grams. The majority of commissioners regard all of these expenditures as

necessary investments to preserve personal freedom, economic prosperity,

and social harmony well into the future.

To cover the federal share of costs associated with our recommenda-

tions, the Commission offers several alternative financing options. Each is

based on three general principles:

Deficit Neutrality. We recognize the need to generate significimt funds

to cover the cost of our recommendations, rather than add to the exist-

ing federal .:!eficit. Continuing large deficits leave middle- and low-

income families vulnerable to economic downturns by litniting govern-

ment's ability to cushion or counter recessions. They also limit econom-

ic growth and opportunity and restrict the nation's ability to meet new

needs. Their persistence ensures that a future generation of Americans

must pay this generation's bills.

Progressivity. We are reluctant to add further to the taxes paid by
young workers raising families, since these families have been especially

hard hit by economic changes and increases in relative tax burdens in

recent decades. In general, we prefer revenue sources that are progressive

or that are generated on the purchase of luxury items, rather than taxes

that reduce the take-home pay of low- and middle-income workers. Our

income security plan recognizes the personal costs and social benefits of

raising children, in part through establishment of a refundable child tax

credit, We do not favor financing options that would, in effect, tax away

the value of the new credit,

Growth. We looked fbr sources of revenue with the potential to grow over

time. While we are confident that our recommendations will ultimately

yield considerable sayings, we also recognize that some of this savings

will only be fully realized in later years. To achieve these long-term

gains, however, we must be willing to make short-term investments.

Each financing option presents a different concept of how to generate

the required funding. No commissioner endorses all of the options, but

each regards at least one as a viable approach. While some commissioners

oppose tax increases of any kind, others rely in varying combinations on

increasing taxes on individuals and corporations and on reallocating and

establishing caps on federal spending.
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The National Commission on Children calls all Americans to work

together to change the conditions that jeopardize the health and well-being

of so many of our youngest citizens and threaten our fiiture as an economic

power, a democratic nation, and a caring society. Our firilure to act today

will only defer to the next generation the rising social, moral, and financial

costs of our neglect. Investing in children is no longer a luxury, but a

national imperative.
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Tile solution of adult problems

tomorrow depends in large measure

upon the way our children grow up

today. There is no greater insight into

the futtre than recognizing when we

save our children, we save outselves.

MARGARET MEAD
Anthropologist
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Titc Cost of Failurc

A merica's future is forecast

in the lives of its children and the ability of their families to raise

them. Most U.S. children are healthy, happy, and secure. They

belong to warm, loving families. For them, today is filled with

the joys of childhood growing, exploring, learning, and

dreaming and tomorrow is full of hope and promise. These

children will become the competent and caring parents,

employees, and community leaders upon whom America's

future depends.

But at every age, among all rac,s and income groups, and in

communities nationwide, many children are in jeopardy. They

grow up in families whose lives are in turmoil. Their parents are

too stressed and too drained to provide the nurturing, structur;.,

and security that protect children and prepare them for adult-

hood. Some of these children are unloved and ill tended.

Others are unsafe at home and in their neighbornoods. Many

are poor, and some are homeless and ht,ngry. Often, they lack

the rudiments of basic health care and a quality education.

Almost always, they lack hope and dreams, a vision of what their

lives can become, and the support and guidance to make it a real-

ity. The harshness of these children's lives and their tenuous
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hold on tomorrow cannot be countenanced by a wealthy nation, a caring

people, or a prudent society. America's future dep nds on these children,
too.

If we measure success not just by how well most children do, but by how

poorly some fare, America falls far short. The evidence of that failut e is

everywhere one cares to look.

Today, one in four children in the United States is raised by just one

parent, usually a divorced or unmarried mother. Many grow up without

the consistent presence of a father in their lives. One of every five children

lives in a family without a minimally decent income. Many of these families

are desperately poor, with incomes less than half the federal poverty level.

Each year, half a million babies are born to teenage girls ill prepared to

assume the responsibilities of parenthood. Most of these mothers ate
unmarried, many have not completed their education, and few haw
prospects for an economically secure future.

Illicit drugs and the wanton violence they spawn have ra% aged U S. com-

munities, large and small, in recent years, with devastating consequences

for children of all ages. Dramatically increasing numbers of babies are born

already exposed to drugs, with health and developmental problems that will

haunt them for a lifetime. Many are abandoned at birth by parents who ate

too impaired to want them or care for them. Young children dodge bullets

on their playgrounds and are the eas% pre% of drug dealers. Assault, rob-

bery, and murder are daily fare on mans CM streets. and todas mole adoles-

cent boys die of gunshot wounds than of all natural causes.

More and more families, overburdened and debilitated b% the condi-

tions of their lives, struggh' to survive in ..ettings where povei ts, unmarried

childbearing, absent fathers, unemplos mem, Aienation, and violence are

common. Under these circumstances. u is diffkuh for patents to teach
children the value of marriage, stead% %%tit k, and a healthful lifestyle.

Children have kw opportunities to acqune the skills, attinides, and habits
that lead to success in school, prod., - emplo% menttud strong, stable
families. They have few models .h., , win that chat ac ter, self-discipline,

determination, and constructive sc .e ale the real substance of life And

manv believe they have little to lose b di opping out of school, ha% ing
babies too earlv, or coimMtting crimes.

Poverm robs many children of then hildhood It thieatens their health

and long-term prospects and exposes them to daih lesels of sties', and vto-

lence that most of us would find unbearable But a t hild need not be eco-
nomically poor to be impoverished in Aineina toda% A posertv of spirit
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Just who are these

children at risk?

They are our

children. Yours,

mine, our neigh-

bors. Their parents

are white collar,

blue collar, and

pmfessionals. They
live in cities,

suburbia, towns and

yes, even on the

farms. All youth

today are at risk.
:-"r4

PAMEIA ROBBINS
Extension Home

Economist,
Jeffenonville, Indians
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touches every child, at whatever income level, who does not receive the

time, attention, and guidance he or she needs and wants from parents and

other caring adults. Many of these children are lonely, isolated, and inse-

cure. They are often vulnerable to a subculture of alienation, recklessness,

and damaging, antisocial behavior. A poverty of hope afflicts eveiy child

who feels unwanted and unvalued, whose customary experiences are of

rejection and failure. For these children, failure is a vicious cycle that

begins early and convinces them that competence and achievement are

Ell



beyond their reach. A poverty

of opportunity affects every
child whose education is inade- .
quate to meet the growing
demands of a changing work-

place and whose exposure to
cultural enrichment and con-
structive involvement in his or

her community is limited. For

all these children, rich and
poor alike, the future holds lit-

tle promise.

Is every child in America
endangered? Some observers

would say no: most children
are in good health and have
loving parents who tend dili-
gently to their physical, intel-
lectual, and spiritual needs.
But we live in an interdepen-
dent world, and even children

shielded from the personal
effects of poverty, illness, and

extreme misfortune confront
circumstances and conditions
that jeopardize their health
and well-being. Their schools
are often just as troubled as those of more obviously vulnerable children,

their streets just as dangerous, the adults around them just as hurried and

distracted. They receive the same cultural messages equating personal suc-

cess with materialism, greed, and power, while trivializing commitnwnt to

marriage, family, and community.

In communities across the nation, the National Commission on
Children encountered boys and girls of all ages and parents from many dif-

ferent backgrounds who faced tremendous odds. We talked with suburban

youngsters struggling to overcome serious addictions to drugs and alcohol,

foster children in Los Angeles with no place to call home,2 and frightened

teenagers on violent streets in Kansas City. We saw newborns in Chicago

exposed to drugs, preschoolers in San Antonio whose immigrant parents

6
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had little knowledge and few resources to make their way in a foreign cul-

ture, and young adolescents with severe mental disorders in a New Haven

hospital. We met working poor parents in West Virginia struggling to make

ends meet on declining wages, homeless families in California fighting to

stay together, and families of children with disabilities exhausted and finan-

cially depleted by the burden of their children's care.

We are deeply disturbed that a nation so captivated by youth is leaving

so many of its young behind. Few subjects inspire more soaring rhetoric

than children. Yet in their individual and collective actions, Americans fall

short of their words. Some adults take on the responsibilities of parent-

hood with little thought or planning; others shed them with equal aban-

don. In the halls of government, public investments in strong families and

healthy, whole children are grudging and piecemeal, guided by neither a

common vision nor a sense of shared responsibility. In the workplace, the

value of conscientious parenting is often unrecognized and rarely reward-

ed. In communities, the call for meaningful service and voluntarism on

behalf of children often goes unheeded. In popular culture and in the
actions of prominent citizens, there are few positive messages to children

and youth and much that undermines the values of honesty, human digni-

ty, and service to others.

The result is that too many children are entering adulthood without the

skills or the motivation to contribute to society. They are poorly equipped

to reap the benefits or meet the responsibilities of parenthood, citizenship,

and employment. What consequences await them, and what future awaits

the rest of us?

Facing the Consequences
In years to come, the United States will be less safe, less caring, less free,

unless we act today. We catch glimpses of this future in the violence that

stalks children in schoolyards and neighborhoods, the homeless who crowd

city streets, and prisons filled to capacity. We see it in the growing number

of children without fathers, students without skills, teenagers without hope.

For much of the post-World War II era, American industry and labor
reigned supreme in the world. Today, we face fierce competition in a grow-

ing global market. Other nations match and sometimes surpass the produc-

tivity of American workers and the quality of our goods and services. Our

economic strength and vitality require an educated and highly motivated

labor force with sophisticated skills and the ability to handle complex situa-

tions competently and efficiently.
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At the same time, the demands of democracy will become greater as the

nation's population grows more diverse. Today's and tomorrow's citizens

face an array of new and daunting challenges rebuilding urban neigh-
borhoods and rural communities, caring for increasing numbers of the
frail and the elderly, defending our principles and interests at home and
abroad, protecting and preserving the environment. These tasks will
require thoughtful, educated citizens, persons willing and able to weigh dif-

ficult issues, participate in the electoral process, and contribute to the well-
being of their communities.

How will we meet economic competition when American students lag

behind their counterparts in Europe and Asia and so many drop out of
school each year? How will strong families and social responsibility flourish

when so many children lack the personal commitment, consistent guid-

ance, and positive examples of important adults in their lives?

For most of our history, American parents have delighted in seeing
their children achieve more than they did themselves. Overall, each gener-
ation has been better educated, better housed, more skilled, and more eco-
nomically secure than the previous one. But for many Americans, those

days are over. Growth in real wages virtually halted in 19731 3 and families

today spend a higher proportion of their incomes on housing, transporta
don, health care, higher education, and taxes.4 Poverty rates among young
families have almost doubled since the mid-1960s,5 and middle-income

families report greater difficulty making ends meet. For perhaps the first
time since the Great Depression, American children will no longer routine-
ly surpass their parents' standard of living.

In the past, when economic growth seemed to know no bounds and the
baby boom produced at least as many workers as industry could employ,
th.: nation could absorb the financial costs of a small group outside the
wainstream. Those days, too, are gone. The proportion of children in the

U.S. population has declined dramatically since 1960,7 and the labor force

could begin to shrink in little more than a decade.' At the same time, the
population of retired Americans is growing steadily, both in number and as

a proportion of the population.' For much of the foreseeable future, a

declining inlinber of workers will have to support a growing number of
retirees. This trend, unaccompanied by significant increases in the pro-
ductivity of the labor force, threatens the very foundations of Social
Security and other social compacts between the young and the old.

Tomorrow's work force, smaller in number and less productive, will also

h .e to pay the rising costs of festering social problems. Schools, over-

When we look

at kids in our

communities who

take short cuts, we

shouldn't really look

at them and isolate

them from the rest
of the society,

because when we

look to our leaden,

a lot of kids feel

like we've been

forgotten by our

leaders.

VALDIR BARBOSA
Yale fresludan from

Cambridge,
Massachusetts
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whelmed by the need to teach students better and teach them more, will
need additional resources to respond to a new population of students

some with severe learning and behavioral problems that stem from early

exposure to poverty, chaos, and drugs, others with limited ability to speak

English or adapt to a new culture. Left unchecked, violence, drug abuse,
and alienation will require us to spend even more to protect our streets
and homes and to jail those who threaten our lives and property. Publicly

9
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ffinded hospitals will treat a growing number of victims, as well as persons
unable to secure routine health care. Continued high rates of teenage
pregnancy and school failure will further swell the ranks of people depen-
dent on public assistance for their basic needs. Already, states, and espe-
cially cities, are bowing under the weight of social problems that no one
believes will disappear on their own.

Our lives may also be impoverished culturally and intellectually in the
ffiture, as fewer Americans rue exposed to great literature, music, and art.
The lessons of history may go unnoticed and thus unheeded. Our knowl-
edge and appreciation of the different cultures that are America may dimin-
ish, making our lives a little narrower, our social circles a little smaller.

Perceptions of inequity and lack of opportunity destroy a nation's sense
of community, breeding animosity between rich and poor, young and old,

10
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A
Americans have

to be confronted

with the reality

of the world they

live in as opposed to

the image of what

they think and want

it to be. And my

money I'll place

my money on the

American people. If

they are confronted,

if they understand

the difference

between what is and

what they think it

is, they will do the

things that are

required.

REED V. TUCKSON,
M.D.

From testimony while
Commissioner

of Public Health,
Washington, D.C.
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majority and minority. We see this already in random acts of violence, and

we hear it in the angry rhetoric that creeps into debates about poverty, race,

the elderly and now even children. One prominent businessman, long a

leader in efforts to end childhood poverty and improve public education,
warned that the growing gulf between rich and poor could turn us into a

nation of two armed camps.10

Whether the years to come will be this bleak or simply less tolerant, less

comfortable, and less free, the message remains the same: America's future

as a democratic nation, a world leader, and an economic power will

depend as much on youngsters who are ill educated, alienated, or poor as

on those who are more advantaged. We can no longer afford to be such

careless stewards of our children's htture.

Accepting Responsibility
Opinion surveys indicate that Americans from all walks of life, whether they

are raising children or not, believe that something is terribly amiss with

children and families.11 Scholarly research and thoughtful analyses have

identified the changes in society that conaibute to children's increasing

vulnerability. Political leaders and public officials hold passionate debates

over causes and remedies.

Many people blame government and other social institutions for failing

to channel enough resources to children and families. Some fault parents

for placing personal needs and desires before those of their children.
Others condemn economic uncertainty and technological innovations,
from television to nuclear war, for diminishing parents ability to control

the external forces that impinge on their children's lives. Still others

accuse a popular culture that trivializes individual responsibility and coin-

niitment to family and community while celebrating personal gratification

and greed.

This debate over who or what is responsible fOr the precarious position

of children and families tends to obscure rather than enlighten and usually

ends in bitter stalemate. Clearly, the problems that harm children and
threaten the nation have their roots in the failure of' individuals to assume

responsibility for themselves and the children they bring into the world.

But they spring as well from society's failure to invest in children's well-

being and to support and encourage families in the critical and often diffi-

cult task of rearing children.

Accordingly, solutions will depend on strong leadership and the con-

certed efforts of every sector of society individuals; employers; schools;
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civic, community, and religious organizations; and government at eveiy

level. They will require creative public policies and private sector practices,

thoughtful investments of public and private resources, and significant

commitment of individual time and attention to the needs of childrc n and

their families,

The time for blame and recrimination is over. Too many children have

already paid too high a price for our carelessness. We may not all be equal-

ly guilty of creating this situation, but we are all equally r.sponsible for
changing it.12

Time to Act

Compassion alone would be sufficient reason to invest in America's chil-

dren. One cannot help but be moved, as members of the Commission
were, by the poignant stories of children growing up in poverty, the loneli-

ness and confusion of youngsters without caring adults to turn to, the pain

of a sick newborn or a depressed adolescent. tven if there were no larger

social and economic benefits to be gained, few Americans would willfully

turn their backs on these children in need.

In this instance, however, selflessness and self-interest converge. Doing

what is right and doing what is necessary to save our national skins are one

and the same. Our best instincts to nurture, protect, and guide the young,

when translated into policies, programs, and voluntary action, benefit soci-

ety as well. Some of these benefits are easily measured healthier, better-

educated children; reduced public costs of health care and remedial educa-

tion; decreased crime, viole.nce, and their associated costs; increased tax

revenues and lower welfare payments; improved productivity of American

industry and labor. Others, while not as readily quantified, are equally sig-

nificant stronger families; more active, inclusive communities; a freer,
fairer society; a more optimistic citizenry.

In recent decades, an extensive body of knowledge regarding child
development has become available to guide our planning and inform our
judgments. A quarter century and more of social programs and bold exper-
iments some successful, others not tell us much about effective solu-

tions and promising approaches. Research and programmatic innovation

should continue, but we know enough now to act.

Investing in children is no longer a luxury or even a choice. It is a
national imperative as compelling as an armed attack or a natural disaster.

In this time of renewed patriotism and national pride, it must be un-
American for any child to grow up poor, unsafe, uneducated, or unloved.13

12

The
economy, and thus

American society,

hu been built
around the idea

that tomorrow's

generation will do

better than today's.

The poor believed ,

that, too. But if

those at the bottom

of the economic

ladder stop

believing the child's

future holds more

promise than the

parent's past, we will

be in serious

trouble.

WILLIAM S.
WOODSIDE
animas,

Sky Chefs, Inc.,
New York, New York
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ramatic sodal, demographic,

and economic changes during the past 30 years have trans-

formed the American family. For many children and parents

the experiences of family lik are different today than a genera-

tion ago. Families are smaller. More children live with only

one parent, usually their mothers, and many lack the consistent

involvement and support of their fathers. More mothers as well

as fathers hold jobs and go to work each day. Yet children are

now the poorest group in America, and if they live only with

their mother ank4 slw is nct employed, they are almost certain

to be poor. Moreover, many of the routines of family life have

changed; i egat dless of family income, pat ents and children

spend less tinw together.

By now, these changes are quite familiar. Indeed, they have

been widely studied and discussed in re«.nt years: scholars have

sought to explain them, jout nalists have publicized tlwm, and

government has I esponded with man) new poll( les and pro-

grams. Although theit auses and mnsequences are still not

fully mulct stood, it is ( fear that they have had pi ofound ef fects

on family oles and on telationships hemeen fatlwrs, mothers,

and children and between families and the cotmnunities in

,..11r7-77,1=
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AMERICA'S CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

which they live. Observers from many quarters worry that these changes
have had largely deleterious effects on family life and have caused a dramat-
ic decline in the quality of life for many American children.

American Children and Families in Transition
Children as a Declining Proportion of the U.S. Population

As we enter the last decade of the twentieth century, older Americans are
living longer' and families are having fewer children:1 As a consequence,

children are a declining proportion of the U.S. population (see Figure 2-1).
Between 1960 and 1990, the number of Americans age 63 and over nearly
doubled, from 16,7 million to an estimated 31.6 million. Demographers
project that by 2010 the elderly population will have increased to nearly 40
million. Thus, in just 30 years the proportion of the elderly in the U.S. pop-
ulation has risen from 9.2 percent to 12.6 percent, and it is expected to rise
to almost 14 percent by 2010.3

In contrast, although the number of children under age 18 was approxi-
mately the same in 1990 as it was in 160 (about 64 million), the propor-
tion of children in the population has declined sharply. In 1960 children
accounted for 36 percent of all Americans; in 1990 they were 26 percent,
and by 2010 they are expected to be 23 percent.4

Families are smaller, on average, than they were in the 1950s. Birthrates
have fallen, and women now are having fewer children. Between the mid-
1950s and the mid-1970s, the number of births per 1,000 women age 15 to
44 decreased by almost half', from 122.7 to 67.8; since then, it has remained
relatively steady!' Likewise, the average number of births per woman
decreased from 3.7 to 1.8 during this period and has increased only slightly
in recent years. Despite long-term declines in the birthrate, the U.S. popu-
lation is projected to continue to grow over the next 20 years because of
imnUgration and because the baby boom cohort born during the decade fol-
lowing World War II will continue to have babies.7 However, in the twenty-
first century, the United States, like several Western European nations, could
face a declining population as well as an aging one.

In addition, minorities including blacks, Hispanics, Asians, Native
Americans, Eskimos, and Aleuts make up a greater share of the popula-
tion today than they did in past decades. In 1989 about 80 percent of chil-
dren in the United States were white, 16 percent were black, and 4 percent
were of other races; about 11 percent of' the total population were of
lispanic origin.' In 1960 more than 86 percent of children were white, 13

percent were black, and 1 percent were of other races.9 The growth in

16
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FIGURE 2.1

Children and the Elderly u a Proportion of thi: US. Population
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every retiree drawing a Social Security

Hispanic and Asian popula-

tions in this country has
been especially rapid in the
past decade, partially
because of immigration and

partially because of higher
fertility rates among these
groups." Demographers
project that the proportion
of minority children will con-

tinue to increase over the
next 20 years." Because
minority children are dispro-

portionately disadvantaged
in terms of family income,
access to high-quality educa-

tion and health care, and
employment opportunities,
the nation now faces a sub-
stantially needier population

of young people.

As the proportion of
youth declines and the popu-

lation of older Americans
grows, each worker will bear

a greater burden of support
for the nation's retirees. In

1950 there were 16 workers

making contributions to the

Social Security system for
pension; in 1960 the ratio declined

to 5 to 1; in 1990 it dropped to 3 to 1; and it is expected to decline fin-ther,

to approximately 2.2 to 1, by 2020.12 Given this trend, the nation can ill

afford to waste the talents and future productivity of even a single child.

More Children Living in Single-Parent Families

Over the past 20 years, a rapidly rising divorce rate and a rising rate of
out-of-wedlock childbearing, especially among teenagers. have dramati-

cally increased the number and proportion of children in single-parent

1
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FIGURE 2.2

LiVing Arrangements of Children Under 18, 1989
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fitinilies." In 1970 almnit 12 percent of children lived with only onc parent.

usually their mother; in 1989 approximately 25 percent. more than Hi mil-

lion children, did.11 Black children arc far more likely to liw with one par-

ent than arc white, 1-lispailic, Asian, or Native Amcricaii chiklren (see Figure 2-

2).1' Nevertheless, tlw substantial ratc of growth in single parenthood was

comparable for whites. blacks, and I lispanics during thc 1970s and I 980s.1"

Divorce and separation are the major causes of single parenthood in the

States. Indeed, this nation has Ow Idglicst divorce rate in tlw
world.17 At present rates, approximately hall of all U.S. marriages can Ix.

18
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expected to end in divorce,I8 and the majority of divorces involve children.

Each year, more than a million American children are affected by their par-

ents' decision to separate or end their marriage.s.1"

The other Illajor cause of single parenthood is out-of...wedlock childbear-

ing. Although marriage remains a central aspect of adult life, the age of
marriage has steadily risen since the 1950s. As a result, marriage and child-

bearing arc increasingly separate events. In IMO onlv 5 percent of all
births in the United States were to umnarried mothers; in 1988 more than

25 percent were. Today, more than a !Pillion babies each year are bonh to

unmarried women (see Figure 2-3)Y"

Births to adolescents are especially likely to occur outside of marriage.

Approximately 40 percent of white babies and 90 percent of black ',rabies of

teenage mothers are born into single-parent finilies.21 Even when teenagers

19
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FIGURE 2-3

Births Outside of Marriage, 19604988
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do marry., their marriages tend to be unstable, and fbr this reason the chil-

dren of teenage mothers are even more likely than other children to spend a

substantial portion of their formative years in a single-parent family.22

A striking feature of the growth of mother-only families over the past

generation has been the difkrence between blacks and whites. For whites,

the increase is primarily due to divorce and separation; for blacks, it is pri-

marily the result of' childbearing outside of marriage.23 Yet taken together,

the result of these trends is that more than half of all white children and
three-quarters of' all black children born in the 1970s and 1980s are likely to

live for some portion of' their formative years with only their mothers.24

High rates of marital disruption and the growing number of out-of:wed-

lock births are related to complex social and economic trends over the past

generation. Although most Americans prokss to value marriage, there is

strong evidence that the importance of marriage and intact families has
diminished somewhat, relaxing social constraints on divorce, out-of-wed-

lock childbearing, and single parenthood.2' Simultaneously, young men's

20
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earnings have eroded, making it increasingly difficult for many especially

young minority men with limited education and job skills to earn an

income sufficient to support a family. Between the mid-1970s and the mid-

1980s, marriage rates among 20- to 24-year-old men declined by nearly half

from 39 percent to 22 percent compared to only a 3 percent decline during

the previous decade.2 In many communities, young men have become less

attractive marriage prospects, especially for young women on welfare. At the

same time, growing opportunities for women in the labor force have enabled

some to leave an unhappy marriage and raise children alone.

More Children with Parents in the Work Force

Perhaps the most dramatic social change of the past 20 years has been the

steady march of mothers into the paid labor force (see Figure 2-4).2'
Between 1970 and 1990, the proportion of mothers with children under
age six who were working or looking for work outside their homes rose

from 32 percent to 58 percent. Today, approximately 10.9 million children

SO%

60%

40%

0%

IIGURE 2-4

Mothen in the Paid Labor Force, 1970-1990
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under age six, including 1.7 million babies under one year and 9.2 million

toddlers and preschoolers, have mothers in the paid labor force.28 Mothers

of school-age children are even more likely to be in the labor force. In

1990 over 74 percent of women whose youngest child was between the ages

of 6 and 13 were working or looking for paid work. Approximately 17.4 mil-

lion children, more than 65 percent of all children in the latter age group,

had working mothers in 1990.29 Among employed mothers, nearly 70 per-

cent whose youngest child is under six and more than 74 percent whose
youngest child is school age work full tinw."

Historically, unmarried mothers have been far more likely to work than

married mothers.'" Vet the sharpest increase in labor force participation

among mothers over the past 20 years has been among married mothers,

especially those with very young children. More than 66 percent of married

mothers are now working or looking for work outside their homes.32 In past

generations, most of these women would have quit their jobs and stayed at

home when they married or had children, but today they are remaining at

2
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I work two jobs

and I go to school

at night...It's

my responsibility

to take care of

our future; I want

to go for my

degree...I want

my son to

look back and say,

"my mom

accomplished

that," because I

want him to do the

same thing that

I did.
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work. Women who wait to have their first baby until after age 25 and women

with four or more years of college are more likely to continue working than

are younger mothers and those who f'ail to complete high school."

The reasons that individual mothers decide to go to work or stay in the

labor force undoubtedly vary from one family to another. On an aggregate

level, however, complex social, cultural, and economic factors have fueled

this trend in the United States and most other developed countries.
Increases in the number of available jobs, especially in the service sector;

successful legal effbrts to expand women's access to the workplace; the con-

tinued influence of the women's movement; and the mechanization of
many household tasks have all undoubtedly contributed." The declining
income and employment opportunities of young men, especially those who

lack skills, and the difficulty of maintaining a secure standard of living on

one income have also added momentum.35

Changing patterns of mothers' employment represent more than a
mere shift in American attitudes or fluctuations in short-term macroeco-

nomic conditions, although these have clearly played a part.36 Over the

past generation, the opportunity costs of staying at home, primarily in the

form of foregone earnings, have increased for mothers. Some scholars call

for a return to the single-earner "family wage" system of the 1940s.37
Others, however, suggest that the movement of mothers into the paid work

force is likely to become even stronger in the future as projected labor
shortages make women increasingly essential to the shrinking labor poo1.38

To date, social adjustments in the workplace, in communities, and even

in fitmilies have been rather slow to take root. Over the coming years,

society's ability to adapt to the changing needs of working fathers, working

mothers, and their children will be increasingly essential to the health and

vitality of families and to the well-being of their children.

More Children Living in Poverty

Children's economic well-being is directly related to that of their families.

On average, children are better off in the 1990s than they were 20 to 30
years ago. After adjusting for inflation, the mean incomes of families with

children increased by 46 percent between the early 1960s and the early
1980s, primarily because family incomes rose until 1973 and because most

families had fewer children.39

But the news is not all good. The gap between the family incomes of

more affluent and poorer children widened substantially over the past gen-

eration. Despite economic expansion since the early 1980s, that gap has

f; 3



not narrowed.4° Complex and countervailing economic trends have sig-

nificantly influenced the economic well-being of American families with

children. Although in earlier decades most families could look forward
to greater prosperity than previous generations, fewer can today. Growth

in real family income slowed considerably in the 1970s and 1980s.
Wealth became more concentrated among a smaller segment of the pop-

ulation. Mithy families with children became economically less secure,

and poverty rates among children, after decreasing for almost two
decades, rose during the 1970s and early 1980s and have remained high
ever since.41

Today, children are the poorest Americans.42 One in five lives in a fami-

ly with an income below the federal poverty leve1.3 One in four infants and

toddlers under the age of three is poor. Nearly 13 million children live in

poverty, more than 2 million more than a decade ago.43 Many of these chil-

dren are desperately poor; nearly 5 million live in families with incomes less

than half the federal poverty leve1.44

Poverty athong children varies considerably by race and fiunily composi-

tion (see Figure 2-5). While the majority of poor children are white, minor-

ity children are much more likely to live in a poor family. About 44 percent

of all black children and more than 36 percent of Hispanic children are
poor, compared to fewer than 15 percent of white children.45

Children living only with their mothers are especially likely to be poor.

Approximately 43 percent of mother-only families are poor, compared to

only about 7 percent of two-parent families.46 Because so many children

are now expected to spend some of their childhood with only their mothers

either because of divorce or because their mothers never marry the

chalices that an American child will be poor are far greater than in the past.

Further, the chances that these children will live in poverty for longer peri-

ods of time are also greater. Although poverty among two-parent families

typically fluctuates with changes in the

only families is persistent.47

Children in mother-only families are

mothers are employed, but they are not

living with two parents. Single mothers

time while caring for children. When

economy, poverty among mother-

economically better off when their

as well off, on average, as children

often find it difficult to work full-

they do work, they often lack the

skills and experience necessary for higher-paying jobs. Other sources of

' In 1989. the Census Bureau's poverty threshold was S9.885 Ioi a family of three. S12,675 for a family of
four, and S14.990 for a family of five.
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FIGURE 2-5

Poverty Rates Among Children, 1987
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income, including child sup-

port, ahnmny, and welfare, if

they are available at all, are

usually insufficient to lift sin-

gle mothers and their chil-
dren Out of poverty.ls As a

result, children who live only

with their mothers are almost

certain to be poor if their
mothers are not in the work

Children who grow up in

a family with two parents are

less likely to be poor.

Marriage and a father's earn-

ings are often a buffer against

poverty, but they are not a

guarantee. Sonw two-parent

families are poor, including

those in which a parent is
employed. Among poor two-

parent families with children,

40 percent have a full-year,

hill-time worker. Another 46

percent have one or two
adults who work at least part-

time or part of the year.'"
Poverty. among two-parent

families is closely linked to

changes in wages and incomes. When the ecomnny is strong and wages

and incomes are on the rise, poverty declines among families with both a

mother and a father. When economic perfiwinance wanes, and wages anti

incomes fall, more two-parent families slip into poverty.'

In many ways, working poor families whether thev have one or two

parents face the harshest dilemma of all. Their incomes preclwie or seri-

ously diminish welfare payments and related benefits, including food

stamps, housing assistance, and health insurance coverage. Because many

low-income working families do not receive health care coverage as a benefit

of employment, and because income from employment usually precludes
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eligibility for Medicaid coverage, children with parents in low-paying _jobs

often have no health insurance protection.

Tlw sweeping social and economic changes of the past 20 years have
made it more difficult for families to support their children. Even among

middle-income families, life is less secure. As higher-paying _jobs in manu-

facturing have disappeared, the earnings of manv American workers have

not kept pace with inflation. New jobs created in the 1980s were increasing-

ly in the service sectors and were far moir likely than manufacturing _jobs to

be part-time or temporary, to pay low wages, and to lack other benefits.'1
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sometimes to find
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Simultaneously, the rising burden of taxes has left many middle-income

fiunilies raising children with less disposable inco111e.52 As a consequence,

many middle-income families need more than one paycheck to maintain a

modest standard of living or just to make ends meet. Families with only
one wage earner especially mother-only fiunilies have suffered the

greatest losses and are the most economically vulnerable.

Changing Roles and Routines of Family Life

In many two-parent fiunilies today, the traditional roles and responsibili-

ties of mothers and fathers have changed. Mothers contribute a larger
share of earned income and fathers assume a larger share of day-to-day
parenting responsibilities. In single-parent families, one parent, usually a

mother, has to shoulder both economic and parenting responsibilities,
and children often lack mater ial support and personal involvement from

the other parent.

Most American children are still cared for by their parents. When moth-

ers go to work, fathers are often the principal caregiver. In a very small pro-

portion of families, fathers remain at home full-time and take over the role

of homemaker. In others, parents juggle their work schedules so that one

or the other is always available to care for children. For a rapidly growing

number of American children, however, care by adults outside their imme-

diate family is becoming an increasingly common aspect of everyday life.

Nearly 20 million children, about 70 percent of those with employed moth-

ers, are cared for by an adult other than a parent, grandparent, or sibling.53

While preschool children are almost always in the care of an adult, an esti-

mated 1.3 million children age 5 to 14 care for themselves during the hours

when they are not in school."

Regardless of family structure or income, the traditional routines of fam-

ily life are increasingly being challenged by the demands of work, chil-
dren's extracurricular activities, and the lure of interests and opportunities

outside the family. Many parents go to great lengths to preserve the activi-

ties and rituals that strengthen family ties and anchor and guide children

dinner together, family outings. and family participation in community,

school, and religious activities.55 But in some families these activities have

become less common occurrences.

To maintain strong. close relationships and to feel a sense of satisfaction

with their families, parents and children need time together.56 Yet many

parents and children, including those in two-parent families, find them-
selves spending less time together than either needs or would like (see

'71
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Figure 2-6).57 In response to

economic pressure, many
middle- and low-income par-

ents are working longer
hours, leaving them less time

at home with their children.
Regardless of marriage, par-

ents who are employed full-
time are more likely to report

that they want more time with

their families. As the number

of families with only one par-

ent grows, and as pressures
mount on parents to work
long hours to make ends
meet, it will become even
more difficult for some par-
ents and children to spend
time together.

FIGURE 2-6

Parents' Assessment of the Amount of Time
They Spend with Their Families
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Are Children Worse Off?
Most American children are

healthy and happy. They
are growing up in families that tend diligently and lovingly to their phys-

ical, social, and emotional needs." But at every age and income level
there are sizable numbers of children whose lives are less easy or secure.
Their circumstances are all the more striking when contrasted with the

majority of American children. Scholars continue to debate how and to
what extent the social, demographic, and economic trends of the past
generation have affected the health and well-being of American chil-
dren. Their findings are not definitive, and reasonable people might
legitimately interpret them differently." Nevertheless, there is ample
evidence that children are worse off in 1990 than they were in 1970, in
several important respects.

Poverty and Its Effects

Though many children are living in more economically secure circum-
stances today than 20 years ago. many others are more vulnerable. The rise

in divorce and out-of-wedlock childbearing has worsened the economic

28 f;
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position of children by increasing the number of mother-only families. The

period from 1974 to the present marks the first time in the nation's history

that children have been the poorest group in society.

Poverty and economic instability are associated with well-documented

negative effects on children. Many poor children go undernourished, are

inadequately clothed, and live in substandard housing. For them, the world

is often a dangerous and threatening place to grow up. It is crime-ridden

streets where schools and playgrounds are the domain of gangs and drug
dealers, or it is desolate rural areas without adequate roads and running

water. It is dilapidated homes with broken windows, poor heating, lead
paint, rats, and garbage. It is a world in which children grow up afraid and

ashamed of the way they live, where they learn basic survival skills before

they learn to read. Some poor youngsters succeed and prosper despite
adversity. Many others face limited futures outside the economic, social,
and political mainstream.

Most poor children in Anwrica are in double jeopardy. They experi-
ence the most health problems but live ;n the least healthful environments

and have the least access to medical care. They are at the highest risk of
academ:c failure, but often attend the worst schools. Their families experi-

ence the most stress but have the fewest social supports.

Parent-Child Relationships
How does mothers' employment affect children's development? The
answer is neither simple nor clear. Mothers' employment almost always

improves the economic well-being of families with children, and often it is

the essential difference between whether or not they can make ends meet.
To the extent that mothers' working keeps children out of poverty and
ensures that their basic material needs are met, it has important positive
effec ts.

Yet mothers NN:t work outside their homes have less time to spend
with their children. Me long-term effects of this separation on children's
development are the subject of passionate debate. Detailed reviews of the

research show that there are no consistent positive or negative effects.
How children fare depends to a significant extent on mothers' and
fathers' attitudes about work and childrearing, the characteristics and spe-

cial needs of their children, the availability of other formal and informal

supports, and, most important, the quality of care children receive.60 Yet

the development of close and enduring bonds between parents and chil-
dren is critical, especially during the earliest months of life. When the
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demands of a job leave mothers and fathers too stressed and drained to
do a proper job of nurturing, children suffer. When children fail to
receive the love and attention they need at home and when they do not
receive high-quality care outside their homes, the consequences can be
devastating.

Health

American children are healthier in many respects today than in the past,
but the rate of improvenient has slowed. Infant mortality has declined in

the United States, but it remains unacceptably high, with rates exceeding

those in 21 other developed countries. Almost 40,000 American babies die

before their first birthday.'I Black babies and babies in low-income families

are at significantly greater risk of dying than are white babies and babies

born into economically secure families. Low birthweight, the leachng Nctor

associated with infant death, also remains unacceptably high. No progress

has been made since 1980 in reducing the rate of babies born with low
weights; for black babies, the rate has risen."2
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The growing epidemic of alcohol and illegal drug use, especially use of

crack cocaine, by pregnant women !..everely threatens the health and develop-

ment of as many as 375,000 babies each year.° Related to intravenous drug

use are the rapidly rising rates of HIV infection among women of childbearing

age and of babies at risk of developing AIDS. Though the number of infants

who test positive fOr HIV at birth is relatively small so Far, it is projected to

grow dramatically over the coining decade." The unnecessaiy pain of these

children and file sorrow of those who care fbr them are already enormous.

Despite improvements in maternal and child health over the past several

decades, poor and minority children are still inure vulnerable to a number

of health problems. In part, this reflects the fact that they often live in home

environments and neighborhoods that do not protect their health and safe-

ty. It also reflects the fact that they and their families are less likely to have

access to health care. Currently, some 32 million Americans, including 8.3

million children under age 18, have no form of health insurance coverage.'

Pregnant women who lack insurance often fail to receive appropriate prena-

tal care, adding to the risks of complicated pregnancies and poor birth out-

comes. Many uninsured children see a health care provider only when a

condition has beconw so severe that it can no longer be ignored. Then, typ-

ically, their parents take them to emergency rooms or trauma centers. They

rarely see the same doctor twice, and no single professional follows their

case. For these children, who are already at risk becamse of the other cir-

cumstance.s of their lives, the lack of preventive and acute care and their

untreated health conditions often lead to umwcessary disease, disability, and

death. Measles and whooping cough, preventable with imtnunizations,

cause irreparable neurological damage in severe cases; ear infections, easily

treated with antibiotics, lead to hearing loss; anemia, preventable with a

proper diet, causes slow development and learning problems. All of these

health problems remain unacceptably prevalent in a nation with the finest

health care technology in file world.

Learning Disabilities

One in five American children between the ages of 3 and 17 is reported by

parents to have had a developmental delay, learning disability, or behav-

ioral problem during childhood.' Children from single-parent families are

two to three times as likely to suffer these problems as children living with

both parents. The differences are partly due to the stress of family conflict

and disruption and the deprivations of living with only one parent.'7
AltImugh often treatable, learning disabilifies can impair normal develop-



ntent and academic itchievement. Along with poor language development,

poor control of impulses, and attention deficit disorder, learning disabilities

are often related to prematurity and low birthweight. The risks are com-

pounded if a baby with low birthweight is born into a fiunily that is experi-

encing other hardships fbr example, poverty, unemployment, social isola-

tion, or a parent with drug, alcohol, or mental health problems.°

Children with learning disabilities are sometimes thought to be slow

learners or to have behavior problems. They often get into trouble in

school, have difficulty making friends and getting along with other chil-

dren, and come to think of themselves as failures. They are frequently sepa-

rated into special classes or held back. By the time they reach adolescence,

they have little self-esteem, are often on the margins of their peer group,

and are at high risk of dropping out of school. With proper health care

and educational supports, many learning disabilities can be overcome or

significantly dinnnished. Unfortunately, those children at greatest risk of

having these problems are also the least likely to have access to supports

and services that can reduce the risks of damaging long-term outcomes.

School Achievement

Parents are better educated in the 1990s than they were a generation ago,

and many children, especially minority children, seem to have benefited.

The proportion of elementary school students whose parents have complet-

ed high school increased dramatically, from 61 percent in 1970 to 78 per-

cent in 1989; for black students during that time, the proportion nearly

doubled, from 36 percent to 67 percent.° Better-educated parents typically

have a greater appreciation for the importance of learning, and they are

more involved in their children's schools and supportive of their children's

educational needs.

Yet the overall performance of U.S. students on tests of reading, mathe-

matics, science, and computer competence has not improved markedly

over the past decade. U.S. students' test scores lag behind those of students

in many other industrialized countries. Too many youngsters start school

lacking the skills, habits, and attitudes necessary to be successful in kinder-

garten and first grade. Many experience failure early, and that failure

leads to detachment. About 30 percent of ninth grade students do not

graduate from high school four years later, and many fail to return and

graduate. Approximately 500,000 young people drop out of school each

year.7° In the nation's large urban centers, attrition rates are even higher:

as many as half of all students drop out. These young people will be only
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In the past 13

years...I've seen
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maim, kill, and ruin

children, families,
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close to them every

single day. It really

affects the whole

concept of family.
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Principal,
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Kansas City, Missouri
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marginally literate and virtually unemployable.71 The consequences of'

dropping out of school are not solely economic, however. Dropouts are 3.5

times as likely as high school graduates to be arrested, and six times as likely

to become unmarried parents."
Not surprisingly, poor and minority students from single-parent families

and students with limited proficiency in English are at much greater risk of

experiencing educational problems and early failure in school, and they arc

far more likely to drop out of school." These educationally disadvantaged

young people now account for as many as one-quarter of all American stu-

dents and the proportion is likely to continue to grow as the population of

low-income and minority children, many of whom live only with their mothers

in poor, troubled, inner-city neighborhoods, rises over the coming decade.

High-Risk Social Behaviors

While most young people make the transition from childhood to adulthood

with little difficulty, one in four adolescents, approximately 7 million

between the ages of' 10 and 17, engages in social behaviors that can lead to

serious, long-term problems.'" The National Commission on Children

believes that many more adolescents are vulnerable to becoming involved

in these behaviors. School dropout, premature sexual activity, drug and

alcohol use, and delinquent behavior during adolescence often have nega-

tive consequences for young people, for their families, and for their com-

munities. They can jeopardize health and safety, limit hope and opportuni-

ty, and even lead to disability and death.

Every year, approximately 1 million teenage girls become pregnant;
nearly half of them give birth.75 Approximately half' of these births are to

young women who have not vet reached their 18th birthday, and most of

them occur outside marriage. Until recently, births to adolescent girls had

been declining. In 1986, however, the trend reversed, and births to girls

age 15 to 17 increased for the first time in nearly P.m decades.Th The pro-

portion of teenage births that occur outside of marriage has increased
steadily since the early 1970s." Teenage mothers, especially those who
have children before they turn 18, often fail to finish school, and they fare

poorly in the job market. They are less likely to marry, and when they do,

they are more likely to become separated or divorced. For these reasons
they are more likely than girls who delay childbearing to be poor and

dependent on welfare. Perhaps most tragically, the children of teenage

mothers often repeat their parents' experiences and become teenage parents

themselves. The cycle of poverty and hopelessness thus continues from one
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generation to the next: children of unmarried teenage mothers are four
times as likely as children in other families to be poor, and they are likely to

remin poor fbr a long time.'
Other types of adolescent risk taking increased rapidly between the mid-

1960s and mid-1970s and have since leveled off or even declined somewhat.

Yet more than half' of' all young people report that they have tried an illicit

drug by the time they complete high school, and rates of crack cocaine use

remain disturbingly high among some youths.7" Young people who abuse

drugs are very likely to drop out of school, to engage in premature and
unprotected sexual activity, and to commit crimes. They are at very high

risk of' contracting sexually transmitted diseases, including AIDS, of experi-

encing accidents and injuries, and of' ending up in jail. As one young man

Commission members 3 let who was serving time in a maximum-security

prison put it, "Kids who do drugs are killing themselves slowly."

At a time when the adolescent population is declining, the number of

young people sening time in prisons and youth detention facilities is increa.s-

ing. Today, younger and younger children are committing more serious and

violent crimes than in years past. AssaulK robberies, and murders have become

commonplace on many city streets and even in schools. What is different today

from a generation ago is the widespread availability of' guns and drugs and a

more pervasive climate of anger and hostility. Today, more teenage boys in the

United States die of gunshot wounds than of' all natural causes combined.

Between 1984 and 1988, gunshot deaths increased by (Ayr 40 percent, rising 20

percent from 1987 to 1988 alone. Black teenage boys are 11 times as likely as

white teenage boys to be shot to death!'" The number of tiolent youth offend-

ers has soared as gang activity, spurred by an aggressive drug trade, has
increased nationwide.5i Among these delinquent youth there is often a history

of abuse or Family violence, as well as failure in school, learning disabilities, and

mental health problems. Many of these Young men are likely to become career

criminals, who will continue throughout their lives to exact a high toll from

their victims and from all of society.w=

Emotional Weil-Being

There are many indications that the emotional well-being of Anwrican chil-

dren has deteriorated over the past generation. An estimated 12 to 15 per-

cent suffer mental disorders," and approximately 10 percent of' 3- to 17-

year-olds have seen a psychologist or psychiatrist for treatment in the past

year. This represents a rise of' nearly 80 percent since 1981 in the propor-

tion of' children receiving psychological assistance annually."
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Childhood psychiatric and behavioral disorders are often severe and

may lead to lifelong impairments in social functioning, adaptation, and pro-

ductivity, in addition to the personal suffering that they cause. The most

frequent disorders include symptoms of disruptive behavior (such as atten-

(ion deficit disorder, hyperactivity, and conduct disorder), but over ,5 per-

cent of all school-age children and adokscents staler from de)ression and

anxiety problems and serious difficulties in learning." These children are

not merely unhappy or difficult youngsters, but children and adolescents in

need of specialized servirTs whom parents, teachers, clinicians, and peers

often agree are suffering from serious symptoms. Often, children with the

most severe psychiatric disorders have more than one type of condition; fbr

example, children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder Often have

behavioral and conduct problems as well and become vulnerable to sub-

stance abuse later.' Yet as many as 70 percent of children and adolescents

in need of treatment are not receiving services,M7

One especially troubling indicator of emotional problems among

American children is the suicide rate. During the 1960s and 1970s, the rate

at Ahich adolescents took their own lives doubled, from 3.6 to 7.2 deaths

per 100,000, while the late for adults remained steady. By 1986, it had
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increased another 30 percent, to 10.2 deaths per 100,000. Suicide is now

the second leading cause of death among adolescents, after accidents.
Unlike homicide, it is more common among white teens than black teens,

and white adolescents are by far the highest-risk group, with a rate of 16 per

100,000.88 While the number of adolescents and young adults who take

their own lives is relatively small approximately 5,000 in 1988 there is

disturbing evidence that eight times as many attempt suicide
unsuccessfully.89 Although research has yet to sort out all the relevant fac-

tors that lead young people to kill themselves, family and cultural factors

clearly play a role. Abusive families with high levels of stress seem to put

their children at greater risk of self:destructive behavior, and rates of sui-

cide seem to be higher among young people who have lost both their par-

ents through death or family breakdown."

Families with Muhiple Problems

Perhaps the most troubling aspect of family change over the past genera-

tion is the rapidly increasing number of children living in multiproblem

families. Plagued hy poverty, disorganization, and stress, these families

often lack the emotional and material resources to meet their children's
basic needs, and they lack access to outside help to make up the difference.

Children in multiproblem families begin to accumulate liabilities befbre they

36
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are born, when their mothers cannot or do not care fbr themselves and do

not receive appropriate prenatal care and monitoring. After birth, these chil-

dren's health needs are often ignored or inadequately addressed. Because

they are typically young, unmarried, and economically disadvantaged, the

parents of these children are often socially isolated, impaired, and helpless to

cope with the conditions of their lives. They lack knowledge, skills, and emo-

tional energy to provide the consistent care and attention, structure, and

learning experiences that prepare children for school and for life. They and

their children are frequently more vulnerable to stress: they experience more

of it, and yet they have fewer means of protecting themselves against its

destructive effects. Many children in these families experience failure from

the earliest stages of life and come to believe they are meant to fail. Because

they perceiw that the future holds so little possibility fbr them, they are con-

vinced they have little to lose by dropping out of school, using drugs, commit-

ting violent crimes, or having babies at a young age.'"

There is no single cause or circumstance that puts these children at risk.

It is the conthination of factors that stacks the deck against them. In fami-

lies experiencing multiple problems and stresses, the risks multiply and the

chances of positive long-term outcomes are dramatically reduced. Without

outside support, children in these fainilies are very likely to fail to fulfill the

dreams and expectations that their parents and society hold for them.

Conclusion

Many of the profound changes in American family life and society over the

past generation are not likely to be reversed in the near future. Although

specific patterns of marriage, fertility, and nmthers' employment are diffi-

cult to project (as are macroeconomic conditions), many demographers

and economists who have studied these trends conclude that they will con-

tinue into the next decade, even into the next centuryY2

Americans have not had an easy time comprehending these changes or

deciding how to adapt to them. Public and private sector policies and pro-

grams, community institutions, and families themselves have been slow to

respond and too often children have paid the price. Substantial evi-

dence suggests that the quality of life for many of America's children has

declined." As the nation looks ahead to the twenty-first century, the funda-

mental challenge facing us is how to fashion responses that support and

strengthen families as the once and future domain for raising children.
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The essential ingredients for

developing competence and character cut across culture,

nationality, and class.' All children need loving parents who

provide safe, secure homes and encourage their

development. They must be fed, sheltered, and protected

from harm. Their basic health and nutritional needs must be

met, as must those of their mothers during pregnancy. Very

early, children must learn to trust others. They must possess

a secure and positive Sense of their own identity and their

place in the world, and they must acquire moral values and

standards that enable them to live in harmony with their

families and the larger community. They need to become

socially competent, and they must learn to be literate,

thinking individuals who can solve problems and

communicate with one another22

Development is not entirely predetermined at birth; every

child has the potential to become many different individuals.

Whether a child flourishes and achieves her or his full potential

or falters and fails depends both on biological characteristics

and outside influences. The person that each child becomes



largely reflects the unique and complex interaction between his or her nat-

ural endowments and childhood experiences.3

Development is more than physical growth. It is the process through

which children mature socially, emotionally, intellectually, and morally:

they learn right from wrong, and they acquire critical knowledge and skills.

Development depends upon trusting and loving relationships, the first and

most fundamental of which is between children and their parents. For a
child to develop normally, according to developmental psychologist Uric

Bronfenbrenner, "somebody has to be irrationally crazy about that kid".4

The enduring support that comes from strong, mutual, emotional bonds
between parents and their children is the foundation for all subsequent

development and human relationships.

Strong, mutual attachments are most readily formed in families where

all members parents, siblings, grand-

parents, and other extended famil sup-

port and encourage the formation of %.al-

ues and interactions between parents and

children. They are enhanced when two
parents share responsibility for childrear-

ing and when they support and express
,

affection for one anotlwr.') In single-par- _L
ent families, children are less likely to
experience developmental problems or

Alellib.644.111
delays if their parent receives strong sup-

port from other adult family members li-

ing in the home or nearby.

Families are the settings where most
children's basic needs are met and where d

they learn Mndamental lessons about per-

sonal relationships, life skills, and moral

conduct. Experiences that take place with-

in families are not merely a "pleasant pre-

hide" to formal sclmoling and the outside

world, but a powerful prerequisite for suc-

cess in later life." Families are the basic
training wound where children develop "

q:?,

the capacity to function responsibly and
creatively as adults in the d(nnains of work,

family life, and citizenship.7
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But families do not exist in isolation. Children's development is shaped

by many other influences present in their homes, schools, neighborhoods,

and cultures as well!' It is the reciprocal interactions among these factors,

together with a child's own inherited characteristics, that determine devel-

opment.
Throughout childhood, there are opportunities to enhance the likelihood

that children will grow and develop into capable and caring adults. There are

also vulnerabilities, some biological and some environmental, that threaten

childrel 's development. The challenge for parents and for society is to over-

come the risks that jeopardize many children's futures by building on the

strengths and protections that naturally exist within their families and commu-

nities and by providing outside support where they do not exist.

The Developmental Process
Child development is a cumulative process, beginning befbre birth and

continuing into adulthood. Each stage of development builds on the

achievements of the previous one. Throughout this process, children need

to accomplish specific tasks and reach appropriate milestones. Missed

opportunities arc difficult to recapture later. and unresolved problems at

one stage will likely manifest themselves again in a later stage. Each devel-

opmental period, therefore, presents parents and the important people

and institutions in a child's life with opportunities to support that child's

growth and development.'

The Prenatal Period

Much of a child's basic neurological as well as physical development occurs

in utero.") Although the human brain continues to grow at a rapid rate

during the two years following birth, important aspects of neural develop-

ment take place many months before a child is born. When brain develop-

ment is disrupted by substance abuse or illness, child's intellectual abili-

ties are compromised and he or she is more vulnerable to mental

disorders." Parents' own physical health and vitality, their attitudes about

family formation, and their preparation fbr pregnancy and parenthood all

significantly influence prenatal development, birth outcomes, and the sub-

sequent course of their child's growth and development. Regardless of

race, mother's age, and social class, children are more likely to be born

healthy and to thrive when their parents plan and prepare for pregnancy.

When pregnancies are too closely spaced and when they are unwanted, the

risk of low birthweight and other maternal and infant heaith problems is

121
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dramatically increased.P2 During pregnancy, parents play a critical role in

promoting their children's health and development. Lifestyle and behav-

ioral choices by expectant mothers can have direct and lifelong conse-
quences for their children. Babies are much more likely to be born healthy

when pregnant women receive proper nutrition, avoid smoking, drinkitig,

and drug use, and obtain early and regular prenatal care.

Smoking can impair fetal growth and later learning. Infants born to

mothers who smoke regularly during their pregnancies are at greater risk of

low birthweight, prematurity, lung disorders, and sudden infant death syn-

drome in the newborn period.1S Children of smokers are often slower to

accomplish basic developmental iasks in infancy (sucking, head turning,

and eye contact), may have poorer reading skills when they reach school

age, and frequently are hyperactive." Intellectual abilities, as measured by

IQ, grade placement, perceptual motor abilities, and language skills, may

also be significantly lower for these childrer

Babies born to mothers who consume alcohol on a regular basis are at

heightened risk of lifelong disability. Drinking during pregnancy con-

tributes directly to fetal alcohol syndrome, a cluster of congenital conditions

..hat can have devastating effects on brain development and the nervous sys-

tem.16 Children of alcoholics often suffer deformities, poor motor develop-

nwnt, and long-term intellectual impairment. They also commonly have

behavioral problems that make them demanding and difficult to care tiW.17

Similarly, children exposed in utero to drugs often suffer an array of

early health problems, including low birthweight, prematurity, neurological

impairment, congenital anomaly, drug dependency, and HIV infection,
that lead to chronic illness and long-term disability. As babies, they are twi-

t:all/ irritable and slow to be comforted. They may not eat or sleep well,

making them difficult to care for. By school age, these children often have

difficulty controlling their behavior, they may be aggressive toward other

children, and they frequently have short attention spans and learning dis-

abilities.IR

Although we know a great deal about the devastafing effects of sub-
stance use during pregnancy, a significant number of children are born
each year to mothers who do not protect themselves and their unborn
babies from these biological risks. Similarly, we know that prenatal care

which begins early (even befiwe conception) and continues throughout
pregnancy eliminates or alleviates many poor birth outcomes. Yet many

women cannot or do not receive timely and appropriate prenat. are. As a

resuit, they are at substantially greater risk of' delivering a low-birthweight

F.41'
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baby than are those who receive appropriate care.'" Low birthweight, in

turn, is a direct corollary of infant death and sickness, retardation aud

developmental delays, chronic illness, and other disabling conditions.

The First Three Years of Life

From the earliest nmments of life, infimts are learning, growing, and react-

ing. At birth, healthy babies have well-organized reflexes, and thuir senses of

hearing, sight. taste, and smell are well developed.2" They can, for example,

discriminate between sounds of different intensity, duration, and pitch.
They are particularly responsive to human voices and can distinguish their

mothets' voices from others when they are only two days old. Infants are also

sensitive to changes ih brightness and movement. and they can differentiate

between colors and patterns and follow mming objects with their eyes.21

The first three mars of life are a tinw of extraordinary and unparalleled

intellectual, linguistic, social, and emotional development.
Childrvn attain half their physical height in the first two and a half years of

life, and their brain development is even greater. This is the time when

children acquire basic motor skills reaching. grasping, crawling, and

)
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walking which enable them to explore the;r environment. They also

reach important milestones of intellectual development learning that
hidden objects still exist even though they are out of sight, realizing that
turning a key on the back of a toy soldier will make it walk, and engaging in

symbolic play, such as giving a doll a drink from a toy cup. Similarly, young

children's communication skills also develop rapidly, beginning with very

early social exchanges in response to speech sounds and rhythms and later

becoming spoken words, phrases, and senterces.22
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Children's social and emotional development are also rapid during

these early years. In the first few months of life, infants begin to develop

strong attachments to important caregivers.% particularly their parents,

These attachments are based on a mntual and irrational commitment

between parents and children, and they provide children a fundamental

sense of internal security. Regardless of the circumstances and realities,

most parents regard their children as special especially wonderful and

precious. For most children, parents are equally special individuals to

whom thev turn readily when experiencing trouble or joy and whose com-

ings and goings are central to their every experience and sense of well-

be ing:=3

Secure attachments do not develop instantaneously. They require the

consistent availability of one or more adults who are affectionate and

responsive to a child's physical and emotional needs. After a baby is born,

most families require several months of adjustment, when parents strive to

understand their infant's needs. For some parents and childien these

mutual bonds develop more quickly and easily than for others. An alert

babv who reacts readily to parents faces and voices and who responds

quickly to consoling encourages parents' positive feelings and sense of com-

petence. Less responsive babies or those who are irritable and difficult to

comfort may disappoint parents at the beginning and cause them to feel

less capable;24

The qnality of parent-child attachments has important implications fbr

development. When chiklren are securely attached, they feel more comfbrt-

able and confident exploring the world around !hem. They are able to

master their environment and fiirm positive relationships with other chil-

dren and unrelated adults. When parents respond to their needs, children

develop a sense of efficacy. They come to feel that their actions bring

When parents do not respond warmly, consistently. and reassuringly to

their children's pb,sical and emotional needs, children often fail to devel-

op strong, secure attachments. They have feelings of helplessness that limit

their exploration and experimentation. They often appear uninterested in

their snaoundings.'2' Parents who stiffer from illness, psychological prob-

lems, drug abuse, or other stresses may be unable to respond appropriately
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to their babies. In the absence of strong attachments, many of these chil-
dren will experience later intellectual deficiencies, social problems, and
emotional difficulties.

The first years of life are a period of great vulnerability and opportunity.
Infants and toddlers are wholly dependent on their parents (and other
caregivers when paren ts are umtvailable) to meet their basic needs.
Without adequate nutrition and nurturing to hiel their rapid development,
many children suffer delayed or stunted growth, impaired intellectual
development, unresponsiveness, and low resistance u) infection. Without
preventive health care, inchiding immunizations, they are susceptible to dis-
ass and disabilities. III unsafe and dilapidated home enviromnents they

Olin' be exposed to lead, which can severely impair neurological develop-
ment and later intellectual ability. Moreover, children are more vulnerable
to physical injury and social and emotional deprivation during this period
than at any other time in childhood.27

On the other hand, children's earliest experiences can provide the fintn-
dation for sonnd physical health, intellectual achievement, and social and
emotional well-being in later years. Young children whose parents and
other caregivers provide stable, responsive care, interact and play with them
in developmentally appropriate ways, and encourage them to explore their
environinents are likely to develop kelings of trust, empathy, curiosity, and
confidence that are essential to later learning and social deveh)pment.'

Early Childhood
Armed with the necessary skills to explore their environment and motivated
bv curiosity, most children are well prepared fOr more organized and stnic-
lured learning experiences in the early childhood rears. Between the ages
of three and six, development continues to proceed rapidly, and preschool-
ers gain moll' sophisticated physical, intellectual, social, and communica-
tive capabilities.

During this period, young children's ability to process information
impnwes markedly. as does their ability to organize their thoughts and
actions to solve problems and complete tasks. A.s they develop the ability to
think symbolically, preschoolers' language skills also advance, and they
increasingly engage in imaginative play. Moreover, they begin to test the lhn-
its of their individual freedom and to learn responsibility toward others
through sharing toys, contributing to group activities, and working out diner-
enet.s with peers. ills! as infants and toddlers do, children between the ages
of three and six require secine attachments to loving parents and other care-
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givers who are consistent, warm,
responsive, and stimulating. During

this period children need to feel
emotionally secure and know they

can count on the important adults in

their lives. With this basic sense of

trust and confidence, they begin to

develop greater independence, for

example, getting dressed without
help or going to a friend's house to

play unaccompanied by a parent.
They increasingly set high expecta-.

dons for their own achievement. 29

Out-of-home group experiences

have become increasingly common

fbr preschool children, regardless of

whether their mothers are
, employed. For many children, these

include part-day play groups, nurs-

ery schools, and Head Start pro-
grams. For others, the:- include lull-

day care in child care centers or
family day care homes. Child devel-

opment research indicates that high-

quality early childhood programs
and parenting education can

of j improve the development of young

children who are at risk of early fail-

ure in school due to economic dis-

advantage and unstable, disorga-
e,

nized, and stressful homes. But the

positive effects of early childhood
programs depend on program quali-

ty, and the quality of children's
experiences varies widely."

Young children learn best by doing; consequently, they need opportuni-

ties to explore and interact with their environments.s1 Learning is most suc-

cessful when developmentally appropriate activities are combined with

unstructured play, when intellectual and social development are emphasized
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equally, and when there are plenty of oppmtunities for one-to-one interac-

tions with adults who can guide and stimulate their inquisitiveness."

Development during the early childhood years has important impli-
cations for children's later success in school. Young children whose
needs for affection, basic health care, adequate nutrition, safe environ-

ments, and intellectual and social stimulation are met during this peri-
od are more likely to develop the skills, habits, and attitudes necessary
to succeed in school. In contrast, preschoolers who are at risk due to
poor health, unsafe environments, or inadequate or inappropriate
developmental stimulation are likely to experience a variety of short-

48
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and long-term problems, including extreme behaviors such as hyperac-

tivity or withdrawal, inattentiveness in the classroom, and difficulty get-

ting along with classmates. These children often experience early aca-

demic failure and get into trouble with teachers. They may have diffi-

culty deferring gratification, and as time goes on they may become
involved with socially alienated peers. Too often, their impaired aca-
demic achievement, misbehavior in school, and absenteeism lead to

dropping out." Children who are not prepared for academic learning
and who experience problems early in their school careers often disrupt

an entire classroom, making it difficult for their classmates to learn and

succeed as well.

Middle Childhood

The middle childhood period, once thought to be relatively unimportant

compared to early childhood and adolescence, is now recogni.,,ed as a time

of significant intellectual, social, emotional, and moral growth. Between

the ages of 6 and 12, children develop more logical and sophisticated think-

ing, problem-solving, and communication skills. The!, become less self-cen-

tered and more interested in forming and maimaining friendships with

other children. They further develop the ability to empathize and take
another person's perspective, and they are increasingly sensitive to other

people's views. Their widening social contacts and experiences provide
them with opportunities to compare themselves to others, and they begin

to establish their own identity and to develop their own ways of presenting

themselves and relating to others)"
During middle childhood, children acquire a greater capacity for self-

control and exhibit moi e independence. They begin to internalize moral

rules of behavior; they show signs of having a conscience and feel guilt
when they disappoint or adversely affect others.35 They also develop per-

sonal attitudes and 'Thaviors that can significantly influence their later
health and well-being." Although the rate of physical growth is not as

rapid in middle childhood as in early childhood, it is during this period

that many children enter puberty.
Children's worlds expand beyond their families during this period, as

they participate actively in school, neighborhood, and the larger communi-

ty.37 Parents remain their first and most important teachers, yet parents'

interactions with children tend to decline markedly in the middle child-
hood years. While the amount of time that parents spend with children

does not necessari:y indicate the quality of their relationships, one study

4)9
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reports that parents spend lcss than half as much time in caregiving, teach-

ing, reading, talking, and playing with school-age children as they do with

younger children."

School experiences are especially important. In school, children
acquire basic reading, writing, and mathematics skills, they interact with

classmates, and they learn how to be responsible members of a group, with

adult guidance. Success or failare in school and relationships with peers

influence children's attitudes toward education and learning, as well as hew

they view themselves."

The media, particularly television, also become a major, and often
umnonitored, source of children's knowledge about social roles, attitudes,

and behaviors, as well as of other lifestyles, value systems, and cultures,1"

For most children between the ages of 6 and 12, television viewing consti-

tutes the largest single portion of free time on a typical weekda.-11 School-

age children watch television an average of three to four hourF per day,

more than preschoolers or adolescents.42 For better or worst, TV heroes

become role models for many Otildren, and fictional plots become the
social scripts that shape their view of the wo:ld and thir relationships with

other childnni and adults.

Adolescence

Adolescence marks the critical passage from cini'dheod to adulthood.
During the teenage years, young people begin to separate from their fami-

lies, align themselves with peers, make decisions on their own. develop inti-

Imue rOationships, and experience feelings of sexuality." As young people

learn to connect future consequences with present actions. most experi-

ment with behaviors they believe arc part of adult life." As they strive to

become grown-ups, many feel they are invincible or inumuw front harm.

Feelings of invulnerability awl a propensity fiw risk taking (in model ation

are healthy and normal for most adolescents. Yet without consistent and

caring adult guidance and monit-ring, some young people are vulnerable

to excessive behavior and mistakes that can harm their owo health and
development, their families, and their col tununities.4'

Adolescence is also marked by a desire fOr competem-e and aclfievement.

Young people naturally seek ways to establish their own identities, often

through strong commitments to others, to ideas and social causes, and to

work or desired vocations.'16 They need positive adult role models and adult

guidance and encouragement. They also need opportunities to achieve and

excel in school. in extracurricular activities, in their homes and coninm-

so
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nifies, and in kInployment and training. Without positive relationships with

caring adults and opportunities for constructive, enjoyable, and fulfilling

activities, many adolescents ate vulnerable to more negative inf1uences:17

Young people rely less on their parents for information and pole( lion as

they get older Nevertheless, throughout itdokscence most teenageis «Main'

uu to seek their parents' guidance on matters related to moral and social val-

ues. vocational choices, and educati.mal plans. Tlw nature of parents' inter-

actions with adolescents, the extent of parental monitoring, and the way deci-

sions affecting teenagers are made within families have (Ann mous inipakt On

adolescents attitudes and behaviors as well as on their performance in
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school. Adolescents are more likely to succeed in school and avoid delin-

quent or deviant behavior, to act more responsibly, and to have higher self-

esteem when their parents are warm and accepting, establish and maintain

clear rules and standards of behavior, and are willing to discuss or negotiate
family rules and their enforcenwm. When parents are overly permissive and

willing to grant adolescents too much autonomy, they are inure likely to per-

form poorly in school and to become involved in high-risk behaviors.
Conversely, when parents fail to temper strictness with warmth and a willing-

ness to discuss aad negotiate rules, their adolescents are more likely to have

lower self-esteen and lower levels of school performance:18

One in four adolescents, approximately 7 million young people between
the ages of 10 and 17, is in jeopardy of serious, long-term consequences
stemming from risk taking behavior. P.' More often than not, these ymng
people tend to be isolated front their families, schools, and conumnlities.

They have dropped out of school or are behind grade level; they have been
arrested or have comnUtted delinquent offenses; they use drugs and ako-
hol and some suffer addiction; they engage in early, unprotected sexual

52
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activity, and some have already experienced pregnancies or contracted sex-

ually transmitted diseases. Most are engaged in several of these high-risk

behaviors that threaten their health and development.5°

These behaviors and the problems that often result from them are gen-

erally studied separately, and social programs to prevent and remedy them

are frequently unrelated to one another. Yet in real life they interact and

reinforce one another. While some teenagers who have babies, leave
school, and commit crimes will ultimately become responsible and produc-

tive adults, many will not. They will lack skills and jobs; they will fail to form

strong, stable families; and they will become part of the long-term welfare

population. Without some means of overcoming disadvantage, many will

be helpless, homeless, and hungry, part of a continuing cycle of misery and

despair that wastes young lives."

Risk and Protective Factors Affecting Children's Development
Best scientific knowledge, based on years of research and programmatic

experience, confirms what many people consider self-evident: there are

clearly identified factors that encourage and support healthy development

and equally clear factors that place children at immediate or long-term risk.

Over the past 20 years, scientific knowledge about how vulnerability and

resiliency in childhood are related to adult outcomes has expanded rapidly.

Studies show that no single risk factor in a child's life leads irrevocably to

adverse outcomes. They also show that a chain of protective factors, linked

across time, can afford vulnerable children and teenagers an escape from

adversity and help them become successful adults:41

Risk Factors
Many of the antecedents of adult failure are well known. Research has
clearly identified them as poverty, a disrupted or unstable family, lack of

social supports from extended family, neighbors, and community institu-

tions, and biological problems and conditions. As discussed in the previous

chapter, profound changes in American socety over the past generation
have caused poverty, single parenthood, and social isolation to be more

prevalent today than they were 20 years ago. Despite advances in health sci-

ence and technology in recent years, biological problems and conditions,
including neurological and physiological impairments present at birth or

developed in childhood, remain disturbingly common.

Although none of these factors alone inevitably produces poor devel-
opmental outcomes, an accumulation of risk factors (which include both
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biological vulnerabilities and persistent, adverse environments) increases

the odds that children will fail to reach their full potential. TherefOre, a

poor child who grows up in a stable and supportive enviromnent is not

doomed to live in poverty for the rest of his or her life. A child with early

biological problems (for example. low birthweight and prematurity, or even

resulting neurological (lamage) and no other risk factors may well emerge

from childhood unharmed. Yet when health problems occur together with

socioeconomic disadvantage and family instability, and when there are few

outside supports to make up for them, children are much more vulnerable

to an array of problems that can jeopardize their futures, including failure

in school, adolescent pregnancy and childbearing, and criminal behavior.

Study after study shows that it is the presence of multiple and interacting

risk factors that leads to harmful outcomes." Lasting damage is most likely

to occur when children's constitutional vulnerabilities come together with

an adverse environment and multiply the destructive effects.14

Protective Factors

Emerging scientific knowledge also gives us great hope for overcoming the

risks that threaten so many children. Studies of populations in very differ-

ent parts of the world residents of the Pacific Island of Kauai, World War

II survivors in Europe, children in war-torn Mozambique, and ghetto chil-

then in this country's inner cities document a number of protective fac-

tors within individuals and from outside sources that can help many vulner-

able children avert long-term harm and dysfunction. Based on a longitu-

dinal study of children in Kauai many of whom were at high risk because

of poverty, family disruption, and parents who were ill or absent Werner

highlights five clusters of protective factors that contributed to positive out-

comes when these children became young adults.56

Temperamental Characteristics. Children with positive and outgo-

ing dispositions well' able to elicit positive and responsive support from

a variety of caring persons within and outside their flunilies, including

parents. teachers. mentors, friends, and (later) spouses. Thus, for exam-

ple, active, sociable babies with no difficult sleeping and feeding habits

tended to elicit more positive responses from their mothers and care-

givers. These beneficial early interactions with parents and caregivers

were, in turn, associated with greater autonom,' and social maturity dur-

ing early childhood and higher academic achievement when they
reached school age. Throughout childhood, their good natures and

pleasing personaliti-s helped these children develop a wider network of

5.1 9 4
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caring adults both within and outside their families who buffered them

from the adversity in their lives."

Skills and Values. Children with a strong sense of self-esteem and self-

efficacy were better able to make the most of the talents and abilities they

had. Thus, among the high-risk children of Kauai, reading skills by age 10

were positively linked with special help from teachers, peers, and family in

their teenage years. Children who were doing well in school during mid-

dle childhood felt more confident of their ability to overcome the circum-

stances of their lives and be successful later on. In turn, the adults in their

lives were more likely to invest their own energies in helping these chil-
dren succeed by encouraging them to develop and follow through on real-

istic educational and voca-

Xr- tional plans.58

Self-esteem is not solely
the product of academic coin-

petence, however. Many of
,t

b the most resilient children in

the Kauai sample were not

. Zt unusually bright or talented,
=

-! but they took great pleasure
in interests and hobbies,l'

:$ including sports, art, or other

,,' .., , activities that brought them

, solace when things fell apart,

,
in their home lives. Self-

, Lsteem also flourished when

,, -,\,.., these youngsters took on
t responsibility commensurate

with their ability whether it

was part-dme paid work, man-

aging the household when a
parent was absent or incapaci-

tated, or, most often, caring
for younger brothers and sis-

ters. Moreover, at some point

in their childhood, usually
during the middle childhood
years or in adolescence, the
high-risk children who grew
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into resilient aduits had experiences in which they were required to help
others in their family, neighborhood, or community who were experienc-
ing distress or difficulty. This "required helpfulness" provided them an

opportunity to develop empathy for others and to understand their own

capacity for in:proving the lives of those around them.59

Characterisacs and Caregiving Styles of Parents. Parems who were
stable and sensit:ve earegiveis and who were able to create a sense of struc-
ture and order in their homes were able to foster self-esteem in their chil-

dren and buffer them from many of the stresses in their lives. Those with at

least a high school education were better able to sustain the kinds of inter .

actions that are associated with strong, secure attachments in infimcy and

during the very early years of life. They were also able to provide more
emotional support to t:leir children during middle childhood, even when
the family was living in poverty or experiencing other adversity. Better-edu-

cated parents had children with better problem-solving and reading skills.

They also had healthier children with fewer disabilities and handicapping

conditions that impeded their progress in school or their ability to partici-
pate in the lives of their families and communities!'

Supportive Adults. Adults who foster trust and act as gatekeepers for
the future can make the critical difference between whether children thrive
and succeed or whether they falter and fail. When parents were absent or
incapacitated and therefbre unable to provide close and nurturing relation-

ships, many high-risk children in &mai who became successful adults devel-

oped "surrogate" parents. By spending time with caring adults outside their
family circle, these children were able to detach themselves to some extent
from the problems in their homes. Grandparents, older mentors, youth
leaders, teache .A and members of their religious communities who accept-
ed these children unconditionally, regardless of their temperamental
idiosyncracies, physical attractiveness, or intelligence, effectively buffered
them from the stresses and disorder of their Own families."'

Opportunities and Hope. Perhaps the most potent force fbr change in
the lives of many of the high-risk children of Kauai was having a "second
chance". It was not only tlw early events in these children's lives, but also
the opportunities that opened up for them later which provided paths out
of the adversity that characterized their early vears.1 2

Among the pathways out of poverty and despair in later life were educa-
tion at community colleges, educational and vocational skills acquired in the
military, and active involvement in a chun. h or religious connnunity. Some of
these same pathways have also been traced for black teenage mothers in

56
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Baltimore and white youth of the Great Depression." Attending conununi-

ty colleges and enlisting in the armed .;ervices provided these young people

an opportunity to gain knowledgt iad skills and enabled them to move out

of poverty and into skilled trades and a middle-class life. Involvement in

church activities and a strong Nith gave meaning to the adult lives of
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tnany who were troubled youth. Regardless of their religious affiliation,

resilient individuals used their faith to form and maintain a positive
vision of what their lives could become."

According to Werner, the central component in the lives of the resilient

children that contributed to their success was a strong confidence that the

odds stacked against them could be surmounted. Some developed this
hopefUlness in their early lives through their reladonships with caring and

concerned adults. Others developed it as they made the transition to adult-

hood. In all cases, however, it was because of the people and institutions in

their lives that provided hope and opporumities that these children over-

came difficult circumstances and became successfhl adults.65

Conclusion
Development is a cumulative process of growth ilnd change that begins

before birth and continues into adulthood. Through the complex interac-

tion of biological charticteristics and experience, children become adults.

At each stage of development there are opportunities to improve the
chances that children will grow into healthy, literate, secure, and produc-

tive adults and there are vulnerabilities that, left unaddressed, will ahnost

surely have lasting negative effects. As researchers from different disci-

piineE and parts of the world have learned, there are many avenues for
overcoming the risks that threaten children's development. Reducing the

likelihood of biological impairment, which is often the result of problems

in pregnancy and poor birth outcomes, will make a substantial difference,

as will helping disadvantaged, isolated, and highly stressed parents manage

their daily lives and learn how to nurture and care for their children.
Taking steps to ensure that Young children come to school ready to learn

and that they and their families have access to quality schooling, health

care, and social services will further improve the life chances of many .ul-

nerable children. Creating a social context in which all children have
meaningful opportunities and can develop a sense of hope for their futures

is perhaps most essential of all. Toward this end, our first priority as a
nation must be to rebuild the American family.

The challenge is not simply to reduce the risk factors that threaten chil-

dren's futures, but to overcome them by identifying and building on the

protective factors that exist naturally in children's environments and by pro-

yiding support where they do not exist. Because children, parents, families,

and communities differ, some children will inevitably need more help and

more intensive help than others. Anhmg them are the increasing number

58



of preterm babies whose lives were saved by neonatal intensive care; chil-

dren whose parents suffer severe mental health problems and drug and
alcohol abuse; children growing up in families with only one parent, espe-

cially when that parent is young, poor, and socially isolated; and children

who have disabilities and behavioral problems that make it difficult for
them to relate to others and to perform in school. The lessons learned
from the vulnerable children of Kauai, now grown to adulthood, teach us

that competence, confidence, and caring can flourish even under adversity,

if children develop secure bonds with caring adults, if their basic needs are

met, and if they have oppoilunities to develop essential knowledge, skills,

and values.'6 They also teach us that although missed opportunities early in

life are more difficult to recapture, it is never too late to try.

r
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Our principles are the

8P of our actions; our actions

the sp of our happiness or

misery. Too much care, therefore,

cannot be taken in fo our
principles.

100
PHILIP SKELTON

Theologian
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The United States does not have

a coherent national policy for children and families.

Historically, Americans have regarded the care and rearing of

children as a private matter, not a public responsibility.

Government involvement in family life has consistently

provoked debate and controversy, except in cases where parents

were clearly unable or unwilling to care for their children

themselves. As a result, many Americans are uncertain about

what role, if any, government and other social institutions

outside the family should play in fostering children's health and

development and in helping parew manage their childrearing

responsibilities. Significant philosophical differences emerge

in any discussion about the nature and desirability of policies

for children and families. These debates too often pit private

interests against public ones, one kind of family against

another, the interests of children against those of adults, and

the roles of men against those of women.

Even among proponents there is little agreement on what

the objectives of national policies for children and families

should be.' Some see their essential purpose as helping poor



children overcome adversity. Others see them as a means of redistributing

income from the elderly to the young, from single persons and childless

couples to families whh children, or from the affluent to the poor. For
sonw, they are a way to expand the welfare system; fbr others, a way to elim-

inate it. Some want national policies to give women greater freedom to

choose their roles, while others want to reaffirm women's traditional role as

homemaker. Still others want to encourage ffithers to play a more active

role in caring fbr their children and to hold them responsible for child sup-

port when they leave home.

At least one scholar has argued that crafting a national family policy

would be futile.2 Yet in recent years many policymakers and analysts --

including those who traditionally approach these matters from different

intellectual and political perspectives have called for a new and more sys-

tematic approach to supporting the nation's children and families.
Americans from all walks of life are worried about children and about par-

ems' ability to bring them up in today's world. On both sides of the politi-

cal aisle and in communities nationwide, the National Commission on

Children has seen a growing connnitment to addressing children's needs in

the context of strong, stable families.

Continued failure to embrace a national ethos that supports children

and values their families is short-sighted, self-destructive, and morally
defeating. It will impoverish this nation culturally, politically, and economi-

cally. And it will jeopardize the well-being of millions of' Anwrican chil-

dren. Accordingly, the Commission urges the nation to begin today
through individual actions, private sector decisions, and public sector
reforms to rekindle a comminnent to strong families and supportive
communities for children.

Guiding Principles for Action
In the remaMing chapters of this report, the Commission proposes a policy

agenda that flows from a set of guiding principles concerning children's

basic needs, parents' toles and responsibilities, and society's obligations.

These principles were a matter of lengthy debate. Because we approach

issues concerning the well-being of' children and families from different

political and professional perspectives and with different value systems and

beliefs, we made a special effort to clarify these principles tbr ourselves and

for others who will build upon our work. Too often in the past, failure to

articu!ate values has conveyed mixed nwssages to young people, parents,

and institutions outside the Lunily. It has resulted in practices that harm
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children and weaken their families. And it has limited the nation's ability

to assess how well its policies and programs are working to improve the lives

of children, strengthen families, and uphold the common goals and norms

of American society.

Accordingly, we set out in this chapter the principles that form the foun-

dation for our specific proposals fiw public and private sector policy and

program development.

Every American child should have the opportunity to develop to his

or her full potential.

In childhood, individuals learn the art of living. Child development is a

cumulative process of' physical, sodal, emotional, intellectual, and moral

growth that begins before birth and continues into adultlmod. Through a

sequence of "progressively more complex, reciprocal interactions", chil-

dren develop the capacity to explore, understand, and influence their
world. They develop competence and character through trusting personal



relationships, first with their parents and later with siblings, other adults,

and peers. These critical and enduring bonds enable them to spread their
wings and fly as well as to take root and become socially responsible mem-
bers of society.4

For children to develop fully, their fundamental needs must be met: care

and attention from loving parents and caregivers, an adequate family income,

good nutrition and basic health care, a quality education, adequate housing,

and a safe neighborhood. When these essential needs are not fulfilled, chil-

dren are denied a solid foundation for achieving their potential. Children who

experience poverty, discrimination, neglect, or abuse often fail to receive the

care and nurturing that support healthy development. When we deprive chil-

dren of their health and safety and of the opportunity to acquire critical knowl-

edge and skills, cultivate values, and nurture bold aspirations, we jeopardize

their futures and society's as well. There is, we believe, no greater injustice.
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Parents bear primary responsibility for meeting their children's
physical, emotional, and intellectual needs and for providing moral

guidance and direction. It is in society's best interests to support
parents in their childrearing roles, to enable them to fulfill their
obligations, and to hold them responsible for the care and support

of their children.

To develop as human beings, children need love, attention, understanding,

and support from adults. Children need adults who will unfailingly be
available and committed to them, not because they are paid to do so, but

because they love them.5 Parents are the adults best suited and most will-

ing to assume this role, and they are the greatest experts on their own chil-

dren. They are their children's first and most important caregivers, teach-

ers, and providers. Parents are irreplaceable, and they should be respected

and applauded by all parts of society fbr the work they do.

Parenthood is deeply rewarding, but it is also a serious responsibility that

should not be entered into lightly or casually.6 Those who bear children

must be prepared to support them and care for them until they reach adult-

hood. But parents do not stand alone. They do not deserve all the praise

or all the blame for their personal circumstances and what becomes of their

children. Most families are more vulnerable to external pressures social,

economic, and technological today than in the past. As a result, too
many parents have too little control over factors that directly and indirectly

affect their children's health and well-being. We believe that when parents

have the ability and the means to raise their children, almost all will do so

responsibly. Parents who feel secure, supported, valued, and in control of

their lives are more effective than those who feel helpless and insignificant.7

Therefbre, as a society we must eliminate barriers that impede parents' abil-

ity to function as parents and that cause some of them to have lower expec-

tations of their efficacy. Policies and programs must help rather than hob-

ble. Parents must be responsible for the health and well-being of their chil-

dren, but society must enable them to do the job well.

Parenting is not an issue solely for women. Over the past generation, this

nation has made enormous strides in creating new opportunities for women

in the workplace and in public life. Efforts to strengthen families and

improve the lives of children cannot and should not turn back the clock.

Opportunities fbr personal growth and development should be equally avail-

able to men and women in our society, and the privileges and responsibili-

ties of parenthood should also be shared. Our public and private sector
policies must support parents' choices about individual and family roles and
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the distribution of responsibility for childrearing. They must also acknowl-

edge that real choice requires active support of alternatives, not just passive
acceptance of limited options.H

Children do best when they have the personal involvement and
material support of a father and a mother and when both parents
fulfill their responsibility to be loving providers.

There can be little doubt that having both parents living and working
together in a stable marriage can shield children from a variety of risks.
Rising rates of divorce, out-of-wedlock childbearing, and absent parents are
not just manifestations of alternative lifestyles, they are patterns of adult
behavior that increase children's risk of negative consequences.9 Although
in some cases divorce is the least harmful outcome of a troubled marriage,
todav's high rate of family breakdown is troubling.

Most American children can now expect to spend some portion of their
formative years living with only one parent, usually their mothers. Growing
up in a single-parent family is often associated with other conditions that

jeopardize children's lwalth and well-being poverty, an unsafe neighbor-
hood, and lack of social supports. As a consequence, the Commission wor-
ries about the increasing number of children who do not receive time,
attention, and material support from both their fathers and their mothers.

Poverty and single parenthood often go together. Mothers, even
employed mothers, raising children alone are far more likely to be poor
than are families with two parents. Poverty places children at risk of a

host of health and developmental problems. The risks of poverty are
often compounded by the emotional stress on single mothers, making it
difficult for them to establish and sustain the positive relationships they
would like to have with their children. Much more effort and perso..er-
ance are required to rear children successfully when one parent bears the
full burden alone.

Following divorce, or when parents do not marry, many children expe-
rience not only financial hardship, but psychological and emotional injury
as well. This often has serious negative, long-term effects. On the whole,

these children perform less well in school, have more behavioral and psy-
chological problems, and, for complex reasons that are not fully under-
stood, are very likely to become single parents themselves.

Unfortunately, many children do not have two loving parents. Many
single parents would not have cheren to raise their children alone.
The death or chronic illness of a spouse, prolonged separations
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because of military duty or other employment obligations, and divorce
often shift the responsibilities of childrearing onto one parent's s.houl-
ders. While the nation should strive to create a social and economic
context in which strong, two-parent families can form and stay togeth-

er, it must never fail to reach out and protect single-parent families as

well. Many single parents make extraordinary efforts to raise children
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under difficult circumstances. Their success is a tribute to their com-

mitment and hard work and to the loving attention they give their chil-

dren. As parents, they deserve society's full support.

The family is and should remain society's primary institution
for bringing children into the world and for supporting their growth

and development throughout childhood.

The dramatic social, economic, and demographic changes of the last 20

years have revolutionized the American fitmily. Single parenthood has

become increasingly common, and within many two-parent families there

have been profound changes in traditional roles and relationships. Many

values related to family life have been called into question. Yet the family

remains the best institution for raising children and for giving them a sense

of identity and of their place in the world. The vast majority of American

children will and should continue to grow up in families.

The family is the basic social unit of our culture, and society suffers

when families are weak and ineffectual. America needs a renewed com-

mitment to the family, one that is based on recognition of the changes
that have taken place in individual lives, in families, and in the communi-

ties in which they live."' Change has been so rapid in the last 20 rs

that many laws and policies have failed to keep pace. If our goal to

support children and to preserve and revitalize families as the center of

their communities and society as a whole, then the nation's leaders must

take steps to accommodate their changing needs. A renewed commit-

ment to children and families to marriage, parenthood, and child-

hood must be a reaffirmation of the ideal of the family and a commit-

ment to family relations that best support and nurture children in a

rapidly changing world.
Any effort to improve the lives and prospects of American children must

support and strengthen their families. Society has a stake in finure genera-

tions that should be acknowledged by policies and programs to ensure that

families have a minimally decent income, the opportunity to earn a living,

access to quality health care and a good education for their children, and

emergency assistance in times of crisis. Americans value independence and

individual responsibility. Poverty and economic instability create personal

hardship for many parents and their children. When parents are able to
meet their children's material needs, they are less likely to need significant

outside help to meet their children's intellectual, emotional, and spiritual

needs.
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Cultural diversity is one of America's greatest riches; it must be
respected and preserved, while at the same time ensuring that all

children have an equal opportunity to enter the social and econom-

ic mainstream.

Ours is not a monolithic society. Americans represent many different
racial, ethnic, and religious heritages. They have diflerent cultural beliefs

and customs. This diversity is a source of national strength that should be

appreciated and cultivated.

Children need a cultural identity, a sense of who they are, and a sense of

pride in their heritage. When society, through its major institutions, fails to

recognize and respect parents' and children's cultural differences, it deni-

grutes them and makes them feel that they have no legitimate place in soci-

ety. When black, Hispanic, Asian, and Native American children see that

the adults in their lives cannot gain access to education, jobs, and other
opportunities, they can have little confidence or hope for their own futures.

They feel excluded and often expect failure because society has let them

know it expects them to fail.

The proportion of all U.S. children who are minority is growing; by the

turn of the century, demographers project that one-third of America's
young people will come from minority groups. Differences in skin color,

language, and religious beliefs have long been an excuse for exclusion and

discrimination. This country must discard once and for all the stereotypes

and intolerance of the past. It must strive to create an environment in

which all children and families are accepted and encouraged to participate

in mainstream life. Policies and programs, as well as the spirit of communi-

ties, must be sensitive to and supportive of persons from different social,

economic, and cultural backgrounds. They should strengthen all parents'

ability to raise children to become responsible and productive adults. And

they should ensure that the doors of opportunity are open to all children.

Community institutions schools, religious organizations, service

and charitable organizations, and employers have an important

role in creating an environment that is supportive of parents and
children.

Raising children is a personal responsibility, but it is also a social impera-

tive.11 Responsible childrearing should be actively supported by social insti-

tutions in the community, by employers, and by laws and public policies.

Families are not self-contained and self-sufficient. They all need help in the

form of jobs, health services, social support, and education. Community
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institutions can contribute to the quality of family life by supporting parents

in their childrearing roles. When teachers wor wgether with parents, chil-

dren do better in school. When employers ad(pt family-oriented policies,

employed parents are more responsible and effective at home and at work.

Religious institutions, community-based service organizations, and charita-

ble groups strengthen and help stabilize families when they support par-

ents' self-confidence, respect, families' cultural traditions, reinforce family

values, and provide opportunities for children and parents to help them-
selves and contribute to the well-being of others in their communities. For

families whose children are growing up at risk, effective networks of sup-

port in the communities where they live are even more cruciai.

Traditionally, communities have been a source of informal support, of
neighborly assistance. For many Americans, however, the sense of belonging

to a community has been displaced by isolation and anonymity. Greater mobil-

ity in our society means that fewer relatives and friends are nearby to lend a

hand.12 Social isolation cuts across class lines, but it is often most pronounced

in poor neighborhoods, where everyone is under stress and few adults or chil-

dren have the personal stamina or resources to support others." Rebuilding a

sense of community and reitwigorating informal systems of support for families
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and children should be a primaty goal of social policies. Extended families,

including grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins, represent a rico source of

support. We believe the supports that improve life most are those which con-

vey the message that one is not alone, that someone else cares and will be

there to help in times of trouble and need."

Communities have a responsibility to provide safe, secure
environments for families with children.

In many inner cities, children grow up in combat zones. Crime and vio-

lence, often related to the drug trade, have devastated the quality of life.

Homicide, rape, assault, and robbery are commonplace. Fear of violent
crime has altered the way many families live. Pareus often keep their chil-

dren behind locked doors because they arc not safe on the streets and play-

grounds, in parks and subways, or at school. Although blacks and the poor

living in inner cities are the most frequent victims, no one is safe. Crime

and the fear of crime have spread to more affluent, once serene urban
neighborhoods and suburbs, breeding suspicion and distrust and perpetu-

ating segregation and racism.I5

To grow and thrive, children need order. They need safe homes and
neighborhoods, free of' violence and drugs. They need to feel confident

that the adults in their families and their communities will protect them,

not prey upon them. Physical safety and psychological security are essential

to children's health, education, and overall development. When their
experience teaches them that they cannot depend on the adults in their
lives, children often grow hostile, distrustful, and angry. In failing to insu-

late them from crime and violence, we arc jeopardizing the futures of' mil-

lions of' youngsters." Today's young victims are very likely to become

tomorrow's armed robbers, drug pushers, and murderers.

Society has a legitimate interest in childrearing and a moral
obligation to intervene whenever parents who fail to meet their
responsibilities put their children at risk.

Society's primary goal must he to support and strengthen families so that

children's needs can be met without significant outside intervention. Laws

and policies, as well as individual actions, should be aimed at maintaining

the authority and integrity of families raising children and offering help

and services when needed. But when families are so damaged that their
children's health and safety are in danger, society must intervene. Through

both individual and collective efforts, society must ensure that children's



basic needs for food, clothing, shelter, and affection are met when parents

are linable to do so alone, and society must protect children who are at seri-

ous risk of physical or psychological harm from adults within and outside

their families.
The Commission shares with many others a growing concern that pre-

sent policies too readily break up families when there are problems, rather

than providing support and assistance to help parents and children work

through their difficulties. At the same time, a rapidly growing number of

children are the innocent victims of their parents' frustration, hopelessness,

and despair. Parents' mental illness, drug abuse, and alcoholism and the

violent or neglectful behavior that often accompanies them place many

children in jeopardy. Society has a duty to protect children from abuse and

abandonment. The first approach, we believe, must always be to help fami-

lies help themselves. Often this means temporary help in managing their

daily lives: money to buy groceries or pay the rent, or a temporary home-

maker to offer respite care while a parent recovers from an illness or looks

fbr a job. Sometimes, families require more structured support and ser-

vices, such as counseling, substance abuse treatment, and emergency assis-

tance. But when these fbrms of help are insufficient to enable parents to

manage their lives and care for their children, society must ensure that chil-

dren arc protected. In some cases that means removing children from

their families, terminating parental rights, and placing children in perma-

nent, stable settings. When parents are impaired and abandon their babies

at birth, society has a stlecial obligation to free these children fbr adoption

and actively seek loving h ..nes for them.

Children in the care of the state are no less in need of love and one-to-

one attention than children in their own families. Indeed, because the

experience of being separated from parents for any length of time is shock-

ing and painful for most children, their psychological and emotional needs

may be even greater. Yet too often when society removes children from

their homes, it ends up paying more and doing less for the child than if

money had been made available to help the family.17 The current child

welfare system is over-burdened. It fails to protect and nurture the children

in its charge, and it fails to support the caseworkers and foster parents who

care for children outside their families. Accordingly, society must take every

precaution to ensure that parental abuse and neglect do not become an

excuse for community abuse and neglect. When children are in foster care,

the state should be held accountable for their well-being, just as parents are

when children live at home.
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Preventing problems before they become crises is the most effective

and cost-effective way to address the needs of troubled families

and vulnerable children.

As a nation, we can no longer afford the staggering human and financial
costs of children and families in crisis. We know the warning signs: poverty,

single-parent families, poor health, poor education, inadequate housing,
unsafe neighbothoods, and lack of social support. The time to address these

problems is before they cripple families and irreparably damage children.

It is increasingly clear that help early in life is more economical and more

effectiw than help later on. The longer children and parents experience
neglect, deprivation, and failure, the more difficult and costly the remedies.

Family planning, prenatal care, immunizations, family support, and early

childhood education can reduce later and far greater expenses for neonatal

intensive care, special education, drug treatment, welfare, and prisons.

Early interventions present the problem of all investments in growth

the dividends come later.18 The period of time between the pay-in and the

payoff is frequently years or even decades. Nevertheless, the Commission

firmly believes that as more preventive supports are available before birth

and in childhood, fewer children will reach adulthood unhealthy, lacking

basic literacy and job skills, committing violent crimes, and bearing babies

before they are ready and able to care for them. More of today's vulnerable

children will become responsible and productive adults, able to form
strong, stable families and contribute to their communities.19

Overcoming many of the problems that afflict American children will

require us to distinguish symptoms from causes. The tendency now is to

treat only the symptoms and in many cases not very early or very well.

The Commission does not suggest that the nation abandon programs that

ameliorate the problems afflicting troubled families and children: many of

these efforts are critical, especially in the short run. Yet experience and

common sense tell us that we can no longer continue our present strategy

of dealing with problems only when they are too mammoth to ignore. This

causes needless pain and suffering for too many children and families and

uses scarce resources inefficiently. Left as it is, the present system will contin-

ue to produce victims faster than it can save them.2° We must take steps to

reverse the tide of seriously troubled families by redressing the imbalance

between the amount of energy and financial resources that goes to treatment

and the amount that goes to prevention. Doing so presents the nation with a

tremendous challenge to find ways to prevent harm befbre it occurs and at

the same time to deal humanely with current pain and suffering.
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Basic moral values are part of our national heritage and should

guide society in its actions toward children and families.

Despite Americans' rich cultural diversity, we hold a number of common

belief's and values. They include honesty, respect for human rights, con-

cern for fairness in human relationships, faithfulness, and a commitment to

uphold the responsibilities of living in a democracy. These valut:, are at the

heart of' our nation, our communities, and our families. Each generation

has a responsibility to renew its commitment to these l/..:mm on values and

to pass them on.21

The family has primary responsibility for teaching values and creating

the ethical context that is fundamental to our society and our democracy.

Children learn to love others by being loved. They learn to respect and
value the rights of' others by being respected and valued themselves. They

learn to trust when they have unwavering support from parents and the
other adults closest to them. The capacity for understanding and valuing

the feelings of others is present in every child, and it flowers when children

are encouraged to empathize with others. Thus only children who cherish

their own home can fully understand the tragedy of homelessness.22 From

the time they are very young, children learn responsibility and commit-
ment, freedom and dissent in small, manageable steps. Experiences within

the family provide them with the moral and ethical framework for their
lives as adults.

Parents are their children's first and most important role models. Very

early, children form attitudes and develop patterns of behavior based on
what they observe of their parents. As children mature, influences from

other adults and peers, as well as the popular culture, become more signifi-

cant. But their primary sense of personal and cultural identity, of what is

right and what is wrong, of moral limits and constraints, are shaped by the

words and actions of their parents.

Parents are not the only ones who influence children's moral develop-

ment, however. Entertainers, athletes, and leaders in government, business,

and public life are prominent and visible in their local communities and in

the nation. To many Americans, these people represent the essence of power

and success. When they abuse the public trust or break rules with impunity,

when they glamorize greed and materialism, they send harmful messages to

young people and undermine the moral and ethical framework of our society.

It is often said that our children seldom do what we say, but they almost always

do what we do. For this reason, all adults have a responsibility to uphold the

values that we share as a nation and to live them in their own lives.
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Over the past 40 years, the popular culture has

become a powerful agent for social change. The

media, especially television, are major purveyors of

popular culture. Most American children spend

more time watching television than attending
school or being with their parents. In very positive

ways the media can communicate new ideas, teach

specific skills, and provide opportunities to experi-

ence world events, culture, and entertainment.
Nevertheless, professionals and parents express

growing concern over the adverse influence of pop-

ular culture on children's a,t,tudes and behaviors.

Pervasive images of crime, v;olence, and sexuality

expose children and youth to situations aird prob-

lems that often conflict with the common values of

our society.

The media have an unparalleled opportunity to

reinforce society's values in their programming,

news reporting, coverage of special events, advertis-

ing, and public service announcements. They must

be challenged to balance their commercial interests

with their civic and moral responsibilities and in

doing so to address the issues facing American fam-

ilies and communities with sensitivity and high stan-

dards. Accordingly, we call upon the media, especially television, to discipline

themselves so that they are a part of the solution to our society's serious prob-

lems rather than a cause.

Effectively addressing the needs of America's children and families

will require a significant commitment of time, leadership, and
financial resources by individuals, the private sector, and govern-

ment at all levels.
We recognize that the social problems and challenges fitcing America in the

1990s have developed over several decades. If tomorrow is to be a better dav

for all children and families, then we must begin today to build the neces-

sary commitment throughout society. There are no quick or simple solu-

tions. Success will depend on vision, sustained efffirt, and a determination

to commit the necessary resources. Leaders in the public and private sectors

cannot afford to take a short-term view. Real change will not be achieved in
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just one congressional or presidential term. But Congress, the President,

the governor s and mayors, and leaders from business, labor, and the volun-

tary community must begin today to take steps to tackle the difficult issues

facing American society. They must use their influence and authority to

establish new directions, to communicate the need to act, and to create pos-
itive, but realistic, expectations about the results.

We ask nothing less than a national effort by individuals, the private RA:-

tor, and government at all levels on behalf of America's children. They are

tomorrow's parents, citizens, employees, and taxpayers. The investment
made today will determine the nature of U.S. society for generations to come.

Conclusion
As America enters the 1990s, common ground for a national policy for chil-

dren and families is emerging. The family is and should remain the funda-

mental institution for bringing children into the world and for supporting

their growth and development throughout childhood. Children's well-
being must be a primary focus of families, and families must be at the cen-
ter of social policies and national priorities. Coherent national policies for

children and families will require greater emphasis on family values and
effective governmental intervention. Both are important. To support chil-
dren and build stronger families will surely require public policy changes,

but a new policy agenda is not enough in itself. The crisis threatening the
health and well-being of American children and their families involves all
parts of our society government, employers, community institutions, the
media, and individual citizens and family members. Together, all parts of
society must focus on achieving more family-oriented cultural values,
strengthening family life, and helping families in need."

The chapters that follow present specific recommendations to accom-
plish the necessary restructuring and reorientation. These recommenda-

tions apply to the major domains of family life and the essential needs of
children and families. They are also directed at the ways in which public
and private programs and policies are designed, administered, and funded
and the ways in which services are delivered to children and families.
Together, they form a bold blueprint fbr strengthening families and pro-
moting the healthy development of all the nation's children.
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It is time that our
country formulates

and implements a

national policy
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f you work, you shouldn't be poor.

There are people out there who are

playing by the rules and losing the

game. Now, who is going to piay by

the rules if you can't win?

DAVID ELLWOOD
Economist
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Poverty and economic instabili-

ty take a dreadful toll on children.' Children growing up in

poor families, especially those living in troubled neighbor-

hoods, suffer the most health and behavioral problems. They

have lower levels of literacy and higher rates of school dropout.

They experience more hunger, homelessness, and violence.

They .are more often removed from their parents' care because

of abuse or neglect. Disproportionately, they lack the iwcessary

skills and knowledge to get good jobs, and they have fewer job

opportunities. If they live in families headed by a single mother

or in families dependent on welfare, they will more likely than

not repeat the pattern of' their parents' lives and continue the

cycle of poverty when they reach adulthood.

The emergence of a peumllwntly poor population is destroy-

ing the social fabric of this nation. Too many American chil-

dren born into abject poverty grow up without hope of a decent

and secure future. As young people, they are often dispirited,

angry, and hostile. As adults, they may be unable to f'orm

strong families and contribute to the life of' their communities

and tile nation. Because children in racial and ethnic minori-

ties are disproportionately oor, disproportionately from single-
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parent families, and disproportionately living in severely troubled neighbor-

hoods. they are at even greater risk of failing to enter the social and eco-

nomic -nainstream.

America has an undeniable stake in the economic well-being of families

with children. Families with an adequate income are better able to provide

the emotional and intellectual, as well as physical, care children need to

become healthy, productive adults. Failure to prevent poverty and address

the economic needs of families will inevitably lead to other social ills more

crime and delinquency, more teenage childbearing, more unhealthy babies,

more failure in school, more substance abuse and mental illness, more child

abuse and neglect, and lower productivity among the working-age popula-

tion. These problems are costly, in economic as well as human terms. They

require significant expenditures for treatment of chronic health conditions

and disabilities, special education, foster care, prisons, and welfare. The

National Connnission on Children believes that investing in the economic

well-being of families raising children is essential to reduce the social and

monetary costs of poverty, in both the short and the long run.

In recent years, the United States has successfully met the challenge to

improve the economic well-being of another disadvantaged population, the

elderly. Until the mid-1960s, the elderly were the poorest group in the United

States. Over the next two decades, however, their economic well-being
became a national priority. Programs entitling all older citizens to a modestly

secure retirement income and protection from health care expenses expand-

ed rapidly, financed by higher taxes on the working-age population, including

families raising children. Although there are both negative and positive

lessons to be learned from these programs, the poverty rate among elderly

Americans declined by more than half between 1966 and 1986.2

Today, children are the poorest Americans. The National Commission

on Children urges the nation to make the income security of families with

children a high national priority during the 1990s in order to stem the ris-

ing tide of poverty and economic instability that threatens the health and

well-being of so many of our youngest citizens. Building on the Family

Support Act of 1988 and recent pro-family reforms in the federal tax sys-

tem, th Commission recommends the development of a comprehensive

income security plan that includes six general elements:

creating a $1.000 refundable child tax credit for all children through
age 18 and eliminating the personal exemption for dependent children

to partially Offset the costs;
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When you look at
the people who will

constitute our front

line work force

now and in the

future for as long

as the eye can see,

somewhere

between one-third

and one-half are

being brought up in

poverty.

MARC TUC10ER

President of the
National Center on
Education and the

Economy,
Rochester, New York
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providing the Earned Income Tax Credit as an incentive for low-income

parents to enter the paid workfmce and strive fbr economic indepen-

dence;

establishing a national demonstration to design and test a child support

plan that will enhance child support enforcement and create a govern-

ment-insured minimum benefit when absent parents do not nwet their

support obligations;

providing essential transitional supports and smices to aid families mov-

ing from welfare to work;

offrring community employment opportunities to poor parents who are

willing and able to work but unable to find a job on their own; and

reorienting AFDC as short-term income support for families experienc-

ing unemployment, disability, or other economic hardship.

The Economic Status of Families with Children
Most flunilies raising children have experienced increased economic pressure

in the past two decades.3 Slow wage growth from the early 1970s until the

mid-19805 and growing income inequality in the late 1980s have contributed to

121
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a rapidly increasing "inequality

of prospects." For families
raising children, the gap
between economic expecta-
tions and achievement has
widened, and economic securi-

ty has become more uncertain.

Today, one in five U.S.
children lives in a family
whose income is below the
federal poverty level (see

Figure 5-1). Many families
are poor despite efforts by
parents to earn a living.
Some poor Families with chil-

dren are headed in- an adult
who works full-time for the
entin. year (18 percent). A
imich larger proportion are
headed by someone who
works at I ast part-time for
part of the year (54 percent)
but does not earn enough to
rise above the pc welly level."

Public opinion research
reveals dun it is not .just poor

parents who worry about mak-

ing ends meet: middle-
income parents also express

FIGURE 5-1

Poverty Rates for Children and the Elderly, 1959-1989
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SOURCE U.S. Depertment of Commerce. Sumo of the Census. Current l'epuletim
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In Figure 5-1, page 82, the graph lines are mislabeled. The
blue line should represent poverty rates among persons 65 and
older; the grey line should represent poverty rates among
children under 18.

concern about their ability to provide for their children and to maintain a
secure standard of living. The typical American expectation or home own-

ership, a car, and colle;2.c education for their children is increasingly
beyond die means of many middle-class hmilies, especially those with only

one income!' The costs of housing, transportation, ethication, and health

care have risen steadily since the 1970s and today consume substantially

more of a typical family's income than Ohl' did 20 Years ago." Rv the mid-

1980s, it took approximately 44 percent of the average Family's income to

buy a median-p.-iced house, up from 25 percent in 1970. Similarly, the

average price of a new car came to 48 percent of median family income in
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My husband, who

works from 6:30 in

the morning until

between 6:30 and

8:00 at night, makes

$5.50 an hour, and

we still have trouble

making ends meet.

Whenever there is a

check cashed we sit

down and prioritize

what bills have to be

paid. Still, it is not

enough to make

ends meet.

NELLIE COLUNS
Expectant Mother,
Madison, Indiana
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the mid-1980s, compared to 35 percent in 1970. A year's tuition at a private

college represented less than 28 percent of median family income in 1970,

whereas it came to about 38 percent by the mid-1980s. And Out-of-pocket

medical expenses rose front 4.3 percent of median family income in 1970

to 5.6 percent in 1988.1"

Beyond the escalating costs of living, the average working family's tax

burden has also risen.11 Combined state and local taxes, federal income

tax, and the employee's share of Social Security taxes (after computing
deductions and exemptions) now account kr approximately 25 percent of

median family income, compared to 23 percent in 1970 an(l only 14 per-

cent in 1960)2

Young families have been especially hard hit by economic trends since

the early 1970s. In 1989 the median income of a family headed by a worker

under age 25 was 24 percent less in real dollais than that of a similar family

in 1973.13 As a result, the poverty rate for young families doubled during

this period, with the greatest relative increases among young white families,

young married couples with children, and young families headed by high

school graduates. Home ownership is now beyond the reach of most young

families."
Most vulnerable of all, however, are single-parent families headed by a

mother. The average income of mother-headed families is only about 40
percent of the average income of two-parent families at the same age.
Indeed, the median earnings of young female householders was $3,005 in

1989, barely 36 percent of the official poverty level kr a family of two and

substantially below the poverty level for a family of three.1' The economic

hardship that aflects so many mother-only families is compounded by the

failure of many absent fathers to pay child support.

Approximately 43 percent of all motheronly fainilies with children are

poor, compared to only 7 percent of families with both a mother and a

fatlwr.1" Nearly 75 percent of all Anwrican children growing up in single-

parent families experience poverty for some period during their first 10 years.

compared to 20 percent of children in two-parent families.17 Among chil-

dren living only with their mothers, sustaMed poverty fm seven or more wars

is common; among children living with both parents, it is rare.1'

Many scholars and advocates have noted that improving the economic

well-being of American families with children in the 1990s will require sig-

nificant changes in both personal behavior and economic policy)"
Individuals have a responsibility to take steps toward self-sufficiency if they

are able. And society, acting through the private sector, community organi-
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zations, and government, has a collective responsibility for seeing that

opportunities for selkufficiency and the means to achieve it are available.

Clearly, living in a stable, two-parent family with one or both parents
employed is a child's best hope for escaping poverty and having his or her

basic material needs met. Government should therefore actively encour-
age work, independence, and strong families. It can do so by relieving
economic pressures on families raising children and by removing eco-

nomic and policy impediments to employment and to family formation
and stability.

Current Income Policies for Families with Children
The economic needs of families with children are addressed directly
through tax subsidies that partially offset the financial burden of childrear-

ing and through welfare and social insurance programs to relieve poverty

when family income is insufficient. Indirectly, economic needs are
addressed by in-kind (nonmonetary) supports and services provided
through means-tested programs for the poor and through universal pro-
grams for all families with children.

Provisions of the Tax System that Benefit Families with Children

Three major provisions of the current federal income tax system are target-
ed to families raising children: the personal exemption, the Dependent
Care Tax Credit, and the Earned Income Tax Credit. Congress and the
President have initiated federal income tax reform in recent years, but
these changes have had little favorable effect on families raising children.

Whether measured in dollars or average tax rates, the tax burden for both

single and married parents with dependents has grown dramatically over
the past several decades, relative to that of households without dependents.

As some experts argue, this shift has occurred in subtle ways, without any

explicit debate by policymakers. Yet it has harmed most American families

with children, especially low-income working families.20

Personal Exemption. Exemptions reduce the taxable income of individ-
ual taxpayers, spouses filing jointly, persons filing as head of household,
dependent children, and other dependent family members. Since 1986,
the personal exemption has been adjusted annually for inflation (based on
the (onsumer Price Index, or CPI) to take account of the rising cost of liv-
ing. In 1991 the individual exemption is $2,150; therefore, a family with

two parents and two children can subtract $8,600 in personal exemptions

from its taxable income. The estimated cost in lower tax revenues to the

84
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federal government resulting from the personal exemption fbr dependent

children is approximately $21 billion in 1991.21

The personal exemption is designed to recognize difkrences in household

size. In this respect, it acknowledges the financial burdens on families raising

children and offiets a portion of these costs. The value of the personal
exemption has eroded substantially since its establishment in 1948, however-,
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even though the Tax Act of 1986 greatly increased the exemption and finally

linked its growth to the CPI22 (see Figure 5-2). In 1948 the personal exemp-

tion was $600, and median family income was $3,182. For a family of four, the

personal exemption totaled $2,400, and tax liability amounted to approxi-

mately 0.3 percent of income.23 In contrast, federal income tax liability fbr a

median-income family today is an estimated 9.1 percent,24 with Social Security

and state and local taxes added to that. A personal exemption equivalent to

the original exemption would be about $8,260 in 1991.25

Erosion of the value of the exemption has been one factor contributing

to the declining economic wed-being of American families with children.

In combination with slow growth in family incomes since the early 1970s, it

has had a deleterious effect on children in middle-class families whose
inconw is derived entirely from wages.26 In addition, the exemption does

not substantially benefit low-income families with children. Since it reduces

the portion of a family's income that is taxable, its value is greater for tax-

50%

0%

FIGURE 5-2

Dependent Exemption as a Percent of Per Capita Personal Income, 1948-1990

is4

if the 1990 dependent exemption were raised
to the same percentage of per capita personal

income as In 1948, it would equal 87,781

1990 dependent exemption = $2,050

a,

SOURCE E Somas and I. Mho, "A th000 Tit Criilliorpity
unpublithad paw. Washington, DC, an Urban holey*
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payers in higher brackets. It is of lesser or no value to families whose
incomes are so low that they have little or no tax liability. However, some

would argue that it provides a work incentive since it is available only to

those with earned income.

Dependent Care Tax Credit. Familiarly known as the child care tax cred-

it, this tax provision can be claimed by employed parents to offset expenses

for child care or the care of' other, often elderly or infirm, family members.

The Dependent Care Tax Credit (DCTC) replaced the deduction for child

care, which was previously available as a business expense. The DCTC is a

credit against taxes owed for a portion of permitted, documented expenses

up to $2,400 for one child and $4,800 for two or more qualified children or

other individuals. Taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes (AGIs) (that is,

taxable incomes) of' $10,000 or less are allowed a credit equal to 30 percent

of eligible expenses. For taxpayers with AGIs of $10,000 to $28,000, the

credit is reduced by one percentage point for each $2,000 of additional

income, or fraction thereof, above $10,000. The credit is limited to 20 per-

cent of' employment-related expenses for taxpayers with an AGI above
$28,000. Thus, for example, families with a single parent or two parents in
the paid labor force with two or more children and an AGI of $10,000 can-

not claim a credit for documented child care expenses because they owe no

tax;.those with an AGI of' $20,000 can claim a maximum credit of' nearly

$1,200; and those with an AG1 of $28,000 or more can claim a maximum
credit of $960.27 The cost to the federal government of the DCTC is pro-

jected to be approximately $3.1 billion in 1991.25

While the credit has strong support among many employed parents, it is

frequently criticized for its inequities. To begin with, its principal beneficia-

ries are middle- and upper-income fiunilies. Because the credit is not refund-
able (that is, it can only be deducted from taxes owed), it does not benefit

families whose earnings are not high enough for them to owe taxes. In addi-
tion, it is limited to paid and documented child care expenses and cannot be
claimed for care by parents or for arrangements in which the caregiver does

not claim the cash payment as income. Some critics argue that it favors fami-

lies with employed mothers over those families who choose and in sonK.
cases make a substantial sacrifice to have one parent remain out of' the
paid work force to care f'or a child. Others argue, however, that the latter
families already benefit because the value of' a parent's services is not taxed if
he or she works at home rather than outside the home.

Earned Income Tax Credit. The Earned Income Tax Credit CrAT(;) is
designed to subsidize the wages of low-inconw working parents who file fed-

1
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eral income tax returns. The credit is refundable; thus, if the tax filer's
credit is greater than the amount of tax due, the filer can receive a payment

for the amount of the diflerence from the Internal Revenue Semice. The
EITC is designed to "make work pay" for parents in low-wage jobs.29

The EITC was established in 1975, and it was subsequently increased in

1978, 1984, 1986, and 1990. In the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1990, the EITC was more than doubled over its 1986 level, It was also modi-

fied to provide an adjustment for family sum (up to two children), an addi-

tional 6 percent credit fbr the cost of health insurance that covers a depen-

dent. child, and an additional 5 percent credit fbr families with a child under

age one. The increase is to be phased in over four years. By 1994, when it is

fully phased in, the credit will be as high as 23 percent of earnings for one

child and 25 percent for two or more children (excluding the additional
credits for an infant and for health insurance). The projected maximum

1994 credit will then be approximately $2,030, increasing to $2,436 for fami-

lies with infants. Families with earnings between $8,120 and $12,790 will

receive the maximum credit. As income rises above $12,790, the credit

declines in value, and it phases out at $24,159.3° Accordingly, a family with

one minimum wage income of approximately $8,500 will be eligible to
receive a refundable credit of $2,030. A family with two minimum wage

incomes totaling $17,000 will be eligible to receive a credit of approximately

$1,278. In 1991 the projected cost to the federal government of the EITC is

$8.3 billion; by 1994 it will have increased to an estimated $11.8 billion!"

The EITC is intended to subsidize the earnings of low-income workers

with children. Although the provision was adopted and expanded piece-

meal, it has succeeded in providing a greater work incentive to low-income

parents debating whether to join the work force especially when com-

pared to alternative cash and in-kind welfare programs. It has also success-

fully reduced taxes or increased cash transfers, or both, to households with

depend s At its projected 1994 level, the EITC will not only offset a low-

income v.orker's Social Security tax liability, but serve as a supplement to

boost family earnings. It provides more cash and therefore greater choice

to families with an employed head of household than do in-kind benefits.32

Moreover, although the EITC is not a substitute for an adequate wage floor,

it reduces the burden that would be borne by employers if wages were
increased through a higher mandated minimum wage. Although increas-

ing the minimum wage has been shown to reduce poverty, even when tak-

ing into account any related loss of jobs that may occur," it is not targeted

toward workers with dependent children, and it imposes costs on employers
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I was getting

Medicaidmgetting

WIC and welfare,

but I felt ashamed.

You don't have

anything left over

for the kids. They

want toys, they need

clothes and

everything...Being

on welfare doesn't

cover everything,

and I wanted

something better

for my kids and for

myself.

PEGGY CORTEZ
Participant in Avance

Program,
San Antonio, Tezaa
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that can lead to increased inflation and reduced competitiveness. For these

reasons, the EITC enjoys considerable support from both conservatives and

liberals. Despite its growth and political popularity, however, the provision

is not well known or understood by many who could benefit from it. As a

consequence, it continues to be underused.

Welfare Support for Poor Families: Aid to Families with

Dependent Children

Welfare is the primary source of income support fbr many low-income families.

Jointly financed by the states and the federal government, recipients' need and

level of support are determined at the state levels. As established in the Social

Security Act of 1935, Aid to Families with Dependent Child. F!n (AFDC) (for-

merly Aid to Dependent Children) was originally intended as temporary

income assistance to widows and orphans to prevent sustained i3overty and

long-term dependence until they began to receive Survivor's Insurance. It was

not intended as a continuing source of modest relief from poverty.

The dramatic social and demographic changes of the past two generations

have transformed both the AFDC population and the program. Because of
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the rise in marital disruption and out-of-wedlock births (to more than 1 mil-

lion per year), substantially more women with children are separated,
divorced, or never married. The AFDC program is called upon to care for

these mothers and their children, often for prolonged periods of time.
Although every state is required to extend AFDC to two-parent families in

which both parents are unemployed, the program's restrictive eligibility rules

make it extremely difficult for many of them to quality for benefits.

As a result, the welfare system has become a massive bureaucracy for the

widespread provision of cash and in-kind relief rather than temporary
income assistance for the prevention of poverty. Although protecting chil-

dren is its explicit objective, AFDC today reaches fewer than 60 percent of
the children living below the federal poverty level. In none of the 50 states

do combined welfare benefits (AFDC, food stamps, Medicaid, and housing

TABLE S- I

Economic Incentive to Work for a
Single Parent with Two Children

(1991 Dollars)

'?;- 41",'- 't1,-.;"
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I have been told by

the welfare office

that I would be

better off not

working than I

would trying to get

a job because they

would cut my

medical benefits

off after four

months. I have a

son who had open

heart surgery, and

he has to go to

doctors at least

once a year. They

told me I'd be

better off not even

trying to find a job.

PARENT
Charleston, West
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TABLE S-2

Economic Incentive to Marry for a
Single Parent with Two Children

(1991 Dollars)

they cannot "afford" to go

subsidies) provide even a
modestly secure standard of

living for families with chil-

dren, nor do they keep fami-

lies with no other source of
income out of poverty. In
addition, AFDC payments
vary dramatically from state

to state. For example, a
maximum of $120 per
month is paid for a family of

three in Mississippi, versus

$703 in Suffolk County, New

York."

AFDC fails to meet most

families' minimum economic

needs, and in some cases it
undermines their strength,
stability, and autonomy. It
discourages many low-income

parents from working, since

work, even at very low wages,

(I; results in the loss of their wel-
4'41

; ti
fare benefits (see Table 5-1).

Members of the Commission

heard from many parents
receiving welfare who feel

to work because they will lose their health care coy-

C4?'"-

erage, food stamps, and housing subsidies, and the wages they can earn will be

insufficient to replace these benefits.

In addition to penalties for work, penalth.1 for marriage are built into the

welfare system. In almost all cases under current law, a low-income mother

receiving AFDC and related welfare benefits would pay a substantial penalty

if she married a man working in a minimum wage job (especially if his
employer does not provide health insurance). Even if her prospective new

husband earns $15,000 annually and receives health benefits from his
employer, their marriage would cause a substantial income decline. In

effect, the low-income couple who choose to marry are also forced to choose

a much less secure life for their children (see Table 5-2).
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Of even greater concern is the fact that AFDC typically pays more to a

family abandoned by the father than it does to one whose father remains at
home and provides some or all of the necessary support. As a consequence,
many low-income fathers leave their families and are discouraged from
assuming financial responsibility for their children. The Commission con-

curs with many critics who have concluded that U.S. welfare policy often

unwittingly undermines the formation and maintenance of stable nuclear
families.

Public officials and taxpayers alike express dismay over the current wel-

fare system. Yet as Harvard economist David Ellwood observes, "the recipi-

ents often hate it worst of all, claiming it leaves them isolated, frustrated,

and humiliated. No one believes that welfare solves many problems. At
best it tides people over until they can get back on their feet. At worst it

creates a dead end, a world offering few routes to independence and little
dignity or self-respect." 35

The Family Support Act of 1988 (FSA) was a major step toward reform-
ing the welfare system to encourage economic self-sufficiency among low-
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income families, especially mother-only families. The law established edu-

cation, training, and work obligations for AFDC recipients and required the

states to make employment training available. It also strengthened child

support obligations for noncustodial parents; expanded transitional sup-

ports for families moving from welfare to work, including child care, health

care, and transportation; and required all states to offer AFDC benefits to

needy two-parent families in which the principal etaner is unemployed.
Many provisions of the Family Support Act were implemented in 1990, and

others are to be implemented in succeeding years. Accordingly, it will be

some time before FSA's benefits and behavioral effects are fully realized.

While FSA goes a long way toward ameliorating many of the negative effects

of welfare policy, the Commission believes that further steps are needed to

create a unified system of income support that ensures all U.S. families with

children a minimal standard of living.

'roward a Comprehensive Income Security Plan
for Families with Children

A ba.sic step toward ensuring that American children have the opportunity to

become healthy, literate, and productive adults is ensuring that they are born

into and grow up in families with a decent income. If our society is commit-

ted to supporting families as the basic institutioraor rearing children, and if

all children are to have an opportunity to develop to their full potential, then

it is necessary for families to be more economically secure.36 While effective

programs to combat many of the devastating effects of poverty and economic

instability will continue to be needed for some time, ensuring families an ade-

quate income will significantly reduce economic deprivation. Over time, an

adequate income would minimize the need for many specialized subsidies.

Moreover, it would directly increase parents' capacity to provide for their

children's material needs. It would allow them greater freedom to make

basic decisions alunit how they live their lives and raise their children. And it

would ensure that both parents, not just one, maintain financial responsibil:ty

for their children's upbringing.

The National Commission on Children recommends the development over

the coming decade of a comprehensive income support plan that is based on

fundamental American principles of work, family, and independence.
Building on the Family Support Act and recent changes in the federal tax sys-

tem, the goal of this plan is to prevent childhood poverty rather than simply to

relieve it. It acknowledges the benefit to society of the family's role in raising

children. It would renuwe or substantially reduce economic disincentives for
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the formation of stable, two-parent families. It would increase incentives for

low-income families to become economically self-sufficient through parents'

employment and earnings. And it would reduce the number of parents and
children who are dependent on welfare.

Refundable Child Tax Credit

The United States is the only Western industrialized nation that does not
have a child allowance policy or some other universal, public benefit for

families raising children." Although these benefits vary from country to

country, all Western European nations acknowledge the value to society of

the family's role in raising children. Child allowances, whether provided as

a direct cash payment or as a refundable tax credit, are a form of support
for rearing children, a task that government and society at large regard as
necessary but which they are unsuited and generally unable to accomplish

independently. Other nations that have adopted child allowance policies
regard such subsidies as an investment in their children's health and devel-

opment and in their nation's future strength and productivity.

Many proponents of child allowances argue that the original personal

exeinption fbr dependent children assisted families by allowing them to

retain a greater portion of their earnings.' Because it has declined in value

over the past four decades, because it is not available to families that do not

pay federal income tax, and because it provides a greater benefit to families

with higher earnings, however, the dependent exemption no longer fulfills
that purpose.

In concurrence with other scholars and commissions that have
addressed these issues, the National Commission on Children believes that
U.S. tax policy should bolster families and that government should not tax
away that portion of a family's income which is needed to support
children." Based on our review of the economic status of families with chil-
dren and the effects and effectiveness of U.S. tax policies, we conclude that
further steps are needed to build upon the momentum of pro-family tax
reform begun in the late 1980s. Accordingly, the National Commission on

Children recommends the creation of a $1,000 refundable child tax credit
for all children through age 18 and elimination of the personal exemption
for dependent children to partially offset the costs.

Although some observers favor increasing the personal exemption to
recapture its original value, we propose establishing a $1,000 refundable
child tax credit, which would benefit all families with dependent children,
regardless of their income or tax liability. For many families, the $1,000
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credit is a tax relief measure, allowing them to retain a greater portion of

their earned income. Families filing income tax returns whose tax liability

is less than the value of the credit would receive a cash payment for the

amount of the difference from the Internal Revenue Service. This payment

could take the form of reduced withholding on regular income or of a tax

refUnd to be paid quarterly or at the end of the year.'m

When children are living apart from their parents, the adults who are
primarily responsible for their care, whether members of the extended fam-

ily or foster parents, should be eligible to collect the refundable child tax

credit.

The credit should be indexed to grow with inflation. Just as the current

personal exemption is indexed, the value of' the refundable child credit
shou:d grow to account for the rising costs of raising children.'" After

adjusting for inflation, the credit would be approximately $1,200 by 1996.

The proposed $1,000 per child tax credit is equivalent in value to a
$3,225 exemption for taxpayers in the 31 percent marginal tax bracket and

a $6,666 exemption for taxpayers in the 15 percent bracket. In contrast,

the 1991 personal exemption of $2,150 is equivalent to $666 as a tax credit

fbr families in the 31 percent bracket and $322 for those in a 15 percent

bracket. Although the proposed credit does not fully recapture in current

dollars the value of the 1948 personal exemption for dependents, it moves

a long way toward that objective and extends the benefit to all families rais-

ing children. Compared to the value of the current $2,150 exemption,
upper-income families would receive a somewhat greater benefit than they

now do. Middk-income families would be significantly better off. And fam-

ilies who earn too little to Owe federal income tax would realize a net gain

of the full amount of the new credit.

Because it would assist all families with children, the refundable child

tax credit would not be a relief payment, nor would it categorize children

according to their "welthre" or "nonwelfare" status. In addition, because it

would not be lost when parents enter the work force, as welfare benefits

are, the refundable child tax credit could provide a bridge for families striv-

ing to enter the economic mainstream. It would substantially benefit hard-

pressed single and married parents raising children. It could also help mid-

dle-income, employed parents struggling to afibrd high-quality child care.

Moreover, because :1 is neutral toward family structure and mothers'
employment, it would not discourage the formation of' two-parent families

or of single-earner families in which one parent chooses to stay at home

and care f'or the children.
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Earned Income Tax Credit

Even though they work hard and play by the rules, many Americans do not

escape poverty. For low-wage, employed parents, full-dme work still leaves their

families poor and financially no better off than if they were on welfare. Because

going to work means that they lose public assistance other than food stamps.

many families are actually worse off when parents work. The unfortunate reality

is that for millions of American fitmilies, work simply does not pay.42
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This is the basic

problem: as parents

we all have to

provide medical

care and education

and food and

clothing for our

kids. And how do

you do it? If you

don't have a good

job and you try

to get welfare, if you

make $50 a week,

they'll cut you off.

And you can't feed

your kids. So you

sit back. 'You

encourage

unemployment.

PARENT
Charleston, West Virginia

The establishment and expansion of the Earned Income Tax Credit

over the past &cask and a half was aimed at subsidizing the earnings of

employed parents in low-wage jobs. As a refundable credit, it provides a

cash benefit to poor working families with children, regardless of their tax

liability. The most recent expansion, which will be phased in fully by 1994,

took a major step toward adjusting the value of the credit for family size up

to two children. In the future, the provision should be further adjusted for

family size to provide additional support to families with three or more chil-

dren. The National Commission on Children strongly endorses the Earned Income

Tax Credit as an incentive for low-income workers with children to enter the paid

labor force and to strive for economic independence. ln its revised form, the

EITC moves closer to providing a "living wage" for poor Families with one

parent employed full-thne, year round. Many economists and child advo-

cates applaud these changes and anticipate that they will lead to increased

employment among low-income parents and may even increase the total

work effort in the economy relative to welfare support.'n

Child Support Enforcement and insurance

Financial responsibility for children does not end when parents separate

or divorce, nor does it fail to exist simply because parents never many.

Both custodial and noncustodial parents have a legal, as well as a moral,

obligation to contribute to their children's material support.
Government has a responsibility to ensure that children who live apart

from their parents receive the support to which they are entitled.
Despite the existence of a legal mandate and elaborate state administra-

tive mechanisms to ensure that absent parents (usually fathers) con-

tribute regularly to their children's care, more than a third of all noncus-

todial fathers ignore the obligation to support their children, and many

others pay only a fraction of what they owe.'" Only one single parent in

four receives the full amount of court-ordered child support from the

absent parent, and the average amount is only about $2,700 per year, or

about $52 per week.45 Some observers argue that absent parents' failure

to pay child support has become this nation's greatest source of financial

insecurity.
This is not because most fathers cannot pay. Many are financially able

to contribute child support or will be able to in the future. But they do not

feel a sense of personal responsibility for their children and do not con-

tribute material support. It also reflects insufficient efforts by public

authorities to hold absent parents accountable for meeting their children's
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material needs. Current state systems for child support enforcement are
inadequate at every step from the establishment of child support awards

to the collection of payments. The fe.deral system of support and guidance

to the states is also inadequate. When asked to grade the performance of
the Federal Office of Child Support Enforcement, state programs gave the
agency an overall grade of C for its operations. The states cited poor man-

agement, unresponsiveness to requests for technical assistance, failure to

release regulations required under the Family Support Act, and unreason-
able and burdensome audit procedures as factors that impede their ability

to pursue absent parents and collect the child support they owe.45 The
Secretaiy of Health and Human Services recently announced new adminis-
trative procedures to expedite the processing of claims by parents who have
child support awards in place. The Commission applauds these steps and
urges the Secretary to move quickly to implement these procedt;:al
improvements nationwide. Experts estimate that an efficient and efkctive
child support system could yield approximately $24 billion to $29 billion
per year, up to four times the amount now collected.'"

The National Commission on Children recommends that a demonstra-
tion of suitable scale be designed and implemented to test an insured
child support plan that would combine enhanced child support enforce-
ment with a government-insured benefit when absent parents do not meet
their support obligations. Contingent on positive findings from this
demonstration, the Commission recommends the establishment of the
insured child support benefit in every state. The primary objective of this
proposal is to hold absent parents accountable and to ensure that they pay
a fair share of their children's material support. When their payments fall
below an established minimum level and they do not meet their obliga-
tions, the federal government would make up the difference through pay-
ments from a social insurance system. This proposal contains four major
elements:

identification of both parents' Social Security numbers at the birth of a
child;

determination of child support payments based on uniform state guide-
lines;

collection of child support payments through automatic wage withhold-
ing; and

provision of a government-insured minimum child support benefit
when absent parents do not pay their full obligated amount.
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The first three of these elements are provisions of the Family Support Act

of 1988. which significantly strengthened child support requirements and

enforcement.
The failure of absent parents, almost always fathers, to pay child support

has devastating economic effects on parents raising children. Mothers with

children typically experience severe declines in income following a divorce;

young, never-married mothers, many of whom grew up in economically dis-

advantaged circumstances, often become part of a continuing cycle of

poverty. Making fathers pay is the only alternative to welfare dependency

for many single women with children.48 Beyond the economic eflects of

family breakdown, however, are the equally devastating and persistent emo-

tional scars for children whose families come apart or fail to form. Many

absent fathers have very little, if any, contact with their children, especially

if they remarry and begin new families.49 Such contact, however, and the

personal involvement it can foster are more likely to occur when fathers

provide economic support. In the Commission's surveys, absent fathers

who reportedly paid support are significantly more likely to spend time with

their children on a weekly basis than those who do not." Because parents'

personal involvement, in addition to their material support, is important
for children's development, enhanced child support enforcement may
prove to be an effective strategy for holding absent parents accountable in

more than just the financial sense.

The Family Support Act contains three major provisions for establishing

paternity. First, states must either establish paternity in at least half of the

out-of-wedlock cases on AFDC or increase the proportion of such cases in

which they establish paternity by three percentage points each year.
Second, they must obtain the Social Security numbers of both parents when

issuing birth certificates. And third, all parties in a contested paternity case

must take a genetic test upon request of any party, with the federal govern-

ment paying 90 percent of the cost of the test. The Commission urges the

states to implement these provisions aggressively in order to identify non-

custodial parents and collect child support from them. Even if absent par-

ents are currently unable to pay, they may be able to contribute support in

the future. Child support obligations extend until a child is 18 years old.

The Family Support Act also requires that the states establish uniform

guidelines to determine the amount of child support awards. In Wisconsin,

for example, awards are based on an established percentage of the noncus-

todial parent's income, set at 17 percent for one child, 25 percent for two

children, 29 percent for three children, 31 percent for four children, and
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32 percent for five children. In other states, for example Coiorado, the

standard is based on a formula that also takes into account the earnings of

the custodial parent. Such standards provide automatic indexing so that as

the income of the noncustodial parent (and to a lesser extent the custodial

parent) increases or decreases, so does the amount owed. Some research

suggests that it is higher standards not just better enforcement that

are likely to contribute most to reducing poverty and welfare dependency

among single-parent families.51

The Family Support Act also requires that states adopt a computerized

tracking and monitoring system for child support enforcement and that they

collect payments routinely from absent parents through income withholding

in order to increase both their size and timeliness. Experience in states that

have implemented this policy, for example Wisconsin and Massachusetts, sug-

gests that rates of collection increase substantially and that noncustodial par-

ents are less likely to become delinquent in their payments. Furthermore,

routine withholding of child support obligations is a preventive measure

that removes stigma and punishment from the collection process, while

enhancing children's economic security.'2

The major new element of the proposal is a government-insured child

support benefit when absent parents do not pay or the amount they con-

tribute falls below an established minimum threshold. The Commission
urges the federal government, in partnership with several states, to under-

take a demonstration of suitable scale to design and test the effects of an

insured child support plan that combines enhanced child support enforce-

ment with a government-insured minimum benefit of $1,500 per year for

the first child, $1,000 for the second child, and $500 for all subsequent chil-

dren. States would have the option of supplementing the federal benefit.

This means that in the case of an absent parent with two children who
earns $8,000 and is obligated to pay one-fourth of his or her earnings, or

$2,000, in child support, the federal government would contribute an addi-

tional $500 to make up the difference between the $2,500 minimum
insured benefit and the amount paid by the absent parent. Contingent on

positive findings from the demonstration, the Commission recommends

establishment of the benefit in every state nationwide.

Eligibility fOr the minimum benefit would be conditional on the custodi-

al parent's cooperation in identifying and pursuing collections from the

noncustodial parent. Paternity must have been established and either a

court-ordered child support award or a voluntary agreement to pay child

support must be in place, in accordance with state guidelines fOr awards.
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1111111M111111 Establishing paternity at birth and

Oil setting child support awards
should become routine adminis-

trative matters as the Family

IL Support Act is fully implemented,

thereby enabling tl.^ inajority

of custodial parents who do not

receive child support to qualify for

the minimum insured benefit. It

is not the Commission's intent,
however, to structure the program

so that it penalizes custodial par-

ents for failures beyond their con-

trol in establishing paternity and a

support obligation.

The child support benefit
would not be welfare in another

form, nor would it be an adminis-

trative tentacle of the welfare sys-

tern. It would not be means-test-

ed (that is, available only to fami-

lies whose income falls below a

certain level) and thus would not

be reduced by the custodial par-
ent's earnings. For the custodial
parent, child support whether

provided by the absent parent or

by the government is not a
substitute for earnings or for wel-

fare assistance. Instead, it is
intended as a regular, depend-

able source of support to help cover the costs of raising children. It repre-

sents a significant step toward strengthening the concept that children
should be supported through the efforts of their parents, but it affords a
vital sense of security when parents are unable to meet their obligations.

The insured child support plan should be administered primarily by a

federal or state agency outside the welfare system, although it would need

to coordinate closely with state welfare agencies and with the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS). One possibility would be for state welfare agencies
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to serve as the point of entry for AFDC-eligible families. Welfare agency
staff would screen AFDC applicants as they currently do, plan for their
employment, training, and child care needs, and transmit preliminary
information concerning their eligibility for child support to a federal or
state child support assurance agency. Non-AFDC families would go directly
to the assurance agency. Such an agency would incorporate existing child
support enforcement functions, and it would have expanded responsibility
for establishing child support awards, tracking absent parents (within and
across state jurisdictions), adjudicating difficult or contested cases, estab-
lishing custodial parents' eligibility for the minimum insured benefit, and
distributing child support payments. The agency would also be responsible
for tracking employers and notifying them of withholding requirements.
The IRS would develop regulations for withholding child support from the
wages of absent parents and would routinely collect payments from employ-
ers, along with Social Security and income taxes. The IRS would transfer
collected funds to the child support assurance agency for monthly payment
to custodial parents (see
Figure 5-3). As an alternative,

the Social Security Admin-
FIGURE 53

istration could be the disburs-
Administradve Structure for Child Supporting agency, or payments to

AFDC families could be fun- .3), t*.W,

neled through state welfare
Sate We're Agencyagencies.

All of these administrative

proposals deserve careful
Child Support Ammo Agency

analysis. Accordingly, child (Federal or Sow)

support enforcement and
insurance demonstrations
should develop and evaluate internal Revenue Service

alternative administrative
structures to resolve issues of

equity and efficiency and to (socad Security Administredon)

establish model procedures
that will effectively hold
absent parents accountable Parent Payment

but not penalize custodial par-
A A s

ents for failures to establish
paternity and child support
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obligations that are beyond their control. Regardless of the administrative

arrangement, however, the Commission believes that the enforcement of

child support obligations and the distribution of insured benefits must be

separate from the provision ofwelfare assistance.

The process for establishing a custodial parent's eligibility to receive the

insured benefit should be structured to accelerate the transition from a

child support system that is primarily judicial to one that is primarily admin-

istrative. In most future cases, paternity will not be an issue, assuming iden-

tification is promptly and routinely established at birth. Once standards for

child support awards are in place, the awardswill no longer be solely a mat-

ter of judicial discretion. Routine withholding will reduce the need for cus-

todial parents to return to the courts to obtain orders to pursue delinquent

noncustodial parents. In sum, enhanced child support enforcement in

accordance with the provisions of the Family Support Act should greatly

alleviate the need for judicial involvement in establishing eligibility and

ensuring that support payments are made. It should also facilitate the effi-

cient distribution of minimum insured benefits. Judicial involvement

should be required primarily in cases where paternity is contested or unusu-

al circumstances prevent the custodial parent from identifying the noncus-

todial parent.
The Commission agrees with other proponents of an insured child sup-

port plan who contend that it would have several positive effects in both the

short and the long run. First, we believe it would rapidly and significantly

reduce childhood poverty because the amount of the cash payment, in

combination with earnings, additional tax benefits from a refundable child

tax credit, and the expanded Earned Income Tax Credit, would enable

most low-income, single-parent families to escape poverty, prmided there is

at least one full-time worker earning at least the minimum wage. In addi-

tion, we believe it would encourage work and reduce welfare dependency

because the insured benefit (unlike welfare) would not be reduced dollar-

for-dollar by the custodial parent's earnings. It would give custodial parents

a strong incentive to cooperate in establishing paternity and locating the

absent parents of their children because the gains from increased collec-

tions would be passed on to thcm directly. In this way, we believe it would

also firmly establish the principle of parents' financial responsibility for

their children and perhaps eventually help reduce the incidence of out-of-

wedlock childbearing. However, until it is designed, tested, and imple-

mented, there is no way to predict the magnitude of these elects with any

certain ty.53
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Transitional Supports and Services

If poor families are to move successfully from welfare to work, many parents

may require supports and services to make them employable and to make it

possible for them to go to work and be reliable employees. In the past, a

significant disincentive to leaving AFDC was the abrupt cutoff of essential

benefits, especially health care coverage. In addition, studies of welfare

recipients suggest that many want to worle4 but need more encouragement

and assistance in preparing fbr and finding jobs. This includes training,
education, and job search assistance, as well as help with child care and

transportation.55 In programs where such assistance has been provided, as

in some early federal jobs programs and in many state programs initiated

since 1981, the results have been posidve.56

The Family Support Act of 1988 requires each state to establish a Job

Opportunities and Basic Skills Training Program UOBS) to help welfare

recipients acquire the necessary literacy, education, job skills, work experi-

ence, and job search support they need to become employable and get a
job. It also requires continuation of transitional supports, including child

care, Medicaid, and transportation, for up to a year after an AFDC recipient

becomes employed. The National Commission on Children strongly
endorses the JOBS program and the provision of transitional supports
and services to low-income parents moving from welfare to work.

Community Employment Opportunities

Despite the availability of a refundable child tax credit, insured child
support, an earned income tax credit, and supports and services to help
low-income parents move from welfare to work, some families will be
unable to achieve independence. Families living in regions where there

are few jobs and parents whose physical, psychological, or intellectual
capacities render them unable to find and keep a job, for example, will
require continuing public support. Although reliable estimates are
unavailable, researchers suggest that this hard-core poor population may

be relatively small." Some of these families may be eligible for
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) fbr the disabled; the Commission
encourages the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to revise

SSI eligibility criteria to ensure that families with dependent children
whose adult members are physically or psychologically impaired and
unable to work can receive assistance through this program. Many of
these families will require specialized, intensive support and services in

addition to income support.
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For parents who are able and willing to work but cannotfind a job, the

National Commission on Children recommends that states and localities

provide community employment opportunities wherefeasible and appro.

"iriate. We do not recommend the establishment of a major new federal

employment program. We urge the Secretaries of Labor and of Health

and Human Services to explore waivers allowing the states to use some

portion of their federal employment and training funds and other social

service funds to support public employment and community work oppor-

tunities for parents moving from welfare to work. States and local commu-

nities should supplement these funds with some portion of the AFDC sav-

ings that will eventually result from reductions in their welfare caseloads.

These programs would not be large, and presumably they would vary

from state to state and community to community, depending on local labor

needs. In rural communities, for example, jobs might include road build-

ing and maintenance or farm work. In urban centers, they might include

street and park maintenance, neighborhood cleanup, or other basic city

services. Community employment opportunities should not displace or

substitute for regular state and municipal jobs.

Employment programs should be separate from the welfare system and

should not be regarded as a means of working off welfare benefits. Instead,

they should create jobs that are responsive to local needs and that pay

employees commensurate with similar jobs in the local market. A true

employment program would be more demanding than a workfare program:

in workfare, when there are not enough jobs, recipients continue to receive

welfare; in an employment program, there is pressure on the system to cre-

ate more jobs." Experience with community employment programs sug-

gests that they can provide meaningful work opportunities and improve to

some extent the likelihood that low-income workers, especially women, will

move Mto the private labor market.59

Clearly, the need for such programs will vary in response to local eco-

nomic and labor market conditions. In periods of economic growth, when

unemployment is low, the number of people who would participate in a

public employment or community work program would be small. In peri-

ods of economic downturn, however, when unemployment rises, the num-

ber of people who will need to find jobs through a public program can be

expected to increase. If states and local communities are unable to expand

their community employment programs to meet the need for public sector

jobs, parents must continue to have access to public assistance to ensure the

economic survival of their families.
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Limited Role of Welfare

Assistance

Although Aid to Families with

Dependent Children was
established to provide tempo-

rary income support for sin-
gle mothers and children
experiencing a financial cri-
sis, it has become a source of

long-term income support for

many poor families. A major
objective of the Family
Support Act of 1988 was to
reorient AFDC toward transi-

tional assistance to help faint-

lies with children through
periods of hardship and on
their way to independence.

Yet much more needs to be
done to ensure that poor
families have alternative
means of income support
and do not rely indefinitely "

iron AFDC.

The first five elements of

the Commission's compre-
hensive plan, if adopted, will

dramatically reduce poor fam-

ilies' reliance on AFDC as a primary source of income support. Recent
expansions of the Earned Income Tax Credit will move closer to providing a
living wage for low-income parents who enter the paid labor fbrce, and the
combined benefit of a refundable child tax credit and a minimum insured
child support payment will offer improved income security to poor, single-
parent families. Enhanced transitional supports and senices will help poor
families moving from welfare to work. And community employment ()ppm.-
tunities will offer jobs to many parents who are able and willing to work but
who cannot find a job on their own.

When these essential elements are in place, the National Commission
on Children recommends that welfare be reoriented as short-term relief in
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Yes, yes, yes, yes.

(In answer to the

question: Would

many young women

tly to become

trained for jobs and

obtain jobs if they

could keep

Medicaid? Would it

make any

difference?)

THERFSA PALMER
Teen Mother,

Rockwell Gardens,

Micas% Illinois
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periods of unanticipated unemployment, disability, or other economic
hardship to provide a safety net to poor families with children who
through no fault of their own would otherwise fall through the cracks.
With this sharper focus, AFDC could help family heads in both single-par-

ent and two-parent families achieve economic self-sufficiency while at the

same time affording protection to their children. The clear goal of the pro-

gram would be to help families help themselves. A substantial body of
research on patterns of welfare dependency suggests that many single par-

ents have significant short-term economic needs following divorce, separa-

tion, or the birth of a child.6° It also shows that many move off welfare as

they marry or become employed and may come back on welfare if the job

or the marriage does not work out or if they have another baby.
Immediately following a birth and when children are very young, it may be

undesirable or infeasible for single mothers to go to work. Similarly, eco-

nomic fluctuations and changes in the job market can create short-term

financial problems for both single-parent and two-parent families if the pri-

mary breadwinner becomes unemployed.

For all these reasons, an income safety net for families %kith children is

essential. In order to build strong families and establish critical bonds
between parents and children, this safety net must allow low-income mothers

to remain at home to care for very young children. It must allow adequate

time for unemployed mothers and fathers in low-income families to obtain

whatever additional education, training, and skills they may need to move

back into the work force. And it must protect children but not encourage

parents who are able to work to remain out of the labor market.61

The National Commission on Children urges that enhanced transition-

al supports and community employment opportunities be structured so
that the great majority of families will not rely on AFDC for income sup-

port for more than three years. We recognize, however, that poor fami-
lies cannot move off welfare and escape poverty through work when there

is no adult in the family or when the adult is incapacitated and therefore

unable to work. For other families, their ability to leave welfare will
depend on whether job training, child care, transportation assistance,
health insurance coverage, and, if necessary, community employment
opportunities are available. Poor parents cannot be denied welfare bene-
fits if they lack the necessary opportunities and supports to obtain
employment and provide for their children's material needs. Transitional

supports and community employment opportunities should be designed
to ensure that families gain access to these alternatives.
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The average spell of AFDC enrollment is approximately two years,
although some families are enrolled several times over a period of years.62
Currently, about half of those who go on AFDC remain on for more than two
years, with nearly a quarter staying on for five or more years.63 Under current
law, AFDC parents who aie able to work are required to participate in educa-
tion and training programs and to accept employment when it is available.
Yet insufficient education, training, andjob opportunities in every state keep
many families on welfare for extended periods.

Experts predict that, if the other elements of a comprehensive income
security package were available, welfare dependency would decline substan-
tially. Columbia University economist Irwin Garfinkel, for example, esti-
mates a reduction of 12 percent to 20 percent in the AFDC caseload if child
support award and collection rates rise halfway between current levels and
full compliance. We believe that, in combination with a refundable child
tax credit, AFDC dependency could be substantially reduced, perhaps by as
much as 40 percent to 42 percent." To the extent that effective child sup-
port enforcement systems are in place and employment opportunities are
available, most single parents working full-time at minimum wage and two-
parent families with one full-time worker or two part-time workers could
escape poverty (see Appendix A, Table 3).

The Commission believes that poor families' dependence on AFDC
should be significantly reduced as the provisions of the Family Support Act
and recent changes in the Earned Income Tax Credit are fully implemented
and if the other elements of the proposed income security plan are adopted.
However, a number of specific design issues will need to be addressed in the
implementation of these policies. Of special importance in this regard are
decisions concerning whether and to what extent AFDC benefits should be
reduced when child support is paid (by the absent parent or by the fed:=Tal
government). If welfare and child support benefits were additive, low-
income single mothers would be more economically secure, Int they would
also be significantly better off than two-parent families with no workers.
While it is important to structure the system to minimize the incentive for
families to break up when they experience economic stress, it is also neces-
sary to ensure that low-income single mothers have a clear incentive to coop-
erate with child support enforcement authorities. It is important for fathers
to see that their children benefit from the payments they make. And it is
important for all children to be financially better off than they are under the
current system (which typically reduces AFDC benefits by all but $50 per
month when child support is collected from an absent parent).
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TABLE 5.3

Net Federal Cost of Income Security Proposals
(199$ Dollars)
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the minimum child

Accordingly, the Commis-

sion proposes that in states
that participate in the child
support insurance demon-
stration, AFDC benefits to
single parents be reduced by

approximately 50 percent of

the amount of the guaran-
teed child support payment
for which they are eligible.
We believe that at this level,

low-income unmarried moth-

ers with children will be bet-

ter off than they are under
the present system. They will

have a strong economic
incentive to cooperate with

child support enforcement
authorities. They will also
have a strong incentive to
join the paid labor force and
become self-sufficient be-
cause they will be able to add

support payment to their earnings and the EITC.

Consistent with positive findings from the demonstration, the Commission

recommends that such AFDC reductions be implemented in every state,

along with the establishment of the minimum insured child support bene-

fit. In addition, the benefit structure will not create incentives for families

to dissolve when they experience economic hardship.

Costs and Benefits

Rough es;imates of the federal costs of the individual components of the

plan are presented in Table 5-3.3 The refundable $1,000 per child tax cred-

it is by far the largest element, at approximately $40.3 billion in new costs.

Some commissioners would limit the credit to families with incomes under

The National Commission on Children is indebted to reseal-, hers at the joint Conunittre on
I axation. the ('.otigt essional Budget Other. the Urban Institute. and (:olumlna l'niversity for then gnerous
assistant v in helping to develop these cost estimates.
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$150,000, thus reducing the estimated costs by $1.1 billion. Others believe

the credit should be equally available to all families, regardless of income,

and that the federal costs (revenue loss) should be covered in other ways.

The methods for financing this benefit are charted in Chapter 13. The
options range from the imposition of new taxes to the reallocation of funds
from existing benefit programs.

Congress has already authorized the planned expansion of the Earned
Income Tax Credit. When fully implemented, an enhanced child support
system, including the provision of a minimum insured benefit, is estimated to

cost approximately $730 million if award rates and the collection of child sup-

port rise halfway between current collections and full compliance. AFDC

expenditures can be projected to decline by roughly $830 million as the
result of enhanced child support enfmcement and the provision of a mini-

mum insured benefit. Overall, the net savings in public expenditures is pro-

jected to be approximately $100 million. AFDC expenditures would decline
by as much as $5 billion to $7 billion more if the great majority of AFDC
recipients were enabled to move off the welfare roll within three years. The
proposed child support insurance demonstration in a number of representa-
tive states will provide a strong empirical basis for projecting the costs and
benefits of this policy. We estimate that the demonstration will cost approxi-
inaelN $100 million annually
over a five-year period.
Transitional supports and ser-

vices and public employment

and community work initia-
tives are not projected to
involve new federal spending

immediately. Therefore, in
very rough terms, the estimat-

ed net costs of all components

of the proposed income secu-

rity plan would be approxi-
mately $40 billion to $44 bil-

lion annually over the first five

years. Contingent on positive

findings from the demonstra-

tion, we anticipate substantial

savings from AFDC in later
years.

I 10

TABLE 5.4

Effect On Average Family Tex Burden of
Combined $1,000 Refit:Webb ChM Tait Credit and the

lensed Income, Tax Credit
(11114 Donau)
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'TABLE 54

Effects of Comprehensive Income Security Plan on Family Income
(1901 Dam)

This estimate does not fully account for increases or decreases in tax rev-

enues that may result from recent changes in the federal income tax law or

changes in employment of custodial and mmcustodial parents. However,

the $1,000 per capita refimdable child tax credit, together with the expand-

ed E1TC, would reduce the share of total family income paid in taxes by the

average U.S. family with children from approximately 12.3 percent to 10.9

percent, tlms enabling them to keep a greater portion of their earned

inconk (see Table 5-4).
Rough preliminary estiniates suggest that all families with children,

regardless of income, family stsucture, or number of adults working outside

the home, would be better off under the Commission's proposed income

security plan than they are under the current welfare and tax systems (see

Table 5-5). Low-income families would benefit nmst, particularly tlumse with

at least one fUll-time worker. Because the refundable child tax credit. and to

a lesser extent the E1TC, adjust fOr family low-income families with more

children would receive income benefits to help ASH the greater costs of

maintaining a large family. Presumably this greater income security. coupled



with health care coverage and continued social supports (e.g., child care

and food stamps) will induce many more low-income parents to enter the
paid work force.

Families without any workers would be significantly better off than they

currently are with AFDC benefits as their only source of income, although

they would still have net incomes below the poverty level. Two-parent fami-

lies without a worker would be somewhat better off than single-parent fami-

lies without a worker. Although it is difficult to determine the behavioral

effects, some would argue that it will deter working fathers from leaving

their families. On the other hand, in families where the father is not work-

ing and cannot contribute child support, the availabrity of a guaranteed
minimum child support benefit may create an incentive to dissolve an
unhappy marriage.

The Commission recognizes that changes in income policies can have
unanticipated effects, both positive and negative, on individual decisions

concerning work, marriage, divorce, and fertility. These, in turn, may
have unforeseen implications for the costs and benefits of such policies

and unforeseen effects on macroeconomic conditions and human behav-
ior. Therefore, for example, while the expanded Earned Income Tax
Credit can be expected to increase employment among low-income heads
of household, we cannot determine the extent to which the availability of

a reftmdable child tax credit and insured child support may offset these
effects for one or both parents. Similarly, the combined effects of such
income security policies on patterns of marriage, fertility, consumption,
and use of family time are not fully understood. In addition, although
the Commission has presented the broad framework for a comprehensive
plan, many details remain to be specified, and these will in some cases
have very significant implications for costs and the distribution of bene-
fits. Accordingly, we recognize that further research and evaluation are
needed to develop and refine the individual elements of the plan and to

assess their short- and long-term budgetary implications, both singly and
in combination.

Nonetheless, implementing the proposed income security plan would
significantly improve the economic status of many low- and middle-income

families, while increasing the spendable income of all families with chil-

dren. Perhaps most important, it would provide a mechanism for moving
many low-income families into the economic mainstream. In addition to its

effects on family income, the policies we propose should have a positive
indirect effect on children. In the long run, growing up in an environment

112
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where work and independence are valued and where families can be finan-

cially self-sufficient will yield a substantial benefit to young people and to

society.

Conclusion

Poverty among elderly Americans was substantially reduced in just two

decades because the nation made their economic well-being a high priority

and followed through with the establishment and implementation of' poli-

cies and programs aimed at ensuring a basic income and protection from

extraordinary medical expenses. A major challenge for the coming decade

will be to mobilize the necessaly political will to eliminate poverty among

children and to ensure that all families raising children have the minimum

financial resources to do so.

Reasonable people will continue to disagree about whether the declin-

ing economic status of' American families is primarily attributable to a lack

of personal responsibility and moral strength among parents or to the

shortcomings of' our social and economic systems. Yet if we are to make any

real progress in improving the economic well-being of' children, we must

find a middle ground that recognizes both individual and systemic factors.

Our approach must be based on "tough-minded compassion'" that reflects

concern for the growing financial pressures crippling low- and middle-

income families and the need to help people help themselves.

The National Commission on Children proposes a comprehensive
income security plan that is based on ftmdamental principles of work, fami-

ly, and independence. It emphasizes parents' responsibility for the finan-

cial support of' their children, while at the same time promising economic

security when parents are unable to meet their obligations. It seeks to

remove barfiers to the fbrination of' strong, two-parent families, and it aims

at encouraging independence through employment and earnings.

Our plan builds upon the Family Support Act of' 1988 and recent pro-

family refbrms of federal income tax policy. It contains several essential ele-

ments; a refundable child tax credit to subsidize the work of families rais

ing children; an earned income tax credit to make work pay for parents in

low-wage.jobs; a child support system that holds absent parents accountable

and provides a government-insured minimum benefit when parents are

unable to meet their obligations fully; essential transitional supports and

services for families moving from welfare to work; opportunities for public

employnwnt and conununity work for poor parents who are unsuccessful in

finding jobs on their own; and short-term welfare assistance for families
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experiencing a financial crisis. Each of these components is critical; none

alone can adequately meet the economic tweds of all American families

with children. When the plan is adopted, it will be equally important to
launch a major public education initiative to inform parents about the vari-

ous components and the benefits to which they will be entitled.

1 1 4
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Implementing this plan will be relatively expensive an estimated $40

billion to $44 billion per year over the first five years. Some observers may

argue that it would be easier and cheaper to continue to treat the symptoms

of poverty and economic instability rather than their underlying causes.
But the Commission has concluded that unless this nation adopts a strategy

to prevent poverty and ensure the economic security of all families with
children, the long-term human and financial costs of our neglect will be far

greater. Failure to support the I levelopment of the next generation and of

the families that nurture them will compromise the nation's future.



He who has health, has hope;

and be who has hope, has everything.

ri6 Arabian Proverb
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Good health is essential to

children's growth and development and to their future

prospects. While most American children are born and remain

healthy, far too many are vulnerable to problems that lead to

serious illness, disability, and even death. This country has the

knowledge and the tools to save children's lives and improve

their physical and mental health. Yet in recent decades, the

nation's progress in improving child health has not kept pace

with scientific knowledge and health care technology.

Children's families and home environments significantly

influence their health. When mothers care for themselves prop-

erly during pregnancy, babies are more likely to be born

healthy. When children receive adequate nutrition, live in safe

homes and neighboihoods, and develop healthful lifestyles,

many of the common problems that threaten their health can

be prevented.

Equally important is access to timely preventive and acute

health care. Yet rapidly rising medical costs are straining the

capacity of the system to meet the needs of all Americans, with

a This chapter was prepared and reviewed by all members of the National Commission on
Children and approved by 23 commissioners. A minority chapter on health care, which follows, was
prepared and submityltd by nine commissioner.r
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special and tragic consequences for children and pregnant women. There
is a widening gap between those who can take advantage of medical services

and those who have difficulty getting even the most basic care. As a conse-
quence, the burdens of poor health are not evenly distributed. Many
American children go without health care simply because of their family's

income, because of where their parents are employed, or because of where
they live.1

Perhaps no set of issues moved members of the National Commission on

Children more than the wrenching consequences of poor health and limit-
ed access to medical care. In urban centers and rural counties, we saw
young children with avoidable illnesses and injuries, pregnant women with-

out access to prenatal care, families whose emotional and financial
resources were exhausted from providing special care for children with
chronic illnesses and disabilities, and burned-out health care providers
asked to do more than is humanly possible.

If this nation is to succeed in pro:ecting children's health, there must be

a major commitment from families, communities, health care providers,

employers, and government to meet children's basic health needs and to

ensure that all pregnant women and children have access to health care.

Accordingly, the National Commission on Children urges the nation to
move with dispatch to improve the chances that all American children will

be born healthy and grow up healthy:

Parents must protect their children's health by protecting their own

health and being role models for healthful behavior, by doing every-

thing in their power to provide a safe home environment, and by seek-

ing essential health services for their children.

Communities must take responsibility for creating safe neighborhoods,

supporting the development of community-based health education and

health care programs, and sponsoring activities and special projects to
help families gain access to needed services.

Government and employers together should develop a universal system

of health care coverage for pregnant women and children that guaran-
tees a basic level of care and includes specific provisions to contain the

costs and improve the quality of care.

The federal and state governments should expand effective health care
programs for underserved populations.

Health professionals should work together with professionals from other

disciplines to improve the quality and comprehensiveness of health and

1 18

Health care is

one problem that

has really hit home.

I work one week a

month to pay

for our health

insurance. This

summer, I had

minor surgery.

A month later, I got

a bill for $3000.

I have a daughter

we are hoping to

send to college this

year, and that is

what we had

saved to pay for

her college.

WORKING MOTHER
Madison, Indiana
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social services, participate in publicly funded programs, and serve their

communities as volunteers and resource persons.

America's Record on Children's Health
Overall, American children are healthier today than they have ever been.

Yet in many key areas of health care, progress has slowed or halted altogeth-

er in recent years. In others, the nation is actually losing ground. Left
unaddressed, these trends are likely to take a devastating toll on the health

of the nation's children over the coming decade,

Infant Mortality
Each year, nearly 40,000 babies born in the United States die before their

first bip thdays. Black babies are twice as likely to die as white babies.2 This

nation's infant mortality rate is higher than those of 21 other industrializ.ed

countries, including Japan, Sweden, Canada, and France.3 After rapid
progress in reducing U.S. infant mortality in the 1960s and 1970s, the pace

of decline has slowed considerably. In 1990 the U.S. infant mortality rate

was 9.1 deaths per 1,000 live births, very close to the Surgeon General's

objective of 9.0 per 1,000.1 Nevertheless, achieving the Surgeon General's

objective of further reducing the infant death rate to 7 per 1,000 live births

by the year 2000 will require significant additional effort.'

Low Birthweight

Low weight at birth (that is, 5.5 pounds or less) is the leading factor con-

tributing to the nation's dismal infant mortality word. Low-birthweight
babies are 40 times more likely to die in the first month of life and 5 times

more likely to die later in the first year than other babies. They are also
much more likely to sufkr from chronic conditions, including neurodevel-

opmental disabilities. Many of these babies require intensive, high-technol-

ogy hospital care immediately after birth, often for as long as two or three

m0nths.6 Since 1980, no progress has been made in reducing the overall

rate at which babies are born too soon or too small. For blacks, the rate has

actually increased.7

Preventable Diseases

Even though most conununicable diseases can be prevented with immu-

nizations, thousands of American children are not immunized. In 1979 the

Surgeon Geiwral set the goal of immunizing 90 percent of two-year-olds

against common childhood diseases by 1990. Yet in 1990 only about 70

119
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aar-

percent were immunized against measles, mumps, and rubella.' In many

inner cities only about half of these young children were protected.9
Recent information concerning immunization rates for other communica-

ble diseases, including polio and whooping cough, are unavailable because

the federal government suspended data collection in 1985. Nevertheless,

many experts fear that immunization rates for these diseases are also low.")

The failure to immunize children has resulted in measles outbreaks in

many U.S. cities in the past three years. In 1990 more than 26,000 cases of

120
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measles were reported, a huge increase over the average of 3,000 cases a

year between 1981 and 1988. Most were among children in poor, inner-city

families. Nearly 100 measles cases resulted in deaths in 1990." Cases of

rubella and whooping cough have also increased, and many experts express

concern that serious outbreaks of these and other preventable diseases may

follow if children are not adequately protected.

AIDS threatens a growing number of children each year, primarily
through transmission from their mothers before or at birth.12 By 1990
approximately 2,000 cases of pediatric AIDS had been diagnosed, and many

more are expected over the coming decade." At current rates, the number

of children with this fatal but preventable disease will reach 13,000 by the

year 2000. By 1991 10,000 children under the age of 13 are expected to have

the HIV virus, which can develop into AIDS.I4 The risk of HIV infection and

AIDS is also growing among adolescents who are intravenous drug users and

those who are sexually active. Nearly 700 cases of AIDS have been reported

among 13- to 19-year-olds to date.15 Given the lag between infection and the

appearance of symptoms, however, it is likely that many more have already

been inkcted and %;ill develop the disease in coming years.16

Chronk and Disabling Conditions

Chronic and disabling conditions associated with genetic or metabolic disor-

ders, birth defects, prematurity, trauma, or infection (including HIV) affect

at least 10 to 15 percent of children in the United States." Among the
increasingly common conditions that limit normal childhood activities are

respiratory diseases, mental and nervous disorders, orthopedic impairments,

and sensory impairments. At least 10 percent of children suffer from mental

health disorders serious enough to warrant treatment, including autism and

depression." In addition, a new and growing population of children born

exposed to drugs is especially vulnerable to serious physical and mental dis-

abilities, as well as behavioral problems and learning impairments. Children

who live in poor housing are also at higher risk of nupairment because of the

likelihood that they will be exposed to high levels of lead. An estimated 12

million American children, mostly poor children, are at risk of lead poison-

ing.'" Hundreds of thousands of these youngsters have their intellectual
growth stunted each year because of exposure to lead.:2()

Accidents and Violence

Many children f'ail to reach healthy adulthood because they are the victims of

accidents or violence that results in disability or death. Overall, accidents are
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the leading cause of death among children. Intentional violence is also a

mtqor threat. Homicide, a particular danger to adolescents, is now the sec-

ond leading cause of death for all 15- to 24-year-olds in the United States.

Black youth and young men are at greatest risk; since 1978, homicide has

been the leading cause of death for black males age 15 to 24.21 In contrast

to declines in overall child death rates, child deaths from homicide are
increasin,!. Talking with young people in cities across the country, the
Commission heard chilling stories of routine, random violence that left
neighbors, classmates, and friends dead or seriously wounded. In a maxi-

mum security prison in South Carolina, we met teenagers serving life sen-

tences for taking the lives of other teenagers.

Protecting Children's Health
To grow up healthy, children need regular and specialized health care.

Early and comprehensive prenatal care, adequate nutrition for pregnant
women and babies, childhood hninunizations, and routine preventive and

acute care are critical for all children, as are special services for children

with chronic illnesses and disabling conditions. Ensuring that these health

care needs are met will reduce the number of youngsters who suffer unnec-

essary illnesses and disabilities, as well as the costs of caring for them.

Prenatal Care
Women who receive prenatal care during their pregnancies are far more
likely to give birth to healthy, full-term, normal-weight babies than are

those who receive late or no prenatal care. Women who do not receive rou-

tine care are approximately three times as like:y to deliver low birthweight

infants as those who do.22 Advanced medical technology can now save the

lives of many of these children, but the human and financial costs are very

high. Low-birthweight babies are at substantially greater risk of' chronic ill-

nesses and disabilities, including cerebral palsy, retardation, autism, and

vision and learning disabilities, 'Hie cost of a very-low-birthweight infant's

stay in a neonatal intensive care unit can reach $150,000 or more.23 In con-

trast, the cost of providing prenatal care fin- a pregnant mother can be as
little as $400.24

Despite dramatic advances in neonatal intensive care, many experts
believe that hirther progress in improving birth outcomes and infant health

must come primarily from more healthful behavior by pregnant wonwn
and from prenatal care. Overwhelming evideme shows that prenatal care

which begins early, continues throughout pregnancy, and is appropriate to
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had called

around trying to

get a doctor who

would start prenatal

care with me and

then deliver the

baby. I thought I

could pay by the

month so that by

the time the baby

was delivered I

could pay the

whole thing...but

I couldn't find

any doctor who

would take me.

The cheapest

doctor I found was

$900, and I had to

bring that to the

first appointment.

I didn't have

that kind of

money.

PARENT
Charleston, West Virga
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the mother's level of health risk i echices the likelihood of low birthweight.

Tlw positive effects are greatest fbr those who are at the highest risk of' poor

birth outcomes: black and some Hisp.r.;r women, poor women, very young

women, and poorly educated women* Prenatal care is also cost-effective.

Every dollar spent can save hundreds or 'wen thousands of dollars over a

clnld's IifCtiIflC. se projected savings take into account the medical,

social, and educational costs and lost earnings that could result from severe

impairments averted by early prenatal care.

Yet one in lour infants in this country is born to a woman who does not

receive early prenatal care. The progress of the 1960s and the 1970s in
increa.sing the use of these preventive scilicet; ended in the 1980s. Since then,

the proportion of' expectant mothers who receive early care has remained

stagnant or declined as public fnnding fOr these services has decreased.27

In urban and t ural communities across the nation, the Commission
came fare-to-face with the devastating consequences of inadequate prenatal



care. In Chicago's Cook County Hospital, we saw row upon row of prema-

ture and low-birthweight babies hooked up to tubes and wires, unable to he

hugged and rocked and held by their parents or the medical staff who were

caring fbr them. In rural Indiana and South Carolina, physicians, nurses,

and home visitors told heartbreaking stories of crowded prenatal clinics,

closed hospitals, and overwhelming caseloads of women needing care and

no one to provide it.

Recent increases in federal and state funding for maternal and child

health services have helped make prenatal care available to many pregnant

women, yet fragnwnted, narrowly defined policies and programs often cre-

ate financial, administrative, and geographical barriers to early and regular

care. The result is a disjointed tangle of services that reach some but not all

of' those who need them. AN in other areas of human services, it is typically

those women who need prenatal care most who are least likely to receive it.

Unfortunately, these are also the women who are most likely to have frail,

unhealthy babies, who, in turn, will bear the long-term consequences of
poor or inadequate care.

Adequate Nutrition

Pregnant women and children need adequate nutrition if children are to
grow and develop normally. Nutritional deprivation during pregnancy and

the early months of life can cause damage that can never lw repaired.
When infants and young children fail to receive adequate nutrition, their

growth is often slowed, they are more susceptible to illness, and they are at
greater risk of neurodevelopmental problems that impair learning.
Malnourishment that results in a condition known as "failure to thrive"
often requires hospitalization and has serious, lasting effects on growth and

socioemotional fnnctioning.28

Studies and smveys show that nutritional problems. most prominently

iron deficiency anemia, are frequently associated with poverty. Since 1980

there has been almost no improvement in overcoming iron deficiency
among pregnant women and only modest impnwement among children.2"

While there is debate over the prevalence of childhood hunger in
America, there is no doubt that the problem has increased over the past
decade." Recent estimates of' the number of' children who experience
hunger range from 2 million') to 5.5 million.32 The increase is closely
related to the high rates of childhood poverty and may become even
more seme in the 1990s, if poverty among families with children is not
reduced.
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Routine Preventive and Acute Pediatric Care

Routine pediatric care is essential for improving children's long-term
health. Metabolic disorders that can be detected through routine new-
born screening and that are readily treatable can lead to mental retarda-

tion if they are overlooked. Immunizations protect individual children as

well as whole communities from the devastating effects of preventable dis-

eases. Physical examinations and routine tests can lead to the early cor-

rection of conditions that might otherwise severely impair intellectual and

social development.33 Yet many children, particularly those in low-income

families, do not get the regular preventive care all children need. Nor do

they receive timely acute care when health problems occur. When this
happens, conditions that can be corrected often lead unnecessarily to
more serious illness or disability. A common earache left untreated, for
example, can lead to significant hearing loss. A vision problem, cor-
rectable with glasses, can inhibit learning. Nearly 20 percent of children

report no contact with a physician in the past year." Low-income, black,

and Hispanic children are even less likely to have regular preventive and

acute care than other groups, especially if their families have no health

insurance.35

Care for Children with Chronic Illnesses, Disabilities,

or Mental Health Disorders

Children with a wide range of disabling or potentially disabling condi-
tions including physical disabilities, developmental disabilities, mental

retardation, sensory deprivation, and health-related educational and
behavioral problems have routine health care needs similar to those of

other children. In addition, they also typically require specialized diag-

nostic and therapeutic care, medical and surgical care, home care, and
men;... health services. These children may also require special educa-
tional, cational, and family services, without which they cannot achieve

their full human potential. The physical and financial burdens of their
care, and sometimes its lack of availability at any cost, jeopardize their
health and well-being and present overwhelming burdens fol heir

Children with Inewal health problems also lequire special care. Yet, many

of these children do not receive the full range of services they need to treat

their problems and enable them to lead better and richer lives.36 Traditional

psychotherapy is often unavailable to children in low-income families. Even if

it is available, it is typically isolated from other health, education, and social

U:5
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services that these children and their families need. Fragmentation often

renders these services less useful and less effective than they might other-

wise be .37

Improving Health Behaviors and Lifestyles
Children's attitudes and health behaviors what they eat, what risks they

take, what advice they follow significanth afiect their health in child-
hood and in later life." Malnourishment, obesity, and the incidence of

126



many illnesses are related to nutritional intake. Sexually transmitted dis-

eases, accidents and injuries, and physical and mental impairments are

directly attributable to early, unprotected sexual activity, drug and alcohol

use, and delinquent behavior. Many of the health problems that afflict

Americans in adulthood, including cancer, stroke, heart disease, and AIDS,

are profoundly influenced or caused by how they conduct their lives." In

fact, better control of a limited number of risk factors among them diet,

exercise, and the use of tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs could prevent

at least 40 percent of all premature deaths, one-third of all short-term dis-

ability cases, and two-thirds of all chronic disability cases. Changes in

health behaviors can also reduce medical costs and limit losses in productiv-

ity.4" Illnesses attributable to smoking cost individuals and society more

than 565 billion a year. The total cost of alcohol and drug abuse exceeds

$110 billion each year.41

Childhood is an important time to promote health and prevent disease.

Because lifestyles formed in childhood and adolescence can last a lifetime,

early positive influences can have long-term beneficial effects on health:12

And it is easier both to establish healthful habits and to prevent the forma-

tion of unlwalthful habits early iii life.

The National Commission on Children concurs with the Surgeon

General and other blue-ribbon task forces and commissions that improving

children's health is a widely shared responsibility." Parents must take

responsibility for promoting healthhil lifestyks at home and for obtaining

needed health care for their children. Others in the community includ-

ing health professionals and educators, employers, leaders from business

and labor, voluntary and religious institutions, and the media must also

help children form attitudes and develop behaviors and lifestyles that will

protect their health during childhood and into adulthood, and they must

help ensure that essential health services are available.

The Role of Parents

Parents play it critical role in protecting and promoting their children's

health. Accordingly. the National Commission on Children recommends

that parents protect their children's health by protecting their own health

and being role models for healthful behavior, by doing everything in their

power to provide a sap: home environment, and by seeking and advocat-

ing for essential health services for their children.

A mother's re,,ponsibility b...gins before her child's birth, because her

own health anti healthful behavior during pregnancy are fUndamental to

I 2 7
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the health of her unborn child. Unless pregnant women recognize the

importance of maintaining healthful lifestyles, getting proper nutrition,
and avoiding harmful substances (including tobacco, alcohol, and legal and

illegal drugs), they are likely to severely compromise their children's health

from the very beginning of life. Similarly, pregnant women must obtain

adequate prenatal care, beginning early and continuing throughout preg-

nancy, to monitor their health status and help avoid complications that

often lead to poor birth outcomes.

Parents are responsible for ensuring that their children have an ade-

quate, healthful diet, that they get enough sleep and exercise, and that they

are protected from disease and health problems that result from poor
hygiene and unsafe health practices. Parents are also responsible for pro-

tecting their children from environmental hazards and from physical abuse

in their homes and accidents and injuries outside their homes. They
should provide safe toys, use car seats, install smoke detectors, and not

leave children unattended.

Exposure to lead, dilapidated (and thus dangerous) housing, passive
smoking, and careless handling of medicines, household cleaning agents,

and other chemicals are well-documented hazards that harm or kill thou-

sands of' children in this country each year.'" For low-income children liv-

ing in substandard housing, these risks are multiplied many times over.
Parents have a responsibility for providing safe home environments and

ensuring that children are protected from household hazards.

Breast-feeding has clearly demonstrated health benefits that are often

overlooked. Children who are breast-fed during the early months of life

are usually healthier than those who are fed formula. They are assured ade-

quate nutrition and develop immunities to illness and allergy. They are

never exposed to unsanitary containers. Breast-feeding also helps promote

early attachment between mothers and children that is essential to later
social and emotional development.45 Although breast-feeding has become

less popular in recent years among some groups of mothers, including
some who are at highest risk of having frail or unhealthy babies, it has clear

health and cost benefits.

Parents have a responsibility to help children learn about healthful
behavior and acquire healthful lifestyles. Parents' own sleep and eating
habits, the extent to which they practice good hygiene and safety, and
whether they smoke, drink, or use drugs significantly influence their chil-

dren. Children form attitudes about health and behavior based on their
parents' behaviors.
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In adolescence.,
young people assume
increasing responsibili-

i

ty for their own behav-

ior. Yet during this
-7 period, parents have a

major role to play in
guiding their children
toward wise choices.
They also should moni-

tor their teenagers'
behavior to help them
avoid risks that can
have devastating short-

and long-term health
consequences, includ-
ing premature and
unprotected sexual
activity, smoking, alco-

hol and drug use,

unsafe driving, and
delinquent behavior.

Moreover, parents
must ensure that their
children receive adequate

health care throughout

childhood and adoles-
cence, including regular

checkups, appropriate
health screening, immu-

nizations, and health risk

counseling, as well as
timely treatment of health

problems.

The Role of Communities

To fulfill their responsibilities for promoting and protecting their children's

health, parents need support from their communities. Accordingly, the
National Commission on Children recommends that communities take

r
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responsibility for creating safe neighborhoods, supporting the development of

community-based health education and health care programs, and sponsoring

activities and special projects to help families gain access to needed services.

Creating Safe Neighborhoods. Crime and violence are pervasive in many

inner-city communities. A.s a consequence. death and injuries resulting from

violence have become public health problems of major proportions in the

United States in recent years. Young children are often the unintended vic-

tims of random shootings on playgrounds. on their neighbor hood streets,

and even in their homes. Older children, especially poor, inner-city teenage

boys, are frequent victims of vicious assaults and killings. Most violence

occurs between people who know one another; in fact, many assaults and

murders occur between fiunily menthers. Yet a substantial portion of attacks

are between grangers in situations where the attacker is ready and in the

mood to kill and has a weapon a defenseless victim, and an opportunity.Th

To grow up healthy or just to grow up -- children need to live in
environments where they are physically safe and can feel secure thm they

will not be harmed fik- adults or other children. Communities have a basic

responsibility to create and maintain safe environments for all their resi-

dents. As crime and violence have become rampant in many communities.

public officials, professionals who work with children. and parents have

searched for new approaches to make their streets and playgrounds safe fbr

families with children and to reduce the rapidly rising number of young

people who are arre..,ted and jailed for committing crimes.

Apprehending and punishing those who commit crimes is one impor-

tant approach to crime reduction. To combat youth violence, we believe
incarceration must be combined with sensitive rehabilitation programs for

youthful offeners. A second, equally important. approach is for parents
and community leaders to promote an atmosphere that does not tolerate

violence well-lit streets, neighborhood patrols. adults who monitoi the

behavior of young people in their neighborhoods, and a shared willing.

ness to expose and condemn friends and neighbors who break the code
of peace. Such strategies have shown promise in some communities. A

third important approach is aimed at the causes of violent behavior.
Violence prevention strategic's, we believe, are needed to complement

more traditional crime reduction approaches. Violence prevention is
based on the understanding that violence is a social disease acute, chron-

ic, and epidemic in its proportions. For many young- people it is a learned

response to the. streF.sful lircumstances of their lives. Public health
approaches must addiess violence as both an individual and a community

I 30
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problem. At the individual level, children and other fmnily nwmbers whose

characteristics predispose them to violence must be taught to modify their

responses to anger. Studies have shown, for example, that children can

learn nonviolent ways of resolving conflicts with others.47 At the communi-

ty level, individual education must he combined with outreach and public

education to change conmmnity attitudes and beliefs about violent behav-

ior.4m Several effecthv models for violence prevention have been developed

in recent years, including the Violence Prevention Project, a curriculum

that has now been implemented in the Boston riblic schools.

Health Education and Community-Based Health Services. The ability to

make informed decisions plays a significant role in personal health behavior.

To make informed decisions, children and their parents need information

on health risks, their consequences, and how to avoid them, as well as on ways

to promote good health. Physicians, nurses, and other health professionals

have many occasions to offer health education and counseling. Professional

associations of health care providers can also disseminate information to

their members and directly to families.



Health education programs in schools are an important avenue for
helping children learn about the risks and consequences of unhealthfUl
behaviors such as smoking, alcohol and other drug use, and violence.
And they can help children understand how to promote their own health
through proper nutrition, hygiene, pregnancy prevention (including
abstinence), and physical fitness. A growing number of schools across the
country are initiating comprehensive school health programs that com-
bine health education with health services designed to prevent or identify
and treat students' physical and mental health problems. These pro-
grams are also aimed at creating a healthfUl environment in the school,
for example by banning smoking for students and adults, promoting phys-
ical fitness, serving nutritious food, and eliminating hazards to physical
safety. 49

Traditionally, state and local health departments have played a signifi-
cant role in educating the public about health behavior risks and have
sponsored special health programs and services. Community-based health
programs sponsored by business and labor groups and by voluntary and
religious organizations can also promote the health of children and their
families. Management, unions, and employee associations in many commu-
nities are sponsoring smoking cessation programs, prenatal care education,
and -Ither projects to improve the health of employees and their children.
Many firms also offer wellness and employee assistance programs and host
health promotion activities for their communities.

Voluntary otganizations, including those dedicated principally to health
improvement, have expanded their missions to include community health
education. Many organizations serving young people are continuing or
beginning to work closely with health professionals and organizations to
discourage risk-taking behaviors common in adolescence and to promote
healthful lifestyles. Mentoring programs and efforts to build strong one-to-

one relationships between responsible adults and young people can, we
believe, be an especially effective approach for helping youth develop posi-
tive attitudes and health behaviors. Among many high-risk youth, the most
important message is one of hope helping them understand that pre-
serving their future is worth the immediate sacrifice of avoiding behaviors
that compromise their health and safety.

Religious institutions also make valuable contributions by sponsoring
health fairs, establishing health screening programs, offering individual and
family counseling, and supporting adolescent pregnancy prevention effotts.
Religious institutions are often in a unique position to deliver preventive
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The fact is that we

have 32 million

people who don't

have any health

insurance who need

to be taken care of.

Honest to Pete,

come on, now.

'That's the first

thing.

MARGARET
BRAGGART% M.D.

'Director of Pediatrke,
Iniverelty

'Her., rioephal Center,
N. A, York, New York

health education and services to children and families who otherwise lack

access to them. Many churches and mosques in poor black neighborhoods,

for example, supplement semices in areas with overburdened health care

systems.5° All such efroas should be encouraged, and communities that

lack such programs should learn from the successful experiences of others.

The Role of the Media

In addition to observing the behavior of family and friends, children are

exposed to countless media messages that affect decisions about health.

Direct messages come from news, documentary, and public affairs pro-

grams. Indirect but equally powerful messages are contained in advertis-

ing, the plots of television shows, and the lyrics of rock music. These mes-

sages are not always benign. Messages about violence, in particular, can be

dangerous for adolescents in poor and overcrowded neighborhoods,

where intentional injury is an everyday event, where peer group pressures

lead toward rather than away from violence, and where anger about their

limited choices ill life makes young people more prone to violence.51

Similarly, subliminal messages that promote sexuality as the key to social

acceptance and personal happiness, without presenting thc risks of unpro-

tected sexual activity, can be harmful to young people who lack a secure

sense of self-esteem and to those who believe they have few other opportu-

nities for personal achievement. The Commission believes that communi-

ties should work to change the way in which local media portray violence

and other behaviors that jeopardize the health and well-being of children

and adolescents. The peivasive image of the violent hero is a dangerous

model for most children and adolescents. Yet media heros who rely on

nonviolent strategies to resolve conflicts are hard to find. Although we rec-

ognize that the media are not the only or even the major cause of violence

and risk taking among youth, we believe they have a unique opportunity

and responsibility to help create a climate that values healthful behaviors

and lifestyles.

Improving Health Care: Health Insurance
Healthful behavior and lifestyles are not enough to ensure optimum health.

Without access to health care, many pregnant women will be at risk of poor

birth outcomes, and many children will experience problems that can

severely compromise their long-term health and development.

America's health care system is in crisis." There is widespread and

growing frustration that in a nation as wealthy as the United States, with the
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best medical technology in the world, so many people are efkctively denied

health care because they do not have any way to pay their medical bills or

because services are not accessible. This neglect is most troubling in the

case of pregnant women and children, who cannot get care on their own

and for whom the Lek of access to health care can lead to unnecessary ill-

ness, disability, and death, as well as umwvessaty financial costs. Improving

health care for America's children and pregnant women will require broad-

based hcalth insurance refbrm, expansion of effective health care programs

for underserved population.s, and efforts by health professionals to develop

approaches that are responsive to the needs of children and families in

their communities.
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I'm a single parent

and work part.thne

on the weekends.

I don't have any

health insurance

so when my children

get sick I take

them to the

emergency room.

A few weeks later I

get a call from a

collection agency

that I can't pay.

WORRING PARENT
Chukkas, West Wreak

I mi mu. I it Alt

The Current Health Insurance System

Ahnost no American family today can pay fOr its children's health care with-

out public or private health insurance. The need is greatest among low-
income families, but the increasing costs of niedical services have put care

for many significant health problems beyond the means of middle-class

families as well. Routine pediatric care can consume as much as 10 percent

of a low-income working fainilv's annual income; the cost of maternity care

can exceed that amount. For the 1 family in 20 that hils a child with a phys-

ical or mental disability severe enough to impair normal daily activities, the

ongoing cost of care is overwhehning."

The majority of families with a working parent obtain health insurance

coverage as a benefit of employment. For some of the poor, Medicaid
offers some coverage. Despite recent expansions of Medicaid, however,

many children and pregnant women have no coverage at all. Typically,

they live in families with a single parent or two parents who work in low-

wage jobs. Their employers do not offer them health insurance, and they

earn too much to qualify for Medicaid benefits. Either society must absorb

the costs of medical care for these uninsured pregnant women and chil-

dren, or their families must experience extraordinary financial hardship to

purchase care, or they must forego services because they are tillable to pay

for them.

Private Insurance Coverage. Dramatically rising costs are eroding the

private insurance system that most Anwricans count on to cover the costs of

health care in the event of serious illness or injury. Many persons who have

experienced illness in the past, who have a disabling condition, or who

insurers believe are at risk of becoming sick or disabled in the future are

denied coverage altogether.

Most Americans get health insurance through their .jobs. Most chil-

dren are covered by insurance made available through their parents'
employers. But as the costs of health care have exploded in recent years,

and as employers have struggled to control the amount they pay for cover-

age, many employees have seen their benefits erode and their share of'
premium costs increase. For most large employers, the problems of pro-

viding coverage have escalated: for many small employers, they have
become insurmountable. As insurers increasingly compete to avoid
rather than share risks, the premiums they charge have become exorbi-

tant. Small firms generally nmst pay more for insurance than large firms

because they have fewer employees among whom to spread administrative

costs and any losses due to extraordinary illness or injury. They are ofien



forced to exclude certain employees or conditions, and sometimes they are
unable to obtain coverage at any price.

Although 90 percent of private health insurance for children is pur-
chased through parents' employer-based group plans, children's relation-
ship to the private insurance system is at best fragile. Over the past 10
years, employers have become less willing to contribute to dependent cover-
age. In 1980 40 percent of employers paid for dependent coverage in full;
in 1990 only about one-third did." As employees are asked to pay a larger
share of the rising costs of dependent coverage, many particularly low-
wage employees with other pressing financial demands can be expected
to drop it.

Public Coverage for the Poor. Health care coverage through the
Medicaid program is funded jointly by the federal government and the
states, and it is administered by the states under broad federal guidelines.
Since its establishment in the mid-1960s, Medicaid has contributed sub-
stantially to improving the health of' many poor Americans, including
pregnant women and children.55 But Medicaid reaches only a fraction of
the nation's low-income population an estimated 59 percent of poor
children in 1991?

One reason that Medicaid fails to cover a larger share of' poor chil-
dren is that eligibility has historically been linked to receipt of Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) . To qualify for AFDC in most
states, families with children have to meet shockingly low income and
asset criteria. As a consequence, many demonstrably poor families are
ineligible for Medicaid. Congress has taken steps in recent years to dis-
connect Medicaid and cash welfare for some poor children and pregnant
women. For example, states are now required to cover pregnant women
and children up to age six in families with incomes up to 133 percent of
the federal poverty level (with the option of covering those with incomes
up to 185 percent of the poverty level). They are also required to phase
in coverage for children age 6 to 19 with family incomes up to 100 per-
cent of the poverty level by the year 2002. Yet even with these expan-
sions, many poor pregnant women and children remain uncovered an
estimated 21 percent of those in families with incomes below the poverty
level and 26 percent of those with incomes between 100 percent and 150
percent of the poverty level. A poor child who is 10 years old today will
never be covered.

The Uninsured. According to 1991 estimates prepared for the National
Commission on Children, approximately 32 million Americans, including
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8.3 million children under age 18, are currently without health insurance

protection. About 13 percent of children and 9 percent of pregnant

women (433,000 women) are without coverage. The uninsured come dis-

proportionately from low-income families: approximately half of uninsured

children live in families below the poverty level, and about two-thirds live in

families with incomes up to 200 percent of the poverty level. The patterns

for pregnant women are similar.58
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Most uninsured children have parents with some tie to the paid labor

force. Approximately two-thirds have at least one parent who works full-

time, while another 13 percent have a parent who works part-time. Only 20

percent of uninsured children live in families where neither father nor

mother is in the labor force.59 Most parents who do not have health care

coverage for their children work for small employers, in industries with sea-

sonal or temporary employment patterns, or in occupations with less-skilled
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and fewer unionized workers. Agriculture, personal services, retail, and
entertainment and recreation are the industries with the lowest rates of

insurance coverage.""

Over and over in the Commission's hearings and town meetings, we
heard heartbreaking stories of children who had not received care fbr con-

ditions that eventually resulted in more serious and avoidable illnesses and

disabilities. And we heard of pregnant women who were denied prenatal

care or refnsed entry to a hospital when they were ready to deliver their
babies because they had no means to pay for services. Unfortunately, these

tragic accounts are not isolated cases. Children without health insurance

protection use fewer medical services than those with coverage,"I and preg-

nant women without coverage are less likely to receive early or regular pre-

natal care than those with insurance."2

The growing number of uninsured Americans threatens even those who

do have coverage. Care for the uninsured is largely paid for by those who

are insured. Many health care providers cover their losses fbr "charity care"

by raising the fees they charge to those who can pay, primarily the privately

insured. Yet as the costs of health care have increased and employers and

insurers have sought ways to control costs, it has become more difficult to

shift the burden of payment for charity care. Some hoTitals have respond-

ed by closing their trauma centers and emergency rooms, facilities that
often atti act persons who cannot pay. These services are thus lost to the

entire community, creating problems for everyone in need of urgent care.

nward Universal Health Insurance for Pregnant

Women and Children

Although poor Americans face the greatest barriers to insurance coverage,

the specter of inadequate protection and catastrophic medical expenses
threatens middle-income families as well." As the U.S. health care system

is increasingly strained by rising costs, those who depend on employment-

based coverage face the growing risk of joining the ranks of the uninsured.

The National Commission on Children joins the rising chorus of voices

calling for broad-based health insurance reform. Within and outside of

Congress, numerous proposals have been presented by individuals and
organizations seeking ways to reform the health care system and improve

access to medical care for those who are now excluded." Most of these
proposals agree that all Americans should have health insurance coverage.

To achieve this, some would replace the existing system, while others
would significantly reshape it. Among these alternatives, however, there
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My husband works

from MO in the

morning until fit00

at night and makes

$5.50 an hour.

He has just worked

long enough to be

able to get health

insurance, and we

still can't afford it

with what he makes.

They told us it

would be very

expeneve and won't

cover anything to

do with the

baby...We weren't

eligible Ifor

Medicaid) until

my husband took a

cut In the hours

he worked.

-- NELLIE COLLINS
Expectant Mother,
Madison, Wass
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has been little consensus. Within the Commissioa there were similar dif-

ferences concerning approach. Sonw Commissioners strongly prefer a sin-

gle-payer national health insurance system; others advocate a public-pri-

vate, emplover-based system. Still others prefer a system of vouchers and

tax credits that would require families to purchase insurance on theit own

in the private market. We agree, however, that in the absence of major

change, the proportion of pregnant women and child1 en who are without

adequate insurance coverage will COntilllIC to grow, and the burden of car-

ing for the uninsured will put all Americans at risk of inadequate access to

medical care.

A new s!stern, we conclude, must build upon not patch or replace, the

current combination of employment-based and public coverage. It must

ensure that adequate insurance protection is available to those who now

have it through their employers; it must extend emph)yer-based coverage to

those who do not; and it must supplement employer-provided coverage
with decent public coverage for those who are outside the work fOrce. No

American child or pregnant woman should be denied access to necessary

health care because of financial barriers. Health care fOr expectant moth-

ers and children should be of high quality, regardless of how it is financed.

Decisions concerning care should allow for substantial autonomy and

choice by the patient or parent in consultation with his or her medical prac-

titioner. Finally, the health care system and the provision of health Insur-

ance must contain incentives to economize and reduce rapidl: rising hea!th

care costs.

The National Commission on Children recommends that government and

employers together develop a universal system of health insurance coverage

for pregnant women and for children through age 18 that includes a basic

level of care and provisions to coniain costs and improve the quality of care.

Ensuring Employment-Based Health Insurance Coverage. In partner-

ship, the nation's employers and the federal government should extend

health insurance coverage to pregnant women and to children through age

IS, who, in turn, would be expected to accept that protection. Employees

must be entitled to health care coverage for their dependent children and

tOr themselves or their spouses (luring pregnancy and fOr a reasonable peri-

od of time following delivery. Health care coverage for pregnant women
and children should become an entitlement of emplo) ment, just as a mini-

mum wage and pat ti(ipation in Social Security are.

Because iarge lnd small employers face different circumstances in purchas-

ing privine group health insurance coverage for their emplrwees, we believe

f 1.-r
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they should be treated different-

ly in a reformed health care sys-

tem. Almost all firms with more

than 100 employees now provide

adequate coverage for most of
their employeesP Therefore,
allowing a brief period for adjust-

ment, the Commission would
require all large firms to provide

coverage for pregnant employees

or nonworking spouses of
employees and for their depen-

dent children.

Small firms usually face sig-

nificant financial barriers in
purchasing insurance coverage.

Although a majority of even the

smallest employers provide cov-

erage, those with fewer than 25

workers employ about half of
the working uninsured, and
employers with fewer than 100

employees, more than three-

IIIMMIL.4411111Lsvia__

quarters.66 Instead of immedi-

ately requiring such small
employers to provide insuiance,

the Commission recommends

special measures to reduce the
barriers these firms face in pur-

chasing coverage. These mea-
sures include reforms in the pri-

vate insurance market that would enhance the affordability of coverage,

time (approximately five years) for these reforms to take effect before small

employers would be required to offer coverage, and tax subsidies to help

offset the employer's share of Iwalth insurance premium costs. Eventually,

small employers would be subject to the same requirements as large
employers.

Making Health Insurance Coverage Affordable. Rather than simply
requiring employers to purchase private coverage, whatever the costs, the

1 10
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government would guarantee that affordable coverage is available through

a newly established public plan. Employers, large and small, would have

the option of buying coverage in the urhate insurance market or through

the public program. The cost to employers of publicly provided coverage

for pregnant women and children would be a set percentage of payroll,
thus capping the total amount that employers would be required to pay
and avoiding excessive costs for covering part-time employees. Employer

contributions will not cover the full costs of providing coverage, so the fed-

eral government woukt have to subsidize the shortfall.

Reforming the Private Insurance Market. Immediate steps are needed

to reform the policies and practices of the insurance industry that have

caused a detetioration of private insurance protection for small employers.

The Health Insurance Association of America has suggested sevei-al volun-

tary initiatives aimed at improving the equity and efficiency of the health

insurance market. We, too, believe that steps must be taken to ensure that

all employers who seek affordable coverage for their eroployees, including

those with high-risk employees or dependents (for example, children with

chronic illnesses and disabilities), will be able to find it. Underwriting, rat-

ing, and marketing reforms should lead to competition among insurers
that is based on efficient delivery of services and management of health
care expenditures rather than on their ability to avoid coverage for high-

risk children and pregnant women. Toward this end, the Commission
urges requirements for insurers mid employers to prevent discrimination

against workers with families and to prevent market practices that woula

give employers incentives to fiwce children and pregnant women into the

public program.

Protecting Pregnant Women and Children without Employer-Based
Coverage. Employer-based health insurance coverage can never adequately

protect all pregnant women and children, particularly those who live in

families with no adult in the labor force. Accordingly, the federal govern-

ment must guarantee health insurance coverage to those who are not cov-

ered under employer-based plans through a public program that pays
appropriately for services and ensures acess to good care. The present
Medicaid program, with its limited eligibility, benefits, and payment sched-

ules, does not meet these criteria.

Coverage available through the new public plan would be uniform
nationwide and would provide the same basic benefits as employers pro-

side. It would not be linked to welfirre. Consumers would share premium

costs; for low-income pregnant women and children, coverage would be
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subsidized. To encourage participation, the new program would offer
enrollment through schools and child care facilities, through health clinics

and the workplace, as well as through relevant state agencies. National

standards for eligibility, benefits, and payment for services in this plan
would guarantee all pregnant women and children regardless of family

income, employnwnt status, or residence status access to affordable
health care.

Defining Basic Benefits. To ensure access to essential preventive and

acute health care, both private health insurance and the public program
would offer at least a basic standard of coverage. The federal government

would be responsible fbr defining the standards for covered services, which

would include preventive care and primary acute care as well as medically

necessary specialty physician and hospital care. Employer-based coverage

would be required to provide at least this basic standard (although employers

would be free to offer more generous plans, as most firms now do), and the
public plait would offer similar standard coverage. In order to ensure that
poor children and pregnant women would not be worse off than they are

now. the public program would also cover services currently mandatory

under Medicaid, including Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and

Treatment, home lwalth services, and skilled nursing facility services.
Retaining these services would also ensure that children with chronic and dis-

abling conditions continue to receive the care they need and that they would

not be worse off under the new plan. Families covered by private insurers

would have the option of purchasing this coverage from the public plan.

In general, covered services would include medically necessary medical

and suigical care fbr acute and chronic conditions, inpatient and outpa-
tient services, diagnostic tests, prescription drugs, family planning services,

and mental health services. In addition, preventive services, including pre-

natal care, scheduled well-child visits, and others that have been shown to

he cost-effective, would be covered. Employers could provide, and individu-

als could purchase, more generous benefits.

To provide special support to women at high risk of complicated preg-

nancy and poor birth outcomes, all pregnant women would be sc -ened for

risk. Those deemed to be at high risk would be eligible for the assistance of

a case manager, who would ensure that they receive all medically necessary

health care and monitoring and who would help them gain access to outer
needed programs and services, such as substance abuse treatment or food
and nutrition education through the Special Supplemental Food Program
for Women, Infants, and Children (WI( ).
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Cost Sharing. Subject to their ability to pay and to appropriate ceilings

On out-of-pocket expenses, families with children and pregnant women

would be responsible fbr a share of premiums and service costs on all but

preventive services under both private and public health coverage. The

federal government, in consultation with the health insurance industry,

would be responsible for establishing cost-sharing standards. Premiums

and cost sharing be federally subsidized for low-income pregnant

women and children. We would urge that those living below the poverty

level be fay subsklizt:d and that those in families with incomes between

100 and 200 percent of the poverty level share a portion of costs on a slid-

ing scale. Subsidies would be available regardless of whether coverage is

provided by private insurers or the public plan.

Promoting Quality and Containing Costs. Until the nation addresses

the critical issues of cost and quality, it can never genuinely solve the

problems of financing all health care, including care for pregnant women

and children. There is wide agreement that coverage of unnecessary.

inappropriate, or poor-quality care, care that fails to fOster efficient deliv-

ery of services, or care that shifts costs from some consumers to others

wastes precious health care resources.'7 As it is, the United States spends

a greater share of its resources on health care than does any other

nation. In 1%0 those expenditures were about 5 percent of the gross

national product (GNP) . In 1989 they exceeded $600 billion, nearly 12

percent of GNP. It is estimated that by 2000. health care spending will

reach 13 percent of GNP."

The rising costs of health care are placing strains on everyone. Unless

costs can be brought under control, many observers project that the entire

health care system will collapse, jeopardizing access to care for all

Americans. The Commission's proposed public-private system of health

coverage fbr pregnant women and childali can be successfid only if it pm-

vides for the purchase of quality services in an efficient manner.
Accordingly, consistent with our proposals for shared public and private

responsibility fOr financing health care, we urge employers and govern-

ment to take steps to improve the quality and contain the costs of health

care services.

First, the Commission recommends extending Medicare's increasingly

effective hospital and physician payment system to the new public program.

This payment method creates incentives to control costs and can serve as a

model fOr private health insurance plans. At the same time, however, it

guarantees payment rates high enough to attract physicians and other

kl
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providers to participate in the public plan. As more and more consumers

participate in the public plan, opportunities for cost shifting will be elimi-

nated. Reimbursement rates under the new public plan must cover the
actual costs of providing care and must appropriately compensate
providers, otherwise there will be little hicentive to serve patients with pub-

lic insurance. In addition, because Medicare payment rates are based on

the program's experience with a predominantly elderly population, adjust-

ments would be needed to ensure that health care providers who make chil-

dren a priority are not adversely affected by the payment system.

Medicare pays hospitals a predetermined amount for each type of case,

based on the diagnosis and other clinical considerations. If hospitals are

able to deliver care for less than the payment amount, they are permitted to

keep the difference. If their costs exceed the payment amount, they are

responsible 'for covering their losses. This approach has been shown to
encourage hospitals and other health care facilities to deliver care more
efficiently.° Similarly, Medicare's new payment system for physician ser-

vices aims to create financial incentives for cost containment. The new sys-

tem bases fees on the relative value of seivices rather than physicians' his-

torical charges. In this way, physicians are encouraged to provide primary

care rather than automatically turning to the most aggressive and most cost-

ly forms of treatment (for example, surgery). The new system also provides

"'volume performance standards" to permit a general reassessment of pay-

ment rates if the volume of services provided grows too quickly.
Accordingly, the Commission recommends a system of reimbursement for

doctors and other health professionals who care fbr pregnant women and

children under the public plan that would set a common and reasonable

rate of reimbursement for services. Fee schedules would be structured to

encourage more widespread provision of primary care, including preven-

tion, and reduce the likelihood of hospitalization and more expensive crisis

care. To be effective as a cost-control measure, however, fee schedules
under the new plan would differ sharply from Medicaid's arbitrarily low

rates, which discourage many physicians from treating Medicaid patients

and force those who do serve them to shift their unreimbursed costs onto

paying patients.

Another important approach to containing health care costs is consumer

cost sharing. When consumers are required to share a portion of the costs of

care, they are usually more sensitive to price and the usefulness of medical

services they use. Therefore, the Commission would hold families responsi-

ble for a portion of premium and service costs for both public and private

141
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health coverage. However, to encourage the use of essential preventive

health care (for example prenatal care, well-child care, and immunizations),

the Commission would eliminate cost-sharing requirements for these services.

We believe that parent-consumers will be more motivated to avail themselves

and their children of preventive care that can reduce the need fin more
expensive treatment and hospitalization later if cost is not a barrier. .
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Health insurance market reforms, if they are to be effective, must result

in real competition among insurers based on achieving efficiency in deliver-

ing services rather than avoiding bad risks. These ref.orms will make insur-

ance accessible to all children and pregnant women and will take advantage

of market forces to bring about real improvements in efficiency.

Finally, many employers and private insurers are trying to restrain medi-

cal costs by encouraging appropriate use of health care services through

managed care plans. We endorse the use of managed care sstems (such as

health maintenance organizations and preferred provider oi4. :ations)

and managed care features (such as second surgical opinions, preadmission

review, and outpatient Aurgery programs) as appropriate and efficient ways

to delker essential preventive and remedial services to children and preg-

nant women. These systems, however, must be required to i,ffer their plans

to all prcispective patients, not just to those who are currently healthy and

those with the independent means to pay fin care. We urge that insurers

who offer managed care options to large employers be required to extend

that option to small employers as well.

In addition to these steps aimed at containing the costs of health care

for pregnant women and children, the Omunission urges consideratum of

a comprehensive national system of quality assurance. Such a system could

improve health professionals knowledge of appropriate and accepted prac-

tices relaied to particular diagnoses and lead to greater efficiency in their

use of diagnostic tools and treaiinent nwthods. It could also inform insur-

ers and patients and help them make more effective and responsible deci-

sions in purchasing health insurance coverage and health care servik es.

Related to concerns about health care quality and the need to curb ris-

ing medical costs are problems raised by malpractice and malpractice litiga-

tion. Oyer the past decade the increasing yolinne of malpractice cases
brought before the courts and the amount of damages paid have contribut-

ed to rapidly rising malpractice insurance premiums. In turn, the higher
costs of malpractice insPranc,_ have translated into higher health care costs,

and the risk of litigation has persuaded sonw physicians to change their
practices, go into other specialties, or move to otlwr geographic locations.

Among the highest premiums are those paid by obstetriciani,rynecologists;

in some parts of the country. they exceed S100,000 annually.' In response.

some obstetricians have become less willing to serve high-risk pregnant

women in low-income areas because of the possible financial and legal con-

sequences. Although recommendations for resolving malpractice problems

and achieving tort refiwm are beyond the scope of the Commission's work
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we ui ge the federal government to take exploratory steps to address mal-

practice issues that threaten the health and well-being of pregnant women

and their children. In particular, we urge the federal government to con-

sider providing malpractice insurance subsidies, through the National

Health Srt-vice Corps and Community Health Centers, to obstetricians who

care for underserved, high-risk patients in inner cities and isolated rural

communities.

Improving Health Care: Delivery of Services
Ei.,:uring that all pregnant women and children have the means to pay fOr

medical services is essential, but it is not sufficient to guarantee that they

will receive high-quality health care. Unless the services they need are avail-

able in their communities, health care will continue to be beyond the reach

of many pregnant women and children. In particular, minority children,

low-income children, children who live in geographically isolated areas, and

those whose parents are poorly educated often have difficulty getting the

health care they need. Accordingly, the National Commission on Children

recommends that the federal and state governments expand effective
health care programs that provide services for underserved populations.

Improving Health Care to Underserved Areas and Populations

Many children and pregnant women do not have access to health care

because they live in areas principally rural and inner-city areas that

lack the personnel, facilities, and other resources necessary to provide

health services.71 Although the rate of increase in the number of physicians

in the United States has more than kept pace with the growth in the

American population since Pl70, not all fiunilies with children have access

to doctors in their communities:7'2 Some communities have too few physi-

cians to meet their needs, and some have no physicians at all. Many com-

munities have particular difficultv attracting and retaining obstetricians.

Three in 100 pregnant women give birth each year in counties with no clin-

ic- or office-based prenatal care pcovider.' One obstetrician we met in

rural Marlboro County, South Carolina, lamented his unsuccessful efforts

over two years to attract another obstetri(-ian to his practice.

National Health Service Corps. The National Health Service Corps is a

federal scholarship and loan repayment program designed to help urban

and rural coinmunities experiencing shortages of physicians. nurses, and

other health professionals recruit and retain providers. In exchange for

financing for their medical educations. health care professionals are



assigned to underserved communities upon completion of their training.

Since 1970, some 13,000 doctors, nurses, and other health professionals

have been assigned to underserved communities through the program.

Some have subsequently established practices and stayed in the communi-

ties where they were assigned. The National Health Service Corps has been

especially important in bringing obstetricians to many rural and inner-city

communities. Despite the program's success, however, it was scaled down in

the late 1980s. The number of providers who were available for placement

through the program declined dramatically, from approximately 3,300 in

1986 to approximately 1,100 in 1990. There were 75 new scholarship recipi-

ents in 1990, and 437 projected for 1991.7'1 The loan repayment program

has not attracted nearly the number of health professionals required to off-

set the decline of the scholarship program. There are only 285 new loan

repayment participants projected in 1991.75

The National Health Service Corps is a critical resource fbr financing

medical education and encouraging the delivery of basic health care in

underserved rural and inner-city areas. We believe that this and other

financial incentive programs designed to attract physician and nonphysi-

clan health providers should have increased support. We applaud recent

legislation intended to revitalize the National Health Service Corps and

increase the number of' health professionals who are able to participate in

the program. But we realize that it will not be a quick fix and that it will

not be sufficient to meet the growing demand for health care providers in

underserved areas. In 1990 there were an estimated 2,049 such areas in

the United States, requiring an additional 4,360 primary care physicians

and other health professionals to meet the demand for health care.713 It

takes many years for health professionals, especially physicians, to com-
plete their educations, and even if the Corps takes up some of the slack,

personnel shortages arc projected to continue in many underserved areas

for the foreseeable future. For this reason, the federal and state govern-

ments must make a sustained commitment to develop an adequate pool

of physicians, nurses, and other health professionals to meet the needs of

underserved rural and inner-city populations. We believe that fiscal year

1991 federal funding of $91.7 million fbr the National Health Service

Corps should be increased in the next decade by approximately $80 mil-

lion per year in order to sustain approximately 700 health professionals

with scholarships and 400 health professionals with loan repayments each

year. At this level, the Corps would produce an adequate pool of health

providers to serve all medically underserved areas by the year 2000.
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Community Health
Centers and Migrant Health

Centers. It is not only short-

ages of personnel, but also
shortages of facilities that
can limit the availability of
health services in many com-

munities. At a hearing in
Chicago, the Commission
heard from outreach work-
ers reduced to tears as they
spoke of their inability to get

prenatal care for their clients

because local clinics were
4- overburdened. In rural com-

munities in Indiana and
South Carolina, we heard
from pregnant women and

parents seeking health care for their children who were forced to travel

long distances to reach the nearest hospital or physician.

Community Health Centers and Migrant Health Centers, with support

from the fed..ral and state governments and third-party payers (such as
insurers), have for 25 years provided preventive and primary care to people

in medically underserved areas, especially areas with high rates of infant

mortality. Originally launched by the Office of Economic Opportunity,
they provide comprehensive ambulatory care, including prenatal and post-

partum care, routine preventive and acute pediatric care, preventive dental

care, family planning services, health education, and nutrition assessments.

Across the country they have contributed to reductions in low birthweight

and infant mortality, as well as childhood disease and disability." The num-

ber of centers now operating does not begin to match the number of
underseryed areas, however, and the centers that do exist are often too

small to meet the needs of their communities. Approximately 550 grantees

currently operate nearly 2,000 clinics but serve only 6 million of the 32 mil-

lion medically underserved Americans. To improve access to primary care

for children and pregnant women in underserved communities, funding
for Community and Migrant Health Centers should be substantially
increased. New funds should be used to expand both the number of sites

and the capacity of existing sites. Toward this end, we urge that funding be
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increased by approximately $150 million (from $530 million to $680 mil-
lion) as the first step in a $1 billion increase over the next five years to dou-
ble the number of centers and substantially increase the capacity ofexisting

centers. In FY 1992 this expansion would add approximately 160 new cen-

ters and ' 5 million new patients. We estimate that by FY 1996 the program

would extend services to an additional 7 million new patients altogether. In
the final year of this proposed expansion, we would urge the Secretary of
Health and Human Services to reassess the level of unmet need and review
plans for further program expansion.

Maternal and Child Health Bloch Grant. Thousands of local health
departments and other programs across the nation receive lUnding through

the Title V Maternal and Child Health (M( :I I) Block Grant program to pro-
vide basic and specialized health care to low-income pregnant women and
children, including children who are severely ill and have special health needs

and those living in areas where health services are limited. States determine

eligibility and the services that will be offered. The services typically include

ISO
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prenatal care, routine pediatric care, dental care, and family planning.
MCH block grant funds have played a significant role in extending health

care to underserved pregnant women and children in communities nation-

wide. Therefore, we urge continued and expanded support for this pro-

gram. Congress authorized $686 million for the MCH block grant in the

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, an additional $100 million

over the current appropriation. We believe that funding should be

increased to the authorization level.

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 also provided that MCH

funds be used to create and expand organized networks of comprehensive,

coordinated, family-centered health and support services for children with

chronic and disabling conditions. The states are expected to make these

programs available in or near children's home conununities and to coordi-

nate existing conununity health care and social service resources to address

the special needs of these children. We believe these principles should be

extended to other areas of maternal and child health care as well, including

prenatal care for high risk pregnant mothers. Accordingly, we would urge

states to direct a substantial portion of additional new funding to these pur-

poses.

Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and
Children. Established in the early 1970s, WIC provides highly nutritious

food and nutrition education to low-income women who are pregnant or

breast-feeding and to their children up to age five. The program links the

distribution of food to other health services, including prenatal care.
Participation in WIC reduces by 15 percent to 25 percent the chance that a

high-risk pregnant woman will delive- a premature or low-birthweight baby.

It increases the likelihood that these women will receive early, regular pre-

natal care and that their children will get regular pediatric care and inmiu-

nizations. Not surprisingly, it is the mothers and children at greatest risk

those who are poor, minority, and poorly educated who benefit most.'

WIG's cost-effectiveness has been clearly demonstrated. Because it sig-

nificantly reduces the chances of prematurity and low birthweight and the

extraordinary costs of neonatal intensive care that these conditions typically

require, the savings can be substantial. The average cost of providing WIC

services to a woman during her pregnancy is estimated to be less than
$250;" the costs of sustaining a low-birthweight baby in a neonatal intensive

care unit are many times that amount every day. Despite its demonstrated

success, however, WIC has never been fully funded. It currently serves an

estimated 4 million persons out of an eligible population of 7 million.80
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The Commission believes that WIC should be expanded to serve all

financially needy pregnant and nursing women, infants, and children at

nutritional risk. To do so will require increased annual funding of approxi-

mately $1 billion.

haproving the Organization of Health Care

The way services are organized and delivered also prevents many children

and pregnant women from obtaining adequate health care. Often families

with children do not receive care because they have no transportation to a

clinic or doctor's office, because the hours of operation are too limited,
because the wait is too long, because all the services they need are not avail-

able in one place or at one time Once they finally get to the front of' the

line, because service providers are too cold and impersonal, or because they

are unable to communicate with them." When services are "unfriendly" to

those who need them, they sometimes go unused. Studies of effective ser-

vices show, however, that the "apathy factor" quickly recedes when pro-

grams are readily accessible and when the mix of services and the way in

which they are provided responds to the needs of the mothers and children

they ahn to serve.82 As one health professional told the Commission, pro-

viding health care to poor and socially isolated families involves a lot more

than just giving shots and treating a disease.

Health care providers should be concerned about the health of' all chil-

dren in their communities. Accordingly, the National Commission on
Children recommends that health professionals work together with pro-

fessionals from other disciplines to improve the quality and comprehen-

siveness of health and social services, participate in publicly funded pro-

grams, and serve their communities as volunteers and resource persons.

Many high-risk pregnant women and their children need an array of
health and social services including mental health, substance abuse, fam-

ily planning, nutrition, housing, transportation, and legal ser vices." Their

multiple problems cannot be solved by a single provider or treatment. This

is especially true of children with chronic and disabling conditions, who

often require multiple services from different providers working in differ-

ent facilities." When poor, socially isolated families have children with spe-

cial needs, the prospect of arranging all the care and services those chil-

dren require can be overwhelming. Their problems are compounded
because medical and social services are fragmented and poorly coordinat-

ed. Parents are frequently required te make appointments and take their

children to see providers in many different clinics and agencies that are
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located miles apart. Unfortunately, these professionals often give advice but

rarely confer with one another about the needs of the family or the child.

A comprehensive approach to the delivery of health services can improve

coordination among providers, expand social support (through case manage-

ment), and increase the likelihood that families will obtain all the services

they need. Sometimes referred to as "one-stop shopping," these client-cen-

tered systems seek to integrate many health and social services in one loca-

tion, simplify their enrollment procedures, and unify eligibility criteria. In

addition to providing an array of medical services, these centers also typically

help their clients gain access to other public programs and benefits for which

they are eligible, including WIC and food stamps. Sometimes they even pro-

vide transpollation for those who have trouble getting to the center. The

important characteristic of the many models of eflective, comprehensive pro-

grams that have developed in communities across the counuy is that they

seek simultaneously to meet the immediate health needs of the mothers and

children they serve and to alleviate the stress and other problems in the fami-

lies' home environments that adversely affect health. The Commission

ILI
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believes that federal and statV governments should support demonstrations

and provide financial incentives for innovative service delivety at the local

level in an effort to expand, develop, and adapt potentially effective models

for serving high-risk pregnant women and children.

In many cases, helping high-risk pregnant women and children gain
access to health care nwans taking the services to them. Finding out who

needs care (casefinding) and trying to reach them (outreach) increase the

likelihood that pregnant women and children will receive the medical and

Other services they need. Casefinders (including home visitors) targeted to

high-risk populations, mobile prenatal care outreach and pediatric health

care units, referrals from other providers or agencies, telephone hotlines,

and public infbrmation programs can all caw nce the likelihood that high-

risk populations will receive care.'5

Finally, health care providers themselves ci help fill the gap by volun-

teering their services as a way of repaying the substantial public subsidies

that went into their training. Public programs reimburse the high costs of

teaching hospitals, which subsidize medical training, and taxpayers foot the

bill fOr subsidized student loans. Health professionals can and should take

the extra time and effort to work conscientiously with nonmedical disci-

plines to facilitate the delivery of comprehensive services to clients in need.

They can participate in publicly funded programs, including Medicaid.

And they can volunteer their specialized skills to help teach families about

health issues and to provide services to disadvantaged mothers and children

in their own communities.

Costs and Benefits
Improving the health of America's pregnant mothers and children will
require a multipronged approach to improve health behaviors and to
improve the accessibility of health care. Parents must assume primary
responsibility for protecting their own health and their children's by fos-

tering healthful lifestyles, creating safe home environments, and seeking
essential health services. In many cases these efforts will alleviate short-

and long-term problems that threaten children's health and necessitate
costly treatment. Similarly, communities must take responsibility for
creating safe environments and supporting community-based health
education and health care programs. These efforts will require broad
local support from public and private sources to reduce the human and
financial costs that result from major public health hazards.
Community institutions play a key role in helping families develop
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healthful behaviors, avoid health and safety risks, and meet their chil-
dren's lwalth care needs.

'The first and most critical step in improving access to health care for

pregnant women and children is removing financial barriers. The
l'Amunission's proposed public-piiyate approach would extend health insur-

ance coverage to the estimated 8.3 million children and 433,000 pregnant

women who are currently uninsured. The annual estimated new costs to the

federal government would lw approximately S7.4 billion, including increas-

es in insurance benefits and changes in ,uhninistrative costs. Employers who

do not currentlY insure pr..gnant women and children would also bear sig-

nificant responsibility

TABLE 6-1

for the costs of additional coverage. an estimated S8.9

Pillion annually in increased

benefits, payroll taxes, or
both. Otlwr sectors of soci-

et would realiie significant
savings: employers who now

insure children and preg-
nant women as employees
dependents would save an
estimated S4.3 billion per
year. in part because they
would no longer bear the
burden of cost shilling from

uncompensated care and low

Medicaid reimbursements.
Similarly, state and local goy-

ernnwnts would save an esti-

mated S2.5 billion in spend-

ing for tlw uninsured and
increases in the costs of care

for dw medically indigent.
And families would save
alunit $11.8 billion per year

as a result of increased
employer and gove
contributions to Owir health

insurance premiums and
health care expenses (see
Tabk

Impact of the Public-Private Health Insurance Model on
Epending for Children and Pregnant Women

(1991 dollars)

`144404

4,4witra..hvoit

..14104,11i
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Ensuring that families can pay for health care is essential, but it is not

sufficient to ensure that children will receive necessary services. Unless

health care providers are accessible and services are organized to address

the needs of families in different social, economic, and cultural circum-
stances, many children still will not receive critical preventive and acute

care. Accordingly, the Commission has proposed expansions of several

effective federal programs that bring maternal and child health services
to underserved populations, including the National Health Service
Corps, the Community and Migrant Health Centers, and the Maternal
and Child Health Block Grant. Over the coming several years, the
Commission believes these programs should be expanded to serve all
unserved and underserved pregnant women and children, and we have
suggested an incremental approach to increased federal funding. In the
first year, we anticipate new required funding to total approximately
$330 million for the three programs, with modest additional new fund-
ing in subsequent years.

The National Health Service Corps and Community and Migrant
Health Centers encourage the appropriate use of health services and
have demonstrated their effectiveness in improving family health. Our

proposed changes will improve the capacity of the health care system to
deliver services that are not only effective, but cost-effective as well.

Prenatal care, for example, has been proven to be highly cost-effective.

The Office of Technology Assessment estimates that for every low-birth-

weight birth prevented by earlier or more frequent prenatal care, the
U.S. health care system saves between $14,000 and $31,000 in first-year

hospital and long-term health care costs." The Institute of Medicine
estimates that for every dollar spent on prenatal care for low-income or
poorly educated women, spending on medical care for low-birthweight
infants could be reduced by more than three dollars in the first year of
life.87

In addition, the Commission recommends increased funding for WIC
so that it will serve all financially needy pregnant and nursing women,
infants, and children at nutritional risk. This will require additional
annual funding of about $1 billion. Nutritional supports under the WIC
program are also highly cost-effective. For example, a recent study spon-

sored by the U.S. Department of Agriculture showed that for every dollar
spent on the prenatal component of WIC, the associated savings in
Medicaid costs for newborns during the first 60 days after birth ranged
between $2.84 and $390"

1 56 1 r )
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are going to have
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chance that the next

generation of

children will grow

up and be the kinds

of parents that we

hope they will

become.
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Chicago, Illinois
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Conclusion
Most American children grow tip healthy. Dramatic technological advances

in medicine and increased understanding of environnwntal and behavioral

effects on health are reflected in falling death rates and reductions in the

incidence of many threatening diseases and disabling conditions. Yet the

nation's vast and unique health resources are not equitably distributed.
Many children and pregnant women, especially those who are poor, live in

settings that are not conducive to good health and lack access to essential

preventive and remedial health care. Despite the current outcry over run-

away medical costs, preventive services and efficient approaches to health

services delivery continue to receive astoundingly low priority.
Environmental health and education, approaches that can promote health-

fill lifestyles and behavior, continue to be largely neglected. Lack of !-!ealth

insurance protection denies care to a large and growing population who

have no way to pay for medical care.

As a Conunission, we are dismayed that in a nation as wealthy as the

United States so many pregnant women are at risk of poor birth outcomes,

so many babies are born unhealthy, and so many children continue to suf-

fer health problems that lead to unnecessaly disease, disability, and even

death. In this chapter, we have proposed a series of antidotes to the ills that

plague our health care system and threaten the health of pregnant women

and children. These proposals are part of a unified plan. Each is impor-
tant; none alone will be sufficient. To be effective, however, there must be

a commitment from families, conununities, employers, health care
providers, and government. Children's health must first be protected at
home. Adequate nutrition, healthfUl lifestyles, and a safe environment are

essential. In addition, all children and all pregnant motlwrs must have
access to the health care they need. Universal access to health care, along

with mechanisms to ensure that the appropriate services actually reach
those who are at high risk of health problems and poor outcomes, repre-
sents a sound social investment.

These services can be provided by a variet) of sources and organiied in

ways that reflect the idiosyncrasies of local communities and the needs and

preferences of the populations that are being served. Diversity does not need

to imply disorder. Universality can be achieved without uniformity." In the

long run, ensuring that all children have the opportunity to achieve their

optimal health should be a hallmark of equity in our democratic society.

11 "4
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Minority Chapter
on

Health Care

Although the majority chapter on health care makes some important obser-

vations and offers many thought provoking ideas, nine commissioners' con-

tinue to have some fundamental disagreements on the majority chapter's
key recommendafions. Consequently, this minority chapter is ofkred as a

constructive alternative to the preceding majority health chapter.

Overview of the Current Health Reform Debate
Given the complexity of the health care system, the lange of conflicting
interests involved, and the diversity of views on health care reform, it is little

wonder that building consensus around any one set of proposals has proven

to be very difficult. Indeed, we as a nation seem to lack agreement on such

fundamental questions as:

What goals do we as a society have fin our health care system, and are

they reasonable?

What is the proper role of the patient, the provider, the insurer, the tax-

payer, and the government in health care?

What is the natut,.. of the current system's problems?

As the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,

Dr. Louis Sullivan, has stated: "... we must listen to and learn from the
American people about what they want, who is going to pay and how much.

It is interesting that experts have fimnd that support for health care reform

dwindles as the public's understanding increases about the price tag for the

change."

At the heart of this debate are sincere concerns about preserving the
quality, choice and access enjoyed by the majority of Our citizens.
Indeed, there is little doubt that our current system provides exceptional
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medical care for the vast majority of Americans. We as a nation have the

greatest biomedical research capacity anywhere, a steady supply of bril-

liant medical talent, a constantly innovating technology, and, of course,

a nationwide system or hospitals and other health-care facilities which,
however stressed, are a bedrock of security for the injured and ill of our

country. Few would want to sacrifice these strengths for something that
would provide less quahty services, less choice, or less access to high
quality care.

But most Anwricans also believe that we already spend too much on

health care. Therefore, the key to improving health care is not necessarily

to spend more money, but rather to spend our money more efficiently and

wisely. In fact, there is considerable evidence that our health care delivery

system is far from efficient. Defensive medicine, liability costs, ineffective

treatment procedures, unnecessary duplication and paperwork all serve to

drive up health care costs without offering improvements in the quality of

care. At the same time, we must pav attention to the underlying causes of

ill health for families and children, not all of which relate directly to inade-

quate access to health care, but rather to unhealthy behaviors and lifestyles.

Whatever we do, we must be careful that if we propose to spend more
money, we do not require ever increasing amounts from the family budget

while purchasing little in the way of either greater access to care or better

health.

Health Principles
Given the importance. of consensus building, we offer the following under-

lying principles which should guide our effiwts to improve the health status

of our nation's families and children.

Individuals must assume responsibility for their health, and any reform

must have prevention as its key goal.

The family unit is the principal health educator, and single parenthood

creates significant risks for children's health.

All people should be able to obtain necessary health care through a pri-

vate-public partnership.

Ifealth care delivery and financing scheme's should constrain the rate of

growth in health care expenditures.

Any health care refbrm design should promote immvation, not adversely

affect economic growth and stability, and promote the delivery of high-

quality, cost-effective. care.
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Protecting Children's Health
Personal Responsibility

Health care reform must begin with a discussion of individual ivsponsi-

biity an individual's responsibility for his or her own health, and in the

case of parents, their responsibility for the health of their children. When

testifYing before the Commission, Secretary Sullivan renewed his call for a

new "culture of character," and stated the importance that the family plays

in the nurture, support, and development of children. Indeed, the family is

the first place in which each of us develops attitudes toward good health.

Decisions as simple as the routine use of auto safety belts can have pro-

found influences on growing children. They not only protect the children

physically, they also communicate a value the value of children's lives

and safety.

Children must learn that being a person of character requires personal

responsibility. In turn, responsibility is a necessary prerequisite for main-

taining good health. Indeed, according to Secretary Sullivan, poor diet
alone is related to five of the ten leading causes of death in the United
States. In addition, two-thirds of all cases of' chronic disability, and 40 to 70

percent of all premature deaths could be prevented through easily accessi-

ble personal action.'

Any public health policy must give adequate weight to the individu-
al's responsibility for his or her own health. In this context, individual
responsibility, rather than government programs, must be emphasized
when discussing an array of health concerns, including preventable dis-
eases, infant mortality, low birthweight, prenatal care, and adequate
nutrition. In fact, there is a growing consensus that government pro-
grams can only assuage the consequences of unhealthy families after
the fact.

Preventable Diseases. Recent reports point to a declining number of'
children who are being routinely vaccinated against a variety ofchildhood

diseases. Some observers cite federal cutbacks as the primary reason for

failure to vaccinate young children. But it is at least as likely that in taking

responsibility for these decisions away from parents, public health officials

have unintentionally diminished the need for parents to act responsibly.
Indeed, a part of any culture of' character should be a "culture of compe-

tence." Well-intended plans that reduce parzmts' primary responsibility fin.

the immunization of their children may unintentionally undermine the cul-

ture of competence, and discourage individual initiative and healthful
hehav;ors.

2 II
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However, when parents fail to fulfill their responsibilities, we recog-
nize the need for outside assistance to ensure that their children are
immunized. In addition, no American child should go without needed
immunizations because of poverty or such barriers as language or trans-
portation.

A national policy that is "family friendly" will reach out to voluntary asso-
ciations and mediating institutions for creative and effective responses to a
variety of family health issues. The maintenance of up-to-date shot records
on each family member should be as important a part of family life as any
other group activity. Only when we recognize that the beginning of a
healthy lifestyle rests with individual decision-making can we effectively pro-
mote a healthier America for the year 2000.

Infant Mortality and Low Birthweight. Forty thousand infants are lost
annually in the struggle fbr infant survival. Not usually highlighted is one
of the primary causes: unwed parenthood. Unwed teenage girls are twice
as likely to have a low birthweight baby, contributing to a death rate for
their babies 1.5 times higher than for babies whose mothers are over twen-
ty. Nonmarital teenage pregnancy must become a target in the fight
against infant mortality.

The magnitude of the problem is nowhere more evident than in the
African-American community where 63.5 percent of the babies are being
born to unwed mothers, of whom a large number are teenagers. Black chil-
dren, who are twice as likely to die as an infant, are also twice as likely to
have a single, teenage mother.

The importance of the parents marital status to a baby's health is
largely overlooked race and poverty are commonly blamed for poor
infant health and mortality. In fact, a teenage mother who is unmarried
and white is more likely to have a low birthweight baby than a teenage
mother who is married and black. Furthermore, babies born to unmar-
ried, college-educated women die in greate proportions than the babies
of married, grade-school dropouts. After looking at these data, colum-
nist Stephen Chapman of the Chkago Tribune made the following obser-
vation:

These gaping differences don't arise because a marriage license
miraculously confers disease-fighting antibodies on children not yet
conceived. They arise because the sort of people who will produce
babies without first bothering to create a genuine family and home
are rarely the sort of people who will take great pains to safeguard
their physical health.2
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Not only does infant mortality in general run higher among children

born to unmarried motlwrs than among children born to married mothers,

but so too does the incidence of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.3
Furthermore, compared to unmarried mothers, married mothers are much

more likely to breast-feed their infants, which enhances good physical and

emotional health in children.4
Adequate Nutrition. Too often, too much emphasis is placed on the

role of inadequate nutrition on low birth-weight babies. Low birth-weight

births in the United States are much more frequently due to other adult
behaviors, such as drug abuse, smoking, and stress. Indeed, Dr. George E.

Graham, a noted nutrition and pediatrics professor at Johns Hopkins
University, has recently written:

Studies of whites, blacks and Puerto Ricans all suggest that low
birthweight births and very-low-bhThweight births in the U.S. corre-

late strongly with behavior, not nutrition, and especially with smok-

ing, drug abuse (particularly the abuse of crack and other forms of

cocaine), previous abortions, stress and infections of the genital tract

and of the membranes surrounding the unborn baby, which often

result from sexual promiscuity.5

His conclusion is that since low-birth-weight infants in the United States

do not result primarily from undernutrition, they cannot have nutritional
solutions. Therefore, we recommend that problems resulting from malnutri-

tion be addressed by combating the climate of violence, drugs and promis-

cuous sexual activity instead of simply increasing funding for the Special

Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC).

Health as a Family Responsibility

Family health is the key to child health. Health is established, developed,
and maintained in fami"es, beginning in utero. Where fiunilies provide for

the economic security of children, where parents provide consistent, com-

mon sense role models in personal health care, and where community ser-

vices born of the active contributions of parents to community life

exist to supplement parents in their role as the primary protectors of child

well-being, the health of young people is reasonably assured. Although
children and adolescents have particular health needs peculiar to their life

stage, better-than-average health is the regular standard and reasonable

expectation of this age group.

Parental presence and involvement are critical for child health and for

preventing and meeting the daily risks and occasional crises that face the
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vast majority of families in modern society.6 As Secretaty of' Health and

Human Services Louis Sullivan has remarked, "[S]ome of our nation's most
urgent problems, ranging front infinit mortality, to drug abuse, to AIDS, to

teen pregnancy, to the disproportionately poor health and excess mortality
afflicting the children of' our minority citizens...arise precisely [emphasis in
original] from an erosion of basic values, and the collapse of the institutions
that teach them, like family and community."7 Rather than supplant the
family (which will not work) or ignore its struggles (which will only deepen
its generation-to-generation decline), public policy should support the
restoration of the family by empowering the parents who shape children's
lives and prmide their first, and best, line of defense against poor health
and unhealthy behaviors.

"Government programs canno! fully substitute for healthy families and
should not even try," Kamarck and Galston have written.8 In health policy,
as in education and in child-rearing generally, public policy should move
toward policies "that reinforce families and away from bureaucratic
approaches that seek to replace family functions."9 Government interven-
tion in adolescent health care that substitutes for parents, undermines their
prerogatives, or weakens their attachment to their duties, whether from a
financial or decision-making standpoint, imist be resisted, both as contrary
to our society's understanding of its moral responsibility to families with
children and to our societA's practical experience with "solutions" that have
only exacerbated the flintily problems theywee designed to cure.

Family Structure and Children's Health. It is becoming increasingly
evident just how profoundly family life affects children's health. Indeed, in
many cases the effects of home life overshadow the availability of medical

care in importance. The protective effrcts of family life may be seen even
among infants. A remarkable link b6.ween elevated infant mortality and
illegitimate birth has been documented I'm all classes and for both blacks
and whites? Even after infancy, children continue to enjoy health advan-
tages if they live with married parents rather than in a single-parent hi,use-
hold. On average, children living with both parents are healthier, both
physically and mentally, than rhildren living in one-parent homes." And
adolescents living in single-parent households are more likely to endanger
their health through the use of tobacco, alcohol. or drugs than adolescents
i; .ing with both parents.1.2

Children who have grown up in a single-parent household often perpet-
uate a pattern of domestic life that will put their health at risk in adulthood.
Compared to peers reared in intact families, adults reared in one-parent
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families are significantly more like:y to divorce their spouses and to live as a

single parent." In addition, intact marriages foster better physical and

emotional health for both men and wonwn than ir seen among unmarried

aduh peers." While it is true that children in single-parent households are

less likely to be covered by private health insurance than chikben in intact

families, enhanced medical care would not eliminate all of the health risks

to which children in single-parent homes are especially vulnerable. In a

recent study at Stanford University, researchers found that children of'

Mexican-American parents were significantly healthier than children of

mainland Puerto-Rican parents, even though the Puerto-Rican parents were

no poore and in fact enjoyed substantial advantages in medical care. But

Mexican-American children were much more likely than mainland Puerto-

Rican children to live in two-parent households.15 This pattern deserves
thoughtful attention from all those who suppose that the health of
American children can be improved by devoting greater resources to public

health programs.
Parental Involvement. For the greater portion of U,S. history, govern-

ment has exerdsed authority over children in Pamilies via a series of

mranced and carefully balanced powers delegated by parents themselves.

In the past few decades, however, ad,,nting a paradigm of social or public

health imperatives to reduce ve y.rcal disease or address teenage preg-

nancy public agencies have joined fOrces with civil libertarian organiza-

tions to expand the array of adult contact with minors absent parental

authority or knowledge.

Recognition appears to be growing, however, that the emancipation of

minors that has steadily occurred over the past two decades has not led to

demonstrably favorable outcomes. The broackning of adolescents inde-

pendent access to counseling and medical services related to adolescent
sexual activity has coincided with dramatic increases in adolescent sexual

activity increases in teenage pregnancy; and resurgent increases in both

sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) and out-of-wedlock adolescent child-

bearing. jh

On the other hand, parental notification laws may in fact help foster

parent-child communication and more sober consideration by the )oung of

the consequences of sexual activity. Researchers have shown that parents

typically react less negatively to an adolescent pregnancy than the adoles-

cent expects. 17 Parental involvement can correct this and other erroneous

perceptions adolescents may maintain as they approach difficult decisions

in this life stage.
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Federal policies and programs that weaken parental autlunity, and replace

the balan;:es struck by the several States on questions of' parental authority/ado-

lescent maturity with a uniform, and demonstrably inefkctive, national stan-

dard, should be reformed. For the next phase of family-strengthening and

child-protective policynmking, parental involvement should become once again
the norm, not the exception. This is particularly important as public policy

advocates experiment with programs without a record of proven effectiveness,

such as School-Based Clinics (SBCs) and Col n mun itv-Based Clinics.

Thus, we recommend that all programs and services for children and

youth ensure that they involve parents and respect their values, taking

care not to undermine parents' authority or to diminish their important
role and ityluence in ado:..scent decision making.

Sexuality Education. One of the significant health risk factors is adoles-
cent sexual activity. According to the Centers for Disease Control. a(ioles-

cents and %ming adults hm e the highest risk of contracting a sexually trans-

mitted disease (STD) with 63 of STDs occurring in the under 25 age

bracket)" Tragically, with the advent of AIDS the issue of adolescent sexual
activity has also become one of life and death. ln fact, a recent study
reported that I in 5n0 college students tested positive fOr the HIV virus.

There are some who recommend that the solution to this problem is
increased funding for contraceptive services for teenagers. However, as
reported by Nlarion Howard and Judith Blarney NlcCabe in Family Planning

Peqedive.s, knowledge-based educational efforts with teenagers about sexu-
ality and contraception do not result in increased contraceptive use.I9
Indeed, the contraceptive approach is even ineffective in ccmibatting
unwed teenage pregnancies because of the high failure rate: one-third of
teenage pregnancies Occur while a contraceptive is being used.

One alternative to the contraceptive approach fin. preventing the spread
of STDs as well as unwed teenage pregnancies is abstinence education. As
Virginia Governor Douglas Wilder recently wrote.

But as common sense tells us, there are precautions to be taken
lw the young and the unmarried, especially for those who know that
they are not remotely close to being ready for the unending responsi-
bilities of parenthood. If thc .. want to have a future, it is imperative

that our young, male and female alike embrace the ultimate precau-
ti(>n abstinence.2"

Thus, as a health issue, we recommend increased support for absti-
nence education as a means of reducing the sprecd of STDs and AIDS, as
well as the rate of unwed teenage pregnancies.
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Health as a Community Responsibility

The media and other community resources also have a major influence in

reinforcing the sense of responsibility one must take for one's own health,

as well as respect tbr the preeminence of the family in fmtering the devel-

opment of healthy children. As such, we also recommend that the media

and other community organizations take seriously their role in promot-

ing healthy behaviors on the part of parents and children, and do nothing

to either glamorize or reinforce unhealthy lifestyles, such as the use of
drugs, sexual promiscuity, smoking, and unhealthy dietary habits.

Providing Health Care for Children

We share with the majority chapter on health care the goal of universal

access to affordable health care for pregnant women and children, indeed

for all Americans. But the majority chapter on health care. which proposes

levying new taxes and more government interference in the market, will, we

believe, lead us not to better health care for all, but to skyrocketing health

costs, and health care of poorer quality.

The majority proposal calls for a new payroll tax for employers in
order to finance a new public insurance program for pregnant women
and children. We believe that such a proposal would be inflationary
and would actually lead to a decrease in the quality of health care in
America.

The majority proposal also recommends mandating that employers pro-

vide health insurance to pregnant employees and non-working spouses of

employees and their dependent children. Employers would be required to

either purchase the specified coverage on their own or to contribute to a
government program for insuring their workers. Even though the proposal

includes an undefined tax subsidy to offset the small employer's share of

health insurance premium costs, it would still have a dramatic impact on

small businesses and would likely lead to a substantial number of people

losing their jobs.

Finally, the majority proposal calls for regulation of the entire health

care system from setting provider payments rates to defining the basic

set of benefits all insurers, both private and public, must provide. At the
same time, the proposal contains no cost-containment provisions other
than minor cost-sharing and sonic encouragement of managed care. Thus.

this proposal provides virtually unlimited coverage of services with no effec-

tive cost containment provisions. We believe that health care costs would

skyrocket as a result.

t;
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Because of these concerns, we can not endorse the majority chapter on

health. Consequently, we offer the following as an alternative view of
health care reform.

Expanding Workplace Insurance. Most Anwrican workers (80 percent

to 85 percent) and their dependents currently receive health insurance cov-

erage through the workplace. It is sometimes assume(' that the absence of

universal employer-sponsored coverage is due to simple negligence or a

desire to "free-load" on the part of some employers. Those who hold this

assumption often are attracted to "play or pay" health insurance proposals

under which "negligent" employers are forced to provide coverage them-

selves or to fund the cost of publicly administered coverage for their unin-

sured workers and dependents. Under such "play of pay" proposals,
employers would be required to either buy coverage in the private market

or contribute to a new public plan. The contribution is often described as a

set percentage of payroll, but what it really amounts to is a payroll tax. For

example, a Massachusetts "play or pay" plan enacted in 1988 contains a 12

percent tax on the first $14,000 of each worker's wages.

However, we believe the real reason most uninsured Americans, includ-

ing pregnant women and children, lack health care coverage is simply that

they and/or their employers have been priced out of the market. The costs

of health care and health insurance continue to escalate for a number of
reasons, including the substantial, hidden administrative costs imposed by

government regulation of employee benefits plans.

Regardless of whether employers comply with the mandate by buying

insurance privately or by paying the payroll tax to cover their workers under

the new public program, the effect would be the same. Low-wage workers

the same ones most likely to lack health insurance would lose jobs or

see their wages reduced. Although the magnitude of the job loss is difficult

to determine, John F. Cogan, a labor economist and former Deputy
Director of OMB, estimates that if the "play or pay" plan endorsed by a

majority of Commissioners on the U.S. Bipartisan Commission on
Comprehensive Health Care were put into effect between 500,000 and 1.4

million workers would lose their jobs. 21 There is the very real possibility

that these families might consider a job to be more valuable than a federal

government health plan.

Such "play or pay" plans might also create a perverse incentive on busi-

nesses currently providing health insurance to drop coverage for some or

all of their workers and to dump them onto the public plan. The lower the

payroll tax, the greater the number of workers who will be dumped Onto
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the public plan. The higher the tax, the fewer workers will be dumped, but

those will be the workers who are most expensive to insure. It will never be

in the interest of employers to pay the tax for workers who cost less to
insure than the amount of the tax. Thus, at every tax rate the cost of insur-

ing those workers dumped on the public plan will exceed the revenues
raised by the tax to fund their insurance, and the program will always oper-

ate at a deficit.

The only exception would be if the tax rate were set so high that it

exceeded the costs of insuring even the most expensive individuals, in
which case employers will choose to insure all workers and their depen-

dents privately. But of course the higher the tax rate, the greater the job

losses or the lower the wages.

In addition, any mandate would give employers strong incentives to

dump costly workers and their families on to the public program or to
avoid hiring workers with families. One recommended solution is to
require that insurers and employers do not discriminate against workers

with families and that market practices do not provide employers with
incentives to force children and pregnant women into the public program.

Such an approach, though, conjures up visions of anti-discrimination legis-

lation that would potentially surpass in scope, complexity and cost any exist-

ing law.

Cost Shifting. Eliminating current health -are cost shifting in which the

cost of treating uninsured patients is added to medical bills paid by insured

patients is not, contrary to the arguments of some large businesses, a valid

reason fbr adopting a "play or pay" system.

If employers themselves paid for health insurance, there might be sonie

.ilistification to this argument. But they do not employees pay for health

insurance. Employee compensation equals cash wages, plus both cash and

non-cash fringe benefits, plus payroll taxes paid by employers. Employees

with tax-free employer sponsored health benefits generally earn more than

workers without such benefits. They also receive enormous tax subsidies

for those benefits, which dramatically lowers the net cost of their health

insurance and medical (are. In contrast, Americans without employer

sponsored health insurance receive little, or as is most often the case, no

tax subsidy to defray the cost of purchasing health insurance or medical

care. Thus, despite the clear problems and inefficiencies of a system in

which those with employer-provided health benefits cross-subsidize those

without such benefits, in reality it is a far more progressive "solution" than

imposing an added payroll tax on the uninsured, which would drastically
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cut the cash wages of these lower-paid workers or eliminate their jobs

entirely.

Minimum Benefits. We are also concerned about proposals for govern-

ment to mandate a minimum health care benefits package for women and

children. By legislating an arbitrmy minimum benefits package and an
equally arbitraly tax they must pay if they fail to provide those benefits, the

gmernnwnt would force firms that have kept their health care costs under

the tax level to make up the difference or drop their coverage. Similarly,

firms whose benefit plans didn't meet the new requirements would be
forced to enrich their plans Thus the system would punish the firms that

have done the best job in controlling costs, and have an overall inflationary

impact.

A federally defined minimum benefits package would create other prob-

lems as well. Such lists easily become overly comprehensive and expensive.

The most accul ate definition of "minimum" benefits would be coverage for

major illnesses involvMg catastrophic expenses. Such protection is what con-

sumers need most, and because such occurrences are relatively rare, it is

much less costly to insure against them, than to insure against a much greater

volume of routine, predictable, lower-cost services. More comprehensive

mandated "minimum" benefits packages also strike us as an unwarranted

intrusion intc the free market, stifling choice and freedom, without any proof'

that the system will become more efficient or provide greater access.

Mandating any minimum benefit package on employers would result in

enomous constituency pressure on Congress to add more and more ser-

vices under the mandated mininnun benefit package, and to reduce its
cost-sharing requirements on beneficiaries. This pressure would come
from consumers desiring more "free" or "lower cost" services. But pressure

would also come from providers initially excluded from the system. Having

the government require people to buy your services is a great way to guar-

antee your income.

It would be very difficult indeed for Congress to resist this pressure.

State legislators have already done so, enacting over 800 laws in the past fif-

teen years requiring insurers to cover specific providers or services even

when consumers expressed little or no interest in the benefits. The politi-

cal and economic problem of" state insurance mandates, which artificially

increase the cost of insurance and medical care, would simply be trans-
ferred to the federal level.

The Nature and Limits of Health Insurance. Proposals to expand
health care coverage sometimes make the mistake of viewing health insur-
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ance as an end in itself rather than as a means of health care financing.
This mistake is commonly made hy those who see the solution to America's

health care problems as expanding access to health insurance, whether
through employer mandates, sweeping regulation of the health insurance

industry, or tlw creation of a universal national health insurance system. In

reality, health insurance is a nwans of financing medical care. In some cir-

cumstances it is an economically efficient, and thus superior means. In
other circumstaivt s it is an inefficient means, and thus inferior to purchas-

ing goods and services directly.

Anv insurance premium is based On a calculation of the probability of

an event occurring and the potential liability should the event occur. In

some cases it is possible to buy insurance au,ainst a potentially very large loss

fOr a small premium because it is extrenwly unlikely the event will occur.

Conversely, in other cases an event occurs so frequently that, while the indi-

vidual losses involved limy be small, insurance to cover the event would be

quite expensive.

In the case of' health care. there are wide variations in the risk of incur-

ring numerous different illnesses and in the cost of numerous different
medical treatments. While in many instances health insurance is a desir-

able and efficient means of paving for medical costs, it is not the best means

in every circumstance.

Trying to create a private Or govermnent health insurance system that

hinds inexpensive and routine goods and services, or charges preiMums
unrelated to true costs and true risks, will always generate a host of prob-

lems and inequities, including: misallocation of' health care resources. Oyer-

utilization and over-pricing of services, inefficient cross subsidies, risk avoid-

ance by insurers and adverse selection by employers. Some or all or these
problems be found not only in the present l'S health system. but also

in all the different nationalized systems abroad, and would lw exacerbated

by the majority's recommetulations. Such government policies are nmtivat-

ed by the noble goal of preventing the poor or sick from being denied med-

ical care or becoming disproportionately burdened with its costs. lint more

often than not they create new inequalities. As am patient on a waiting list

for needed medical care in a national health system can attest, access to
health insurance does not guarantee access to treatment.

Meeting the Needs of the Underserved

lt is of great concern to us that there remain some Americans who are
underserved either because they live in areas where there is little health



care available, or because they can not afford the care that does exist.
However, mandated insurance benefits and more govermnent regulation

will not, in our view, make health care more accessible. Rather, such rec-

ommendations will only serve to increase costs and derail the many impor-

tant recent attempts made by the Administration and Congress to increase

access to health care for the underserved especially fbr pregnant women

and children. Consider a few examples;

Medicaid. In recent years, significant changes in Medicaid have expand-

ed eligibility and services for pregnant women and children, especially

for low-income women and children who, f'or various reasons, are ineligi-

ble fbr assistance under the AFDC program. OBRA 90 includes a provi-

sion to phase-in coverage of children through age 18 in families below

100 percent of the poverty level. Thus, by the year 2002, there will be no

children living in poverty who do not have access to health care through

Medicaid. In addition, HfIS Secretary Louis Sullivan has established a

goal for each state that, by 1995, 80 percent of all Medicaid enrolled

children must have an annual health screen.

Healthy Start. Healthy Start is a new Presidential Initiative to reduce

infant mortality by 50 percent in approximately 10 high risk conumini-

ties. This is a 5 year initiative, with $171 million available through FY

1992. Healthy Start is unique because it devotes unprecedented levels of

resources to this effort, endorses spending flexibility on the part of com-

munities, and empowers communities to create a mix of services tailored

to each community's unique needs. Under Healthy Start, communities

will direct resources for a full spectrum of services under one communi-

ty-based authority.

Immunization. While immunization levels of all children entering
school remain at record highs of over 97 percent, outbreaks of child-

hood diseases, such as measles, still exist, particularly among preschool,

inner-city children. This has led the public health community to
increase several immunization requirements and to focus efforts on
removing barriers hindering timely immunization. Specifically, the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) is expanding infant outreach
demonstrations to better coordinate immunization services with other

low-income assistance programs; establishing a team of experts to assist

communities in identifying and eliminating existing barriers to the deliv-

ery of immunization services; and continuing the purchase of about 21

million doses of routine childhood vaccine.
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We commend these recent efforts to expand health care to the under-

served, and recommend that these efforts be carefully monitored and eval-

uated in order to determine more precisely the best ways of enhancing

access for the underserved.

Alternative Reform Efforts

Although we view these recent efforts to expand access to health care as

positive (levelopments, we believe nonetheless that additional measures

may have to be taken to completely solve access to health care problems.

We recommend that any additional health care reform must contain the

following three basic elements:

1) Empowering consumers, including low-income individuals and fami-

lies, by giving them direct control over the ftmds used to purchase their

medical care and health insurance, and thus the incentives to seek the best

value for money when buying those services.

2) Eliminating government-induced distortions in the health care deliv-

ery and financing system in order to generate greater efficiency by stimulat-

ing enhanced competition among providers and insurers, and thus giving

them incentives to offer better value for money to cousumers.

3) Restructuring tax subsidies and government programs to achieve

social equity by targeting the benefits of those subsidies and programs to

the individuals and families who need them most.

There are several promising reform efforts being offered by members of

Congress. private associations and research centers which provide alterna-

tives to the recommendations contained in the majority chapter on health

care. Two particularly noteworthy alternatives which appear to be consis-

tent with the above three principles arc those involving small market

refbrm, and tax credits and vouchers.

Small Market Reform. Small businesses are having great difficulty in

purchasing health insurance for their employees. The Health Insurance

Association of America has said "It is yerv clear that the (small) market is

increasingly becoming dvsfnnctional [and] there's a perceived need to sta-

bilize the market." The importance of the small business market cannot be

overstated: about 1 /3 of the uninsured are either workers, or dependents

of workers, in businesses with fewer than 25 employees.

Organizations such as the Health Insurance Association of America and

Blue Cross/Blue Shield have presented proposals that would expand health

care coverage through changes in availability of reliable private health

insurance in the small employer market. We believe these proposals merit

4 "



the continued attention of health care experts as they search for ways to

improve access to health care,

Tax Credits and Vouchers. The American Enterprise Institute and the

Heritage Foundation have proposed measures to provide reimbursable tax

credits and vouchers to allow individuals to purchase needed health care.

These ideas focus on putting power over health care coverage choice in the

hands of consumers, rather than bureaucracies, and hence deserve serious

consideration in the debate over health care reform.

Liability Law as a Contributor to Health Care Costs

Unfortunately, access to health care is not the only problem facing our
nation's health care system. A second, and perhaps greater, problem is
escalating health care costs. One of the major contributors to escalating
health care costs is the problem of legal liability, and especially malpractice

insurance and products liability as applied to medicines. At present, mal-

practice law makes doctors virtual insurers of their services, without regard

to actual wrongdoing on their part. It is impossible for them to contract

away from this obligation: a no-liability agreement between a doctor and a

patient is regarded by the courts as having been made under "duress," and

hence unenfbrceable. This is a significant factor leading to the fact that
many rural areas in this country have no obstetrical/gynecological special-

ists at all: practitioners cannot afford the malpractice insurance.

The purpose of transkrring liability to practitioners as a matter of law is,

of course, to protect patients, who will be tempted to contract away their

rights in exchange for lower-cost health services. But in the process, we

may also have destroyed people's access to low-cost health services. Perhaps

the time has come to reexamine the balance between reliability and avail-

ability.

Analogous problems afflict the production of medicine: products habili-

ty law makes manufacturers liable for the ill effects of their products,
regardless of care taken by the manufacturer or unforeseeability of the
harm. While this rule may have done a lot to keep dangerous "patent
medicines" off the market, it has also deterwd research and production of

valuable new products.

Consequently, any comprehensive plan for improving access to afford-

able health care must include a discussion of malpractice insurance reform.

Although the discussim of specific recommendations in this area exceeds

the expertise of the undersigned Commissioners, among the possibilities

for reform are damage award ceilings and limited tort immunities.
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Conclusion

In summary, we believe there will never be genuine health care reform

until we first tackle the fUndamental issues of disagreement, and ground

our discussion on some basic principles upon which Americans can agree.

Furthermore, we believe that the financing of health care in the United

States will only be truly reformed by empowering consumers and permit-

ting undistorted markets to function in medical care and insurance, and by

restructuring existing tax subsidies and public programs to target those who

are in greatest need.

But as important as financing issues are in improving the health of our

nation's families and children, we believe that the weakening of the struc-

ture of the American family may be an even greater threat to the health of

children. Whether directly through the physical and psychological health

consequences that flow from an erosion of time and attention from mother

and father, or indirectly through the diminished economic well-being that

flows from family dissolution or a failure of families to fiwm, children are at

risk today lwcause families are under stress. Solving the health problems of

children will be an expensive, upwardly spiraling, and potentially fruitless

quest for government if it fails at the same time to restore societal expecta-

tions for and support of the two-parent marital norm.

The undersigned commissioners strongly endorse these views not only

as the best reflection of the natural and historic role of families, but as the

surest practical route, reinforced by recent experience, to preserve the
health of children from emotional harm and physical injury.

This Minority I lealth Cluipter is endorsed by:

Allan Carlson

lion. Theresa 11. Esposito

Adele flail

Wade F. Horn, Ph.D.

I ion. Kay C. James

A. Louise Oliver

Gerald (Jeff)) P. Regier

I Ion. Nancy Risque Rolabach

Josephine (Josev) Velazquez.
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The important is not so

much that every child should be

taught, as that every child should

be given the wish to leani.

JOHN LUBBOCK
English Naturalist
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Every child in America needs

an excellent education because global competition demands

a highly skilled and knowledgeable work force, because

democracy in the modern era depends on a thoughtful and

well-educated citizenry, and because knowledge and a love of

learning are among the most precious gifts society can give to

children. For all these reasons, every child must enter school

ready to learn, every school must be able to meet the needs of

its students, and every American must value education and

impart that value to children.

In recent decades, as work and daily life in the United States

have become more complex and demanding, education has

become a prerequisite fbr economic sell:sufficiency, personal

growth and development, and responsible citizenship. As a

nation, we look to schools to teach not only basic skills and

knowledge, but a more sophisticated way of thinking, connuuni-

cating, and solving problems. We also expect schools to culti-

vate in students an understanding of the arts and humanities

and to instill in young people an appreciation of the nation's

heritage and democratic principles. Finally, we increasingly rely
I '
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on schools to ensure that young people have the life skills and attitudes

necessary for success in the workplace. These benefits can no longer be

limited to a well-educated elite. They are absolute necessities for every

American.
Despite more than a decade of education reform and a 70 percent

increase in per-student spending in the last 20 years,' America remains "a

nation at risk",2 with an educational system still unable to meet the
demands placed on it. A great deal remains to he done to restructure the

nation's schools and improve student perfOrmance. But schools cannot do

the job alone, nor should they bear sole responsibility for education.
Parents, community institutions, employers, the media, and especially stu-

dents themselves must be partners in the business of learning.

The great majority of LS. students attend public schools. A small but

significant minority attend independent and parochial schools that their

parents choose because of the educational programs these institutions

offer and the norms and values they foster. Regardless of whether they

attend public 01 private schools, however, all children in America deserve

and should receive an excellent education.
The National Connnission on Children therefOre recommends five relat-

ed strategies:

First, children must be born healthy and have access to high-quality
early childhood experiences during their first five years so that they start

school ready to learn.

Second, all schools must reach basic .standards of excellence through

adoption of' a rigorous and challenging curriculum, fUndamental
restructuring to achieve school-based management, creation of account-

ability measures and means of recruiting and retaining skilled teachers

and effective principals, improvements in the school environnwnt, and

equitable financing across school districts.

Third, an important aspect of school restructuring is school choice.
While choice is not an end in itself nor a substitute for high quality, it

can be effective in promoting many of the necessary improvements in

schools.

Fourth, schools and communities should create multidisciplinary initia-

tives to help children with serious and multiple needs reach their aca-

demic potential.
Fifth, parents, communities, employers, and the media should take

mutually reinforcing steps to emphasize to young people the personal
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You can't just p
to clan; and leave.

You have to get

involved...We learn

stuff you can't get

out of a classroom,

out of books. We

learn about life in

school. Education

encompasses more

'than just math and

science. It's how to

work and how to

live.
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rewards and long-term benefits of high academic and intellectual
achievement, hard work, and perseverance.

None of these approaches alone is sufficient. They must be part of an

integrated, comprt hensive reform package to improve the educational

prospects of all of America's children.

Signs of Trouble
Although American students performance in reading, math, aild science

has improved somewhat in recent years, it still lags behind that of students

in many other developed and developing nations. Far too many young peo-

ple in the United States drop out of school. Even among those who com-

plete high school, many lack the basic skills and knowledge needed to get a

job. These indicators of poor educational performance are clear and com-

pelling signs of serious trouble ahead for individual students and the nation

as a whole.

Domestic Measures of Proficiency

In recent national assessments. American students perfornwd poorly on

reading, mathematics, science, and writing tests. Fewer than half of
American 17-year-olds who are in school possess the skills and basic
knowledge required for college and many entry-level .jobs.3 Similarly,

fewer than half can understand complicated literary and informal pas-
sages that are typical of high school work4 or can evaluate the results or

procedures of a scientific study)" Only 59 percent can compute with deci-

mals, fractions, and percents or solve simple equations!' Many are so lim-

ited in their command of written English that they are unable to commu-

nicate a reasoned point of view.7

International Comparisons

Assessments of 20 school systems around the world rank American eighth

graders 10th in arithmetic, 12th in algebra. and 16th in geometry. Even
America's top students fare poorly in international comparisons: among the

top 1 percent of high school seniors, American students ranked last.'

Achievement in science is no better. Among 10-year-olds in 15 coun-

tries, Americans rank eighth. Among 14-year-okls in 17 countries,
Americans tie with children in Singapore and Thailand for 14th place.
Among advanced science students in 12 nations, Americans are 1 1 th in

chemistry, 9th in physics, and last in biology."

1 79
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Grade Retention

Many American students, especially

minority students, have been held
back one or more years, heightening

their risk of dropping out of school."'

Among 13-year-old black students in

the mid-1980s, 33 percent of girls
and 44 percent of boys were one or
more years behind expected grade
level. Among Hispanic youth, 35
percent of girls and 40 percent of
bovs had been held back one or
more years in school. In contrast,
only 22 percent of white girls and 33

percent of white boys had been held
back.'

Dropout Rates
Almost 30 percent of ninth graders
in the United States do not graduate

four years later.I2 Among young
people age 16 through 24, 12.6 per-
cent, about 4 million, have not com-

pleted high school and are not cur-
rently enrolled in schoo1.13 Dropout

rates vary by race and ethnicity 12

percent of white, 14 percent of
black, and 33 percent of Hispanic 16- to 24-vear-olds have dropped out of
high school." Dropout rates are particularly pronounced in many of the
nation's major cities: for example, Chicago's dropout rate in recent years
was approximately 40 percent, while Detroit's was nearly as high.I'

High School and College Completion Rates

Many adults who failed to complete high school in their youth ultimately

earn a diploma or equivalency degree. In 1989 72 percent of 18- to 19-year-

olds, 83 percent of 20- to 21-year-olds, and 87 percent of 25- to 34-year-olds

had completed luigh school."'

In 1988 nearly a quarter of all 25- to 29-year-olds had completed fbur or
more years of college. But the percentage of students completing college

I 80
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What will happen

to the crime rate,

the tax base, the

city's culture unless

we do something to

help ensure that we

produce educated

and trained young

adults who can play

a meaningful role in

our society?

WILLIAM S.

WOODSIDE
Chairman,

Sky Chef's, Inc.,
New York, New York

varied significantly by race, as did the rate at which they graduated during

the 1980s. Among whites, college graduation rates held relatively steady at

about 23 to 24 percent; among blacks and other minority groups, they
increased from 15 percent in 1980 to 18 percent in 1989)7

Labor Force Preparedness

Poor academic performance and failure to complete high school have

resulted in a growing disparity between the qualifications of today's stu-

dents and the educational and skill requirements of jobs that will be avail-

able in tomorrow's economy. Millions of new workers have neither basic

competence in reading, writing, and mathematics nor the ability to solve

problems, reason, and communicate effectively. Of at least equal concern

are reports from employers that they have trouble finding employees with a

strong work ethic and the personal qualities, such as reliability and a good

attitude, that are essential to success in the workplace."

Many of the jobs in today's and tomorrow's economy will require moder-

ate to high levels of education and skill. Occupations requiring significant

education professionals, technicians, and managers will grow the

fastesi between now and the start of the new century, while jobs requiring

less skill operatives, laborers, service workers, and sales clerks will

account fbr much less growth. College will be a prerequisite for one-third

to two-thirds of new jobs by the year 2000)9

The Future of Social Security

As the proportion of children in the U.S. population declines and the num-

ber and proportion of older people rises, there will be a decreasing number

of workers to support each retiree. In 1950, 16 workers contributed to

Social Security pensions for each retiree. In 1960, this ratio had decreased

to 5 to I . By the year 2020, the number of workers supporting each retiree

will decline further, to approximately 2.2 to

The nation can no longer ignore the warning signs nor avoid the conse-

quences of a failed educational system. Our future economic, political, and

cultural well-being requires that every child receive a first-rate education

and that special efforts be made to reach the growing number of children

at risk of failure in school.

Children at Risk of Failure in School
Several flictors place a child at educational risk in the United States: being

poor, belonging to a racial or ethnic minority, having limited proficiency in
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English, being raised in a single-parent family or by poorly educated parents,

or having a disabling conditimi. At least 40 percent ofAmerican children are

affected by one or more of these fitctors.'21 While any one of them can cause

a student to experience problems in school, often they are interrelated, A

child raised by a single mother, fbr example, is likely to be poor. If the moth-

er began her childbearing as a teenager, she is likely to have done poorly in

school herself and to have fewer years of education than those who delayed

their childbearing until their twenties. This multiplicity of risk factors com-

pounds a child's chances of performing poorly in school.

Poverty

Poor children are much more likely to filll behind in school. have below-

average academic skills. and drop out.22 Children in families with incomes

below the poverty level are nearly twice as likely to be held back a grade as

their more advantaged classmates.23 The proficiency level of an average I 7-

year-old in a poor urban setting is equivalent to that of a typical I 3-year-old

in an affluent urban area.2'

Poverty affects school performance in several ways. It places children at

heightened risk of health and nutritimial problems that can limit their abili-

ty to concentrate and disrupt school attendance. I iigh levels of family stress

and social isolation lessen the likelihood that young children will receive

early experiences that support the type of intellectual development that pro-

duces success in school. or that older children will receive encouragement

and assistance in their school work. Poor children are also more likely to be

enrolled in troubled schools with limited staff and material resources, and

their families are often least likely to have the academic skills and personal

resources to compensate for their schools deficiencies.

Some young people from low-income families enter the labor force to

earn additional income for themselves or their Families. While work experi-

ence during adolescence can have positive effects, research indicates that

working more than halkinw during the high school years can undermine

academic pertiirmance.2'

Race and Ethnic Background

By the Year 2000, one-third of all children in the United States will be non-

white. compared to one-fifth today.2' Disparities between the proficiency

levels of white and minority students persist. although the gap has nar-

rowed in recent years. On average, minority children remain three to four

years behind their whiw counterparts.27 While black and white students
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complete high school at close to the same rate, Hispanic and Native American

students have much higher dropout rates:2'

To some extent, differences in academic achievement between minori-

ties and whites reflect higher rates of poverty and single parenthood and

lower levels of parental education among minority Americans, as well as the

effects of generations of discrimination. Minority children are more likely

to attend troubled schools with fewer resources and larger classes:2" Among
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some cultural groups isolated from mainstream society, school achievement

may also hold few tangible rewards. Scholars point to the lack of cultural

continuity between home and school for many minority children. The
resulting stress sometimes limits children's ability to achieve academically

and can limit parents' ability to reinforce children's classroom
experiences." For many children and their parents, assimilation means

rejecting their own cultural background in order to reap the benefits of
mainstream society.

Single-Parent Families

Children in single-parent families tend to score lower on standardized tests
and receive lower grades in school. They are also nearly twice as likely to
drop out of high school as children from two-parent families.'" Children
raised only by their fathers are at even higher risk than children raised only

by their mothers.'2

Divorce or separation can cause enormous stress for children, which is
often manifested in poor school performance. Divorced and never-married

parents bear heavy responsibilities, particularly when their children receive

little or no support from absent parents, and these responsibilities may cre-

ate additional stress in some households. Parents raising children alone,
especially those who work full-time, may have less time available to spend
with their children on school-related activities than do married parents who
share work and family responsibilities.

Mother's Educational Level

In the late 1980s, approximately 20 percent of children, almost 13 million,

lived with mothers who had not completed high school. These children are
two to three times as likely to drop out of school as children whose mothers

have obtained more schooling." They also score lower on standardized
tests than do children of more highly educated mothers." Scholars
attribute this disparity to educated mothers' closer involvement in and
monitoring of their children's education.'

Limited Profkiency in English

In general, children whose first language, or whose families' first language, is

not English score lower than their English-proficient peers on standardized

reading and math tests." By third grade, children whose families often or
always speak a language other than English at home may be more than a year
behind their peers in reading proficiency.'

184-
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Children with Developmental, Learning, or Emotional Problems

In 1988 10.2 million children age 3 through 17, or 19.5 percent, were
reported by their parents to have one or more developmental, learning, or

emotional disorders that could interfere with or limit their progress in
school and require special educational services." Some of these children

need transportation, physical or speech therapy, or psychological services;

others, such as those with specific learning disabilities, may require only
special instructional assistance. Children with learning disabilities are the

most likely to receive special services; 70 percent of these children were

reported by their parents to participate in a special education program. In

contrast, only 25 percent of children whose parents reported serious emo-

tional or behavioral problems and only 23 percent of children with a
reported delay in growth or development received special services."

The personal and social costs of school dropout and academic failure

are enormous. In 1988 high school dropouts were nearly twice as likely as

high school graduates-1a and five times as likely as college graduates to be

unemployed.4' Students with weak basic academic skills are more than

nine times as likely to have a child out of wedlock and more than twice as

likely to be arrested as their academically successful peers.42 Each year's

4
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class of dropouts costs the nation about a quarter of a trillion dollars in lost

wages and foregone taxes over their lifetimes:Is Young people without basic

educational skills and knowledge are five times more likely to receive public

assistance than their better-educated peers." More than 80 percent of
inmates in the nation's prisons are high school dropouts, each costing tax-

payers an average of $20,000 per year:15

School Reform Efforts
More than a dozen blue-ribbon commissions and task forces over the past
decade have warned of the inadequacy of America's educational system

and urged reform." Their findings and recommendations have spurred
numerous state and local effbrts to improve education. Initially, these
efforts were focused on increased graduation requirements, higher stan-

dards and rewards for teachers, curriculum reforms, additional and more
frequent testing of student abilities, and other such measures. A second

wave of reform, still under way, involves both incremental changes in the
existing educational system for example, increased standards and com-
pensation for teachers, longer school days and years, higher standaYds and

improved assessment, and stronger links among schools, families, and
othey community institutions as well as more significant changes in the
way schools are organized.

In 1989 the President and state governors set ambitious goals for
the United States, its students, and their schools to reach by the year
2000:

All -.:hildren in America will start school ready to learn.

The high school graduation rate will increase to at least 90 percent,
American students will leave grades 4, 8, and 12 having demonstrated

competence in challenging subject matter (including English, mathe-

matics, science, history, and geography), and every school in America

will ensure that all students learn to use their minds well so they may be

prepared for responsible citizenship, further learning, and productive
employment in our modern economy.

Every school in America will be free of drugs and violence and will offer

a disciplined environment conducive to learning.

Those utunnUssions and task lot i vs are the Nahonal (:ommissititi on Excellence in Educations. 1983;
Commitup tot Economit Development, 1985. 1991; Cat ttegie Forum on Education and the Economy, 19146;
National I:met-mit 5 ASM eiati in, 1980. 1990: National Assot Whin of State limirds of Education. 1988, 1989;
Quality Ethwation for Minorities Project. 1990: and whets.
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Focusing on

the children of

America is the best

strategy for

preparing for the

twenty-first century.

It will require not

only the will, but

the resources to

implement what we

know leads to

educational success.

The money spent

in early childhood,

the years between

birth and eight

or nine, will all

come back in

savings on

education, on social

services, on special

education, on

career

development, in

a variety of war.

BARBARA BOWMAN
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Erikson Institute for
Early Child Education,
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Evety adult American will be literate and will possess the knowledge and

skills necessary to compete in a global economy and to exercise the
rights and responsibilities of citizenship.

U.S. students will be first in the world in mathematics and science
achievement.

These goals are an important first step, and in the spring of 1991
President Bush announced a new education initiative to pursue them. Yet

the larger task of improving education must originate at the state and local

levels, where primary responsibility has traditionally resided. To reach the

nation's goals, individual communities must assess their own educational

performance and adopt appropriate measures to ensure high-quality educa-

tion for all of their students.

Improving Educational Outcomes for All Children
Early Child Development: The Key to Success in School

The seeds of educational success are sown early. in the prenatal period and

the first months and years of life.46 During this time, children develop basic

language and reasoning skills. They also acquire social skills, confidence,

and a sense of self-worth, and they come to see themselves as important and

competent members of their family and of other small communities in
their lives. Children who arrive at school incapable of managing the
kindergarten routine can quickly lose confidence in their ability to learn.

Traditionally, society's responsibility for educating children began
when they entered school. Growing knowledge of' child development,
however, compels us as individuals and as a society to place far greater
emphasis on children's early development to ensure that every child is pre-

pared for school. Therefore, the National Commission on Children rec-

ommends that all children, from the prenatal period through the first
years of life, receive the care and support they need to enter school ready

to learn namely, good health care, nurturing environments, and experi-

ences that enhance their development.

To start school prepared, children must be healthy and possess basic social

and intellectual skills. They need safe and secure environments and the con-

sistent supervision and attention of' a few caring adults who encourage and

support their exploration of' the world around them and help them acquire

basic socialization and school readiness skills. Some children receive this care

and support primarily from parents, others from parents and outside care-

givers, child care programs, and early childhood education programs. Still
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other children, who are

educationally disadvan-

taged as a result of biolog-

ical or environmental Fr.:-

tors, benefit from inten-

sive developmental sup-

port and comprehensive

early intervention pro-
grams.

When children enter

school ready to learn

healthy, well fed, confi-

dent, able to focus their

attention and energy,
and able to interact posi-

tively with adults and
other children they

are much more likely to

be motivated and to
expect to succeed.
Conversely, children who

have not received the
care and developmental

stimulation that provide

a foundation for learn-
ing are often at serious
risk of experiencing a
succession of failures in

school. These early
experiences of failure
can lead to discourage-
ment and detachment
from the educational
process and later school dropout. Moreover, the presence in a classroom of

even a few children who are unprepared for school can disrupt the class,
distract other students, and lessen the teacher's effectiveness, thereby
undermining the entire class's educational progress.

Quality early child development programs often help children at risk of

educational failure develop basic intellectual and social skills and acquire

4
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the motivation to succeed in elementary school and beyond. Longitudinal

studies of several early intervention projects show that young adults who

participated in these programs as children are less likely to have repeated a

grade or to have been referred to special education classes. They are also

more achievement-oriented than peers with similar childhood backgrounds

who did not have the benefit of a high-quality early childhood program.
Moreover, the parents of these students had higher aspirations for their
children's educational progress and future employment. These students, in

turn, more often completed high school and are more likely to be
employed than their peers who did not participate in a high-quality early

childhood program.47 High/Scope Foundation's Perry Preschool Project

found that young adults who had participated in the Foundation's compre-

hensive early intervention program were more likely to be employed, to

have higher incomes, to express greater satisfaction with their work, and to

be less reliant on public assistance programs than their counterparts in a
control group. There was also a lower incidence of teenage pregnancy
among Perry Preschool participants.48

The federal government and many state and local governments pro-
vide early child development programs and services, generally targeted
toward children at risk of educational failure. Although significant strides

have been made in recent years to expand these programs and services,
they do not reach the majority of children who could benefit from them.

Twenty-one percent of three- and four-year-olds in families with incomes

below $20,000 attend some form of preschool, compared to 51 percent of

three- and four-year-olds whose family incomes are above $34,000.49
Moreover, most Head Start programs and state preschool programs are

part-day, making it difficult for the children of low-income working par-

ents to participate unless these programs are linked to child care
resources in the community.

1fead Start is a federally fiznded, comprehensiw early childhood program

for low-income preschool children, primarily age three to five, and their fami-

lies. Begun in 1965, it is designed to provide at-risk children with the early

socialization and education they need to start elementary school on an equal

footing with their more advantaged peers. Head Start services include cogni-

tive and language development; medical, dental, and mental health services

(including screening and imnnmizations); and nutritional and social services.

The program places particular emphasis on parental involvement. Parents

participate in program governance and parent education classes, and many

volunteer or are employed as Head Start staff.
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A 1985 review and analysis of more than 200 Head Start evaluations con-

cluded that the program has immediate positive effects on children's intel-

lectual abilities, as evidenced by gains in IQ, although these advantages
generally disappear after about two years.'" When the program was evaluat-

ed as a comprehensive early intervention program for disadvantaged chil-

dren and their families, rather than solely as a compensatory education
program, several other effects emerged that also enhance success in school.

For example, Head Start has been shown to improve children's self-esteem,

motivation to achieve, and social behavior; to have a positive influence on

their health, motor coordination, and development; to encourage parent

participation; and to make community institutions more aware of' and
responsive to the needs of low-income families and their children."1 It also

appears that Head Start graduates are less likely to fail a grade in school or

to require special education services."2

Last year, Congress .joined President Rush in calling for hill participa-

tion in Head Start by all income-eligible children, and it set 1994 as the
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target date for reaching this goal. Congress also authorized federal spend-

ing levels of $2.386 billion in 1991, $4.273 billion in 1992, $5.924 billion in

1993, and $7.66 billion in 1994.

Head Start programs across the counuy enrolled 575,802 children in

1990; however, estimates of the percentage of income-eligible children this

represents differ, based on what method is used to define and calculate par-

ticipation rates. (See Table 7-1 for the breakdown of 1990 Head Start par-

ticipants by age.)

The Administration bases its calculation of Head Start participation
rates on the number of income-eligible children enrolled in Head Start
for at least one year. It assumes that 80 percent of children will receive
one year of Head Start, and 20 percent will receive more than one year.
It further assumes that 5 percent of children enrolled are from families
who are over the income eligibility level. Using these parameters, 53
percent of income-eligible children received at least one year of Head
Start in 1990. The Administration further assumes, based on program
experience, that parents of 20 percent of eligible children would
choose not to have their children participate in Head Start, either
because they are enrolled in another early childhood program or
because the parents are not interested. The Administration also notes
that all 50 states have kindergarten programs for five-year-olds.

TABLE 7-1

Head Start Participation and Number of Childen Eligible on
the Basis of Income, by Age, 1990

I 2 )
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However, kindergarten is provided at the option of local school districts
in 19 states, and some small districts choose not to offer it."

When Congress reauthorized Head Start last year, it assumed that every

eligible child would receive at least two years of Head Start. The funds

authorized to reach full participation by 1994 were based on enrollment by
up to 100 percent of income-eligible three- and four-year-olds and up to 30

percent of income-eligible five-year-olds. Using these parameters, 30 per-
cent of income-eligible children presently participate in Head Start.
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The different assumptions underlying these two sets of calculations and

the difkrent per-child program costs used by the Administration and
Congress have important implications for projecting the costs of making

Head Start available to every eligible child. Based on the assumptions out-

lined above and using the fiscal year (FY) 1991 per-child program cost of
$3,240, the Administration estimates that the cost of providing every
income-eligible child in the United States with at least one year of' Head

Start would be approximately $2.7 billion in 1991, and presumably slightly

more in 1994 because of' inflation. Using Congress's assumptions and its

estimates of' a $3,640 per-child program cost in FY 1991 adjusted yearly for

inflation, the cost of providing every income-eligible child with at least two

years of Head Start will be $7.66 billion in 1994.

Thirty-five states fund preschool programs for children at educational

risk,54 although few of these programs offer Head Start's comprehensive

array of health and social services. Nine states use their own funds to

expand or enhance Head Start programs. Because most Head Start pro-

grams are part-day, a number of' communities use child care and state

preschool funds to extend the program to a full day or provide
"wraparound" child care so that children of' working parents can partici-

The National Commission on Children strongly urges states and local

communities to continue and intensify their effbrts to ensure that quality
programs are available and accessible to all children who may not otherwise

get adequate preparation for school from their families.

As important as Head Start and preschool programs are, however, they

are not enough to ensure that severely disadvantaged children start school

ready to learn. One year of comprehensive developmental services at age

three or four cannot overcome the cumulative effects of' poverty, neglect,

and ill health in the first few years of life. For this reason, the Commission

recommended in the previous chapter universal health insurance fbr chil-

dren and pregnant women and expansion of programs that deliver health

care to underserved populations. In Chapter 9, the Commission recom-

mends improvements in the availability, affordability, and quality of child

care services, as well as the development and expansion of family support

programs to provide parents with the knowledge, skills, and support they

need to enhance their children's development.

Improving the Quality of Education

Getting children to school ready to learn is a necessary but not sufficient

element of success in school. Schools and school systems must be able to
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meet the educational needs of every student in order to graduate young

adults who are literate, skilled, knowledgeable, versed in the humanities,

and able to appreciate art and culture. Decades of research on successful

or effective schools identify several common characteristics. Effective

schools have high expectations fbr students and teachers. They set rigorous

academic standards, maintain order and discipline, require homework, and

encourage parental support and cooperation.55 They have strong leader-

ship from a principal; a stable staff of competent and enthusiastic teachers;

a curriculum that is integrated across grade levels and that accommodates

the variety of learning styles and cultural backgrounds of their students;

and opportunities for parents to participate in their children's education.
Underlying all of these elements is a set of clear and broadly accepted edu-

cational goals a vision or mission to which all members of the school

community are committed.56

Research on effective schools also stresses the importance of school cli-

mate the physical and social environment in which education takes
place. At a minhnum, school climate refers to physically safe and personal-

ly supportive schools and classrooms and mutual respect between students

and educators." More broadly, a positive school climate refers to class-

room and learning environments that make it possible for students and

teachers to work toward the common goals or shared educational mission

of the school. It is also characterized by active involvement by parents and

teachers in important school decisions."

A 1988 publication of the U. S. Department of Education offers several

illustrations of effective schools serving low-income populations. It also

offers anecdotal evidence to support the factors identified by research as

contributing to school success. In one school, a strong principal clearly

defined the school's mission for teachers, students, and parents; conveyed to

students the high expectations she had for them, as w:fll as her confidence

that they could meet these expectations; strengthened the curriculum; and

aggressively reached out to parents and the community. As a result, the per-

centage of students perforating at or above grade level rose from 40 to 65

percent over three academic years. Another principal shared planning and

decision making with teachers, reduced their administrative chores to give

them more time fbr class preparation, and encouraged them to work across

grade levels to ensure continuity for students and an integrated
curriculum.59

Despite agreement on the general characteristics of eflective schools,

many schools and school systems still lack the basic ingredients and flexibil-
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ity to be lively, innovative learifing centers that provide a quality education

to all their students.

To ensure that evely child in America receives a quality education, the

National Commission on Children recommends a series of fundamental rO'orms

in the academic curriculum, the organization and financing of schools, the train-

ing and treatment of teachers, the role and responsibilities of principals, and the

nature of the school environment. The specific steps we recommend are:

a rigorous and challenging academic curriculum for all students, supple-

mented by improved teaching materials and more effective teaching and

learning methods;

measures to recruit and retain skilled teachers;

measures to improve the effectiveness of principals;

school-based management so that prirripals, teachers, and parents have

the authority and flexibility to organize schools and learning plans that

are appropriate to the needs of their students; this increased authority

should be accompanied by increased accountability by schools and

school districts for their students' educadonal attainment;

greater accountability by schools, parents, students, conummities, and

employers for the quality of education;
improvements in the school enviromnent to ensure the safety of stu-

dents and staff and. where possible and appropriate, to use school build-

ings to meet other needs of students and families; and

equitable financing across school districts to ensure that every student

has access to an excellent education.

A Rigorous and Challenging Curriculum. Among the President's and

governors educational goals is a call fOr every American student to demon-

strate competence in challenging subject matter in English. mathematics,

science, history, and geography. We would add to that list the arts and

humanities, as well as the principles and traditions of' American democracy.

We join the President and governors in believing these high standards of

achievement can and must be met by every child and adolescent and by

CWIN school in the nation.

Achieving this goal will require most schools to adopt a more rigorous

and challenging curriculum one that begins by teaching such basic

skills as reading, writing, and matlwmatics but goes well beyond rote
learning. Greater emphasis must be placed on the development of high-

order thinking skills and familiarity Ivith different types of technology.
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Children of all backgrounds and perceived abilities must learn to think
critically, holistically, and abstractly. They must also develop the skills
needed to reason, question, and uncover bias. The goal of such a rigor-
ous curriculum, in the words of one major report on education, is to
produce "people who have the tools they need to think for themslves,
people who can act independently and with others, who can render crit-
ical judgments and contribute constructively to many enterprises, whose
knowledge is wide-ranging and whose understanding runs deep".11()

Sonie schools already teach such a rigorous curriculum, and sonic stu-

dents already meet high standards; in the future, all students those
who are college-bound as well as those who are not must meet them.
The National Commission on Children urges the nation to adopt unif.orm
standards of achievement to guide the curriculum of every school. We
urge every school to upgrade its curriculum to ensure that the same high

expectations apply to every student. When students receive clear and con-
sistent messages from school, parents, and the wider community
about what is expected of them, most will meet or surpass those expecta-
tions. While schools need flexibility in designing a curriculum that
responds to the needs and strengths of individual students, we insist that
every American student and school be held to the same high standard of
achievement.

Too often in the past, students at risk of educational failure have been
sidetracked into classrooms and schools that teach a less rigorous curricu-
lum in a well-meaning but misguided effort to compensate for personal dif-
ficulties and prevent school dropout. As a consequence, too many students

particularly poor and minority students and those whose learning styles
are different from the norm leave school and enter adulthood without
the knowledge and skills to achieve and excel. For these children, educa-
tion is a travesty. Their school experiences belie the nation's commitment

to equal opportunity and cost society billions in lost human potential.
Every child should be held to the same high standards necessary to succeed
in the adult world, and every child should receive the support and assis-
tance he or she needs to reach those standards.

As a corollary to this recommendation, the Commission opposes any
form of tracking that unnecessarily institutionalizes low expectations for
some students and limits their educational opportunities. Too often,
children are placed in special classes or ability groups on the basis of their
performance on tests administered as early as preschool or kindergarten.
While a limited use of tracking can ensure that exceptionally talented
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students are challenged, we oppose practices that place any children in

classes that fail to challenge them, provide them with basic skills and

knowledge. or instill in them a love of learning.

Ati the nation's student body becomes increasingly diverse, a curriculum

that meets higher achievement standards must be implemented in a man-

ner that recognizes and respects cultural and individual diversity. Children

from all cultures should have the opportunity to feel proud of their her-

itage and succeed in school as part of the mainstream. Moreover, all chil-

dren would benefit from a nuilticultural education. The challenge for edu-

catoi is to champion diversity without causing separatism. Separatism in

the classroom only perpetuates separatism in the way children and their

fiunilies are received in society, limiting their opportunities to participate

fully in the nation's civic, cultural, and economic life.

A more demanding curriculum for all students will also require improved

teaching materials, more interactive and efkctive methods of teaching and

learning, and broader and more accurate assessments of students' progress.
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Teaching Materials. Some school districts, experiencing severe finan-

cial problems, face shortages of basic classroom supplies, such as crayons

for young children or worksheets fbi older students. These shortages
make teachers' work more difficult and slow students' progress more dif-

ficult. They cannot continue.

More broadly, there is growing concern among educators that teach-

ing materials, especially textbooks, are not adequate for teaching chil-

dren a more demanding, thought-provoking curriculum. Publishers
tend to condense all the material required by different school systems

into a single text, giving cursory treatment to significant topics and
watering down controversial issues. As a consequence, students do not

always receive the information they need to develop their own opinions

or judgments.01 Therefore, we urge publishers to be more responsible

in developing teaching materials and encourage school systems to be

more selective in the materials they purchase for classroom instruction.

Computers can also facilitate learning. Outstanding software is avail-

able to help children read, write, spell, do arithmetic, and learn about

geography and history. Working with computers also prepares children

for entry to a technology-based labor force. Despite these benefits,
though, only an estimated 1 in 30 students has access to computers at

schoo1.62 Roughly half of all science and math teachers report that com-

puters are either not available or are quite difficult to access.63 We
encourage schools to set aside resources to buy computers and urge
businesses to donate equipment to schools.

Telecommunications technology can also enhance the curriculum.

Some schools use satellite linkups with other schools or colleges to pro-

vide their students with specialty classes and information. This is an

especially attractive alternative fbr rural schools, which often have diffi-

culty recruiting upper-level language, math, and science teachers.

Time for Learning. The process of learning and the time needed to mas-

ter specific skills vary significantly from one discipline to another and

from one child to another. School days organized around orderly
blocks of time for specific subjects do not always match the pace at
which children learn. Some subjects require more time than allotted
in a single class period, others require less. While fixed schedules
make schools easier to manage, they are less likely to maximize learn-

ing." The Commission believes that teachers, with the support of their

principals, should have the flexibility to organize class schedules and
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establish collaborative learning strategies to meet students' learning

needs, Some schools may even want to extend the length of the school

day or year so that children have an increased opportunity to learn.

Methods of Assessment. Testing is a useful tool for en,),Iing parents

and teachers to help children understand their progress. However,

there is growing concern that testing is sometimes misused. Too often,

students' progress and teachers' performance are measured only by stu-

dents' performance on standardized exams, generally multiple-choice

tests. This practice can unnecessarily label some students as failures and

place undue pressure on teachers to "teach to tests" to ensure high

scores by their students. In at least some cases, performance-based

assessments that call upon students to write, make oral presentations,

and work with other students to solve real-world problems may provide a

richer picture of a student's ability and progress.

Schools administer tests for a variety of reasons as a diagnostic

tool, for example, or to measure progress toward particular goals. But

schools should always be clear about why they are testing and choose

tests and other assessment procedures that are appropriate to their pur-

poses. Students and parents should also understand the purposes and

potential uses of tests.

Measures to Recruit and Retain Skilled Teachers. The quality of teach-

ers is among the most important factors influencing students' academic

performance and will be even more critical in the years to ((111C. Yet it

appears that increasingly the nation's brightest students are not attracted to

teaching. Almost half of the students enrolling in teacher education in the

mid-1980s (and who are presumably now teaching) came from nonacadem-

ic high school programs that is, from general and vocational programs

not intended to prepare students for college.°

Several major reports issued in the mid-1980s projected serious teacher

shortages in the coming years, based on expected high turnover rates. A

1990 survey of teachers, however, fOund little evidence of impending high

attrition rates.' Yet it appears that the present pool of teachers with spe-

cialized skills, such as bilingual, special education, and math and science

teachers, is shrinking or simply inadequate to meet expected demand!' In

the 1985-86 school year, fbr example, only one-quarter or fewer elementary

school teachers felt qualified to teach science.'"9 The percentage of minori-

ty teachers, who are often important role models and authority figures fin-
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minority childreivis expected to decline from about 10 percent to under 5

percent over the next decade.7"

In an effbrt to attract the best and brightest to teaching, some states
have strengthened their teacher education programs, including their
entry requirements and the requirements for certification into the profes-

skm. Increasingly, schoois of education are requiring a liberal arts degree

for acceptance to teaching programs. As they continue to reform their
curricula over the coining years, schools of education should require
more rigorous graduate training in child development, education, and
specific subject areas.

Recognizing the need to attract specialists from a variety of professions

to teach specific subjects such as math, science, and foreign languages,
some states use alternative certification procedures to allow professionals

with a background in these subjects to teach at the same time that they are

say'
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studying for a teaching degree. Thirty-three states at present have alterna-

tive methods of certification for individuals who did not follow the typical

course of teacher education. In most of these states, however, alternative

certification is used only to avert teacher shortages. To counter the antici-

pated shortage of teachers with special skills in coining years and to attract

skilled and motivated individuals to the classroom, we urge states to devel-

op creative means of recruiting, training, and certifying a wide range of

qualified individuals. Alternative certification programs should include
coursework in pedagogy and should use experienced teachers as mentors

for newly certified teachers. States can also provide scholarships and other

financial incentives to potential teachers.

Higher salaries and improved working conditions are also critical incen-

tives for attracting and retaining talented individuals to the profession.
Although teachers' salaries increased in real terms by 9.4 percent between

1976 and 1990,71 salaries vary significantly from one school district to anoth-

er. We encourage states and school districts with low teachers' salaries to

raise them to the national average. School-based management should give

teachers more say in the organization of their day and the structure of their

schools, as well as greater opportunity to consult with colleagues and intro-

duce innovative teaching methods to the classroom, practices that improve

working conditions and make teaching a more attractive profession.

Measures to Improve the Effectiveness of Principals. A key element in

improving the effectiveness of teachers and schools is attracting and retain-

ing principals who are creative and talented leaders. Principals are responsi-

ble for a school climate that fosters effective teaching and encourages every

child to reach his or her learning potential. They must also take the lead in

bringing students, teachers, parents, and communities together around the

critical task of education. In addition to leadership, talent, and skills, this

requires the authority to shape school environments and manage the busi-

ness of learning. The Commission therefore urges local school boards to

give principals the authority and flexibility they need, to hold them account-

able for their school's performance, and to reward genuine achievement.

School-Based Management. The bureaucratic, hierarchical nature of
most public education minimizes autonomy and initiative at the school
level.72 With some notable exceptions, education bureaucracies impose

uniform policies and rigid requirements on schools, principals, and teach-

ers in such critical areas as curriculum and materials, school management,

student assessments, and personnel decisions, even though individual
schools serve very different populations of children. As a result, those
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closest to students and the learning process, including teachers, parents,
and principals, often have the least say over what goes on in schools and
classrooms, and a culture develops within schools that perpetuates rigidity
and conformity." In many public school systems across the country, ini-
tiative, innovation, and creativity are neither encouraged nor rewarded.
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While some uniformity and safeguards are necessary to ensure a com-

mon base of knowledge and to guarantee that children with special needs

are provided a high-quality education, we believe that decision making
should be decentralized to give those closest to children the flexibility to

design and implement the most appropriate education for them.
Principals, teachers, and parents should help determine the organization of'

instruction, staffing needs and arrangements, decision-making structures

and processes, and budgeting in their own schools:7'1

For the most part, school-based management has occurred in individu-

al schools where strong principals have won the support of school boards

and given teachers and parents increased opportunities to become
involved in the governance and management of schools. These principals

have also created a climate that fosters greater creativity in the clasiroom.

School-based management may be a strategy for deconsolidating large
school systems and giving parents greater control over local schools.

The School Development Program, developed by Dr. James P.
Comer and his colleagues at Yale University, is a form of school-based

management designed to improve the academic achievement and
social skills of low-income minority children. The program builds
strong and supportive relationships among students, parents, teachers,
and administrators by recognizing that they all share the same goal: to
help children learn. It gives parents and school staff a critical role in
the governance and day-to-day operation of the school. Parents, teach-
ers, and teachers' aides participate in a Governance and Management
Team, directed by the principal, which establishes the school's curricu-
lum, tone, attitudes, and values and promotes a variety of activities, all
centered on children's learning needs. The Mental Health Team, com-
posed of a classroom teacher, special education teacher, social worker,
and school psychologist, provides direct counseling to students and
consults with teachers, staff, and parents. The Parent Participation
Program increases parental involvement through a variety of activities.
In sum, everyone in the school community develops a personal stake in

the success of every child."

Greater Accountability. Few people or institutions change without a
compelling reason to do so.76 This has long been the case in most public

school bureaucracies, where initiative is often discouraged and where stu-

dents, teachers, and principals are neither rewarded for hard work nor held

accountable for poor performance. Therefore, in exchange for greater
authority, school boards, superintendents, individual schools, and each
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member of a school community must be held to higher standards of
accountability by the taxpayers who fund education, by the parents whose
children attend schools, and by the local employers who hire graduates.

The success of school-based management depends on teachers, princi-
pals, parents, and communities assuming greater responsibility for a
school's progress. We believe that people develop a greater sense of owner-
ship in a school and in the progress of its students when they have a say in
important decisions. We also believe that students learn to take education
seriously when they see the adults around them invest significant time and
energy in their schools.

The Commission recognizes that dramatic improvements will not hap-
pen overnight. There must be mechanisms for rewarding and encouraging
incremental progress in student achievement, in attendance and reten-
tion, in the nunther of students taking a more rigorous curriculum, and in
other measures that reflect the challenges different schools face. This can
be done at either the state or district level by channeling additional
resources to those schools that excel, as well as to troubled schools that
show significant gains.

Improvements in the School Environment. When schools are threat-
ened by violence and drugs, neither children nor teachers can devote their
attention to the business of learning. We applaud efforts nationwide to
promote drug-free schools and hope they will continue until all schools
are safe and secure.

Learning takes place both inside and outside the classroom. To ensure
that children have opportunities for safe, structured, and enriching activi-
ties duiing nonschool hours, we encourage schools to develop a variety of
before- and after-school programs that meet the needs and interests of chil-
dren in their communities. Currently, most after-school activities for chil-
dren center on sports. Athletics arc an important way for many children to
maintain physical fitness, acquire self:discipline, gain confidence, and learn
to work cooperatively with others. But they should not be the only activities
available to children. We encourage schools to provide opportunities for
children to participate in clubs, the arts, and other special activities as well.

Schools can also play an important role in providing services to the com-
munity. While they should not be expected to bear principal responsibility
for meeting a community's health care and social service needs, schools can
frequently be effective centers for the delivery (by a school system or by
other community institutions) of a range of services to families with chil-
dren. For example, Schools of the 21st Centuiy, a program created by
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Edward Zigler of Yale University that is under way in several school districts

around the country, provides families with before- and after-school child

care, enriched early child developnwnt pmgrams, and family support and

information for parents.

Equitable Financing Across School Districts. Funding for education

increased considerably during the 1980s. In real terms, state and local
spending on education grew by 26 percent between 1980 and 1988.
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Overall, the nation spent about 3.5 percent of its gloss national product on

imaiy and secondary education."

Spending on education differs climatically across states and localities,

however. Since 1920, state and local governments have been the primaly

sources of revenues for public elementaiy and secondaly education. State

financing systems typically depend on revenue raised through property
taxes collected within local school districts. As a result, local resources

available for education vary from district to district. Public schools in

Beverly Hills, California, for example, have substantially higher per-pupil

funding than public schools in rural areas of Califiwnia. Among school dis-

tricts in Illinois. per-pupil funding ranges from $2,004 to $6,260; in New

York, the range is $3,936 to $10,349, and in Texas, $1,848 to $5.243.78

Differences in school funding within states are magnified across states.

These inequities are fueling a growing movement within states to refbrm

their education funding mechanisms." Challenges to unequal funding
policies are being raised in many state courts and legislatures. Court deci-

sions to date range from narrow critiques of unequal spending to orders fbr

revamping a state's entire educational system. The Texas Supreme Court,

for example, ruled simply that children have a constitutional right to an
equal education. while the New jersey Supreme Court directed the state

to spend more on poor districts.51 The Kentucky Supreme Court declared

the state's entire educational system unconstitutional on the grounds that it

denied children in poor districts their right to an equal education.52 The

Kentucky General Assembly responded with a plan that sets a minimum

per-pupil fimding level for all districts. This minimum represents a large

increase in spending for the poorest districts. The Kentucky plan also con-

nects increases in spending to each district's improvement in student per-

fbrinance and test scores.

Many other states are also overhauling their spending policies to remedy

inequities and avoid court challenges. The Commission urges all states to

review their f"unding mechanisms to ensure the equitable distdbution of

financing across public school districts. Without adequate financial support,

schools' ability to hire new teachers, purchase textbooks and other materi-

als. and take other steps to improve children's education will be limited.

Enhancing Education Through School Choice Policies

Over the past several years, there has been increasing public debate about

school choice policies as a strategy for improving the quality of schools.

School choice policies break from the traditional practice of assigning stu-
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dents to specific schools (almost always based on residence) and instead

allow parents and students to select the public school that most closely

matches their needs and preferences. Many view school choice as the ulti-

mate form of parental involvenwnt by placing the responsibility for select-

ing a child's school squarely on parents. h encourages greater differentia-

tion among schools and creates opportunities fbr greater specialization in

curriculum and programming. Proponents believe the ensuing competi-

tion among schools for students and the funding that follows them will

improve school performance. Choice also gives individual principals

greater autonomy and flexibility ill shaping their educational policies and

programs and can therefore be a major impetus fbr school-based manage-

ment."
The National Commission on Children encourages states to explore

school choice policies as part of an overall plan to restructure and
improve public schools. School choice should only be implemented where

accountability measures are specified and where the special needs of edu-

cationally disadvantaged students are addressed. We believe that school

choice policies should include the following components:

Students and parents should have the option of enrolling in public-

schools outside their own geographic districts.

Students and parents should receive sufficient information about avail-

able educational options and the process by which they may apply and

gain admission.

Access to individual schools should be controlled only to the extent nec-

essary to achieve appropriate racial balance.

Combined federal, state, and local education funds should take the

form of "scholarships" directed to the public schools that students and

parents choose. States and local school districts should increase

scholarships fbr students with special needs such as those that arise

from physical or mental disabilities, economic deprivation. or language

barriers to create incentives fiir the development of programs respon-

sive to these students and their families.

Some members of the Commission would extend the concept of school

choice to include Ovate and parochial as well as public schools. Under this

approach, parents would be issued vmichers and scholarships to be used at

any school they choose. (:onimissioners who favor this extension point out

that any benefit accruing to religiously affiliated entities would come as a

1
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result of independent parental
choice rather than direct govern-
mental largesse, and there are no

legal or constitutional barriers to it.

Other members of the Commis-

sion, however, are concerned that

choice policies, in the absence of
major steps to restructure schools

and ensure every chi a quality
education, will further disadvantage

the nation's most educationally vul-

nerable students, who may be over-

looked in a market-driven system.

These Commissioners believe that if
.t

choice is implemented in the ,

absence of' comprehensive school

reform, students whose parents are

the most aware of' choice policies

and school alternatives will move to

higher-quality schools, leaving the

most vulnerable students in schools

of poorer quality. To address these

concerns, the National Commission

on Children emphasizes that educa-

tional choice should not be consid-

ered an end in itself. Instead, it is

one of' many possible strategies to

restructure and improve schools
and should be undertaken only
after appropriate accountability 6

11,
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and attention to students with spe-

cial needs have been assured. The
1 11Commission's first priority is to .

improve the educational system so

that all school choices will be good choices.

In recent years, several states and school districts have experimented
with systems of public school choice. They include district-wide pro-
grams as well as interdistrict or statewide programs. These programs
combine some of' the features of alternative and magnet schools with
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other reform proposals and are a means of promoting voluntary deseg-
regation. Among the best known public school choice programs are
those in Minnesota and in New York CiLv's Harlem Community District
No. 4.

Minnesota's public school choice program is open to all elementary and

secondary students in the state. Students may change schools, provided

that the transfer would not upset a school's racial balance and that a partic-

ular school is not filled to capacity. State and local education revenues fol-

low the child; that is, an amount equal to the per-pupil allotment of state

and local funds for education in the student's home district is paid to the

student's new district." Minnesota's choice program also permits 1 1th and

12th graders to take college-level courses either full-time or part-time as

part of their high school curriculum.85

New York City's Harlem Community District No. 4 offers open enroll-

ment to all of its junior high school students and opens a number of ele-

mentary schools to any student in the district. Junior high school students

are not automatically assigned to a school based on residence; instead, all

students and parents have the opportunity to select among several alterna-

tive schools. The schools offer specialized instruction in areas such as
mathematics and science, writing, environmental studies, performing arts,

and sports. In some cases, the alternative schools are separate units within

one school building, creating several small schools where one large one
formerly existed. At the elementary school level, students are initially
assigned to a neighborhood school. Elementary students and their par-
ents, however, may choose from several alternative schools as well. In addi-

tion, elementary and junior high school students from other New York
City community districts may, within limitations, enroll in Community
District No. 4. The combined effects of school choice, a comprehensive

and interactive curriculum tailored to students' needs, and increased
teacher autonomy have dramatically improved the perfOrmance of the dis-

trict's students.'

Serving the Multiple Needs of Students at Risk

Many students face an array of problems and special needs which, left unad-

dressed, can seriously jeopardize their chances for educational success.

Some children need better access to medical care; others need help with
serious personal problems or concerns; still others require more individual-

ized support and guidance from parents, teachers, or other caring adults.

Too often these needs go unmet or are addressed piecemeal. Now more

2 4 C
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than ever, schools and social service agencies must work together on behalf
of children with multiple and severe needs. The National Commission on

Children recommends that all schools and communities reevaluate the

services they currently offer and design creative, multidisciplinary initia-

tives to help children with serious and multiple needs reach their academ-

ic potential. While no child is destined to fail in school, many will find it
difficult to progress in the face of substantial odds. These students at risk
need early, consistent, and comprehensive support to engage them ill
learning, encourage them to excel, and help them Overcome circumstances

that jeopardize their prospects for learning and growing.

Services for children with disabilities illustrate one long-standing
approach to ensuring that students with special needs receive the assis-

tance and support necessaly to progress in school. Since I975, federal law

has required states to identify school-age children with disabilities and
develop individualized education programs fOr them. The law was amend-
ed in 1986 to give states the option to extend services to children from
birth to age five who have or are at risk of developmental disabilities in

order to promote the chances that these children will start school ready
and able to learn."

A variety of local programs in schools and communities nationwide are
also restructuring services for children at risk of school problems. The
School Develi yment Program, discussed earlier, employs a Mental Health
Team to identifY children with special needs and work with them, their
teachers, and their parents. California's Every Student Succeeds program,
developed by the State Department of Hucation, provides technical assis-
tance to schools seeking to provide an integrated and comprehensive pro-

gram for every student, including students who are considered to be at risk.

Many cities and states have developed alternative schools or programs
for adolescents who are unable to progress in the regular school system.
Many of these young people have dropped out or have been held back
repeatedly, making them somewhat older than typical high school students.
Others have had problems with the law, are teen parents, or for other rea-
sons iind it difficult to fit into a traditional high school. Minnesota has
opened Area Learning Centers for these students, many of which provide
child care, tutoring, and evening hours for working students. The Kansas
City, Missouri school district contracts with two privately run alternative
schools that offer small classes and intensive one-on-one instruction and
counseling.
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Increasing Individual and Community Responsibility for Education
Learning is a lifelong process that occurs inside and outside of school.
Children's attitudes toward iuld appreciation of education are shaped by

the people closest to them and by the society in which they live. If parents,

conummity institutions, and popular culture do not value education, iwi-

ther will children.

The National Commission on Children recommends that parents, com-

munities, employers, and the media take mutually reinforcing steps to
emphasize to young people the personal rewards and long-term benefits

of academic and intellectual achievement, cultural enrichment, hard
work, and perseverance.

Parents. For more than two decades, studies have identified family
background as the single most important predictor of student
achievement." Parents play a critical role in ensuring that their children
grow and learn, from birth through adolescence." They also play a critical

role in conveying the values, habits, and behavior duet promote school suc-

cess. including good work habits, respect for learning, honesty, determina-

tion, self.reliance, and consideration for others.'"'

Puents are responsible for guiding their children's social and intellectu-

al development, for ensuring that their children enter school ready to
learn, and ror monitoring and encouraging their academic progress.
Parents should view themselves as partners with schools in the education

process. reading to young children, monitoring homework. and creating

home environments that encourage learning. They should also act as advo-

cates for their children, visiting schools and meeting with teachers.

To facilitate parents involvement ill their children's education, the
Commission urges schools to institute policies and practices that encourage

and support parental involvement. Many parents are iictive in parent-

teacher associations. and sonic serve' On elected school boards. In addition,

however, schools should encourage and facilitate parent participation in

governance' and management processes and in sci.iool activities. They

should create opportunities for teachers and parents to consult and for par-

ents to volunteer their services in the classroom and in other areas of
school life.. In doing so, schools should recognize and accommodate the

time constraints facing many working parents.

There are many exciting initiatives across the country to involve parents

in their children's schooling. The family support programs recommended

in Chapters and I() provide valuable informatimi and instruction on child

development as well as peer support to parents of young children. The
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Home Instruction Program for Preschool Youngsters (HIPPY), operating

statewide in Arkansas, teaches parents how to prepare their children for

school. When parents join HIPPY, they agree to allocate 15 minutes a day,

5 days a week, 30 weeks a year, for 2 years in structured learning activities to

help their preschoolers acquire reading and math skills. Twice a month.
HIPPY aides visit parents in their homes and work with them on their chil-
dren's lessons, and twice a month parents participate in group meetings
that combine lesson preparation with peer support.'"

While HIPPY focuses primarily on parents participation in early child-

hood development, Califbrnia's Quality Education Project (QEP) pro-
motes parent involvement in the education of school-age children who
have been identified at high risk of failure in school. QEP trains school
administrators and teachers in techniques to encourage greater parent
participation; trains parents in ways to support their children's education

at home and at school; provides parents with materials to use at home to
assist children with their homework; promotes reading as a family activity;

and involves the business, medical, and religious communities in support
of local schools.

Communities and Employers. Community institutions, such as religious

groups, youth service organizations, and civic associations, as well as local

employers must join parents in sending consistent and supportive messages

to children and adolescents about the value of education and provide
opportunities to enrich and expand children's learning.

They can, for exampk, ensure that children have access to stimulating early

childhood experiences by establishing child care centers, designing resource
and rekrral networks for parents seeking child care services, or supporting

existing programs. To help meet the needs of school-age children, communitv

Organizations can pawide developmentally appropriate after-school and sum-

mer experiences, as well as educational, cultural, and recreational activities

that connect schoolwork with experiences out.side the classroom. Employers

can sponsor recreation centers, adopt schools, and donate computers and
other equipment that many schools cannot afford. They can also provide
high school students with internships and encourage their employees to
serve as mentors and tutors to young people. By requiring students to
present transcripts, report cards, or other records of academic perfor-
mance when applying fbr jobs, employers can also link school achievement

and success in the workplace. In many communities, employers have gone
beyond efforts to help individual schools and have taken the lead in advo-
cating fundanwntal school refbron."
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There are many wonderful examples of community and employer involve-

ment in education. Eugene Lang, a New York businessman, established the

"I Have A Dream" Foundation to finance the college education of every

member of the sixth grade class of P.S. 121, the East Harlem elementary

school he attended. Lang promised this class of youngsters at high risl. of

failure that if they graduated from high school with a satisfactory academic

fte
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record and avoided high-risk behaviors that would jeopardize their future

prospects, he would finance their college educations. Lang and other
adults in the community, both volunteers and paid social workers, also
worked with each student in the ensuing years to encourage their educa-

tional achievement and personal growth and development. Forty-seven of

the 51 students Lang agreed to support in 1981 have since received their

high school diploma or GED. This spring, six to eight will graduate from

college, and 90 percent are expected to complete at least two years of col-

lege." In recent years, business leaders and philanthropists in other cities
have adopted the "I Have a Dream" model to encourage other young peo-
ple to persevere in their education.

The business community in Minneapolis has established a variety of pro-

grams that provide mentoring to young people. In the Destiny program,
Pillsbury employees serve as mentors to at-risk junior high school students.

Building on these efforts, other companies in Minneapolis, including Dayton

Hudson, Honeywell, and General Mills, have worked with the schools and the

community to establish a Youth Trust to help prepare area students for
careers. One of the Youth Trust's activities is the Buddy System, which

recruits mentors and tutors to spend a few hours each month with a student.

The Ruddy System screens and trains volunteers, matches them with young

people, and provides continuing support for the mentor relationship.

Media. The media have numerous opportunities to expose children to
current events, bring histoiy and literature to life, examine new ideas and

different cultures, entertain, and teach new skills. Yet television, movies,

and popular music also frequently expose children to harmful images of

violence, crime, and sexuality and to hours of programming that does little

to educate, inform, or stimulate curiosity.

Time spent watching television is time away from reading, homework,

and other pursuits that contribute more to children's intellectual and social

development. The Commission therefore urges parents to monitor the
amount of time their children spend watching television.

Parents also have a responsibility to monitor the content of the movies,
shows, and music to which their children are exposed. In Chapter 11, we
urge parents to act with greater diligence in this area. But we also recog-

nize that the pervasiveness of the media in modern society makes it impossi-

ble to shield children from every potentially harinfutl influence. We there-

fore urge the meflia to exercise greater restraint, to recognize their tremen-
dous influence on children's attitudes and behavior, and to use their talent
and creativity positively to educate and inform children.
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Costs and Benefits
Most of the costs of education have traditionally been borne by states and

localities, with supplementary federal funding for compensatoly education,

semices for children with disabilities, and other special populations and pro-

jects. The effbrts we recommend will be primarily state and local initiatives,

yet tile federal government also has a role to play in encouraging innova-

tion. Accordingly, the Commission recommends that Congress appropriate

approximately $460 million for school restruc-tring initiatives and $230 mil-

lion for school choice programs, as requested in the President's amended

education budget for FY 1992. The Commission also endorses the
President's request for an additional $148 million for Chapter I programs to

address the needs of students at high risk of educational failure. In addition

to seed funding for innovative educational programs, however, increased

parent participation, school-based management and educational choice
require greater commitments of individual time and greater assumptions of

responsibility by all of the parties involved in education.

Early child development programs also require additional funds. As dis-

cussed earlier, estimates of the cost of full funding for Head Start vary,

depending on assumptions about the estimated proportion of eligible chil-

dren who will participate, judgments about tne appropriate length of a
child's involvement in Head Start, and estimates of the per-child costs of'

serving Head Start participants. The Commission therefbre oilers a range of

estimates for the total costs of Head Start, from $2.7 billion to $7.66 billion

by 1994. Of this amount, $800 million to $2.4 billion of new hinds will he

required in the first year.

Successful efforts to prepare young children for school, to ensure that

schools are able to provide a good education for every child, and to
increase parental and community support for schools and education will

have a large payoff. They will save employers the costs of remedial training

and save the nation the costs of supporting adults who as children did not

receive the literacy skills, problem-solving abilities, and work habits to be

self-sufficient members of society. They also enrich the cultural and civic

life of the nation by providing young people with an appreciation of the

arts and humanities and an understanding of the rights and responsibilities

of citizenship in a democracy.

Conclusion
For millions of Americans. and particularly for those from disadvantaged

backgrounds, education has been the surest path to personal growth,
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economic prosperity, and full participation in the life of this nation. Yet at
the end of the twentieth century, far too many children are leaving school
uneducated and unprepared fbr their futures. The worsening crisis in
American education continues to worry parent', disappoint students, and
challenge the nation's leaders.

Ii the last decade of education refbrm has taught us anything, it is that schools

are complex organizations that require more than piecemeal intementions. The
reconunendations in this chapter are part of a comprehensive approach none
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alone will produce improvements of the nature and scope needed to ensure that

every young person will succeed and prosper in the future. Genuine reform

must be broadbased, sustained, and comprehensive. It must ensure that every

child enters school prepared to learn; that every school offers a challenging cur-

riculum and has the human and financial resources to help every child master it;

and that students, parents, and every member of society recognize and value the

multiple benefits of education. To achieve less leaves millions of American chil-

dren with a diminished future.
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When people have high
expectations for you, your

motivation increases, your

expectation of yourself inareases.

IMANI PERRY
Beaton Teenager
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Adolescence marks the pas-

sage from childhood to adulthood. For many young people, it

is a time of significant change and adjustment. Their physical

development begins to outpace their social and emotional

maturity. They become more independent of their families and

rely increasingly on peers for advice and approval. Many young

people experiment with high-risk behaviors they regard as cre-

dendals of adulthood alcohol and drug use; violent, danger-

ous, or illegal activities; and sexual activity often with dire, if

not fatal consequences. For most American youth, adolescence

is a sustained period of striving to develop a sense of belonging,

to acquire a set of useful skills, and to establish reliable and pre-

dictable relationships.'

The majority of young people emerge from adolescence

healthy, hopeful, and able to meet the challenges of adult life.

Half of America's 10- to 17-year-olds are doing well and are at

very low risk of experiencing problems related to their social

behavior. They are progressing in school, they are not sexually

active, they do not commit delinquent acts, and they do not use

drugs or alcohol.
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Approximately one-quarter of young people are at moderate risk of
experiencing problems: they are doing less well in school and may be behind

a grade or more; if they are sexually active they are likely to use contracep-

tion; they experiment with alcohol or drugs occasionally; and some commit

minor delinquent offenses. Most of these young people will become respon-

sible adults and will not suffer any lasting harm, although they will experi-

ence some problems and adjustments along the way.

Of great concern, however, are the one-quarter of American adoles-
cents who engage in high-risk behaviors that endanger their own health

and well-being and that of others as well. These 7 million young people
have multiple problems that can severely limit their futures: most have

fallen far behind in school, and some have already dropped out; they
engage in unprotected sexual activity, and some have experienced preg-

nancies or contracted sexually transmitted diseases; some have been
arrested or have committed serious offenses; and typically they are fre-

quent and heavy users of drugs and alcohol.2 Special efforts must be
made to reach these young people early and provide them with both the

means and the motivation to avoid risky, dangerous, and destructive activ-

ities that threaten their prospects for a satisfying adult life, their families,

and their communities.

As a society, our concern and involvement must also extend to the three-

quarters of adolescents who are .at moderate and low risk of serious prob-

lems. Their transition to adulthood is often equally difficult as they search

for their place in a complex and fast-changing world. Their aspirations

and ours for them for meaningU work, satisfying relationships, and the

chance to participate in the life of their communities are not guaranteed.

To achieve these goals, young people need opportunit! to explore the

world of work, to experience the rewards of community service, and to
receive guidance and unwavering support from the important adults
around them.

In a discussion with teenage prison inmates in Bennettsville, South
Carolina, the National Commission on Children heard poignant stories of

how high-risk behaviors that began as youthful experimentation and striving

for peer acceptance often resulted in violence and even death. These young

men are serving time for crimes that range from drug offenses to homicide;

their sentences vary from one year to life. Yet their backgrounds are remark-

ably similar. Virtually all grew up in low-income, single-parent families with-

out male authority figures or any close role models in their families or com-

munities. Most began to do poorly in school at an early age and eventually
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dropped out. Their peers encouraged them to try alcohol and drugs, and

they began to commit crimes stealing, mugging, selling drugs that even-

tually landed them in prison. Although they were all teenagers, some already

had children of their own. What might have changed the course of their

lives? Most said they wished they had had higher aspirations and more
opportunities, more support from their absent fathers, and more encourag

mem, guidance, and discipline from the adults in their lives.

.
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The stories of these young men provide a stark contrast to those told by

high-achieving high school students in Boston, Massachusetts. These
youth, from a wide spectrum of social, economic, and cultural back-
grounds, are all doing well academically. Many are leadeis in their schools;

most plan to attend college. What made the positive difference fbr these

successful young people? Many were from stable, two-parent families.

Regardless of whether they lived with one or both parents, however, they

could point to other special adults in their lives older siblings, grandpar-

ents, teachers, coaches who provided guidance and encouragement.
They praised their schools, which offer demanding courses and exciting

extracurricular opportunities, and their teachers, who have challenged and

tutored them. They recogniz..d religious leaders, who offer them support

and serve as role models, and they acknowledged friends, who provide
moral support and healthy competition.

In the last century and a half, adolescence has become an extended peri-

od between childhood and adulthood. Because physical maturity occurs ear-

lier, children now enter adolescence at a younger age. Yet the age of mar-

riage has risen, and as a result, many young people are socially and economi-

cally dependent on their parents fbr a longer time. During this protracted

period, all adolescents need to develop a strong sense of themselves, establish

close and reu.able relationships with peers and aduks, feel connected to the

communities in which they live, and believe they have some useful role in the

larger society.3 Teenagers also need to recognize their growing responsibility

for their own health and well-being and prepare to assume productive adult

roles. Adults can and must help young people navigate this critical passage

by providing attention and guidance and by involving them in activities that

offer hope and opportunity, prevem or remediate high-risk behaviors, bring

the worlds of work and school closer together, and create opportunities for

young people to contribute to fte well-being of their communities.
Accordingly, the National Commissic .n Children recommends that:

a broad array of community-based supports be available to all young
people to promote healthy adolescent development and help them
avoid high-risk behaviors that jeopardize their futures;

public and private effmts be expanded to introduce young people to

employment and career options; help them acquire skills, knowledge,

and experience in their chosen fields; and link more closely the worlds

of school and work; and

communities create and expand opportunities for senice by young people.
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My grandfather,

he really pushes

me. And that's

like he told me,

"If you are not

doing good in

school, if you bring

home an 'F' or

anything like that"

he's really strict

on me. I'm going

to do what makes

him happy.

LARRY MERRITT
High School Student,
Boston, Massachusetts

High-Risk Youth

Early, unprotected sexual activity, school dropout, drug and alcohol use,

and violent, criminal, or delinquent activities are increasingly common
behaviors among young people that place them at significant risk of imme-

diate harm and long-term disadvantage. But these high-risk social behav-

iors are rarely isolated events. Our tendency to view and treat them sepa-

rately largely overlooks the fact that they are frequently linked, with com-

mon antecedents and warning signs.4

Poor School Achievement and Dropout

Dropping out of school is the strongest single predictor of other problem

behaviors, including teenage pregnancy, drug and alcohol abuse, and crim-

inal or delinquent activity. At this time, there are an estimated 4 million

young adults age 16 to 24 in the United States who have not completed
high school and are not enrolled in schoo1.5 Nationally, almost 30 percent

of ninth graders do not finish school four years later, although many of
these students eventually earn high school diplomas. In the nation's cen-

tral cities, school dropout rates are particularly severe, more than a third

higher than the national average.7

Children held back a grade or more are among those at greatest risk of

dropping out. Nationwide, almost 6 million 10- to 17-year-olds are one

grade behind in school, and another million are two or more grades
behi nd.8

Adolescent Sexual Activity, Pregnancy, and Childbearing

Young people mature physically during adolescence, and their capacity and

desire to form close and intimate relationships increases. For every young

person, these are normal, healthy developments. For some, however, lack

of inf'ormation and foresight, poor judgment, and peer pressure can lead to

damaging sexual exploration or exploitation.

Early sexual activity, pregnancy, and childbearing are epidemic in this

country. Premarital adolescent sexual activity in the United States has been

increasing for .n least the last two c1ecades.9 Currently, just over one-half of

unmarried women age 15 to 19 have engaged in sexual intercourse at least

once.'" By the time they reach age 19, three-quarters of unmarried women

and 86 percent of unmarried men are sexually active.I1

The most visible consequence of' this high-risk behavior is teenage preg-

nancy and parenting. Each year, over 1 million girls under age 20 become

pregnant, and almost half give birth. Roughly one-fifth of teenage girls will



have one or more babies, and one-fifth will have at least one abortion by

age 203 12 in general, teenage mothers are less likely to complete high
school and more likely to set themselves and their children on a course of

long-term economic dependence than are young women who delay child-

bearing until their twenties.13 Almost 60 percent of families who receive

Aid to Families with Dependent Children are headed by women who were

teenagers when they had their first child."

Sexually active adolescents who do not use contraception regularly and

effectively are at high risk of becoming pregnant. Research indicates that

40 percent of teenage girls who never practice contraception become preg-

nant within six months of their first sexual encounter, and two-thirds
become pregnant within two years.15 In recent years, condom use has
increased among sexually active adolescents. In 1988 58 percent of sexually

active young men age 17 to 19 reported using condoms during their most

recent intercourse, compared to 21 percent in 1979. Even with the
increase, however, approximately one-fifth of young men in 1988 reported

that they used no method or an ineffective method of contraception during

their most recent intercourse.16 Contraceptive use has also increased
among young women. In 1982 24 percent of sexually active young women

age 15 to 19 reported using contraception. By 1988 .12 percent reported

contraceptive use. This increase largely reflects increased condom use by

young couples. One-third of sexually active 15- to 19-year-olds reported

they and their partners used condoms in 1988, compared to 21 percent in

1982. Use of oral contraceptives (the pill) among the same age group
declined slightly, from 64 percent to 59 percent."

As the average age at first marriage has increased, the proportion of
young people who have had multiple sexual partners has grown. In 1988

about 27 percent of young women age 18 to 19 and just under one-quarter

of young men the same age had never engaged in sexual intercourse.
About one-quarter of young women and about 20 percent of young men

reported having had one sexual partner in their lives. About one-third of

young women and about '20 percent of young men had had between two

and five sexual partners. About 10 percent of young women and more than

one-quarter of young men reported six or more sexual partners.18

Sexual activity, especially with multiple partners, carries with it the risk

of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). The Centers fbr Disease Control

A.Fhtst ;Ile not tnutuall!, ext lusive rategtn ies.
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estimate that 3 million teenagers contract an STD annually.° Further, one-
fourth of all adolescents become infected before they graduate from high
schoo1,2° In some areas, up to 40 percent of teenage girls have been infect-
ed with chlamydia, the most common bacterial STD.' In addition, the
Centers for Disease Control report that the syphilis infection rate for young
people age 15 to 19 jumped from 15 to 25 per 100,000 between 1985 and
1989. Over 200,000 young people age 15 to 19 were infected with gonor-
thea in 1989, and as many as 44,000 were infected with herpes. These dis-
eases can cause serious, lasting health problems, including sterility.22

Worst of all, more than 650 adolescents already have AIDS, which has
become the seventh leading cause of death for people age 15 to 24513

"Not these I axes ate ant du liable to sexual activit); some resulted front intravenous drug use.



.1%

Since the latency period between HIV infection and the appearance of
AIDS symptoms can be as long as 10 years, many of the 34,000 people
in their twenties who have the disease now are likely to have been
infected as teenagers. Many teenagers may be infected already and
not know it."

Finally, because adolescents are still in the process of fin-ming their
identities, establishing their selfkonfidence, and learning how to manage
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What we say

is coming from

what we know,

not what we hear,

not what we Clink,

but what we see.

I saw someone dead

on some steps of

a school that I used

to go to, shot over

drugs, and I didn't

hear that, I

saw that.

YOCCA RISEN
High School Student,
Kansas City, Miosouti
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relationships and intimacy, sexual activity before a young person is emo-

tionally mature can be a painfhl and psychologically damaging experience.

Juvenile Delinquency, Crinw, and Violence

America's young people kill and are killed in record numbers. In 1989

3,001 teenagers were murdered more than twice the number killed in

1965, when there were substantially more adolescents in the population.

The number of minors arrested for murder has increased to more than
2,200, almost one-third more than were arrested in 1983.24 In 1988 for the

first time, teenage boys were more likely to die from gunshot wounds than

from all natural causes combined.25

Increasing homicides are just one indicator of growing delinquency,

crime, and violence among young people. Each year, almost 1.8 million

adolescents nationwide are arrested for delinquent ofknses, and a growing

number of them spend time in jail.2' Between 1977 and 1987, the number

of young people held in correctional facilities on any given ly jumped 25

percent, from just over 73,000 to almost 92,000.27

Participation in youth gangs is also escalating; a 1990 study reported that

there are at least 1,400 gangs and 120,000 gang members operating in large

cities, suburbs, and smaller communities throughout the nation. Gang
membership is clearly related to delinquency and violence; the rate of vio-

lent offenses for gang members is estimated to be three times as high as for

nongang delinquents. A survey of law enforcement personnel in 45 cities

found that 75 percent of gang members had prior police records and 11

percent of' crimes were committed by gang members. In Los Angeles,
between 25 and 30 percent of homicides in recent years have been gang-

related.'
To some extent, drug profits and the increasing demands on law

enfOrcement officials have contributed to the spread of gangs across the

country. But even though competition for drug markets con tfibutes to the

violence between gangs, most gang homicides appear to result from tradi-

tional turf bat tles.2"

Drug and Alcohol Use

Despite sonie recent improvements, drug and alcohol use among young

people continues to be a serious problem. An annual survey of high school

students indicates that in 1990, _just under one-half of seniors reported

using an illegal drug at some time in their lives. This is a significant

decrease from the high of 66 percent in 1982 and marks the first year since
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the survey began in 1975 that a majority of students reported never hav-

ing used an illicit drug. In fact, between 1989 and 1990, student use of
every category of drugs decreased or remained the same, with a particu-
larly sharp drop in the use of crack cocaine. These decreases occurred

among young people of all races and family income levels, at every level

of academic achievement, and in both urban and rural areas." As

encouraging as this trend is, however, the disturbing fact remains that a

significant proportion of American youth have tried drugs by the time
they complete high school, many are regular users, and some suffer
addictions.

The findings concerning student use of alcohol and cigarettes arc also

discouraging. Although the proportion of students who had used alcohol

in the past month decreased from 72 percent in 1980 to 57 percent in 1990,

the rate remains unacceptably high. Cigarette smoking among students
held steady at 29 percent throughout the 1980s. These statistics, however,

almost certainly understate the extent of alcohol use and smoking among
adolescents, since they are derived from a survey that does not include high

school dropouts, who are more likely than their peers in school to use
drugs and alcohol:"

Young people who engage in these high-risk behaviors typically share
several common characteristics. In most cases, poor school performance
and low academic expectations are important precursors of later problem
behavior. Engaging in one high-risk activity at an early age for example,
smoking or drinking is often an important predictor of later involvement

in other problem behaviors. When parents provide little support, guid-
ance, and supervision, and when they abuse alcohol or drugs, their adoles-

cents are more likely to get involved in potentially harmful, high-risk behav-

iors. In addition, adolescents in single-parent families are more vulnerable
than those living with two parents."

Growing up in a poor, urban neighborhood, where drugs, violence, and

predatory behavior are more frequent and sources of support more limited,
also places adolescents at significant risk.33 Parents raising teenagers in
these settings express enormous concern about their children's safety and

well-being. A nationwide survey conducted by the National Conunis.sion on

Children found that parents of teenagers living in poor urban neighbor-
hoods were much more likely than other parents poor or affluent to

express extreme worry that their children will be harmed or engage in risky

behaviors. For example, more than 60 percent worry "a lot" that their chil-
dren will be shot. Approximately 40 percent worty "a lot" that their children
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will use drugs, and almost 60 percent worry 'a lot" that their daughters will

become pregnant."

Many young people believe they have little to lose by dropping out of

school, having a baby as an unmarried teenager, using and selling dangerous

drugs, and committing crimes. When they lack a sense of hope and the oppor-

umity to get a good job, support a family, and become a part of mainstream

adult society, teenagers are frequently not motivated to avoid dangerous or self:

destructive behaviors. These youth can see few compelling reasons to avoid or
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delay activities that provide immedi-

ate gratification. Unfortunately,
their actions often make their expec-

tations a self-fulfilling prophecy.

In addition to the personal con-

sequences associated with high-risk

behaviors among adolescents, there

are substantial costs to society.
None of us is secure when one-quar-

ter of our young people are at risk.

Violence and crime prey on people

living in poor communities, but
they also spill over into more afflu-

ent neighborhoods. Each year's
class of dropouts costs the nation

approximately $260 billion in lost

earnings and foregone taxes over

their lifetimes.55 More than $20 bil-

lion per year is spent at the federal

level alone for Aid to Families with

/ependent Children, Medicaid,
and food stamps for families begun

by a birth to a teenager.36
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Transition from School to Work
The transition from school to work

is an important turning point in
every young person's life, a necessary step that enables him or her to
become an independent and self-supporting adult. While statistics indicate
that the vast majority of young people move from school to work by the
time they reach their early twenties, this transition is not always smooth or
successful. Too many young people leave school without the basic skills
they need for daily life and employment, and they lack support and guid-
ance as they try to find their place in the world of work.

Most of the nation's young people successfully complete high school.
Approximately 86 percent of young adults have received a high school
diploma or general educational development (GED) credential by the time
they reach age 30. Approximately one-fifth of young adults age 25 to 29
have finished four or more years of college."
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Many young people start working while they are still in high school, and

their participation in the labor force increases as they get older. During the

school year, approximately two-fifths of 16- and 17-year-old high school stu-

dents are working or looking for work; this proportion increases to more

than one-half during the summer. By their early twenties, more than 70

percent of young adults are in the labor force, and most of those who are

not are still in school or are caring for their children full-time.38

Regardless of their educational attainment, however, a substantial pro-

portion of young people lack the basic skills necessary to successfully man-

age their daily lives and find good jobs. A recent assessment of 21- to 25-

year-olds by the U.S. Department of Education found that only 38 percent

could calculate the change they were owed from a two-item restaurant

meal, only 37 percent could find information in lengthy news articles, and

only 20 percent could use bus schedules.39

In addition, employers report that many of today's high school gradu-

ates lack the basic skills, habits, and attitudes necessary for employment.

Employers want, and often have difficulty finding, new employees who are

able and willing to learn new skills, who can communicate clearly and effec-

tively, and who can think creatively and solve problems. Employers also

report a shortage of new workers who exhibit positive attitudes and behav-

iors such as honesty, reliability, self-discipline, and cooperativeness.49

The transition from school to work is particularly difficult for students
who do not attend college. Most high schools do not view job placement as

part of their educational mission, leaving students who are not college-

bound to build their own bridges to the world of work. Yet there are few

good jobs for recent high school graduates; most employers prefer appli-

cants with more education or experience. Too often, non-college-bound

youth are relegated to minimum wage positions and dead-end jobs.
Dropouts fare even worse i1 a job market in which a high school diploma is

usually a prerequisite for consideration. Lacking basic skills and the know-

how and guidance to move smoothly from school to work, high school
graduates and dropouts experience considerable turnover in jobs and earn

significantly less than their college-educated peers.4'

As a nation, we can no longer afford to leave substantial numbers of

young people without the basic skills necessary for daily life and employ-

ment and without more systematic guidance as they make the transition

from school to work. During the 1990s, the U.S. population is expected

to grow at only 0.9 percent per year, the lowest growth rate since the

Great Depression. Similarly, the labor force is expected to grow by only
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1.2 percent per year during the 1990s, less than half the annual growth
rate of the 1970s.42 As these slowdowns occur, economic growth will
depend on both increased labor force participation and increased pro-

ductivity.

Finding new ways to enhance productivity is critical as the U.S. economy

moves from a manufacturing base to a service base. To avoid stagnation or

a decline in productivity, new labor force entrants must have the education

and training to make the same gains through the use of technology in the

service sector that the country realized through automation in the manufac-

turing sector a generation ago.43

Education and training are also vital in preparing young people for the

jobs of the future. Several recent studies indicate that the job mix of the

nation's economy is changing and that newly created positions will require

higher levels of education and skills. For example, Workforce 2000, spon-

sored by the Hudson Institute, projects that employment opportunities for

professional, technical, managerial, sales, and service jobs will far exceed

those in other fields. While only 22 percent of jobs today require a college

education, more than half of all new jobs created by the end of this century

will require some education beyond high school, and nearly one-third will

require a college degree. In addition, the fastest-growing occupations will

require much higher levels of language, math, and reasoning skills than

jobs in fields that are growing slowly."

Very large numbers of new jobs will also be created in some medium- to

low-skilled fields. Workform 2000 estimates that half of all new jobs will be in

the service, administrative support, and marketing and sales fields. While

these jobs may require more modest levels of skills than those in the fastest-

growing occupations, workers will be expected to read and understand
directions, make mathematical computations, think clearly, and communi-

cate effectively.45

These projections are controversial. Some analysts argue that they over-

state the future disparity between new jobs and skill levels,46 while others

maintain that the shortage of educated workers will be even greater.47
Either way, if the United States is to remain economically strong and com-

petitive, it must forcefully address the realities of a changing economy. In

the past, American industry could count on the rapid expansion of the
labor force and increases in productivity in the manufacturing sector to

keep the national economy strong and growing. In the future, the nation

will need to rely on the preparation, participation, and productivity of every

worker. For this reason, all young people must have the education and
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training they need to develop to their full potential, as well as the guidance

and support they need to make a smooth transition from school to work.

A Better Future for All America's Youth
Young people need to be motivated to set ambitious goals for themselves.

They also need strong support from caring adults to help identify opportu-

nities and take full advantage of them. Some young people, especially girls,

experience sharp drops in self-esteem, self-confidence, and personal expec-

tations during adolescence.48 Too many adolescents believe that their edu-

cational and employment opportunities are limited, at best, and thus see lit-

tle reason to stay in school, avoid pregnancy, or obey the law.

Unfortunately, too few adults invest the personal time and effort to
encourage, guide, and befriend young people who are struggling to develop

the skills and confidence necessary for a successful and satisfying adult life.

Many young people never have the opportunity for personal growth and sat-

isfaction through creative and compassionate service to others. Our current

system of services and supports to adolescents includes relatively few pro-

grams that promote healthy development by discouraging high-risk behav-

iors and facilitating the transition from school to work. The combined
result of these adult failures is to deny many young people both the means

and the motivation to prepare fbr adulthood. Our present course of action

or inaction -- virtually ensures that there will always be more adolescents

and young adults in need of help than there is help available to them.

Preventing High-Risk Behavior

In an efforz to establish their own identity and independence, some adoles-

cents become isolated from their families and seek acceptance and
approval from peers, who may encourage them in dangerous or unwise

activities. Without adult support and guidance and without the means for

achieving their aspirations, too many young people can take potentially

damaging, even fatal missteps.

The National Commission on Children recommends that individual

adults, communities, and the public and private sectors take aggressive
steps to ensure that all young people have access to a broad array of sup-

ports in their communities to promote healthy adolescent development and

help them avoid high-risk behaviors including school dropout, premature

sexual activity, juvenile delinquency, crime, violence, and alcohol and drug

abuse that jeopardize their futures. Some commissioners believe that pre-

marital sexual activity at any age is both wrong and harmful. Others believe
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that marriage and sexual activity should be delayed until young people are

able to bear the responsibility of planning and supporting a family.

Young people need hope and opportunity. They need high aspirations

and a realistic sense of what it takes to achieve them. They need encour-

agement and support for their efforts and equal opportunity to compete
and excel. As a nation, we can help make this possible through individual

efforts and organized programs that discourage high-risk behaviors among

all young people and help those already experiencing problems cope with

the consequences of thei.: actions.

Individual Efforts. During adolescence, young people become increas-

ingly independent of their parents and assume greater responsibility for
their own actions. But if this natural process of gradual separation becomes

isolation, the results can be damaging. Adolescents still need adults they

can turn to for advice and encouragement. They need role models for per-

sonal and vocational conduct, and they need to see adults from back-
grounds similar to their own who are successful in a chosen career, respect-

ed in their community, and actively involved in family life.

Certainly, parents have the primary responsibiliry for guiding their chil-

dren and teaching through example. But other caring adults can also play

a central role in young people's lives by providing support, counsel, rein-

forcement, and constructive examples. Teachers, neighbors: employers,
clergy, and counselors often act as informal mentors and role models for

young people. Mentoring provides an immediate, tangible response to a

young person through a caring personal relationship, one person to anoth-

er. The involvement of caring and connnitted adults can buffer many ado-

lescents from troubled families from the problems they face at home.
Community organizations and religious institutions, which include in their

mission conveying moral values to young people, often provide a context
for these relationships to develop.

Many community organizations have undertaken large-scale efforts to
link young people especially low-income youth and those with disabili-

ties, who may be isolated from the mainstream with adults who offer
guidance, support, tutoring, and assistance in preparing for college or
employment. The National Urban League, for example, sponsors a pro-
gram that matches college-age fraternity brothers from Kappa Alpha Psi,

the national black fraternity, with inner-city boys age 11 to 15. The older

youths get together with the younger ones several times a week to provide

tutoring, join them in recreational and connnunity service activities, and

conununicate the message, "Don't make a baby if you can't be a father.")

Em
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Teachers are

mentors, counselors

are mentors,

doctors in the

community can be

mentors, nurses can

be mentors.

They come from

everywhere.

Students can be

mentors. There's
no special pool,

there's no special

consideration other

than compassion

and caring that

makes a good

mentor.

TERRY WILLIAMS,
Ph.D.

Professor of
Anthropology,

City University of New
York,

New York, New York
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The Commission applauds
adults who alone or as part of

an organized effort take the
time to know and help an indi-

vidual youngster. We urge
every community to create

sif# additional opportunities for
41E.A,

adults to work one-to-one with

young people.

Programs and Services.
Encouragement and guidance

are critical, but they are not
sufficient. Young people also

need the means to pursue
their dreams and reasons to
avoid reckless or harmful
behaviors that place their
futures in jeopardy.

In the United States, educa-

tion remains the principal
route to a satisfying adult life.

Increasingly, failure to com-
plete school is a powerful pre-

cursor of long-term disadvan-

tage. The National Commis-
sion on Children believes that

all children deserve an educa-

tional foundation that enables

them to believe in their futures
, At. and achieve their goals. InJr

Chapter 7, the Commission
offers recommendations that
lay this foundation.

Education is not a magic
bullet, however. Adolescents need other opportunities to learn about them-

selves and the world around them, to develop and test new skills and abilities,

and to receive full and accurate information about sexuality, drug and alco-

hol abuse, and other high-risk behmiors. The Commission recommends that

every community establish or strengthen a network of community-based
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youth services to ensure that young people have both the motivaton and the

means to achieve their aspirations.

A significant body of research indicates that, while successful programs

for adolescents differ dramatically in nature and scope, they share several

features. They make each young person feel special and important, offer-

ing intensive, individual attention. They involve the important people and

institutions in a young person's life, starting with parents and including

peers, schools, and communities. They offer a range of services and pro-

wams to respond to the multiple needs and interests of young people,
including recreation, acalemic tutoring, life options, counseling, and other

nealth and mental health services. They also expose adolescents to a broad

array of work awl social experiences, helping them develop the social skills

2,3 6
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to cope with peer pressure and to make informed, responsible decisions
about their future.50

The Commission strongly urges all programs and services for youth to

make special efforts to involve parents and to respect their values, taking

care not to undermine parents' important role and influence in adolescent

decision making. Parents are the first people youngsters should turn to fir
the support and guidance they need to avoid high-risk behaviors and for
help in exploring life options. Whenever possible, programs should build
upon and encourage strong parent-child relationships. Research indicates

that programs that involve parents in home visits with adolescents and

those that offer parents well-defined roles, such as school aides, coaches,
and youth leaders, are particularly effective." In some caws, however, par-

ents are unwilling ar unable to provide support and guidance, or family

relationships make it impossible for young people to discuss personal con-

cerns with their parents. When this happens, programs and services must
still be available to young people who seek help.

Programs that include pregnancy prevention among their goals should

focus on young men as well as young women. Young men are often
ignored or excluded, in part because pregnancy still is seen largely as a
woman's problem and responsibility and in part because young men are
often harder to reach. Greater effort and attention should be devoted to

developing effective pregnancy prevention programs aimed at young men.
The federal government addresses the problem of adolescent iwegnancy

primarily through the Family Planning Service Program (Title X) and the

Adolescent Family Life Program (Title XX) of the Public Health Service

Act. Title X provides family planning services, including medical, counsel-

ing, social, and educational services, to own and women of all ages, includ-

ing adolescents. Title XX provides demonstration grants fOr developmen-

tally based social service programs that en, t.urage adolescents to delay sex-

ual activity, provide services to pregnant and parenting teenagers, and pro-
mote adoption as a positive alternative to adolescent parenting.

Programs that focus exclusively on pregnancy prevention, however, are

less likely to be effective than those that have a broader focus, helping
young people explore life options, develop concrete goals, and avoid high-

risk behaviors. Among the preventive services that should be available to

every adolescent are:

tutoring and other school assistance;

drug and alcohol prevention;

41e.11,pc



peer support activities;

opportunities to explore life options and plan their futures;

family life programs that urge abstinence to prevent pregnancy and sex-

ually transmitted diseases;

comprehensive health services, including family planning and contra-

ception for those adolescents who are sexually active;

opportunities for recreation and cultural enrichment; and

opportunities to learn about and explore their community.

While an array of community-based services for young people will help

many avoid problems, there will always be some young people who engage

in high-risk behaviors. These adolescents need the services highlighted
above, but they also need special, individualized attention and intensive,

comprehensive services that meet their multiple needs and help bring them

back into the mainstream. In particular, they need dropout remediation,

substance abuse treatment, job skills and job search training, counseling

and supervision for juvenile offenders, and services for pregnant and par-

enting teens.

Across the countty, youth service organizations, religious and communi-

ty organizations, neighborhood groups, schools, voluntary associations, and

cities are already providing critical community-based prevention and treat-

ment programs for adolescents. These efforts should be expanded and
should be linked within communities to form a comprehensive network of

support for adolescents.

Bringing the Worlds of School and Work Closer Together

The nation must do more to prepare young people for productive roles in

the paid labor force. Too many now enter the work world without the
knowledge, skills, and practical experience to secure .jobs, perform them

well, or advance in a chosen career. Unless the nation places higher priori-

ty on helping young people make a soccessful transition from school to
work, we will lose the potential of many future workers and jeopardize the

nation's economic strength and security. Every young American must have

an opportunity to find a productive role in society.

The National Commission on Children recommends that parents,
schools, employers, and government initiate or expand efforts to intro-

duce young people to employment and career options; to help them
acquire the skills, knowledge, and experience for their chosen fields; and

to link more closely the worlds of school and work.
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Kids need to feel

they belong. If I

don't show up, will I

be mimed? Kids

need to know that

they're needed,

whether or not

they're smart or

good athletes.

RICH DAVEY
High School Student,

Randolph, Mansadmen.
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Parents. Parents play a critical role in helping young people develop

the skills, attitudes, and habits that are necessaly to be successful in the
labor force.7'2 When parents hold steady jobs and earn a living, adolescents

are more likely to appreciate the importance of regular employment and
economic self-sulliciency. Adolescents also rely on their parents more than

anyone else fbr advice on education and employment plans. But parents'
attitude's toward and knowledge about the world of work are influenced

and in many cases limited by their own experiences." Schools, business-

es, and community groups therefore should join together to provide par-

ents with infbrination and support to help their children plan and achieve

employment goals.

Under the right circumstances, work experience by high school students

can be valuable. To the extent that part-time employment promotes self-

esteem, builds work-related skills and behaviors, and provides exposure to

positive role models, student employment can be a beneficial experience.

Even a low-skill job that offers little opportunity to advance can establish

the foundation for better jobs and self-sufficiency if it is supplemented by

additional skills training and supports." Yet if students work too many
hours (in excess of 15 or 20 hours per week during the school year),
employment may detract from their commitment to schooling, weaken
their relationships with parents and siblings, promote delinquency, and fos-

ter cynicism about work.5' Therefore, we urge parents to help teenagers

plan reasonable workloads and monitor their work experiences, and we

urge teachers and employers to support parents in these efforts.

Schools. A student who does not master basic competencies in school

faces sharply limited opportunities in the job market.56 Unfortunately, too

many students leave school without the basic academic skills, problem-solv-

ing proficiencies, and work-related behaviors necessary for future success.

We underscore here the critical importance of the Commission's recom-
mendations presented in the previous chapter for restructuring thc
nation's educational system so that all children can acquire the knowledge

and skills they need to become productive members of the labor force.

While all students have the' t .pacity to learn, thyy do not all acquire
knowledge and develop skills in exactly the same way. Sonie learn best
through traditional academic approaches. Otite,s may be more successful

in programs that provide special individualized help, allow more time' to

understand concepts, or use alternative teaching methods (for example,
computer-assisted instcuction or experiential learning)." In response,
school districts throughout the United States
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learning environments, many that place special priority on educating stu-

dents who are at risk of dropping out or who have already left school before

earning a high school diploma. Through Minnesota's Enrollment Options

Programs, for example, almost 7,000 high school students are enrolled in

Area Learning Centers that offer individual education plans to students who,

for a variety of reasons, have difficulty in traditional school settings. Many of

these students are dropouts returning to schou thers are teenage parents.

We urge states and local school districts to create and expand alternative

educational programs for high-risk students who otherwise may not com-

plete high school and develop the skills necessary fbr productive work.

In addition to a sound educational foundation and basic skills,
American students need opportunities to see first-hand how their education

relates to the world of work. Across the country, many schools are explor-

ing innovative forms of applied learning, including cooperative education

programs, which combine periods of classroom instruction with related

work experience, and internships, where students work for a limited period

of time in a selected position or field. For many young people, these expe-

riences offer substantial benefits. Most students are more motivated to
learn when they are able to see how academic skills such as mathematics or

computer literacy are actually used in the workplace. Students gain inipor-
tant exposure to the world of work and learn critical lessons about responsi-

ble employee behavior and professionalism. Applied learning experiences

also expose students to career options and contacts that may be useful
when they begin to search for a job. Finally, some students learn job-specif-

ic skills that they eventually use when they join the labor force.'

Employers. In recent years, the business community has expressed
increasing concern about the quality of the future labor force. As a result,

some national business organizations and private sector leaders have added

their voices to the rising call for federal and state initiatives to improve the

health and education of the nation's children. In addition, many employers

have acted in their own conununities, offering student internships, donating

compute,s and lab equipment to local schools, working with school adminis-

trauws to integrate workplace experiences with academic study, and matching

company employees with students in tutoring and mentoring programs.'9

The National Commission on Children urges the nation's employers to con-

tinue and expand their involvement with schools and students in their corn-

muni.ies as an important investment in tomorrow's labor force.

One group that is often overlooked by employers are youth with disabili-

ties. Currently, there are many innovative strategies to help these young
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people make the transition from school to work. Employers can minimize

physical barriers, adapt job responsibilities and work methods, employ job

coaches who help new workers adjust to the workplace, and offer individu-

alized on-thejob training and counseling!' We urge' special attention to
the needs of this group.

Government Programs. Several federal programs are aimed at improv-

ing the job prospects of educationally and econi mically disadvantaged
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youth and young adults. These include the Job Training Partnership Act,

Job Corps, and the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills training program for
recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children. Each operates at
the federal, state, and local levels with both private and public sector
involvement.

The job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) is a federal program for the
economicalh disadvantaged. Young people are served primarily under
Title 11-A, a job training block grant that reserves 40 percent of funds for
young people age 16 to 21; Title II-B, a summer employment and training

program for youth; and Title IV-E, the Job Corps pi ogram. As currently

organized. JTPA measures the success of its job training eftorts by how
quickly it places participants in the labor force. Unfortunately, however,
this focus on short-term success creates an incentive to "cream," or select
parOcipants who need the least assistance and are easiest to place.
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Misguided incentives also contribute to an overemphasis on job referral

and placemfmt c tivi ties rather than actual skills training.6i

To correct these problems, the National Commission on Children rec-

ommends that a higher proportion of job training services be targeted to

the most disadvantaged youth populations, including those who are poor,

lack basic skills, have dropped out, are pregnant or parenting, or have limit-

ed proficiency in English. Job search assistance should be provided in con-

junction with other forms of training and skills remediation, and evalua-

tions of the program should in some measures of skill enhancement.

Services for young people should also be funded separately from those for

adults, to encourage program administrators to design services that will be

more comprehensive, intensive, and responsive to the special needs of

youth.62

We further recommend that the Job Corps component of JTPA be
expanded over the next decade to increase participation from its present
level of approximately 62,000 a year" to approximately 93,C00 a year. Jobs

Corps is a residential program that provides intensive remedial education,

skills training, and work experience for extremely disadvantaged 14- to 21-

year-olds. The average Job Corps enrollee is an 18-year-old high school

dropout who reads at the seventh grade level, comes from a poor family,

and has never held a full-time job.64 Evaluations of the program show that

its graduates are more likely than nonparticipants with similar backgrounds

to earn a high school diploma and to hold a job. Their earnings are also

typically higher, and they are less likely to receive welfare or unemployment

benefits or to be arrested.65

Creating Opportunities for Community Service

Adolescent development is enhanced when young people are able to
assume meaningful roles and responsibilities and to contribute directly to

the well-being of others. As discussed in Chapter 3, feeling helpful and

needed are important protective factor for young people who might other-

wise have trouble finding their way to responsible adulthood. Community

service are important way fbr adolescents to contribute to those around
them and discover useful roies in society. They can staff soup kitchens,

tutor their peers and voanger children, visit shut-ins and the elderly, and

improve their n Aghborhoods through construction and cleanup projects.

These and countless other volunteer activities help young people gain self-

este, in and realize their own efficacy. They can also build skills that prepare

young people for the work force, present them with constructive alternatives
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to high-risk behaviors, and lay a foundation for lifelong civic participation.

Community service also promotes stronger ties and better communication

between young people and their communities, in the process combating

the often negative stereotypes of adolescents.66 Accordingly, the National

Commission on Children recommends that communities create and
expand opportunities for community service by young people.

Many schools across America have made community service an integral

part ef clas oom activities and assignments or have offered it as an
extracurricular activity. Some states and school districts have gone even

further. Vermont, for example, requires students to complete research or

citizenship projects, which many fulfill through community service.
Maryland requires all of its school districts to offer credit for volunteer
service. In Atlanta and Detroit, community service is a prerequisite for
graduation."7

Young people also have access to service opportunities through orga-

nizations itnd institutions in their conununities and through local and
state programs. Youth service organizations, such as 4-11 Clubs, Boys'
and Girls' Clubs, and Scouts, and community institutions, such as

churches, synagogues, and hospitals, have traditionally been important
sponsors of community service activities for young people. In addition,
there are currently about 50 state and local youth corps programs that
opet ate year-round or during the summers and involve over 50,000 par-

ticipants annually.68 These programs provide valuable community ser-

vice as well as opportunities for young people to improve their skills and

employability. For example, in addition to their service to the communi-
ty, 19 of the 23 young people who participated in the Philadelphia Youth

Service Corps between May and August 1990 improved at least one grade
level in reading or math.'"

All of these progrants offer important conummity service opportunities

for young people and should, we believe. be supported. expanded, and
adapted by others. Community senice should become an integral compo-

nent of the nation's efforts to help young people develop a sense of compe-

tence, feel needed within their communities, and learn to assume produc-
tive adult roles.

Costs and Benefits
Many of the recommendations presented in this chapter call for individual

and private sector comminnents of time, effort, and money. We are con-
vinced that these community-level investments in mentoring, working with
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it, there's no one

out there who's

going to make it any

better.

MARK FRAIOLI
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schools, and hiring and training young people will help reduce high-risk

activities among youth and encourage them to become productive
participants in the labor fbrce and responsible members of their communi-

ties benefits that will, in the long run, far outweigh the costs. Moreover,

sonie expenditures, such as those to support community service activities,

will yield more immediate returns; America's high school and college stu-

dents currently contribute at least 250 million hours of service annually
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through federal, state, and local programs, with an approximate value to

society of more than $1 billion."

The federal government and society at all levels will also benefit from

helping all adolescents avoid high-risk behaviors and make a smooth and

successful transition to adulthood. Young people who develop the charac-

ter and skills to become responsible adults are more likely to work and pay

taxes and less likely to need public assistance or spend time in prison. In

order to realize these benefits, the federal government should share the
costs of preparing young people for adulthood. We recommend that
Congress appropriate $15 million for demonstration projects to expand
community-based prevention and treatment programs for adolescents. The

focus of these demonstrations should be to provide incentives for existing

programs to coordinate their services and form a comprehensive network

of support for young people.

In this regard, we also recommend expansion of the Adolescent Family

Life Program, (Title XX) which encourages young people to abstain from

early sexual activity in order to prevent pregnancy and sexually transmitted

disease. The National Commission on Children recommends that Congress

appropriate an additional $33 million, bringing total program funding to

approximately $40 million, which is comparable to the level of funding for

Title X family planning services for teenagers. We also recommend contin-

ued evaluation of these innovative programs to identify effective models and

determine the most appropriate directions for subsequent expansions.

Evaluations of the Job Corps over its 25-year life have found it to be a

cost-effective program, yielding approximately $1.46 in benefits for every

dollar invested.71 Expansion of the program from 62,000 to 93,000 partic-

ipants a year should occur gradually over 10 years through the establish-

ment of 50 new centers in a, eas currently underserved by the program.
These expansions should take place without compromising program qual-

ity. As a first step in this expansion, we urge Congress to appropriate
$160 million to establish 10 new centers and to appropriate sufficient
funds to establish 10 more ceniers each year for the next four years.
Centers generally become operational in three years; therefore, an addi-

tional $84 million in operating funds will be needed in the third year for

the first 10 new centers. Similar additional amounts will be needed in the

fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh years, as the remaining new centers
become operational. Finally, we recommend an additional evaluation in

the middle years of this decade-long expansion to determine the most
appropriate directions for subsequent expansion.
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Conclusion
Some people view adolescents as self-sufficient young adults who no longer

need adult support and guidance. Others view them as idle, aimless, and

potentially threatening. Neither stereotype is accurate or fair. Both betray

an unwillingness to invest time, attention, and resources in young people at

a critical juncture in their lives. The result is to set many adolescents adrift

in an adult world before they have the knowledge, skills, and maturity to

cope with the challenges before them. Some will face futures of low pro-

ductivity and lost potential. Others will be hurt or killed, through their own

careless actions or those of others. These are personal tragedies and
tremendous social losses.

We see no reason to believe that young people today are less talented,

resourceful, or caring than young people in the past.72 But the world

around them is very different. The options all adolescents face are more

diverse, the demands upon them are greater, and in many cases their
sources of support are more limited. For their sake, and for ours, we must

ensure that every young person enters adulthood confident, hopeful, and

able to achieve his or her potential.
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The condition of children's lives

and their future prospects largely reflect the well-being of their

fitmilies. When families arc strong, stable, and loving, children

have a sound basis fbr becoming caring and competent adults.

In contrast, when parents are unable to give children the

affection and attention they need and to provide for their

material needs, children are far less likely to achieve their full

potential. Many of the nation's gravest social problems are

rooted in damaged families.

Strong, stable families are largely the product of social forces,

and they are amenable to social action.' When society values

children and the quality of family life, individuals, families them-

selves, and outside institutions are moved to make the necessary

conmlitment and create supportive environments at home, at

school, at work, and in the community. The nation's laws and

public policies should reflect sound family values and should be

aimed at strengdwning and .supporting families in their child-

rearing roles. In addition, social programs, including those that

increase families' income security and those that provide essen-

tial services such as prenatal care, child health services,
C

t
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child care and early child development, education, family support, and
emergency assistance, play a key role. The processes of raising competent

and responsible children who have self-esteem, who feel valued, and who

are likely to become successful parents themselves are, as author Lisbeth

Schorr observed, "so subtle, so private, so internal to the life of the family

that they seem at first blush beyond the reach of social policy."2 Yet the

value that society places on families and the way it supports their needs

have a great deal to do with how children fare.

All families rearing children need outside support, whether it comes

from relatives, friends, neighbors, or more organized sources. Families at

risk, including single parents, teenage parents, and parents with low
incomes, often need special assistance to cope with the stresses and strains

of daily living, as well as the crises that are so common in high-risk environ-

ments. The causes of family problems poverty, inadequate education

250
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and job skills, poor parenting skills, substance abuse, Wilily violence, and

the like must be addressed. In addition, making outside support avail-

able can help parents mitigate the harmful effects of environment and dr-

clUnstalIces on their children. Because families are the cornerstone of

children's development, the National Commission on Children recom-

mends that:

individuals and society reaffirm their commitment to forming and sup-

porting strong, stable fitmilies as the best environment for raising chil-

dren;
parents share responsibility for planning their families and delay preg-

nancy until they are financially and emotionally capable of assuming the

obligations of parenthood;

government and all private sector employers adopt family-oriented poli-

des and practices including family and medical leave policies, flexible

work scheduling, and career sequencing to enable employed parents

to meet their work and family responsibilities;

government, communities, and employers continue to improve the
affbrdability, and quality of child care services for children

and families that need them; and

government, in partnership with private community organizations,
develop and expand community-based family support programs to pro-

vide parents with the knowledge, skills, and support they need to raise

their children.

Forming Strong, Stable Families
Families formed by marriage where two caring adults are committed to

one another and to their children provide the best environment for

bringing children into the world and supporting their growth and develop-

ment. Where this commitment is lacking, children are less likely to receive

care and nurturing, as well as basic material support. Research on the
effects of single parenthood confirms that children who grow up without

the support and personal involvement of both parents are more vuhierabie

to problems throughout childhood and into their adult lives.

Americans seem to agree on "the ideal of a strong family" and the
importance of marriage. The vast majority of men and women in this coun-

uy express a personal desire fbr marriage, and between 85 and 90 percent

actually do marry.3 More than 70 percent of adults believe that marriage is

a lifelong commitment that shoil!c: be ended only under the most extreme

2:"
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circtunstances.'s Moreover, the Cotnmission believes that virtually all chil-
dren, if given the choice, would opt to grow up with both parents in a tradi-
tional family arrangement.

Yet many observers express increasing concern about the "deinstitution-
aliration of marriage." The divorce rate in the United States has quadru-
pled in the past three decades: approximately half of all nmrriages now end
in divorce.' Indeed, the United States has the highest divorce rate in the
world." Even more alarming is the high and growing rate of out-of-wedlock
childbearing. Today, approximately one in fbur children in this country is
born outside of marriage, compared to only 1 in 20 in 1960.7

Although these trends have been widely reported and studied, explana-
tions for them differ. Some observers attribute the rise in divorce to the
passage of no-fault divorce laws, which make it easier to end a marriage.
Others suggest that while past generations ofwomen were locked into mar-
riage for economic reasons, more women today are able to support them-
selves independently and can therefore leave marriages that are unhappy
or dysfunctional. Still others point to a growing social acceptance of
divorce in American society, even when children are involved. A 1962 sur-
vey of young mothers fbund that half believed couples who children should
stay together even if they did not get along; by 1985, fewer than one in five
felt that way.'

Similarly, many explanations have been advanced for the increase in
out-of-wedlock childbearing. Some analysts suggest that declining opportu-
nities for economically disadvantaged young men have made it nearly
impossible for them to support fiunilies, making them less attractive mar-
riage partners." Others highlight the gnawing social acceptance of premari-
tal sex and early, unmarried childbearing, especially in low-income commu-
nities.'" Still others point to the growing number of young people who per-
ceive their opportunities for the future as so limited that bearing a child is
one of the few achievements they can look forward to. 11

Observers also suggest that public policies and workplace practices may
inadvertently discourage individuals from forming families or contribute to
the breakdown of marriages. At the federal level, fbr example, there is a
"marriage penalty" in the tax law; currently, a married couple pays higher
taxes than two single adults with the same income who live together. At the
state level. Aid to Families with Dependent Children, a public assistance
program targeted primarily at single mothers and their children, is avail-
able only on a very restricted basis to families where the father is present
and both parents are unemployed. As a result, some couples who conceive
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children out Of wedlock may be discouraged from marrying, and some
fathers may choose to live apart from their families to ensisre that. they

receive public assistance. Finally, workplace practices that require parents

to work long hours or to travel frequently or that deny them the scheduling

flexibility to attend to family needs place strains on even the strongest mar-

riages.

When parents divorce Or fail to many, children are often the victims.

Children who live with only one pawnt, usually their mothers, are six times

as likely to be poor as chikiren who live with both parents.I2 They also suf-

fer more emotional, behavioral, and intellectual problems. They are at
greater risk of dropping out of school, alcohol and drug use, adolescent
pregnancy and childbearing, juvenile delinquency, mental illness, and sui-

cide. 11 l'his is not to say, however, that all children in single-parent fami-

lies are harmed or are affected in the same way. Research indicates that

children's age and gender influence their vulnerability and the likelihood

of' adverse consequences. At illost ages, probk.ms seem to be more pro-

nounced fbr sons than for daughters. Since most single-parent families are

headed by mothers. this underscores the critical role that parents of the

same gentler play ill their children's development. (:onsequently, daugh-

ters may adjust better in mother-headed households, while sons may adapt

better in father-headed househ)lds. 14

When their parents divorce, many children experience a difficult period

of adjustment. Depression, trouble getting along with parents and peers,

misbehavior stemming from anger, and declining schdbl performance are

all common. Many of' these problems continue or worsen as children get

older. When their custodial parents remarly, children are usually better ofi.

financially, but they often go through another period of disruption and
arljustment, one that can take longer and be even more difEcult than the

initial one. Girls just entering adolescence are especially vulnerable to
emotioind distress, which can hurt their school performance and their rela-

tionships with friends and family inembers.15

Experts generally agree that divorce is less harnifid to children than liv-

ing with parents who physically or psychologically abuse each other or their

children. Yet many analysts believe that conflict this extreme occurs in only

1 0 to 1 5 percent of marriages."' Therefbre, recognizing the devastating

impact of divorce on children, many marriage counselors and therapists
have begun to emphasize ways of' solving family problems within marriage.17

Childbearing outside of marriage, especially among teenagers. also has

negative consequences for children. In the abwnce of adequate prenatal
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care, children of teenage mothers are more likely to be born prematurely

and at low birthweight, which places them at risk of a variety of serious

health and developnwntal problems. They are also at greater risk of lower

intellectual and academic achievement and of behavior problems. As
adults, they tend to have more difficulty forming and sustaining strong mar-

ital relationships. Tragically, daughters of teenage mothers are themselves

very likely to have babies out of wedlock while they are still in their teens. 18

The distress many children in single-parent families face undoubtedly

stems from the fact that one parent is struggling to do the job of two.
Single parents are often under excessive stress; they have too much to do,

and they feel socially isolated. Family stress, from whatever source, reduces

parents' capacity fbr nurturing and increases the likelihood of abuse and

neglect. The routines of family life are often disrupted and disorganized.19

Children's need for coherence, structure, and predictability are under-
mined in families where parents are overwhelmed by their own struggle for

emotional and financial survival. Moreover, children living with only their

mothers frequently lack the consistent attention and support of their
fathers, and they have no male role model and authority figure in their
homes. Under these circumstances it may be difficult for them to develop a

concept of responsible fatherhood. Economically disadvantaged boys, who

often lack competent and caring male role models in their communities as

well as their homes, may grow up with few of the social and emotional

resources required for parenting when they reach adulthood.

Existing social science research has largely focused on the antecedents

and consequences of family problems that impair parents and place chil-

dren at risk of' failing to develop into competent and caring adults. Yet a

growing body of complementary research has attempted to discover the

conditions and patterns of behavior that make for strong, stable families.

Such studies are aimed at examining how negative behavior patterns can be

prevented or modified to enable families to nurture children effectively.2"

This work suggests that there are several identifiable characteristics of
strong families. Among the most important of these is clear, open, and fre-

quent communication among family members.21 Similarly, strong families

cultivate a sense of' belonging to a warm, cohesive social unit, while at the

same time nurturing the development of' individual strengths and interests.

In successfUl families, members provide one another mutual support,
recognition, and respect, and they are willing to make sacrifices if necessary

to preserve the well-being of the family.22 A religious or spiritual orienta-

tion is an important characteristic of many strong families; so is the ability
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to adapt to and cope with stressful and potentially damaging events, as well

as predictable life cycle changes. hi pail this adaptability relates to the fam-

ily's social connectediwss and the availability of friends, extended flintily,

neighbors, and cotnmunity organizations to lend a lumd,'23 Finally, in

strong families, members tend to have clear, welklefined roles and respos,-

sibilities, and they enjoy spending finte together." Although there are vety

few studies of' minority families, one study suggests that among black fami-

lies, a sense of racial pride or consciousness is an important indicator of
strength. So, too, is a secure economic base, involving a steady source of

income and a strong work orientation.25 Research on successful finnilies is

Fighlv relevant to public initiatives and individual efforts to promote family

health and well-being. Yet research to date has generally been based on

small samples of white, middle-class, two-parent families and therefore may

not be representative of other segments of the population, especially racial

and ethnic minorities and low-income familk.s.26

The National Commission on Children urges individuals and society to real

firm their commitment to firming and supporting strong, stable families as the best

environment for raising children. Creating and maintaining competent and

caring families requires a renewed recognition of the value of family life

and a conunimmit to creating an environment in which families, and the

children in them, can flourish. When marriages conw apart or fail to form,

the greatest iwgative effects are on children. Accordingly, we affirm the

ideal of two-parent families but we do not overlook society's special obliga-

tion to protect and nurture vulnerable single-parent families. The
Commission strongly lwlieves that all families should receive the support

they need to be strong and stable. To this end, all of society

communities, and public and private sector leaders should make con-

scious efforts to promote family values and to support the formation and

fimctioning of healthy families.

The Commission recommends that individuals who are considering
marriage have access to premarital counseling in their communities to help

them understand and prepare for the responsibilities of marriage and par-

enting. These smices, which are currently ofkred by many religious insti-

tutions, enable couples to identify and work through important issues and

to address potential problems before marriage. Similarly, marriage coun-

seling should be available to all couples who are seeking to strengthen their

families and to resolve conflicts. The Commission also urges an examina-

tion) of public and private policies and programs to elhninate inadvertent

barriers to marriage and childrearing, such as ia penalties and welfare

..2n4
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policies. Finally, some commissioners believe that states should strengthen

mechanisms to slow the divorce process for couples who are raising children.

Preparing for Parenthood
When children are born wanted, to parents with the emotional and finan-

cial resources to care for them, they have "a leg up on the future."27
Research confirms that these children are more likely to be born healthy

because tlwir mothers are more likely to get early and regular prenatal
care, to eat healthful diets, and to avoid high-risk behaviors, such as smok .

ing and alcohol and thog use. They are also more likely to be born into a

loving and nurturing home environment that encourages healthy growth

and development.2s

In contrast, the risks of poor birth outcomes prematurity, low birth-

weight, congenital defects are all much higher when pregnancies are

unplamwd and unwanted. Poor birth outcomes are also more likely when

births are spaced too closely and when mothers are very young, older, or

have already had a large number of children.2" The negative consequences

of being born unwanted or to a mother at high risk of poor birth outcomes

are not limited to the neonatal period. Research shows that these children

are more vulnerable to a number of problems throughout childhood,
including acute illness, aggressive behavior, poor school perfbrmance, early

and unprotected sexual activity, delinquency, and welfare dependency.5°

Couples practice family planning to control the number and timing of

their children. In the broadest sense. hunily planning services, whether

offered by private physicians or public health clinics, should include a vari-

ety of health, educational, and counseling services designed to help parents

reduce the likelihood of unintended and untimely pregnancies.

Family planning, we believe, should be the responsibility of both par-

ents. Unintended and untimely pregnancies often strain parents' personal

relationships, limit their opportunities for personal development, and con-

strain their abilities to become responsible and responsive parents.
Decisions concerning pregnancies should be made with full recognition of

the shared responsibilities and long-term obligations that parenthood
entails for both fathers and mothers.

Society has a strong interest in encouraging and enabling parents to

plan and prepare for the births of their children. Research indicates that
when they have access to family planning seivices, women who are not pre-

pared emotionally and financially for children and women who are at high

risk of poor birth outcomes can avoid pregnancy. Over the past 35 years,
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the availability of family planning, including contraception, has significant-

ly reduced the number of unwanted pregnancies, improved tlw health of

mothers and children, and contributed to reductions in infant mortality. 31

The National Commission on Children emphasizes the need for par-

ents to share responsibility for planning their families and delaying
pregnancy until they are financially and emotionally capable of assum-
ing the obligations of parenthood. Although decisions concerning family

planning are and should continue to remain a private matter, public sup-

port for family planning services should be sustained to ensure that all
families, regardless of income, can plan responsibly for parenthood.

Balancing Work and Family Responsibilities
As more women have entered and remained in the paid labor force, the

ability of parents to balance work and family responsibilities has become

an issue of widespread public concern and private stress:3..1 When members

of the National Commission on Children talked with working parents in

Minneapolis, both mothers and fathers told of their struggles to manage

full-time jobs and be responsible and caring parents. Many were frustrated

by the difficulty of' obtaining reliable, high-quality child care. All cited the

conflicts that arise when children are sick, when they need to visit a doctor,

or when teachers' meetings are scheduled during work hours. We heard

many poignant stories from parehts who felt stress and guilt at leaving

their babies with other caregivers, of sending mildly sick children to

school, and of* missing their children's important school events because of

work obligations. The difficult circumstances that these hardworking

mothers and fathers described are not unusual. They are repeated even.

day in millions of families nationwide.

For many employers, the pressure parents experience in trying to bal-

ance the competing demands of work and family translates into lower

employee productivity, higher absenteeism, and high rates of turnover."

A sick child or a failed child care arrangement can reduce the efficiencv of

senior executives and line workers alike.

Some parents attempt to balance their work and family responsibilities

by working at home. These fathers and mothers are employed in a wide

array of occupations, including small businesses, professions, and services.

While they may experience reduced incomes, most feel that the cost is out-

weighed by the benefits of being able "to more effectively combine their

roles as parents and workers."' Although working at honw has gained

renewed interest in recent years, it is not an available option for the vast
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majority of parents in the paid labor force. Their jobs take them out of

their homes to Factories, offices, and other places ofemployment.

While families' needs and employers' interests will never be entirely the

smut:, they are moving closer together.35 As the pool of eligible employees

continues to decrease over the coming decade, and as more of those who are

willing and able to work include mothers with young children and husbands

with working wives, employers are acquiring a greater economic stake in sup-

porting family life. Pressure is building for government and private sector

firms to create and support "family-iiiendly" policies and programs, such as

family and medical leave, alternative work scheduling, career sequencing,

and child care (which will be discussed in the f011owing section).

There is mounting evidence that some of these initiatives directly affect

corporate profits.36 One recent study documents dramatic, measurable pay-

offs in the form of improved recruitment, reduced turnover, reduced

absenteeism, increased productivity, and enhanced corporate image.

Although less easily quantified, improvements in employee morale, firm

loyalty, and reduced tardiness are also reported.37 Among the employed

parents who shared their views with us, it is deal that a family-friendly work-

place can substantially reduce the stress of balancing work and family life.

Family Leave

As discussed in Chapter 3, the period immediately following the birth or

adoption of a baby is critical for establishing strong bonds between parents

and children. Child development experts believe that one of the most

important tasks for children during the first year is developing strong attach-

ments to parents and other primaly caregivers. Many believe that if these

essential trusting relationships are to form properly, parents must have e

opportunity to spend the first several months of an infant's life at home."

Parents need time and emotional energy to nurture a new baby, and the

period following the birth or adoption of an infant is typically marked by

stress. Parents must adjust their routines and relationship to accommodate

a new family member and learn how to meet their baby's fundamental physi-

cal and emotional needs. When there are other children in the family, par-

ents must help them adjust to a new sibling." These emotional and psycho-

logical accommodations are compounded by physical stress. During this

period, mothers are recovering from childbirth and infants usually do not

sleep through the night. Such adjustments present significant challenges to

most stable two-parent families, but they are even greater for unmarried

mothers who do not have committed partners to share the burden.

21"t
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Juggling work and bmily responsibilities during this critkal period is
particularly difficult. When parents, especially mothers, must return to
work immediately following birth or adoption. the opportutfities the estab-
fishing loving and trusting parent-child relationships are often compro-
mised.4" Employed mothers frequently experience greater stress and
exhimstion than those who remain at home. As a result, working parents
may be less physically and emotionally available to their infants and less
able to form secure, early attachments. This is especially true for single
and low-income parents. Mothers who have higher incomes, are better
educated, enjoy better health, adapt easily to change, and have husbands
who share the responsibilities of parenting are generally better able to meet
their children's earliest developmental needs, even if' they return to work
soon after a baby arrives.41

Research on the effects of very early child care on child development is
neitlwr consistent nor conclusive. Some studies show that participation in
high-quality child care has little effiTt on the strength of parent-child attach-
ments, especially when children enter care after the first year of' life.42 Other
studies show that low-income children from families experiencing stress
show significant social and intellectual benefit fium participation in inten-
sive, high-quality early child development programs, beginning as early as
the first few months of life. The longer and more intensive these children's
exposure to the program, the better they do." Yet there is also substantial
evidence that for some children, ffill-time care by adults other than paents
during the first year of life can .jeopardize the fiwmation of strong, healthy
attachments between them and their motliers.11 Some scholars believe that
this early deficit can have significant negotive implications for later develop-
ment, including problems ill schooling. The situation is compounded when
parents are unable to place their babies in high-quality settings. Roth the
amount of time that babies spend in child care and the quality of the care
they receive have an important impact on their development.* Children
are not inevitably impaired by out-of-home care during their first year.
However, when they are in care fin more than 20 hours per week, and when
the quality of care is not sensitive and responsive to the special developmen-
tal needs of infants, the risks of problems are greatly increased.'

Unfortunawly, high-quality infant care is in short supply in many com-
munities across the country. Even where it is available, it is more expensive
than care for older preschoolers and school-age children. As a result, many
parents of' infants who nmst return to work either cannot find or cannot
Sord high-quality care.17
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In response to this situation, family leave policies that allow new parents

to remain at home to care for their children for a period of time tbllowing

birth or adoption without losing their jobs have been supported by a broad

range of child development experts, pediatricians, and policymakers.

Currently, the United States stands alone among 75 industrialized nations

in its lack of a national policy encouraging or mandating that parents

receive time off to give birth and care fbr au infant:Is In the absence of a

national law, some states have begun to mandate family leave policies fOr

their employers, and some employers have begun independently to adopt

such policies. These policies, however, are the exception rather than the

tile, and millions of parents do not have the option of staying home imme-

diately following childbirth.

A 1990 study of approximately 3,100 employers commissioned by the

Small Business Administration found that large employers (those with 500

or more employees) are significantly more likely to offer some form of paid

leave for pregnancy and childbirth. For exair.pk, almost 70 percent of'

large employers offered job-guaranteed, paid sick leave for pregnancy and

childbirth-related disabilities, compared to only 23 percent of employers

with 15 or fewer employees. Where sick leave is provided, the average

length of leave laries between one and three

Only a small proportion of employers suppl.ment their sick leave bene-

fits with separate maternity and infant leave policies. While 14 percent to

19 percent of employers with more than 30 etnployees offered job-guaran-

teed maternity leave for pregnancy and childbirth-related disabilities, only 5

percent of employers with 15 or fewer employees did. Of those employers

that provide maternity leave, only half guarantee a comparable .job upon

return to work, seniority, and a continuation of health benefits. The length

of maternity leave averages between six and seven weeks. job-guaranteed

leave specifically for infant care is even more unusual; 2 percent to 7 per-

cent of employers, depending on firm size, offer this benefit.5"

Many of the corporations that have adopted family leave policies have

seen impressive returns. For example, at Merck & Company, a large phar-

maceutical manufacturer, the reported cost of replacing the average employ-

ee is about $50,000. In contrast, permitting a new parent to take a six-

month leave with partial pay, benefits, and other indirect costs is estimated

to be an average of $38,000 a $12,000 savings. By making this option

available, the company has succeeded in retaining almost all of its employees

who are new motheis. In addition, the annual attrition rate among employ-

ees at Merck is less than half the industry average (6 percent compared to 14
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percent). Merck officials attribute the difference in large part to the coml
pany's generous family leave policy and other family-oriented beneflts.51

Most employers are not as large as Merck & Company, nor do they have
the flexibility to move employees ftom one position or assignment to
another to cover the workload when parents take time off. Not all compa-
nies would realize the same savings from a family leave policy. Yet all
employe. , large and small, make an investment in hiring and training their
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employees and bringin, them to full job efficiency. Discussions of the costs

of family leave especially for small employers, often focus on the costs of

temporarily replacing an employee and on the costs in lower productivity if'

the position remains unfilled; rarely do they take into account the costs of

attrition.

Failure to adopt parental leave policies entails other costs as well,

although some of these are less easily measured. The Commission agrees

with other scholars and groups who have studied these issues that too many

children cuter out-of-home care before they and their parents have had "a

good start together." 52 This is of particular concern given the shortage of

high-quality infant care. As a result, the development of sonic young chil-

dren is jeopardized. In addition, parents feel stress and guilt when they

return to work too early, yet they face reduced or insufficient family income

if they do not. Research indicates that workers without leave suffer more

unemployment following childbirth because they cannot return to their for-

mer jobs, and when they do return to work, they often receive lower hourly

wage rates." Society also incurs costs the lost potential of children who

are harmed by early, poor out-of-home care, the reduced productivity of

anxious working parents, and potentially higher public assistance for single

parents who are forced to leave the labor force. 5'1

Medical Leave and Alternative Work Scheduling

The competing demands of work and Emily continue throughout child-

hood. Parents frequently need to provide special care and attention when

their children are sick and cannot attend school or child care. These

demands are especially unmanageable for parents with a seriously or ter-

minally ill child or elderly family member. Parents also need to play an

active role in their children's education and must organize and oversee

their children's activities outside of school. Moreover, many parents would

simply like to spend more time with their children without jeopardizing

their jobs.
Many employer policies and practices are, by default, antifamily."

Requiring parents to travel extensively, work long overtime hours, and relo-

cate frequently or offering them little flexibility in their work schedules to

meet their family's needs can undermine and discourage family stability

and strength.
Family-oriented policies, such as medical leave and alternative work

scheduling, address these needs. Medical leave policies generally allow

employees to take time off from their jobs to care for sick children,
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spouses, or parents. Alternative
work scheduling arrangements can

take many forms, such as allowing

employees to adopt flexible work
hours, work in their homes, work
part-time, or share their jobs with
other employees. As with family
leave, such policies directly benefit

employers as well as employees.5'

Bringing Work and Family

Closer Together

While some public and private sector

employers have taken steps in
recent years to make the workplace

more family-friendly, there is still a

long way to go. The National
Commission on Children recom-
mends that government and all pri-

vate sector employers establish
family-oriented policies and practices including family and medical
leave policies, flexible work scheduling alternatives, and career sequenc-

ing to enable employed mothers and fathers to meet their work and
family responsibilities. Among members o: the Conunission, there is
agreement that family and medical leave policies are an essential compo-

nent of a comprehensive strategy to strengthen and support families with

children. There are, however, difkrences of opinion concerning whether

job-protected leaves should be mandated by the federal or state govern-
ments, whether they should be paid or unpaid, and, if paid, at what level of

wage replacement and for what period of time.

The majority of commissioners strongly recommends that the federal

governnwnt require all employers to provide the option of a job-protect-

ed leave at the time of childbirth, adoption, and family and medical emer-

gencies. Healthy :hild development depends on parents and children
having adequate time together during the early months of life to form
close and enduring relationships. Parents must therefore be able to take
time away from their jobs at this critical time. Similarly, all employees

must be able to meet family and medical emergencies without fear of los-

ing their jobs.
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A minority of commissioners strongly Opposes such prescribed and
inflexible federal mandates, which they believe all too often result in dis-

criminatory pactices in the workplace and restrict employees' choices of

benefits that meet the particular needs of their families. In addition, they

believe the costs of implementing such mandates often produce adverse

and unintended economic consequences.

The Commission fully recognizes that implementing generous leave
policies may pose difficulties for some employers, especially small business-

es, which may lack the flexibility to reassign duties when an employee takes

an extended leave and the resources to pay both the employee on leave

and a temporary replacement. But the human and financial costs of fail-

ing to adopt sensitive family and medical leave policies are also very great

for employers, for parents, and for children.

The Commission also encourages employers to adopt career sequencing

policies. In hiring and promotions, employers should not discriminate
against puents who are returning to work after remaining at home for sever-

al years to care for their children. Employers should of'fer or arrange special

training for employees to update their knowledge and relevant job skills.

Finally, while it is vital that employers begin to see themselves as partners

in the challenge to balance work :tid family life, mothers and fathers must

also take increased responsibility. Children need time and attention. From

the perspective of children, there is no substitute for parents. While it may

seem to parents that work cannot be put off and that children and family can

wait, as First Lady Barbara Bush reminded the graduating class at Wellesley

ege, it is important to remember that missed opportunities cannot be

recaptured.57 For most employed parents these dilemmas crop up cvery day

whether to work late hours or go home fbr dinner, whether to leave a sick

child with an unfamiliar caregiver or stay at home to provide care, and
whether to attend an important business meeting or to leave work to see a

school play. In the end, these day-to-day decisions are often the most trying

and involve the greatest personal costs for parents. Workplace policies and

practices can and should provide employed parents with the opportunity to

make choices about how they balance their work and famil) lives, but it is up

to parents to achieve an appropriate balance.

Providing High-Quality Child Care
The majority of American children now have mothers as well as fathers

who work outside their homes. Child care is no longer just a form of pro-

tective custody for poor youngsters from troubled families; it is an everyday
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experience for children from all socioeconomic classes.58 When parents go

to work, children need to be cared for in settings that protect their physical

health and safety, provide plenty of individual attention, and support their

social and intellectual development. Yet child care services in the United

States are inAdvquate. For some families, child care is simply unavailable.

For many otlwr.,, even if it is available, it is unaffordable or fails to meet

essential quality standards.

Many other Western industrialized countries have developed compre-

hensive national child care systems to support the educational and develop-

mental needs of young children and the concerns of their working parents.

In contrast, child care :n the United States is provided by a diverse and
uncoordinated array of formal programs and informal arrangements that

are largely unrelated and do not share a sense of common purpose or
direction. Some parents rely on relatives, nannies, and babysitters who pro-

vide care in the child's home. Many othevs turn to caregivers in settings

outside their homes. These include child care centers, operated on a for-

profit or not&r-profit basis; family day care homes, where a provider cares

fbr a small number of neighborhood children in her own home; and public

and priate nursery schools, prekindergartens, kindergartens. Head Start
pro;.puns, and public compensatory preschool programs. Still others rely

on a combination of these programs and arrangements.

Thi diversity is an asset. It enables parents to choose the child care
arrangements that best meet their particular needs and preferences.
However, it also discourages the development of a system that is responsive

to the needs of all children and all families, because the costs, quality, and

availability of services vary dramatically. For some families in some commu-

nities, child care services, especially high-quality ones, are in short supply.

Parents with infants and toddlers, with children with chronic or clisabling

conditi ins, with school-age children, and with nontraditional work sched-

ules iften have particular difficulty arranging care. The problems are
inevitably compounded fbr low-income families, who lack time, informa-

tion. and economic resources. Too often, there are too few choices for
these families.

As the number of working mothers with young children continues to

grow over the next several years and as low-income single mothers are
required to work as a condition of receiving welike benefits, the need to

develop an improved child care system will become more pressing.
De,pite years of public debate, the nation has only begun to address these

issues. In 1990 Congress passed and the President signed legislation that
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will double the Earned Income Tax Credit between 1991 and 1994. This

$22 billion package also established the Child Care and Development

Block Grant to expand and improve community-based child care services

and to provide low-income parents with vouchers to purchase care that

meets accepted standards of quality. Such legislation represents an impor-

tam step forward, but there is still a long way to go to improve the quality

of out-of-home child care and make it accessible to all families who need it.

Improving the Quality of Care

The quality of care that children receive is critical to their health and develop-

ment. Research shows that high-quality child care programs can effectively

support the social and intellectual development of ail children, especially

those from low-income families, who are at risk of failure in school." The pos-

itive effects of high-quality care last well into the elementary school years as

Therefbre, it is particularly troubling that so many children are cared

for in settings that do not protect their health and safety and that do not pro-

vide appropriate developmental support and stimulation. Poonquality care
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threatens children's development. Unfortunately, children from poor fam-
ilies are at greatest risk of receiving poor care.61

The quality of child care varies dramatically among all kinds of programs
and arrangements. Regardless of the type of care or its geographical location,
however, certain characteristics are indicative of its quality. Some of these
characteristics can be regulated, including child-staff ratio, group size, features
of the physical facility, and caregiver training. Others are more subjective and
cannot be regulated, including the nature and frequency of caregivev-child
interactions, teaching and learning styles, and the sensitivity of a program to
the culture and preferences of the children and families it serves.62

Because of the diversity of child care programs and arrangements,
improving the quality of care will require several related strategies, including
improving and enforcing regulations, enhancing the quality and stability of
caregivers, and establishing family day care networks.

Regulations. Regulations governing child-staff ratios, group sin, fea-
tures of the physical facility, health and safety practices, caregiver training
and qualifications, and parental access are one important means of foster-
ing high-quality child care, especially in child care centers. Although states
are charged with establishing and enforcing regulations, their content
varies dramatically across jurisdictions and does not necessarily embody cur-
rent knowledge about what constitutes good child care. Moreover, in most
states regulations do not apply to a large number of providers, among them
programs that operate in churches and schools, family day care homes, and
some part-time center programs. Even where regulations do apply and set
high standards for care, state enforcement systems are largely inadequate to
monitor child care providers effectively."

Regulations alone cannot ensure that all available child care services will
be of high quality, but they arc necessaty to establish minimum standards.
Ideally, all states should adopt standards that reflect knowledge from
research and best professional practice, and they should develop effective
systems for monitoring and enforcement. The Commission concurs with
other researchers and advocates who have recommended federal leader-
ship and support to encourage states to begin a process of review and
restructuring. It urges the federal government, under the provisions of the
new Child Care and Development Block Grant, to provide financial incen-
tives for states to improve their child care regulations and strengthen their
enforcement systems.

Quality and Stabilay of Caregivers. The most significant and direct influ-
eoce on the quality of child care is the quality of caregivers and the stability of
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their relationships with children. Research clearly documents that when

caregivers are trained in chiki development, as well as basic health and sak-

ty practices, they are more likely to provide care and attention that fosters

trusting, affectionate relationships." They are more likely to structure

learning activities in ways that appropriately support social and intellectual

development.65 They are also more likely to actively recognize, appreciate,

and reinforce children's different ethnic. racial, and cultural heritages!'

Specialized training is especially important for persons who care for infants,

children with disabilities, and children from diverse cultural backgrounds!'

Vet. according to a recent study, approximately four-fifths of child care

teaching staff do not have a college degree, and almost one-third of teach-

ers and over half of assistant teachers have only three years or less of child

care expel ience.'
Children benefit from stable relationships with caregivers!'" Frequent

staff turnover jeopardizes children's sense of security and can negatively

affect learning and later adjustment to school.' High rates of staff

turnover as much as 40 percent annually are often a direct result of

low wages and poor benefits.71 In general, child care workers are under-

paid relative to their education and training, experience, and responsibility.

In 1988 the average hourly wage for child care providers was $5.35: this

equals an annual income of only $9,363 for full-time employment, which

was below the $9,431 poverty threshold for a family of three in 1988.7'2

Although more recent national wage data are not available, anecdotal evi-

dence suggests there has been little progress toward raising caregiver wages.

Improving the quality of child care hinges on improving the quality and

stability of caregivers. Accordingly. the Commission agrees with others who

urge the federal and state governments to expand support for preservice

and in-service training programs for caregivers and to take steps to increase

compensation fin persons who care for children in their homes, in child

care centers, and in other community-based child care programs. We recog-

nize that without public support, raising the wages of caregivers will

inevitably raise the costs of care and result in fees for services that are

bevond the means of many families." But without initiatives to improve

compensation for child care providers, little progress can be made to

reduce high rates of' staff turnover and to improve the quality of care that

children reccive.

Family Day Care Networks. Over the past 15 years, the use of' family

day care, that is, child care provided by unrelated neighborhood caregivers

in their homes, has grown rapidly. Some parents choose family day care
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because they want their children to be cared fr in a homelike setting.
Others seek caregivers whose values and habits resemble their own. Still

others choose family day care because it is generally less expensive than

otlwr types of child care. Family day care providers, however, are less likely

to be trained or licensed than center providers and often have less access to

outside resources to enhance the services they offer.

Networks or systems of family dav care providers, sponsored by a variet

of community-based organizations, have expanded rapidly in recent years,
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largely in response to administrative requirements for receipt of Child Care

Food Program subsidies. Although these networks vary in size and the type

of supports and services they offer, they can be used effectively to dis.setni-

nate infbrmation about best practices and to provide preservice and in-ser-

vice training. They can also help their members meet administrative
requirements for public subsidies, share toys and other educational
resources, organize emergency backup care, and provide client referrals.74

Accordingly, the Commission urges the federal and state governments, in

partnership with employers and other private sector organizations, to sup-

port the establishment of family day care networks in local communities

nationwide.

Improving Access to High-Quality Care

Improving access to high-quality child care means improving the choices

available to parents. In part, this requires policies and programs that target

services to children and families who are currently unserved or under-
served. It also requires that the existing market match child care providers

and parents more effectively. It requires that parents have adequate infor-

mation about available child care programs and arrangements and that
they understand how to gain access to these services. Finally, it requires

that conummities mobilize available resources more effectively and coordi-

nate programs and arrangements to meet the needs of children and their

families."

Resource and Referral Systems. Helping parents find child care ser-
vices that fit their needs and preferences, as well as their budgets, is an
important step toward improving access to high-quality child care. As we

have emphasized, the current system of care is a diverse array of fornml pro-

grams and informal services. But parents can only take advantage of the

available choices if they understand what they are and how to gain access to

them. In order to match parents and child care providers, some conununi-

ties have developed resource and referral systems that provide consumer

information to parents and technical assistance to providers. Systems such

as these have been supported by state and local governments, connnunity

action groups, and employers. For example, California, Massachusetts, and

New York operate statewide resource and referral systems. IBM has estab-

lished a nationwide resource and referral system for its employees by creat-

ing programs and contracting with existing services in communities across

the cottnuy. While resource and referral systems are not a panacea for an

uncoordinated system of care, they can help make the existing child care
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mai ket work more effectively, and they are an important step toward build-

ing thc necessary infrastructure. Accordingly, the Commission urges gov-

ernments at all levels, in partnership with employers and the voluntary sec-

tor, to support the establishment and operation of independent local
resource and ref,..rral services.

Planning and Coordination. Child care and early childhood programs

and services in the United States have developed piecemeal over a period of

years, under the sponsorship of public agencies, private organizations, and

independent providers that often do not share common goals. In many

local communities, there is no community infrastructure to link them. As a

result, they frequently compete for financial resources, staff, and space

rather than planning and coordinating resources together.

Recogniz.ing this critical gap, several states and communities have begun

to establish processes for planning and coordination. To be effective, these

processes must include the development of a long-range vision of child care

needs and service delivery; an assessment of available human, fiscal, and

political resources; and a concept of how administrative structures can be

organized and empowered to address local needs and improve the quality

and accessibility of available programs and arrangements.'

A Continuing Commitment

The long-standing debate over government involvement in child care con-

tinues. Yet there is growing consensus that all families who need it should

have access to high-quality child care services in their communities and that

parents should be able to choose the arrangements that are best suited to

their own preferences and their children's needs. Unfortunately, for too

many families, especially low-income families, there is little choice. For

those who cannot afford to bu!, the services they need and want, there are

significant short- and long-term costs. As a recent report of the National
Academy of Sciences concludes, those costs are borne by children who

receive inadequate and unsafe care; by parents whose employability and

earning potential are depreciated; by employers who experience work inter-

ruptions, absenteeism, and attrition; and by society, which shoulders the

costs of welfare payments, lost productivity, and foregone tax revenues."

The National Commission on Children recommends that government

at all levels, communities, and employers continue to improve the
availability, affordability, and quality of child care services for all chil-

dren and families that need them. The Commission applauds the 1990
enactment of the Child Care and Development Block Grant as a major
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Peopk tend to be
afraid to help you

when you have a

child that has spe-

cial problems, that

requires a special

amount of care.

But...they don't

require much more

or any less than any

of your normal chil-

dren. What they

require is a lot of

love, and some-

times just a little bit

more attention.

VALERIE SPEARS
BRYANT
Parent,

San Antonio, Texas
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step forward. Congress authorized $75u million for the program in
1991, $825 million in 1992, and $925 million in 1993. We urge
Congress to follow through with these appropriations and in succeeding

years to appropriate such additional funding as is necessary to ensure
that high-quality child care services are available to all children and fam-
ilies that need them.

The provisions of the block grant set aside 5 percent of funds to improve

quality and access to child care through monitoring of compliance with

licensing and regulatoly requirements, improving caregiver training and

salaries, and establishing resource and referral systems. At current funding

levels, approximately $37 million is available to states for these purposes in

fiscal year (FY) 1991, $41 million in FY 1992, and $46 million in FY 1993.

Recognizing the importance of these improvements, the Commission also

recommends that funding for the Child Care and Development Block
Grant be increased by an additional $50 million each year and that these

resources be used to augment existing funds to improve the quality and
accessibility of child care services.

Providing Family Support
For most families raising children today, the social, economic, and demo-

graphic changes of recent decades have increased stress at the same time

that they have reduced the level of support traditionally available to fami-

lies. The entrance of nmthers into the labor force has increased the pres-

sure that many parents feel about the quantity and quality of time they have

lAith their children. The growth in single-parent households, spurred by

divorce and uut-of-wedlock childbearing, has increased the number of par-

ents raising children without the emotional and material support of a
spouse. Increased mobility', as parents relocate to pursue educational and

employment opportunities, has resulted in fewer families living near
extended family members, who have traditionally provided informal sup-

port and assistance.78

These changes and their associated stresses affect all families, regardless

of parents' income or background. But certain groups of parents face
additional difficulties that make them especially vulnerable. Teenage par-

ents, for example, are often neither emotionally nor financially prepared

for the responsibilities of parenthood:79 Low-income parents living in

neighborhoods marked by high rates of crime, violence, and social disor-

ganization face enormous barriers to ensuring their children's safety and

well-being.' Parents of severely disabled or emotionally disturbed children
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may feel isolated and
overwhelmed by the
responsibilities of caring

for a child who needs
constant attention.81

Many immigrant parents

face the uncertiinty of rais-

ing children in a new cul-

ture, new language, and

new surroundings.

While individual needs

and circumstances differ,

all parents need support,

whether it is advice on
childrearing issues or prac-

tical lessons on strengthen-

ing family relationships or

managing the household
411.-

budget. From time to
time many need emergen-

cy assistance to cope with a

crisis. Virtually every par-

ent wants the camaraderie

of other parents.

Traditionally, families

have relied on and benefit-

ed from the informal sup-

port of relatives, friends,

and neighbors, as well as

community programs and

institutions. Many families

still find the support they

need within these infbr-

mal systems. A growing number of families, however, do not have access to these

traditional suppom and are left feeling isolated and uncertain.

In response, parents and activists in thousands of communities across the

country have formed new networks and programs to support families and

enhance parentti' childrearing abilities.82 These efforts, generally referred to

as family support or family resource programs, difkr widely in their o1jec-
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Parents cannot

raise their children

in a vacuum.

Parents need to be

supported and
nurtured so that

they can support

and nurture their

children. Some of

these needs are

generic and they are

not restricted only

to poor parents. All

parents, including

the wealthiest of

parents, need

certain supports.

JACK SHONKOFF,
M.D.

Chief of the Division of
Developmental and

Behavioral Pediatrics,
University of

Massachusetts Medical

School,

Worcester,

Massachusetts
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tives, organizatioa, and content but share a conmion goal and operating
principles. First, they attempt to give families the skills and knowledge need-

ed to cope more effectively with the stresses of contemporary life and to care

for and nurture their children better. In achieving this goal, programs try to

build on family strengths and capacities rather than emphasizing deficits.

Second, family support programs are prevention-oriented; that is, they
attempt to strengthen families before a crisis Occurs. Third, they offer multi-

disciplinary services that recognize and address the diverse and interrelated

needs of families. Finally, family support programs are community-based

and easily accessible to parents in order to be as responsive as possible to the

families they serve." As discussed in Chapter 10, connnunity-based family

support programs make up the essential first tier of a restructured child wel-

fare system aimed at preventing the problems and crises that pull fiunilies

apart and cause children to be removed from their parents.

Family support builds on a significant body of research that emerged in

the 1970s. These studies highlighted the critical importance of healthy
family functioning for child developnwnt, as well as the influence that

outside forces have on a family's ability to raise and nurture children.
Without support especially informal support families tend to have a

more difficult time. Their ability to function effectively, particularly un-

der stress, depends to a large degree on social support from outside
sources!'4

Family support programs can be freestanding or part of otlwr social service

agencies, such as schools, conmmnity centers. or mental health centers. Some

are based at workplaces, others at child care centers and Head Start programs

wherever it is comfbrtable and convenient for families to meet." Activities and

services vary with the interests and needs of the fainilies involved, as well as with

the resomtes available. Generally, however, one or more of the following activi-

ties are characteristic of' family support progr:-.:-.1s:311

parent education and support groups for parents;

actkities that bring parents and children together to teach parents about

child development and strengthen the parent-child relationship;

classes and discussion groups on issues of concern to parents, such as

family budgeting, coping with stress, health, and nutrition;

drop-in centers, oflering unstructured time for families to be with other

families and with program station an informal basis;

child care while parents are engaged in activities offered by the family

support program;
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infbrmation and referral to other services in the community, including

child care, health care, nutrition programs, and counseling services;

home visits, often designed to introduce particularly isolated parents to

family resource programs; and

developmental exams or health screenings for infants and children.

Two kinds of groups that have been especially effective in establishing

family support networks and programs are the families of children with dis-

abilities and the fiunilies of' militaly personnel. Across the nation, the par-

ents of children with developmental disabilities and diseases, including
autism, cerebral palsy, and cancer, have developed support groups to share

infbrmation about special concerns, childrearing practices, and available

services. Similarly, the families of military personnel have extensive support

networks to help family members cope with the stresses of' military life and

the absences caused by active duty deployment. These support systems
match military families with important services such as health care, child

care, and counseling; help relocated families adjust to new settings; and

provide emergency services such as financial support and food to families

in crisis.

Since their inception, family support programs have been locally based

initiatives that combine support from community institutions; individual,

corporate, and philanthropic donors; and, in a few cases, state or federal

grants to serve specific populations of parents and children. In recent

years, however, several states have begun to invest in prevention-oriented

programs designed to strengthen and support families and enhance par-

ents' childrearing abilities. Minnesota and Missouri, for example, offer

parent education programs to all parents of young children who want
them. Connecticut has launched pilot family support programs for fami-

lies with children from birth through age l7."7 Maryland's family support

centers focus on young families, giving first priority to teenage parents
and their children." Illinois' Ounce of Prevention Fund combines state
and private funds to sponsor family support, parent education, and early

chil(l development programs in more than 45 locations. This growing
interest by states represents a significant new investment in preventive
policies to strengthen families and to build the community's capacity to

support them."
The family support model has begun to influence the design and deliv-

ery of' other human services as wellY" State child welfare agencies, for
example, are looking at family support programs as a way to strengthen
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families and prevent incidents of child abuse and neglect.91 State educa-

tion departments have also adopted elements of'family support in programs

to ensure that young children start school ready to learn.92

Family support is a relatively new concept, and for this reason there are

few evaluations of its success. However, a growing body of program
research suggests that family support contributes to better social adjustment

and improved school performance by children and to better parent-child

relationships," The National Commission on Children believes that the

family support model is a promising means of building the capacities of
communities to strengthen and support families, The Commission recom-

mends that federal, state, and local governments, in partnership with pri-

vate community organizations, develop and expand community-based
family support programs to provide parents with the knowledge, skills,
and support they need to raise their children. We urge policymakers to
work with these programs to explore more and better ways to provide basic

preventive services to families and to ensure the financial resources neces-

sary for their functioning. We further encourage state governments to
incorporate the principles of' family support into new initiatives fbr children

and families. Finally, we recommend additional public and private efforts

to evaluate the benefits of' family support programs and to share knowledge

and insights from established programs with policymakers at d program

developers across the country.

Costs and Benefits
All parts ofAmerican society must share responsibility fin strengthening and

supporting our nation's families. Individuals bear primaly responsibility for

fbrming and sustaining strong and stable families, for having children only

when they are emotionally and financially prepared to make the necessary

commitment to care for them, and for maintaining a responsible balance

between their work and family obligations. Employers also have an impor-

tant role to play, developing policies and practices, such as family and medi-

cal leave, alternative work scheduling, and career sequencing, that enable

employed parents to manage their work and family responsibilities.

Working together with individuals and the private sector, government at

all levels must share responsibility for strengthening and supporting fami-

lies. The federal government should not bear all of' the costs. Yet it must

provide leadership, guidance, and funding to encourage and strengthen

state and local initiatives. Specifically, the federal government must share

responsibility for making sure that all families who need them have access



to affordable, high-quality child care and family support seivices. The 1990

child care legislation represents an important first step. The Commission

urges Congress to follow through and appropriate fluids that have been

authorized, and it recommends an additional $50 million annually (over
the amounts already authorized) to improve the quality of child care pro-
grams and arrangements and the ability of parents to gain access to the ser-

vices they need.

The Commission further reconunends that federal, state, and local gov-

ernments and the private and voluntary sectors commit significant new
resources to establish and sustain family support programs in every state.

The first year's investment should be $400 million. Of this amount, the
federal investment should be $370 million, with $30 million from nonfed-

eral sonrces. Much of this early federal money will be for program plan-
ning and start-up. As programs become established in the ensuing years,

the percentage of funds from nonfederal sources should increase. After

five years, funding for family support programs should total approximately

$2 billion, divided equally between federal and nonfederal sources.

With regard to family support centers, some commissioners are con-
cerr-ed that a fiscal commitment of the magnitude proposed requires cam-

ful attention to the design and evaluation of the expanded services to

ensure that they produce outcomes that are beneficial to the families who
need them.

The National Commission on Children believes that the benefits of
these investments will be substantial. Strong families are our nation's most
effective social workers." When families are able to create and sustain envi-

ronments that promote healthy child development, their children are more

likely to become competent and caring adults and contributing members of

society, as well as effective parents themselves. When families break down,

all of society bears the far greater costs associated with child abuse and
neglect, poor school achievement and dropout, adolescent pregnancy and
childbearing, juvenile delinquency, and alcohol and drug abuse.

Conclusion
Discussions of how society and panicularly government and employers

can strengthen families leave many people uncomfortable. To some,

they tread dangerously close to violating the privacy of family life. To oth-

ers, they raise the specter of unintended consequences of good inten-
tions producing bad outcomes. These are legitimate concerns, and they
featured prominently in the Commission's discussions.
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But commissioners weighed other factors as well, particularly the enor-

mity of the social and economic changes that have altered the lives of most

parents and children. In many cases, these changes have improved condi-

tions for families; in other cases, however, they have compromised the abili-

ty of families to raise their children and have pitted the interests of adults

against those of children.

Several powerful forces may offer redress for this situation and rekindle

society's commitment to strengthening and supporting families. They
include the thoughtful public policies, new workplace practices, changed

social norms, and more responsible individual behavior recommended
here. Each is necessary, and each involves sacrifice and some uncertainty.

But ensuring the success of our nation's families is the best strategy for
improving the status of American children.

3
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The hearts of small

children are delicate organs.

A cruel beginning in the world can

twist them into curious shapes.

The heart of a hurt child...may fester

and swell until it is a misery to

within the body, easily chafed

and hurt by the most ordinary .

CARSON MCCULLERS
Author
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Children need strong, stable

families and enduring, supportive relationships. But as author

Lisbeth Schorr observed, in families experiencing severe stress,

love often turns into neglect, affection withers into hostility, and

discipline becomes abuse.' Poverty, single parenthood, mental

illness, drug abuse, and social isolation can weaken families and

impair some parents' ability to care for their children. When

families are in turmoil, children are often the helpless victims of

their parents' frustration and despair. In the absence of

adequate support and services, these children are frequendy

removed from their families and placed in the custody of the

state.

Some children are removed from their families to protect

them from physical, emotional, or sexual abuse. Others are

removed when parents or relatives are unable or unwilling to

care for them. Still others are placed in out-of-home care

because their behavior problems make them difficult to care

for. The majority of these children are in foster care foster

family homes, group homes, and emergency shelters. Some are

in juvenile justice facilitiesegkd mental health institutions.
0 L ()
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Wherever they go, however, these children face grim futures. All of them

are scarred by the separation from their parents, siblings, schools, and com-

munities. Thousands move from one placement to another, effectively
denied a permanent home and family. For many children, tbster care,
which is intended to protect them from neglect and abuse at the hands of

parents and other family members, becomes an equally cruel form of
neglect and abuse by the state.

The human and financial costs of America's failure to support and
strengthen families and to provide intensive assistance in times of stress and

crisis are high. These costs are measured in the wasted lives of children

stranded in foster care, in disintegrating families that could be helped, and

in the extraordinary financial burden of sustaining a growing population of

children in settings outside their families, sometimes far from their homes.

Accordingly, the National Commission on Children recommends a com-

prehensive community-level approach to strengthen families and provide

essential supports and services to alleviate the need to place children in
protective custody. We urge that programs for vulnerable children and

their families be restructured to include three tiers of services:

community-based family support networks offering access and referrals

to a broad range of services to strengthen families and foster healthy
child development;

comprehensive intervention to strengthen and preserve troubled fami-
lies who voluntarily seek help before their problems become acute; and

comprehensive child welfare services for families in crisis to keep chil-

dren in their own homes whenever possible or to provide permanent

placement for those who must be removed from their families.

Children Living Outside Their Families
William, at age 18, had spent most of his adolescence in foster care. In tes-
timony before the Commission, he described his experiences and those of

thousands of other foster children better than we ever could. He said:

Hello. My name is William. For those who don't know me, my case number is

957439. That way you can look me up....

Let ine project an idea in your mind. Imagine you're 12 or 13 and you're walk-

ing home fivm .school one day with your best friend and you notice about five police

cars, a bunch of other cars at your house.

Now, being curious, and also being a youth, you wondeY what's going on. So you

run home and you see your little brother and sister in the back of a police car, (-lying.
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Most judges

have 35 to 40 cases

on their individual

calendars [every

day], and they have

an average of 10

minutes to spend

on each case.

Five years from

now, with double

the caseloads, the

judges will have

not 10 minutes, but

five minutes to

determine each

child's fate and each

family's future.

THE HONORABLE
PAUL BOLAND

Presidingjudge at Loa
Angeles County juvenile

Court,
Los Angeles, California
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You see your mother and elder sister sitting on the porch. Your mother says, "I failed

you. I can't. have you any men."

And then a stranger comes, a police offirei; and tells you to leave with them.

Now, you being a youth, and not knowing what's going on, you reject it, and you

struggle, and you run. But then the police officer handcuffs you and puts you in

back of the police cat; and then you take a long to, not to a relative's house, not to a

friend's house, but a place like Ian emergency shelter), a place you never even heard

of before.

And your first thought is, "Am I in jail? Is this juvenile hall?" Someone

explains what foster care is. No one explains it's okay, you didn't do anything, until

you go to a coutiroom one day and you see a man sitting behind a bench and you see

a lot of secretaries and dolts. But no one still explains it to you. But you're a 13-

year-old, sitting, wondering what happened to you.

Two days later they tell you you'rt7 a foster kid for the first time. What is a foster

kid? So you look it up in the dktionaly and it's a substitute for something.

So...you're 13, you're thinking, "I'm a substitute for a kid." I mean, I'm not a kid

anymore, I'm only a substitute for it.

It is not difficult to understand why children who are removed from
their homes and families feel helpless. Most come from highly stressful

family environments in which they were powerless to protect themselves

from abuse or neglect. Removal from their families represents yet another

event beyond their control. While in substitute care, some children suffer

repeated unanticipated moves; contact with their parents and siblings is
controlled by others. As a result, many develop a profound sense of power-

lessness. Their immediate situation and their opportunities for the future

appear to be beyond their control.

Many children who spend part of their childhood in out-of-home place-

ments become able and productive adults despite their traumatic experi-
ences. Too many others, however, develop an impaired self-image,
encounter difficulty in establishing emotional intimacy, and suffer an unre-

solved sense of loss.2 Some remain sensitive to their former status as foster

children and compare themselves to the persons they believe they might

have become had they been reared by their biological families.3

Although information on the population of children living apart from

their families is limited by inadequate data collection, existing estimates

indicate that the number of children in foster care has increased over the

past several years, reversing declines in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In

1977 an estimated 502,000 children were in foster care.4 By 1980 this num-

ber had dropped to 302,0005, and it declined further to a low of 275,000 in

3.'.)



1983.6 During the mid-1980s, however, estimates of the number of chiklren

in foster care began to increase, reaching approximately 340,000 by the end

of 1989,7 Recent projections estimate that 550,000 children will be in foster

care by 1995.6 This rapid increa .z! in the number of children living outside

their families has overwhelmed the capacity of the judicial system, which

has legal authority for foster children. It has also overwhelmed the child

welfare system, which is responsible for investigating reports of abuse -md

neglect, recommending and overseeing out-of-home placements, and pro-

viding follow-up counseling for the growing number of children who

require protective services.

In addition to the children in foster care, an estimated 91,646 children

live in public and private juvenile justice facilities,9 and another 54,472

receive mental health care as inpatients in hospitals and residential treat-

ment centers.19 The problems that precipitate the removal of these chil-

dren from their families generally resemble those of foster children.

Reports of child abuse and neglect rose 259 percent between 1976 and

1989," and more than 50 percent of all out-of-home placements today are

for children who need protection from adults in their own homes.12

Several factors contribute to the recent increase in the number of children

in out-of-home placements. As discussed in earlier chapters, the number of

single-parent families has skyrocketed; family poverty and homelessness are

growing; births to teenagers remain at a high level; and drug use continues

to flourish in large cities and small communities nationwide. However, a

recent analysis of the factors that place children at risk of maltreatment sug-

gests that only family income is consistently related to all categories of

abuse and neglect. When other factors, such as single parenthood and

race, are controlled for income, there is no positive correlation with height-

ened risk of abuse or neglect. In fact, this analysis suggests that when the

same resources are available to families headed by single mothers as to two-

parent households, children are actually at lower risk of maltreatment."

While poverty does not always or automatically lead to child abuse and

neglect, it can contribute to stress and a lack of emotional control that can

result in violence or an inability to meet a child's basic daily needs.

Although children living apart from their families corn:. from all

racial and ethnic groups, all income levels, and all types of' ,'amilies, chil-

dren from minority and single-parent families are overrepr !sented in the

child welfare population. Many of these families are poor." At the end

of fiscal year (FY) 1986, 49 percent of foster children were minority,"

more than twice the proportion of minority children in the population
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nationwide. Among black children in foster care, nearly 46 percent were

from single-parent families."'

Increasingly, the foster care population is made up of seriously troubled

adolescents at one end of the age spectrum and medically fragile infants and

young children at the other. Growing numbers of adolescents in foster care

are youth who have dropped out of school, are unable to find jobs, and are

pregnant or already have babies of their own. Policies mandating the &in-

stitutionalization of children with mental health problems and the decrimi-

nalization of status offenders that is, young people charged with running

away, ungovernability, truancy, or liquor law violations have increased the

number of emotionally disturbed, mentally ill, developmentally disabled,
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and delinquent children in foster care. For many of these troubled adoles-

cents, the future holds little hope of reunification with their parents or
adoption into another family.

At the other end of the age spectrum is the growing population of
infants and very young children born to or being raised by drug-abusing

parents. Many of these children were exposed to drugs in utero and born

to mothers who did not receive appropriate prenatal care. As a result,
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many have physical, psychological, and developmental disabilities, as well as

serious health problems. Some are at risk of developing AIDS because their

mothers are infected with the HIV virus. Many children of drug-abusing

parents will never have a normal family life. Substance abuse renders their

parents unable to care for them, and these children's need for specialized

medical attention, housing, and education often makes it difficult to find

adoptive families for them. In addition, the shortage of well-trained and
well-supported fbster families means that many of these children will begin

their lives as "boarder babies," spending much more time in hospitals than

is medically necessary because they have no homes.

Frequently, children who cuter the child welfare system do not receive

needed health and social services. The majority have multiple physical,
emotional, behavioral, and developmental difficulties that require special-

ized supports and services. Yet the services they need are fragmented and

uncoordinated. Cooperation among agencies (e.g., child welfare, public

health, mental health, juvenile justice, special education) is typically ham-

pered by conflicting eligibility requirements, rigid funding mechanisms,
staff who guard institutional boundaries to ensure their share of federal.

state, and private flinding, and specialized professionals who tend to focus

on the isolated problems they are trained to address rather than on the

interrelated needs of children and families.
Because of this fragmentation, children are often served on the basis of

their most obvious condition or problem. When they enter one health or

social service system, they tend to receive only the services that system

offers, regardless of whether such assistance is responsive to their multiple

needs. Thus, for example, emotionally disturbed children are served by the

mental health system, delinquent children by the juvenile justice system,

and abused or neglected children by the protective services system. Yet the

needs of these children are often the same and are often broader than the

mission of any single agency.

The child welfare system is intended to provide coordinated diagnostic

and treatment services for troubled children and families in order to
reunify children safely and permanently with their natural families, place

them in long-term foster care, or arrange for their adoption. However,
sonic children linger in foster care or in institutions for extended periods

of time; an estimated 14 percent of foster children stay in the system five

or more years.I7 Despite widespread knowledge that children do best in

settings that provide continuity and stable, caring relationships with
adults, they are often moved from one placement to another.
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Approximately 55 percent of children in foster care experience two or
more placements; 8 percent of children experience six or more place-
ments,I8 in part because there are too few foster parents trained and willing

to care for troubled children and children with special needs. In addition,
foster children rarely have just one caseworker who tracks their case and
monitors their progress. High rates of turnover among caseworkers make it
difficult for children to receive continuous personal attention and may
amplify their feelings of being lost in an uncaring system. Caseworkers
themselves are often inadequately trained, inexperienced, poorly paid, and
expected to manage too many cases to permit them to give any single child

or family sustained and thoughtful attention. They, too, feel unappreciated

and adrift in a bureaucratic system that forces them to spend as much or
more time on paperwork as working directi with children and families who
need help.

In recent years, an increasing number of children have left foster care
before age 18, only to reenter the child welfare system later. Between 1983
and 1985, the number of children with multiple placements in foster care
rose from 16 percent to 30 percent.19 Recent longitudinal studies of chil-

dren in foster care found that in New York 27 percent of the children
reunited with their families returned to placement some time later; in
Illinois, the comparable figure is just under 30 percent.2° Many critics
argue that this reflects the child welfare system's inability to meet the com-
plex needs of highly stressed and disorganized families.21 It also reflects the
increased difficulty of addressing comprehensively the needs of vulnerable
and often troubled children so that they can return to their parents or
thrive in settings outside their own homes.

The stated goal for every child in foster care is reunification with his or
her natural parents or placement in an adoptive home. For about two-
thirds of children, that goal is ultimately met. In 1986 slightly fewer than 60
percent of children in foster care were either reunited with their families or
placed with a parent, relative, or other caregiver. Another 7 percent were
adopted or relinquished fbr adoption. Approximately 20 percent were no
longer in care for other reasons, including running away, incarceration,
marriage, death. discharge to another public agency, or acquiring a legal
guardian. Another 8 percent reached age 18 and were no longer eligible
for care. No information is available for the remaining 6 percent of chil-
dren who left the foster care system in 1986.22

In the past, child welfare services for foster children generally ended
when children reached age 18 or completed high school, regardless of
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future.
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whether they were %motionally and financially able to care for themselves.

Although an independent living program is now in place to help foster
youth acquire daily living skills, many 18-year-o1ds who leave foster care face

uncertain futures, Many must work full-thne to support themselves, drop-

ping out of high school or forgoing college or other professional training.

Sonie end up homeless.

ln 1990 Congress responded to growing concern over the future
prospects of older fbster children by expanding (at state option) indepen-

dent living programs to serve these young people until age 21. Federal and

state programs enable participants to seek a high school diploma or its
equivalent or to receive vocational training. The programs also ofkr train-

ing in daily living skills, such as budgeting, career planning, and locating

housing, and they provide outreach, counseling, and coordination of rele-

vant services,

The Child Welfare System
In 1980 Congress enacted the Child Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act

(P.L. 96-272) to reibrin the child welfare system and prevent children in

the states' protective custody from being "lost" in substitute care, This law

was intended co prevent the removal of children from their homes except

when absolutely necessary and, through "permanency planning," to return

children to their families or place them in relatives' homes, adoptive
luunes, or other permanent living arrangements. Initially, the law succeed-

ed in meeting its major goals. From the late 1970s to 1985, there were sig-

nificant decreases in the number of children in out-of-home care, reduc-

tions in the average time children remained in the child welfare system,

increases in the foster care turnover rate, and more intensive in-home ser-

vices for vulnerable children and their families.'" These trends were
reversed in the mid-1980s, however. The growing number of troubled fami-

lies largely because of drug use has overwhelmed the child welfare sys-

tem. Children today are typically placed outside their homes, with few

accompanying supports and services to strengthen and reunify their fami-

lies.

The growing number of children in out-of-home placements is also the

product of misguided federal and state funding incentives. Federal fund-

ing for preventive and family support services is fixed each year and has

barely grown in the past decade, while funding for out-of-home care is sup-

ported by an open-ended entitlement that grows automatically according to

need, As a consequence, the federal government makes significantly more
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money available to states for out-of-home placement than for support ser-

vices to strengthen families and prevent removal of children from their
homes.24 This encourages states to place children in out-of-home care
rather than to help troubled families overcome their problems and main-

tain custody of their children.

Title IV-B of the Child Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act provides

funds to states for flunily support, prevention, and reunification services.

Federal appropriations (that is, funds actually provided) consistently fall

short of the program authorization (the maximum amount of funding that

may be provided), which itself has historically underestimated the actual

demand for these services. Between 1977 and 1989, Congress maintained

the authorization for Title IV-B at $266 million, and the program grew only

10 percent in constant 1981 dollars during this period. In 1989 the autho-

rization was increased to $325 million;25 however, Congress appropriated

only $273 million for FY1991.2'

In contrast, under Title IV-E of the act the federal government provides

open-ended matching funds to states for out-of.home placement. Congress

recently budgeted $1.8 billion for foster care services for FY 1991.27
Funding for Title IV-E increased dramatically during the 1980s, in response

to the rising number of children placed in alternative care and growing
claims for state and local administrative responsibilities. Between 1981 and

1991, administrative and program-related expenses increased from $30 mil-

lion to $882 million.2m In this case, however, administrative expenses
include more than just record-keeping and reporting tasks. As defined by

P.L. 96-272, administrative expenses include referral of' troubled families to

child welfare services, preparation for and participation in judicial determi-

nations of child placement, initial development and continued review of' a

foster child's case plan to determiae when reunification with the family or

adoption is appropriate, and recruitment and licensing of foster homes and

institutions.

The scope and structure of Title IV-E funding gives states a strong finan-

cial incentive to place children in foster care rather than to provide inten-

sive family preservation and support services to keep families together. As a

result, children are often removed from difficult or potentially dargerous

families prematurely or unnecessarily. The Commission heard from many

child welfare caseworkers who felt they had little alternative but to remove

children from their homes, even in cases where their best professional judg-

ment suggested that intensive support might enable a family to weather a

crisis and begin to build stronger, healthier relationships. In the absence of
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appropriate supportive services in many communities, caseworkers are

forced to take drastic steps to protect children from the dire consequences

of severe abuse and neglect. Tragically, although they are out of immediate

physical danger, children who are removed from families often do not
receive the love and nurturing they need in out-of.-home care either.

In some cases, the removal of a child might have been prevented by
intensive, home-based prevention or intervention services, commonly
known as family preservation services. Family preservation services are

available in 17 states29 to help parents cope with the practical problems that

contribute to family stress. They teach parenting skills and strategies for

resolving conflicts and they link parents and children to other community

supports and services. Family preservation also provides concrete services,

such as transportation, purchase of essential and sorely needed household

items, and emergency assistance."
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Family preservation appears to be a promising vehicle for helping trou-

bled families, although rigorous long-term studies of its effects and effec-

tiveness have yet to be done. Several program models illustrate the basic

approach. Homebuilders, established in Tacoma, Washington, during the
mid-1970s, was the first large-scale family preservation program. Its coun-
selors provide practical assistance to help families resolve immediate crises

that can precipitate abuse or neglect, such as imminent eviction, sudden or

prolonged unemployment, or the need for homemaker services and respite
child care, and then use individual and group therapy to teach families
more effective styles of conflict resolution and parent-child interaction.

Sine, 1974 Homebuilders has served 4,500 children and their families.51

Another family preservation initiative is Maryland's Intensive Family

Services program, which employs teams composed of a social worker and a
parent aide to provide home-based services to a family after a protective ser-
vices investigation has been conducted but prior to removal of a child.
Social workers have some discretion to purchase services thr families that
will help them manage their daily lives and avert out-of-home placement.
Among the services available to families are counseling, advocacy, parent-
ing education, respite care, employment counseling, budgeting, and the
purchase of emergency goods. Approximately 1,000 families receive ser-
vices each year, at an estimated cost to the state of $2.5 million in FY1990.52

While the National Commission on Children encourages states to explore
ways to strengthen families and avert out-of-home placements, we also recog-

nize that family preservation is not a panacea. For some children, especially
those living in home environments that place them at imminent risk of severe
physical or mental abuse or neglect, out-of4iome placement is necessaiy and
must be available. But outplacement should not be the first resort nor the
only solution to troubled family situations. Children's own families are the
single most powerful agent for ensuring their healthy development.
"Removing children from their families for any but the most compelling rea-

sons breaks the critical bond children need to develop their basic personal
and social identities."35 In light of this, the Commission strongly urges that
over the coining decade all levels of government and the private sector redi-
rect and increase resources both financial and human to develop sys-
tems that will build family strengths and relationships and support healthy
child development, rather than continuing to focus primarily on family
deficits and dysfunction. At the same time, explicit efforts must be made to
improve the services offered to children who are removed from their families
so that they can receive more individualized and comprehensive support
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while living in substitute care. To ensure that children do not languish for

years in foster care, we urge a renewed commitment t) permanency plan-

ning. This concept is at the center of the 1980 child welfare reform legisla-

tion. It requires states to establish and pursue stable, nurturing, and per-

manent arrangements for every child in their custody.

Toward Policies and Programs to Nurture and Protect
America's Most Vulnerable Children and Their Families

If the nation had deliberately designed a system that would frustrate the

professionals who staff it, anger the public who finance it, and abandon the

children who depend on it, it could not have done a better job than the
present child welfare system. The goah of family reunification and perma-

nency planning remain paramount, but dramatic increases in the number

of troubled families and misplaced financial incentives to the states make

these goals nearly impossible to achieve. The National Commission on
Children heard from virtually every actor in the system: child welfare staff

and dependency court judges who want inure manageable caseloads so they

can give children and families the thoughtful attention they need; foster

parents who need more training ;Lid support to meet the developmental

needs of children who arrive at their homes with chronic illnesses, disabili-

ties, and severe emotional problems; families who wish someone had
reached out to them earlier; and foster children who want what all children

want a loving, safe, and nurturing family and a stable, secure home.

Marginal changes will not turn this system around. Instead, we need

comprehensive reform based on fundamental restructuring of our efforts

to help troubled children and protect vulnerable children.

Many research and advocacy organizations have expressed similar frus-

tration and concern about the child welfare system.a Organizations and
individuals familiar with the system tend to agree that fundamental reform

is necessary to reduce the number of children who must be removed from

their families and to ensure safe, nurturing, permanent homes for children

who cannot live with their parents, The Commission recommends a frame-

work fOr a comprehensive, community-based, family-focused system that

will lessen the need to place vulnerable children in substitute care by ensur-

ing that their families have the necessary supports to raise them.

'Those organizations are the American Publit Welfare Association, the Annie E. (:asey Foundwion, the
Centet for the Snub of Sot ial Poln the Child Welfare League of America. the Children's Defense Fund,
the Edna McConnell Clark Foundatitin. and others.
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In concurrence with the recent
report of the American Public
Welfare Association's Conunission

on Child Welfare and Family
Preservation, we recommend a
three-tiered approach to strengthen

families and reduce the number of
children placed outside their
homes. This approach focuses sub-

stantially more attention on family

support to promote the health and
well-being of vulnerable children
and families before serious prob-
lems develop. Recognizing the
value of prevention, the first tier
focuses on supporting all families by

providing them with easily accessi-

ble, community-based, family-ori-

ented services that enhance par-
ents' ability to care for their chil-
dren. The family support programs

described and recommended in the

previous chapter are the core of this

first tier.

The second tier calls for restruc-

turing and expanding family ser-
vices so that they are more compre-

hensive and cohesive and can
address the pressing needs of fami-

lies befbre and during a crisis. The

third tier, which most closely resembles the current child welfare system,

focuses more on family preservation, reunification, and, when these are not

possible, permanent placements for children living apart from thoir fami-

lies. The overarching goal of this new approach is to provide familkss with

appropriate and adequate supports, in this way reducing the number of

children who will need to be removed from their families. If more efThrt

and resources are not directed toward prevention and early intervention,

the child welfare system will continue to fail the children and families most

in need of' help.
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The National Commission on Children recommends a comprehensive

community-level approach to strengthen families. We believe that early

family support and the availability of preventive services will ultimately

lessen the need for children to be removed from their homes. We therefore

urge that programs and services for vulnerable children and their families

be restructured to include three complementary approaches:

I. fomotinr child development and healthy family function through

locally controlled and coordinated, community-based family support net-

works that offer access and referrals to a broad range of services, includ-

ing health and mental health care, education, recreation, housing, parent-

ing education and support, employment and training, and substance

abuse prevention and treatment.

This first tier is designed to promote healthy child development,
strengthen families, enhance parents' childrearing skills, and build the
capacity of communities to support families. To achieve these goals, com-

munity organizations, agencies, and individuals must join forces to provide

a mix of prevention programs and services that are easily accessible to all

families and are offered in a manner that is sensitive to differences in family

structure, culture, and ethnicity. This approach also requires additional
training for social workers, caseworkers, and other service providers to rec-

ognize, understand, and cooperate in addressing the multiple needs of chil-

dren and their families."

This first tier should offer families information, eligibility determina-

tion, and referral to a broad range of local programs in health, education,

mental health, income support, housing, and substance abuse treatment.

Specific services that should be available at the community level include

quality child care, prenatal care, parenting education, parent support ser-

vices such as parent aides and visiting nurses, early childhood screening

and developmental services, literacy and employment programs, and recre-

ational activities for children and youth.35

2. Assisting families and children in need in order to strengthen and

preserve families that voluntarily seek help before their problems become

acute. Human service programs, including health and mental health,

juvenile services, substance abuse programs, education, and economic and

social supports, must collaborate to provide prevention and early inter-

vention services that offer practical solutions to problems faced by fami-

lies in crisis.

This approach has two goals: to strengthen and preserve families who seek

help for existing problems and to improve the ability of service agencies to
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deliver coordinated, family-focused services that are nonpunitive, volun-

tary, and culturally responsive. To achieve these goals, communities must

ensure that families facing problems such as poverty, unemployment, ill

health, homelessness, substandard housing, adolescent pregnancy, or
delinquency have access to more intensive services than those provided in

the first tier. In particular, the growing relationship between parental
substance abuse and child abuse and neglect highlights the need for com-

munity-based drug and alcohol treatment programs for parents, pregnant

women, and children. All of these problems must be addressed as family

problems, rather than as conditions that affect only a child or only a par-

ent. Specialized services, such as respite care, child and family mental

health care, crisis intervention, voluntary family preservation services, and

short-term voluntary placement of children outside the home, should be

made available. All of the services in this second tier are transitional; they

are provided to families based on need and end when problems are
resolved.

Helping families before their problems become acute requires coordina-

tion among federal, state, and community programs and providers to
reduce conflicting eligibility criteria, administrative barriers that prevent

families from receiving assistance, and duplication of services. In the next

chapter, we discuss coordination and collaboration among programs and

services in more detail and offer recommendations to build a more cohe-

sive service delivery system for families with multiple needs. In essence, a

more coordinated and collaborative system would encourage service
providers to help families locate and receive the full range of services they

may need in order to establish or restore healthy family functioning. One

way to do this is to use case managers to help a family secure the services

that address immediate needs, build family strengths, and reduce the likeli-

hood that children will have to be removed from their homes.

3. Protectin bug_..a_mgA_md_lnelectechilren through more comprehen-

sive child protective services, with a strong emphasis on efforts to keep

children with their families or to provide permanent placement for those

removed from their homes.

This approach has three goals: to protect children who have already suf-

fered or are at imminent risk of suffering serious harm; to ensure that rea-

sonable efforts are made to maintain children safely in their own homes

once a finding of abuse or neglect is substantiated; and to provide perma-

nent placement for children who must be removed from their families.
This tier most closely resembles today's child welfare system; however, as
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the third tier in a pyramid of family support and child welfare smices, it

would Wells only on those families in which children have suffered or are at

risk of suffering serious harm."

While services in the second tier would be voluntary, those in the third

tier would be mandatory. For example, families in crisis that are likely to

benefit from intensive in-home family preservation services would be
offered this option as the only alternative to having their children placed in

.
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foster care. When a child must be removed from his or her family, reunifi-

cation services would be provided to prepare both the child and the family

for a return home. Finally, children who remain in foster care would have

a sustained, supportive environment enriched with education, therapy,
recreation, and other developmentally appropriate services to help them

become independent, productive adults."

For children, sudden removal from their homes even destructive or

neglectful homes is a traumatic experience. Like William, they are taken

from familiar surroundings by strangers, often with little if any explanation,
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and they are placed in crowded emergency shelters or foster homes with few

resources to address their medical and psychological needs. Siblings are fre-

quently separated, and children have little or no contact with family mem-

bers or social workers who can help them understand what is happening.

Children who have been removed from their homes and are awaiting

court hearings need special care and support to help them through this
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painful and frightening experience. They should always be placed in safe,

home-like shelters where their medical and psychological needs can be

met. Whenever possible, siblings should be kept together, and when appro-

priate, families should be encouraged to visit.

Children placed in foster care by the court should be cared for in set-

tings that protect their health and safety and address their developmental

needs. All children need close, one-to4ane relationships with caring adults,

yet foster children rarely have the opportunity to form and sustain these

close ties. Family-like settings are more likely to encourage the develop-

ment of nurturing relationships than are large, impersonal institutions.

Placement with relatives is often a desirable arrangement for children who

have been removed from their parents, since it enables children to retain

links to their families and may be less stressful than placement with unfa-

miliar adults and children. However, placing a child with relatives does not

abrogate the state's responsibility to protect his or her health and develop-

ment. States must still provide necessary supports and services to children,

their families, and the relatives who serve as foster parents. They must also

continue efforts to reunify parents and children.

For children who cannot be placed with relatives especially for infants

and very young children well-trained and properly supported foster fami-

lies typically provide the most intimate environment.

Group homes that are properly staffed and supervised and that offer

counseling, supervision, and discipline in small family-like settings can also

provide supportive environments for children. 111:7..se arrangements may be

especially suitable for older children and for adolescents.

Children's centers that provide a home-like environment for small

groups of children, are staffed by skilled professionals, and offer a complete

range of services or coordinate with other providers to meet children's

needs are another option for foster children of all ages. Their visibility

can create opportunities for community support and involvement and

heighten children's chances of adoption if they are unable to return to

their biological families.

Regardless of the substitute care setting, people who work with vulnera-

1)1e children and their parents, including child protective services casework-

ers, foster parents, relatives, and employees of group homes, shelters, and

residential centers, must be appropriately trained to recognize and under-

stand the complex problems these troubled families face, and they must

receive adequate support to provide the help that families need. States and

communities should ensure that service providers are trained to properly
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assess families' needs and help them

gain access to the array of supports

and services they may require.
Foster parents, especially those car-

ing for chronically or mentally ill
children, also need specialized train-

ing and support. Finally, child wel-

fare and protective services staff
need appropriate training and pro-
fessional support. They should not

be expected to manage caseloads so

large that they are unable to work
thoughtfully and responsively with

troubled families. When casework-

ers are unable to spend sufficient
time with their clients, they are less

likely to provide supports and ser-

vices in a timely fashion, and as a
consequence, children are some-
times separated from their families

for longer periods than would other-

wise be necessary. Reducing
caseloads is also likely to help lower

the present high turnover rates
among child welfare caseworkers.
In Chapter II we discuss in more
detail working conditions in the
public child welfare field and make

recommendations for recruiting and

retaining talented individuals.

To ensure that children do not remain in out-of-home placements
longer than necessary, state child welfare systems must redouble their
efforts to develop permanency planning goals for each child living outside

her or his family. Permanency planning goals can range from family reuni-

fication to adoption or placement in long-term fbster care. For infants

abandoned at birth and other young children who need the support of a
stable, committed caregiver but who cannot be safely returned to their bio-

logical families, we encourage states to move faster to terminate parental

rights, where appropriate. We recognize, however, that termination of

s
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The social
workers, it's hard

for them to reach

out to individual

kids when they

wony about 30 kids

in one month.

We have to cut down

on caseloads and get

more social workers.

I had a social

worker who had six,

one lady, and she

just gave me more

attention than any

of my other social

workers.

WILLIAM

Foster mud,
Los Angeles, California
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parental rights may not be in the best interests of"all children. For instance,

it may not be the best alternative for adolescents, who have limited oppor-

tunities for adoption and who may have difficulty assimilating into new fam-

ily environments. When termination of parental rights is not feasible, it is

imperative that children are able to live in a single, stable placement and

receive care that is responsive to their needs.

Adoption offers a new beginning to children whose parents are unable

or unwilling to care for them. The adoption process itself and the supports

and services provided to all parties must be sensitive to the emotional needs

of the children, the biological parents, and the adoptive parents.
Traditional counseling befbre and after birth with the biological parents, as

well as counseling before and after adoption with the adoptive parents,
should be supplemented with additional health and social services as need-

ed, including health care for medically fragile children.

All three tiers of the proposed system are essential. Until the nation

pays substantial attention to building the capacity of communities to sup-

port all families in their childrearing roles and provides an array of support-

ive services to those experiencing problems, the existing child welfare sys-

tem will continue to be little more than "an emergency room for troubled

families".39

Steps Toward Implementation
Reform of the nature and magnitude described above will require substan-

tial cl-anges over the coming decade in policies and practices at all levels of

government and in all service systems.

The Federal Level

We urge Congress to adopt the three-tiered approach outlined above and

to legislate the changes at the federal level to enable states and localities to

strengthen and support families and more effectively address the needs of

vulnerable children and their families. The federal government should
alter funding incentives that inhibit states and localities from providing

essential preventive services, and it should restructure programs for chil-

dren and families to improve coordination and collaboration among rele-

vant health, education, and social service providers. It should require states

to extend foster care services to youth up to age 21 and provide services to

all foster youth to prepare them for independent living when they leave the

foster care system. The federal government should also assist in collecting

relevant data and training child welfare staff and foster parents.

1?1(-3.v"
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Changes in Funding Incentives. Current federal funding structures
encourage states to remove children from their homes rather than to pro-
vide intensive in-home services or prevention and early intervention effbrts.
The reforms proposed by the Commission would reverse the present pat-
tern of spending and direct more human and financial resources to preven-

tion and family preservation. Such a fundamental reordering of funding
priorities should be implemented carefUlly. As a first step, we urge the fed-

eral government to create demonstration projects that channel additional
funding to states to test preventive interventions. This additional ftmding
would have neither the restrictions nor the incentives for out-of-home
placement built into Title IV-E and Title IV-B funding.

Extending Foster Care to Age 21. Many children in foster care are
behind in school. The psychological stress they experience before and
after removal from their families often negatively affects their school per-
formance. In addition, when placement in foster care requires that they
change schools (for some children more than once), young people fre-
quently are unable to complete course requirements for matriculation and
are held back. As a consequence. many foster youth have not completed
high school by the time they turn 18 and are not educationally or emotion-
ally ready to support themselves independently. Historically, states have
extended foster care services to children up to age 18. In 1990, recognizing
that many foster youth need additional support to complete their high
school educations, to pursue postsecondary education and training, and to
acquire the necessary skills and knowledge to live successfully on their own.
Congress extended federal support for foster care senices to youth up to
age 21 at state option. To ensure that all young people living outside their

fiunilies are able to receive the support and services they need to make a
successful transition to adulthood, the Commission urges the federal gov-
ernment to require all states to extend foster care to youth up to age 21,
conditional on their enrollnwnt in educational or job training programs,
and to provide services to prepare them for independent living. These ser-
vices should be financed under the provisions of Title IV-E, as are other
out-of-home care arrangements for children in the protective custody of the
states.

Greater Coordination of Federal Programs. Severely troubled and
highly stressed fiunilies are often unable to get help to avert problems
before they become crises. The bureaucratic maze of discrete, tairelated
programs, each with its own administrative procedures and eligibility crite-

ria. discourages many fiimilies from seeking help and delays the provision
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of assistance to others. The unfor-
tunate consequence is often to
heighten parents' feeling of isola-
tion and helplessness and to exam,.

bate problems that may lead to
abuse or neglect. Once children
have been removed from their
homes, fragmented and narrowly
defined programs make it difficult

for foster parents and caseworkers

to secure the array of health, educa-

tional, and social services many of

these children desperately iwed.

Much of this fragmenuttion
begins at the federal level. In

Chapter II we offer several recom-

mendations for federal actions to
make it easier for states and locali-

ties to design and deliver compre-
hensive services to severely troubled

families. These include mecha-
nisms fbr greater coordination with-

in the executive branch and across

congressional committees; decate-
% gorintion of selected federal pro-

grams to promote flexibility in ser-

vice delivery; and uniform eligibility

and a consolidated, streamlined
application process for the major

federal means-tested programs. The Commission also recommends
demonstration projects at the state and local levels to experiment with
innovative strategies to coordinate services and promote greater collabora-

tion among providers who work with troubled families. Meeting the needs

of children and families in the child welfare system should be a top priority

of these demonstrations.

Data Collection. The federal government also has a unique role to play

in helping suites design and maintain systems fbr gathefing, integrating, and

reporting data on children and families in the child welfare system. At pre-

sent, there is no systematic method of accounting fbr children in substitute
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care. Some children are "lost" in the child welfare system for months or

years, making the provision of services, let alone permanency planning,

impossible. It is even impossible to say how many children are wards of the

states at any given time. We encourage the federal government to establish

guidelines and provide start-up funding for a uniform data collection sys-

tem in every state. At both the federal and the state level, this information

is essential fbr program planning and monitoring.

Support to Child Welfare Staff and Foster Parents. To enhance the
quality of care for the most vu.!:erable children and their families, the fed-

eral government should provide leadership and fiscal incentives to states to

improve the recruitment, retention, and training of supervisory and direct

service staff serving troubled children and their families.

Foster families should be eligible to receive the refundable child tax
credit recommended in Chapter 5 as a component of the Commission's
income security plan. In addition, the federal government should explore

ways of allocating child support funds collected from absent parents to
adults caring for foster children. Given the administrative complexity of

coordinating the child support and child welfare systems, we urge the fed-

eral government to establish demonstration projects to develop effective

mechanisms for ensuring that persons caring for children outside their
homes receive adequate support to meet those children's needs.

The State Level

Governors and state agencies must adopt and implement the comprehen-

sive child welfare reforms we have recommended at the federal level. States

should also explore earlier termination of parental rights for children aban-

doned at birth and improve training and support for se!vice providers who

work directly and indirectly with the most vulnerable children and their

families.

Termination of Parental Rights. Children need strong, stable, one-to-

one relationships with their parents. When parents are unable or unwilling

to provide consistent care and nurturing, children should have an opportu-

nity to develop stable, trusting relationships with other caring adults.
Accordingly, the Commission encourages states to review their judicial poli-

des regarding termination of parental rights and take steps to accelerate

the adoption process in cases where babies have been abandoned at birth

and where repeated attempts to reunite older children and their parents
have been unsuccessful Some commissioners recommend terminating

parental rights for abandoned infants after 90 days, in order to ensure that
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thea: very young children are able to be placed in loving homes and to
begin the process of' bonding with their adoptive parents as early as possi-

ble. While the 90-day period may be used as a gu;,/eline, all commissioners

believe that social workers and judges must review cases on an individual

basis to account for special circumstances that may warrant longer or short-

er stays in foster care. The Commission further urges the National
Conference of Juvenile Court Judges to develop model statutes and admin-

istrative procedures to accelerate the termination of parental tights in cases

where there is little hope of successfully reuniting children with their bio-

logical families and adoption is feasible.

Greater Coordination of State Programs. State legislative committees,

subcommittees, and administrative agencies should take steps to coordinate

health and social service programs for troubled fam'''s and for children in

foster care. Breaking down bureaucratic and administrative barriers will

first require clear, strong, and sustained state-level leadership. Governors

must take steps to establish comprehensive, community-based, family-ori-

ented service systems in their states, and they must hold all relevant agen-

cies accountable for accomplishing it. Successful implementation will

require substantial cross-agency budgeting and planning in order to move

funds across agency boundaries and to achieve greater flexibility in organiz-

ing and delivering services to fatnilies in crisis. To begin this process, the

Commission urges governors to launch demonstration programs within

their states that build on federal initiatives.

Encouraging Local Initiative. We also encourage states to vest signifi-

cant authority in local communities, creating incentives for local agencies

and community-based service providers to design and implement their own

networks of family support and assistance. Those closest to families experi-

encing problems are often the most motivated and most creative in finding

solutions. States should encourage local creativity and initiative by provid-

ing necessary financial resources, offering technical assistance, and estab-

lishing standards by which to measure local progress.

Support to Child Welfare Staff and Foster Parents. With federal assis-

tance, states must take steps to improve training and support for health and

social service providers, including child welfare caseworkers, who work with

troubled families and their children. States should provide incentives to

colleges and universities, as well as public and private nonprofit agencies, to

iniFove the recruitment, retention, and training of supervisory and direct

service staff. States should also enhance and extend training for foster par-

ents to prepare them to respond effectively to the needs of the increasingly

r:1
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troubled children in their care. Finally, they should review their proce-

dures and practices for monitoring foster family homes, group homes, and

institutions to eiisure that children receive appropriate care.

The Local Level

As local communities gain increased authority and autonomy, they must

also accept increased responsibility for the well-being of children and fami-

lies. The development of local networks of family support programs and

the efkctive delivery of integrated services depend on the ability of commu-

nities to respond to the needs of their own families. Local communities
can begin by assessing the status and needs of children and families, review-

ing the resources available to respond to those needs, bringing existing ser-

vice providers and committed individuals together to design a comprehen-

sive support system for families, and providing training and support for the

professionals, paraprofessionals, and volunteers who will staff the programs

and work directly with parents and children.

Costs and Benefits
Without additional investments in prevention, intervention, and intensive

family preservation, the federal and state governments will have little alterna-

tive but to spend ever larger sums to care for children outside their families.

If present trends in out-of-home placement continue, the Congressional

Budget Office projects that the federal government will spend a total of
approximately $9.24 billion between FY1991 and FY1996 under Title IV-E to

maintain children in foster care.-1"

The National Commission on Children believes that providing families

with comprehensive prevention and early intervention services will enhance

family functioning and, over time, significantly reduce the need for costly
out-of-home placements. In the previous chapter, we recommended a first-

year investment of $400 million of federal, state, local, and private funds for

coimnunity-based family support programs, increasing to $2 billion (divided

equally between federal and nonfederal sources) after five years. These pro-

grams and the networks they establish with other conununity programs and

services will make up the first tier of a restructured child welfare system.

To provide the more intensive services that are part of the second and

third tiers, the federal government will need to increase funding under
Title IN -B. The majority of commissioners recommends changing Title

IV-B to an entitlement, making ftinds equally available for the provision

of family preservation services and for foster care. This will eliminate any
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fiscal incentive for removing children from their homes unnecessarily by

ensuring that states have adequate funds fbr prevention. Along with fund-

ing in tier one for family support, this step would represent a substantial
investment in promoting child development, improving family functioning,

and preventing family crises that result in children being removed from

their homes. Over time, these commissioners believe, this investment will

reduce the amount of federal and state funding needed for out-of-home
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placement under tier three. As this transition occurs, federal savings from

reductions in out-of-home placements should be used to cover the federal
share of costs fbr prevention under the new entitlement provision.

Until Title IV-B is changed to an entitlement, most commissioners

urge Congress to increase appropriations for prevention and family
preservation services. The FY 1991 appropriation for Title IV-B is $273
million. Over the coining five years, they believe funding should be
increased by approximately $215 million annually so that prevention anti

reunification services will be available to half the families with substantiat-

ed cases of abuse or neglect and two-thirds of families that already have a

child in foster care. In this way, the FY 1992 Title IV-B appropriation
would be $488 million; by FY 1996, it would increase to $1.075 billion,
approximately the same amount that is currently spent on out-of-home
placement under the provisions of Title IV-E.

A minority of commissioners believe that MITellt problems in child wel-

fare are not related primarily to inadequate flinding. Indeed, total federal

expenditures on child welfare services have increased from $536 million in

1981 to $2.385 billion in 1991. Rather, these commissioners believe it is dif-

ficult, if not impossible, to address current problems in child welfare
because of the structural roadblocks states face in obtaining funds through
Titles IV-B and IV-E. Consequently, these commissioners recommend that
the relationship between Titles IV-B and IV-E be altered to allow greater
flexibility in spending monies I'm ereventive services. In doing so, these
commissimwrs believe, it would not be necessary to appropriate additional
monies for child welfare services.

Federal, state, and local governments, as well as private sector employers

and the general public, will benefit from an increase in preventive services.

In addition to the savings that slumld result from fewer out-of-home place-

ments for children, strengthening families should enhance parents' ability

to meet their children's physical, intellectual, social, and emotional needs.

Whik this new approach will require additional human and financial

resources, we believe its long-term benefits significantly outweigh its costs.

We project significant reductions in the number of costly interventions
associated with removing children from their families. Further, strengthen-
ing the family will result in reductions in .juvenile delinquency, school
dropout, teen pregnancy, and other high-risk behaviors among children
raised in tnalbled families. If we do not take these steps toward supporting

vulnerable children and their families, the social and economic toll on this
cmintry will continue to rise.
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We have to

look and listen to

the people that

we're trying to help.

I mean, we all lave

the solution for

somebody else's

problem, but we'm

not listening to them

to find out what

their problem is.

In a sense, we're

playing God with

other people's lives,

and we're not

even bothering to

ask them.

LUPE ROSS
Foster Parent,

Los Angeles, CallforliS :
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Conclusion
Most American children are raised by their parents in supportive and nur-

turing environnwnts. flowever, recent social and economic changes have

put new pressures on families, pressures that in some cases overwhelm par-

ents' ability to protect and care for their children. As a result, a large and

growing nunther of' children have been removed from their families in
recent years. For these children, the child welfare system has become the

caregiver of first and last resort. Too many remain faceless and forgotten in

crowded institutions and poorly supported foster homes. As a society, we

should not continue to remove children from their families when efforts to

provide support particularly early support hold such promise for
strengthening families and reducing the need for out-of-home placements.

Tlw National Commission on Children recommends a plan for compre-

hensive reform to support and strengthen the ability of parents to care for

their children. This plan must involve all sectors of society: at one end, the

federal government must establish a framework and provide support to states

and localities; at the other end, local communities and service providers
must tailor programs to meet the needs of children and families. We recog-

nize that reit= takes time and that success does not occur overnight. But
we know enough now to begin. Further delay will continue to place many

children and their families at unnecessary risk and cost the nation billions of'

dollars in costly interventions that could have been avoided.
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it's not just prenatal care...

it's total mothering...Before I can go

in there and say, "Well, Ms. Susan,

why don't you come on and make this

appointment?" I have to first address

Ms. Susan's problem of feeding these

other babies that she already has,

because otherwise, she doesn't want

to hear an I have to say,

because it's not important at that

point, not to her...If I can't get Mom

a roof over her head, then I'm never

going to get her to that clinic.

VIVIAN LOUIS-BURNETT
Casefinder,

Chicago, Illinois
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11 families, regardless ofA
their resources and circumstances, need occasional support and

assistance. They may need help locating child care, treating a

child's health condition, or coping with a learning problem.

Many parents seek advice and guidance on childrearing or help

in dealing with marital stress or a family dispute. Ally family

can be touched by mental illness or substance abuse, and none

is immune to accidents, death, or disability. Few families are

completely free from economic worries.

In the last half century, a complex system of statutory and

publicly financed services has developed to promote children's

health and development, assist parents in meeting children's

basic needs, encourage success in school, and protect children

from abuse and neglect. The United States also has a rich tradi-

tion of private efforts to support and assist families, including

informal networks of friends and relatives, programs sponsored

by community-based organizations and private nonprofit agen-

cies, and benefits provided by employers.

For the majority of well-functioning families with ample

financial, social, and psychological resources, this mix of infor-

mal support and public and private programs is both adequate

4



and appropriate. They generally have the wherewithal to overcome geo-

graphic, bureaucratic, or financial hurdles and obtain the services they
require.' With assistance from the family support programs and networks

described in Chapters 9 and 10, these families should be able to get the
help they need under most circumstances.

For families facing multiple, severe problems, however, the present sys-

tem of services and supports is wholly inadequate. These families may have

trouble identifying programs or services, they may find the process of apply-

ing and qualifying for assistance difficult, and their access may be limited by

geographic or economic barriers. Typically, their coping skills are limited,

as are their sources of informal support. They may be at imminent risk of

child abuse, suffering extreme poverty and social isolation, or trying to
cope with substance abuse, joblessness, and other stresses.

Research and experience tell us that children in such severely troubled

families are at greatest risk of serious health and developmental problems,

failure in school, social alienation, and long-term dependency.2 For these

children and their families, an uncoordinated service delivery system made

up of autonomous, narrowly defined programs can rarely provide the kind of

comprehensive, coordinated, and intensive assistance necessary to resolve a

crisis and establish or regain healthy family functioning. They need more

integrated and sustained interventions delivered by professionals who recog-

nize and are able to respond to a family's multiple problems and needs.3

A young child with severe learning delays, for example, may also have

unmet medical needs, may be undernourished, and may reside in substan-

dard housing in a crime-ridden neighborhood. One parent or both may be

clinically depressed, alcoholic, or dependent on drugs. An older brother or

sister may be failing school and engaging in high-risk activities that exacer-

bate the family's instability. For that young child, a program that delivers

services designed solely to treat learning problems is unlikely to alleviate

the other adverse circumstances in the child's life. On the other hand, a

service provider with the knowledge, skill, and authority to address a fami-

ly's broad needs could secure ongoing health care for the child, help the

family apply for food stamps, refer the parents for substance abuse or men-

tal health treannent, and encourage an older sibling to participate in a
tutoring program and other positive youth activities. He or she could also

provide courp,ding to help family members develop and sustain more sup-

portive personal relationships.

A family is most likely to receive this kind of intensive, comprehensive assistance

when programs for children and families share three fundamental characteristics:
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they are part of an easily understood, comprehensive, and cohesive sys-

tem that helps families seek and secure benefits and assistance, encour-

ages collaboration among programs and services, and responds to the

multiple needs and problems of' severely troubled families;

they share a commitment to prevention and early intervention efforts
to strengthen families and prevent problems that limit or threaten chil-

dren's long-term health and well-being; and

they ensure high-quality services by hiring skilled staff, providing sup-

portive work environments, and giving staff members the flexibility to

respond to the individual needs of the children and families they
serve.
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Unfortunately, the present system of human services often falls short

of these goals. It tends to deliver narrowly defined services to narrowly

defined populations. Collaboration across programs Occurs rarely and

requires great effort. Substantial investments in prevention and early
intervention are often precluded by pressures to meet the urgent needs of

children and fainilies in crisis. Recniiting and retaining talented individ-

uals in fields such as early child development, education, and child wel-

fare have become increasingly difficult.

To address these limitations, the National Commission on Children
recommends a series of steps to:

promote greater collaboration among children's programs at the fed-
eral level, decategorizing selected programs that serve the same popu-

lations, establishing unifOrm eligibility across the major federal assis-

tance programs, and facilitating state- and community-level innovation

in the delivery of services;

prevent costly social problems through policies and programs that pro-

mote children's health and development and enhance parents' ability
to nurture and support their childi en;

improve the caliber of staff' in programs serving children and families

through increased training opportunities, working conditions that
encourage innovation and flexibility, and salaries that reward skill,
experience, and effectiveness.

These recommendations offer both a more humane and a more cost-
effective approach to serving children and families than does the present
system. As the stresses and problems facing many families continue to

escalate and the costs to society become dearer, we also believe they offer

the only sensible course of action.

Bringing Cohesion to a Fragmented System
Categorical Programs in a Fragmented System

In fiscal year (11') 1989, the federal government spent approximately $59.3

billion, or 3.2 percent of total federal program outlays, on programs and

services fOr children;" (see Table 11-1). These funds support at least 340

programs administered bv offices and agencies scattered across 11 cabinet-
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level departments. State and local governments account for an even larger

share of public expenditures on children, both in absolute terms and as a

percentage of their budgets. In FY1989, state and local governments spent

at least $180.3 billion or approximately 31 percent of their budgets on

programs and services for children,b 5 similarly dispersed across a range of

state and municipal agencies and offices.

With the exception of spending on public education, the majority of feder-

al, state, and local funds directed to children support categorical programs!'

Categorical programs are designed to address the particular needs of target

populations rather than providing benefits universally. For example, Medicaid,

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), nutrition programs, and

drug treatment programs have specific operating and fimding guidelines that

define who is eligible to participate in a program, the range of benefits avail-

able, and how services are to be provided. Many programs are means-tested;

that is, eligibility for benefits is based at least pardy on family income.

Categorical programs typically provide specialized, narrowly defined ser-

vices, reflecting the fact that children and families have different needs with

varying levels of complexity. Prenatal care or drug treatment, fbr example,

is usually available from programs and providers that deliver only those ser-

vices.' This specialization often discourages service providers from looking

broadly at a child's or family's general health and well-being or working
together to meet their multiple needs. It also limits the types of assistance a

severely troubled family receives.

This partial and uncoordinated response is the product of decentralized

decision making. Legislative and executive branch authority for establish-

ing, funding, and administering domestic policies and programs is widely

distributed across congressional committees and executive brand ... Icies

at the federal level. Authority at the state and local levels is spread among

numerous legislative bodies and public agencies. Interest and advocacy

groups often promote targeted responses to the needs of specific popula-

tions. Decentralized decision making is inherent in the democratic
process, but it encourages policymakers to address isolated problems in an

iterative manner and discourages a focus on complementary purposes or

the collective impact of individual actions!'

h These !mats incilide spending oil elenwinars and sct titular% mint anon anti the statc ol
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The only funding
that community

agencies can get -

their hands on is

categorical,

specific, [and] for

reimbursable kinds

of services. They

have got to go out

and do a tap dance

to try and convince

whoever is giving

them money that

they are going to do

these specific things

for these families

who are specifically

eligible because

they specifically

have some

diagnosable

problem. We have

to turn the whole

system on its head.

We have to begin to

understand that the

purpose of
bureaucracy is not

to keep people

from service.

JUDY CARTER
Executive Director,

The Ounce of
Prevention Fund,
Maio, Illinok
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One of the chief results of a fragmented, categorical system is that pro-

grams providing assistance generally have different, and sometimes conflict-

ing, eligibility criteria and administrative procedures. Service providers

generally operate in separate locations, with different professional orienta-

tions, and subject to distinct governance arrangements. Typically, there is

little communication or coordination among them. Families seeking assis-

tance thus encounter a service delivery system that is often confusing, diffi-

cult to navigate, and indifferent to their concerns. At best, the resulting
labyrinth discourages many families from seeking assistance. At worst, it

delays or denies the provision of services to those in greatest need. For

many, these obstacles appear at a time when they are least able to cope with

additional stress or adversity.

A fiunily seeking income support, fbod, and medical assistance, for
example, would typically encounter these organizational barriers. Each of

the nation's major means-tested assistance programs AFDC, Medicaid,

and food stamps has its own eligibility criteria, and each is administered

by a different federal agency (AFDC by the Family Support Administration

in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Medicaid

by the Health Care Financing Administration in DIIHS, and food stamps by

the Food and Nutrition Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture). At

the state level, where eligibility is determined and benefits are provided,

responsibility is also often divided among agencies or divisions within agen-

cies, each with separate offices or service sites.

As a result, families frequently are required to travel to different loca-

tions, complete lengthy applications, and comply with differing eligibility

rules and regulations (including interviews; documentation from employ-

ers, landlords, medical providers, or all three; and asset verifications).
Sonic will qualify for all three programs, some for just one or two. Others

will encounter daunting procedural and bureaucratic hurdles. To a large

extent, this arduous process is driven by federal statutes and regulations,

administrative practices that differ across programs, and sanctions imposed

on states by the federal government to guard against errors. The result is

often to delay a family's e,.rollment in a program or to deny it solely on
procedural grounde

The present system also imposes significant psychological costs on fami-

lies seeking and accepting public assistance. Poverty and pathology largely

determine which families receive assistance and which do not. To secure

any help at all, families must, in essence, demonstrate that they are unable

or unwilling to meet their children's needs independently. Whether families

3
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seek preventive services or emergency assistance, they frequently feel the stig-

ma society attaches to participation in public programs. For some, this stig-

ma is so great aad the application proce; so demeaning that they forego
assistance that is important to their childi 's long-term health and well-
being. Eligibility requirements based on income or on some definition of

failure may be necessaly for the fair distribution of scarce social resources,

but when they become the sole criterion and rationale for supporting faini-

lies, they embarrass and demoralize parents and children and diminish soci-

ety's commitment to ensuring the well-being of all the nation's children.

Fragmentation and lack of coordination also contribute to a widespread

perception of inefficiency and waste in public health and social service pro-

grams. In many cases, this perception is .justified. Multiple layers of
bureaucracy and extensive record-keeping and reporting requirements
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I would say to you

that the child.

me systems in

this country are in

crisis, so that the

children who enter

them, and the

families who are

served by them, are

not only at risk of

the problems in

their communities

and the problems

within their family

life, but they

are also placed at

risk by the child.

helping systems

themselves.

CAROL WILLIAMS,

D.S.W.

Center for the Study of
Social Policy,

Washington, D.C.

leveloped in part to guard against misuse of public funds often cost

more than they save. Familiar stories of records irretrievably lost and multi-

ple appointments to resolve single issues further fuel public impressions of

administrative waste and incompetence in publicly administered or publicly

funded programs.

In recent decades, some Americans have come to despair of society's

ability to address many of the problems plaguing children and families. In

particular, they are skeptical of government's ability to respond, believing

that at least some forms of public assistance do more to harm families than

to help them.10 Yet the Special Supplemental Food Program for Women,

Infants, and Children (WIC), programs providing prenatal care to low-
income women, childhood immunizations, high-quality preschool educa-

tion, compensatory education, and other publicly supported efforts to pro-

mote children's health and well-being have documented records of success

and cost-effectiveness." Persistent problems such as child poverty,
teenage pregnancy, failure in school, crime committed by young people

and a flawed service delivery system obscure the fact that a number of cate-

gorical health and social service programs have significantly improved the

lives and prospects of many American children.12

Barriers to Collaboration

More and better collaboration among programs and providers is the obvi-

ous solution to a fragmented and reactive health and social service system.

But effective collaboration has eluded policymakers and public managers

for decades."

Federal mandates to coordinate child welfare and AFDC services, for

example, have existed since at least the mid-1950s, to little avail. Title XX

of the Social Security Act, enacted in 1974, never realized its potential to

create coherent, family-oriented social service networks." Creation of the

Social Services IMock Grain in the early 1980s, which consolidated the sepa-

rate federal categorical programs funded by Title XX, succeeded in trans-

ferring funding (1ecisions to the states, and the states have used this authori-

ty to set spending priorities different front those set by the federal govern-

ment. For the most part, however, states have generally retained a categori-

cal structure for distributing funds."

In recent years, several agencies within the federal government (includ-

ing the Administration for Children, Youth, and Families and the Bureau of

Maternal and Child Health, both in DHIIS) have received legislative man-

dates to coordinate their services with those of other agencies, but with no
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accompanying authority to compel other parts of the federal government
to cooperate as well. Without this overarching authority or administrative

mechanism, cooperation depends largely on the interest, ability, and good
will other agencies, whose leaders often serve brief tenures. The same

exist at the state level. To address these problems, some states have

begun to experiment with children's cabinets and other coordinating coun-
cils, with varying degrees of success. Several major demonstration projects,

some with foundation support, are also under way.16

In general, however, there are strong forces militating against interagency

coordination and collaboration among public and private service providers.

Public and political accountability are generally measured by how well an
agency or program fulfills its particular mission, not by its contribution to a
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broader effort to improve the overall health and well-being of children."

Consequently, public agencies focus the bulk of their attention on out-

comes that tell only part of the story for example, how many children are

removed from abusive homes, how many children are immunized, or how

much achievement scores have improved. There are few resources and

fewer incentives to look at and act on problems more comprehensively.18

Competition among state agencies for scarce resources creates further bar-

riers to cooperative or collaborative ventures.

Within the private sector, internal or external constraints make collabo-

ration with government programs difficult. Ir many cases, funding limita-

tions or legitimate concern over the use and abuse of public funds drives

this failure to collaborate. In other cases, it reflects reluctance by private

providers to serve those who use publicly provided assistance. Some private

physicians, for example, refuse to accept Medicaid patients. In still other

cases, public programs will not pay for all of the services a private provider

considers necessary to a child's or family's well-being.

Different professional orientations among service providers and public

managers can also limit collaboration. Professionals tend to focus on the

specific aspects of a child's or family's life that are most familiar to them

and often view their patients or clients through narrow disciplinary lenses.

Communication across disciplines is often limited, even among talented

professionals who are motivated to understand and adopt alternative clini-

cal approaches. Technology, procedures, and terminology differ.

Professional recognition and incentives vary. These factors, combined with

the heavy caseloads of many public assistance programs, make collabora-

tion a difficult, costly, and time-consuming process.

A More Responsive System for Children and Families

Services, supports, and assistance to families with children must be orga-

nized and delivered in a way that:

supports healthy child development at every stage of human growth and

across all domains of development;

enhances the ability of families to cope with problems that affect their

children;
helps parents and children receive the supports and services they need

to avoid more costly problems; and

ensures that when children and families experience severe problems,

they can receive the kind of intensive, comprehensive, and continuous
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services and supports they need to establish or regain self-sufficiency and

healthy family functioning.

To ensure that finnilies gain early access to the services and supports

that meet these objectives, the National Commission on Children recom-

mends a series of changes in the organization, administration, implemen-

tation, and budget of programs at all levels of government to encourage a

more collaborative and comprehensive service delivery system for chil-

dren and families.

In calling for greater collaboration, we do not advocate the wholesale

merger of categorical programs into block grants. Instead, we view collabo-

ration as a more thoughtful process fbr policies and programs to work
together effectively and to reduce the administrative burdens that harm

families, increase costs, and limit flexibility.

The specific steps we recommend are:

greater coordination of child and family policies across the executive

branch;

creation of a joint congressional committee on children and fl,:nilies to

promote greater coordination and collaboration across the authorizing

and appropriating committees with jurisdiction over relevant policies

and programs;

decategorization of selected federal programs to bring greater cohesion

and flexibility to programs for children and families;

unifbrm eligibility and consolidated, streamlined application processes

for the major federal means-tested programs and for other programs

that serve the same or overlapping populations;

incentives to encourage demonstration projects and other experiments

in coordination and collaboration of services at the state and local levels;

and

new accountability measures that focus on enhanced child and family

well-being, rather than solely on administrative processes.

Greater Coordination at the Executive Level. Responsibility for pro-

grams affecting children and families is widely dispersed across the federal

government. These programs have traditionally operated relatively inde-

pendently of one another, with few attempts to coordinate their eflbrts and

no overarching policy goals to provide common direction. A similar focus

on single programs exists at the state and local levels, oflen in response to
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the way programs are organized at. the federal level. The combined result is

confbsion and frustration for families seeking services in their communities.

The Department of Health and Human Services recently announced a

major reorganization to place many of the programs it administers for chil-

dren and families within one high-level agency to provide greater focus

and coordination.19 The Commission applauds this initiative and urges
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other cabinet departments to explore similar reorganizations. We note,

however, that coordination within cabinet departments is only part of the

solution. Coordination must also take place across every agency of govern-

ment with policies and programs that have a significant effect on children

and families.

To bring higher priority and greater cohesion to federal policies to

strengthen families and enhance child development, the National
Commission on Children recommends that the President instruct the

chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors to evaluate and report on

the economic status of the nation's families and children, including an

appraisal of the federal programs and policies that affect families and

their children. These analyses and recommendations should be presented

in the annual economic report of the President to Congress. We further
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urge the President, together with Congress and the nation's governors, to

develop an ongoing mechanism to advance and improve the future of all
American children by pursuing a national strategy for families and chil-
dren based on the recommendations of the National Commission on
Children. Setting priorities, restructuring, and coordinating child and fam-
ily policies at the highest levels of government can also serve as a blueprint
for similar efforts by states and local governments.

Creation of a Joint Congressional Committee on Children and
Families. The fragmentation of policies and programs in the executive
branch mirrors the fragmentation of jurisdiction in the legislative branch.
At least 15 congressional committees have jurisdiction over various issues
and programs related to children. Some authorize programs, others raise
revenues for them, and still others appropriate funds. This fragmentation

stems from a reasonable effort to divide labor and encourage members to
develop expertise that is useful to the full legislative body. But it also fosters
a narrow focus on populations and issues addressed by single committees

and discourages attention to the collective impact of individual pieces of
legislation. As a result, a coherent policy to promote the health and devel-
opment of the nation's children has never emerged in contrast to poli-
cies to ensure the nation's defense, protect its agricultural interests, and
provide medical insurance and economic security to the elderly.

In the areas of economic policy and tax policy, Congress has established
joint committees of the House and Senate. They have no authority to spon-
sor legislation but play a critical role in promoting coordination across the
relevant committees and providing information and analysis. Based on this
model, the National Commission on Children recommends establishment
of a joint congressional committee on children and families to coordinate
the actions of the authorizing and appropriating committees dealing with
policies that affect children and families.

Targeted Decategorization. Since the late 1940s, government administra-

tors, federal commissions, and private organizations concerned with
improved public administration have called for the consolidation of various
federal categorical programs.c In that time, both Republican and Democratic
administrations have advanced plans. They met with only modest success

The Hoover Commission called for consolidation of categorical programs in the late 1940s and early
1930s. In the late 1960s, the Advisory Commission on hoer, overnmemal Relations (ACM). the General
Accounting Office. the Committee for Economic Development, and the Budget Bureau (now the Office of
Managetnent and Budget) ail voiced support for various forms of block grants.
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until the early 1980s, when the Reagan administration folded 77 federal

programs into several block grants and elhninated 62 additional programs.

However, the range of programs placed in block grants and the accompany-

ing reductions in overall fluiding made consolidation a hotly contested,

partisan issue for the first thne.2"

We urge Congress and the executive branch to revisit the issue of con-

solidation of selected categorical programs, not in a partisan manner, but

as a means of improving the delivery of services to children and families in

need. Accordingly, the National Commission on Children recommends

the decategorization of selected programs for children, youth, and fami-

lies in order to coordinate policies better at the federal level and to
increase state and local flexibility to design and deliver programs that

meet families' multiple needs and concerns. We do not recommend any

accompanying reduction in funding. Targeted decategorization is intend-

ed as a strategy to improve services to children and families and reduce
administrative burdens, not as a way to trim budgets.

Decategorization should be implemented cautiously, focused on pro-

grams within and across agencies and cabinet departments that address the

same problems and populations. Several of the reconunendations in pre-

ceding chapters suggest appropriate areas in which this process might
begin. Among the health recommendations in Chapter 6, for example, are

"one-stop shopping" for maternal and child health services, case manage-

ment or case coordination of health, nutrition, and social services, and

coordinated and comprehensive networks of services for children with

chronic and disabling conditions. Coordinated services are critical to the

success of' the three-tiered approach recommended in Chapter 10 to

strengthen troubled families and serve vulnerable children better. School-

based management, recommended in Chapter 7, could also entail integra-

tion of a variety of' education programs or of education, health, and social

services.

There are two other areas in which program consolidation might
improve services by giving states and local administrators more flexibility in

designing programs. The first is programs for runaway and homeless youth

in DHHS's Administration for Children, Youth, and Families. The
Transitional Living for Runaway and Homeless Youth, Drug Abuse
Prevention and Education for Runaway and Homeless Youth, and Runaway

and Homeless Youth programs might be combined. They could also be
combined with the Independent Living Program for foster children
approaching adulthood to create programs to serve older adolescents living
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apart from their families, regardless of whether they are foster children,
homeless children, or runaways.

Similarly, there are several categorical programs in DHHS and the U.S.
Department of Justice designed to prevent or treat young people engaged
in high-risk activities drug and alcohol use, gang activities, premature
and unprotected sexual activity, and school dropout. Research on adoles-
cent development indicates that these high-risk activities are rarely isolated;
young people engaged in one type of risk taking are generally involved in

others. Separate programs have been developed and implemented to pre-
vent or ameliorate the efiects of these behaviors, but they often serve the
same or overlapping populations of young people. In many cases, we
believe, they should be combined.

Uniform Eligibility and Consolidated Application Processes for Major
Federal Programs. Over time, implementation of the Commission's income
security and health proposals will dramatically decrease the size of the AFDC
population and replace Medicaid for children and pregnant women with a
new health insurance program jointly funded by the public and private sec-

tors. As these proposals are being considered and adopted, however, we must
ensure that families have easier access than they presently do to the full range
)fservices they need to protect their children's health and development.

sore, the National Commission on Children recommends the
estab.ishment, to the maximum extent possible, of uniform eligibility cri-
teria across the major federal means-tested programs for low-income
families with children and across other programs that serve the same or
overlapping populations.d These programs include AFDC, Medicaid,
WIC, and food stamps. We further recommend that states consolidate
and streamline application procedures. At present, each state agency or
office administering a means-tested, program must review applications to
determine a family's eligibility for services. Since many low-income families
apply for and receive benefits from several programs, staff in several offices
process applications for the same family. Uniform eligibility and a consoli-
dated application process could significantly reduce the time, expense, and
paperwork associated with repeated determinations of the same family's eli-
gibility for several programs. These measures would also make it less diffi-
cult for families to gain timely access to a full complement of services that
promote their children's health and development.
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Among the criteria that should be standardized across programs are lim-

its on resources, including the equity value of a family car; reporting

requirements; verification standards; and treatment of life insurance poli-

cies and student grants, scholarships, and loans.'" Asset limits should also

be examined to ensure that they accurately reflect the current cost of living;

where they do not, they should be increased accordingly. For example,

AFDC places a limit of $1,500 on the equity a recipient may have in an auto-

mobile, a standard that has remained unchanged since W79. Had the equi-

ty limit been adjusted fbr inflation, it would be approximately $2,700
today.22 Particularly in rural areas, this unrealistically low limit mav fbrce

families to choose between receiving benefits and having a dependable car

to take them to job intetviews, training programs, prenatal visits, or the gro-

cery stmt.."

As directed by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, DHHS

is developing a model consolidated application form for Medicaid, WIC,

Head Start, services provided by the Maternal and Child Health (MCH)

Block Grant, Migrant and Community Health Centers, and certain programs

for the homeless. UnifOrm eligibility across progriuns is critical to tlw success
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of a consolidated application; without it, multiple applications are merely

replaced by a single application that is as long and complex as the many sin-

gle applications it combines. Uniform eligibility will shorten this form, mak-

ing it less difficult for families to complete, eligibility workers to administer,

and states to process. Upon adoption of uniform eligibility standards, DHHS

should create a model consolidated application form that is based on AFDC,

Medicaid, and food stamps, with automatic referrals to or enrollment in

other programs for which a family may be eligible. These might include

WIC, Head Start, MCH, community health centers, and homeless programs.

We urge states to adopt this revised form as soon as it is available. We further

encourage states to initiate aggressive outreach efforts, such as stationing eli-

gibility workers at health clinics, hospitals, welfare offices, and other places

where families now apply for single programs, in order to facilitate enroll-

ment of their children in all the serkices they need. 21

State and Local Demonstration Projects. Restructuring at the federal

and state levels is necessary but not sufficient for the development of com-

prehensive, integrated services for children and families. Collaboration

or the lack of it has its most direct impact at the heal level, where chil-

dren and families actually receive assistance. Concerned citizens in the com-

munity, families participating in programs and services, and service
providers are the persons best suited to decide the kinds of services needed

and the most effective manner of delivering them. They see and share the

problems that families in their communities face on a daily basis, they know

best the strengths and resources that can be marshaled to address problems,

and they have the most at stake.

The National Commission on Children recommends that the federal
government and the states provide incentives to encourage demonstration

and pilot projects to improve the delivery of public health and social ser-

vices to children and families. We believe strongly that local communities

are better suited than the states or thc federal government to develop and

implement eflective strategies to support children and families. But commu-

nities especially poor communities cannot do the job alone. The fed-

eral government and the states need to contribute at least some of the neces-

sary resources, provide technical assistance, disseminate information about

promising approaches, and hold communities accountable for their invest-

ment of public funds.

Essential elements of these demonstrations should be reducing or
eliminating bureaucratic hurdles, overcoming organizational and profes-

sional barriers that prevent a comprehensive approach to meeting fanti-
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lies' needs, and working closely with parents in designing and ituple-
menting strategies to improve children's health and well-being. Such a
fundamental shift in the orientation of many programs and service
providers may require states to provide guidance and assistance during
the program planning and early implementation phases, as well as in
evaluating the outcomes of these pilot projects.

Funding for demonstrations must also be accompanied by other mea-

sures to facilitate administrative innovation. One such measure is waivers of

program regulations. Medicaid, for example, normally requires that any

optional services states choose to provide be available statewide. (Like

mandatory services, the cost of optional Medicaid services is shared by the

state and the federal government.) Several states have requested that the
federal government waive this requirement so they can use Medicaid funds

to test innovative service delivery options in selected communities as a basis

for deciding whether to implement them statewide. In some cases, waivers

have been readily granted. In others, states have encountered opposition
or significant delay.25

The federal government could also allow states and programs receiv-
ing public support to pool funds from different programs or agencies in
order to achieve greater coherence in the delivery of services.26 For
example, local communities may wish to combine funds for a part-day
Head Start programe with funds for child care provided by the Family
Support Act's jot training component as well as other child care funds
distributed by the state. This would enable communities to provide high-
quality, full-day care for children of AFDC parents enrolled in job training
or education programs.

The Commission's recommendations in the areas of family support,
child welfare, and health care call for some additional federal and state
funding for new or expanded programs, many of which entail new
approaches to service delivery. These funds should be disbursed in ways

that encourage innovation, problem-solving, and flexibility in the provision
of services to children and families.

New Accountability Measures

Collaboration is a means of improving the delivery of services to children and
families, not an end in itself.27 The success of any collaborative effort must be
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measured by the extent to which it strengthens families and enhances child

development. The National Commission on Children recommends that
public and private agencies that fund or administer programs to assist
children and families measure the success of these programs by how much

they improve child and family well-being, rather than simply by measuring

compliance with bureaucratic or administrative processes. Agencies, partic-

ularly those receiving public funds, must be accountable for the effects of

their efforts on child and family outcomes, not solely on their compliance

with reporting requirements and other bureaucratic processes.28
Accountability standards based on measurable indicators of children's well-

being for example, relevant health and developmental indicators through-

out childhood and adolescence, competency-based assessments of children's

educational attainment, levels of child abuse and neglect, rates of teenage

pregnancy, and trends in youth incarceration give the public and policy-

makers a clear sense of what difference public investments make and how

programs can be improved.

Increasing the Focus on Prevention
When families of limited means turn to public or charitable institutions for

help in securing basic preventive services, such as well-child health care, par-

ent education, or child development programs, they frequently find that

assistance is not available, that programs cannot accommodate additional

participants, or that restrictive eligibility criteria preclude their enrollment.

For some families, the absence of preventive services contributes to later

problems that require costly remediation.

The savings in dollars and in human suffering that accrue from

prevention are well documented in many cases and reasonably inferred in

others.29 Some problems, such as infant mortality, low weight at birth, child

abuse, failure in school, and teen pregnancy, cim be averted with preventive

supports and service09 In particular, investments in children's health and

development during the prenatal period and in the first few years of life yield

important long-term benefits. Yet the pressing needs of children and families

in crisis often preclude public managers from devoting significant funding to

proven or promising preventive initiatives.31 Instead, the bulk of resources

are of necessity directed to those with the greatest immediate need. Often,

little remains fbr preventive interventions with populations at risk of develop-

ing serious problems.

This is nowhere truer than in the nation's largest cities, strapped for
funds and struggling to cope with epidemics of crime, homelessness, drug-
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exposed newborns, and families who are unable to meet their basic needs.

Treating tlwse urgent problems coilsiinws and sometimes lweaks city budgets,

leaving little or nothing for programs to prevent the drug abuse, failnre in

school, teen pregnancy, and other precnrsors of inore costly social problems.

In child welfare systems across the connuy, funds are targeted almost

exclusively to child abuse investigations and maintaining children ill foster

care. What little remains for prevention is generally directed to families at

imminent risk of having a child removed. There ate simply too few
resources to address the needs of parents and children whose problems

have not vet lwconw (-vises."

Tlw Commission believes society would be better served by a spectrum

of services ranging from prevention to intensive treatnwnt. But prevention,

particularly broad-based effbrts directed at populations who are not in
immediate danger, generally receives lower priority in the allocation of

resOurces for human services, in part because the savings they produce are

not hilly realized immediately. Investments in prevention may help avert

current crises that harm individuals, threaten public safety, and oyemhelm

health, child welfare, and education systems, bin usually their payoff in

stronger families, healthier children, safer communities, and reduced pub-

lic expenditnres conies years or even decades later.

Investing More in Prevention

Failure to invest more in prevention virtually condemns the nation to a self-

defeating and ever-worsening cycle of hunum despair, lost potential, and

social disintegration. jnst two years ago, the Ford Fmindation Project On

Social Welfare and the American Future, conmwnting on the importance

of investments in early childhood developnwnt, stated:

There is no more important contradiction in social policy than this:

From the child development research we now know that the first few years

of life play a crucial role in slumping a person's lifdoug mental, emotional,

aml physical abilities. And yet it is fbr this stage of life that we seem to

make our social investments most grudgingly and tolerate the greatest

deprivation Simply pnt, our knowledge is not being applied."

The National Commission on Children calls upon the nation to
increase its investment in the prevention of problems that limit individ-

ual potential and drain social resources. Throughout this report. our
recommendations rz.flect the importance we attach to prevention to
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ensure that children are safe, healthy, and well cared for from befbre
birth to adulthood. We offer a workable plan to enable every pregnant
woman to secure the services she needs for a healthy birth and to see that

every child has access to high-quality preventive and acute health care and

adequatt, nutrition. To ensw.i: that all parents have the skills, support, and

opportunity to nurture their aildren, especially in the early years, we rec-

ommend family support programs, family and medical leave, and measures

to enhance the economic security of families raising children. To reduce
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the number of troubled families experiencing child abuse and neglect, we

recommend community-based family preservation services, To promote

success in school, we urge greater availability of high-quality early child-

hood programs. Our recommendations to make the present system of
health and social services more coherent and comprehensive will also help

families avoid serious problems by offering timely assistance that is respon-

sive to their needs,

Ensuring High-Quality Services to Children and Families
Delivering seivices is labor-intensive and often requires sustained one-to-oiw

interaction between service providers and the children and families with

whom they work. The quality of'services depends on the caliber of' profession-

als and paraprofessionals who staff programs and agencies. Their interacdons

with children and parents often have lasting efh.cts on children's development

and Unifies' ability to create and sustain a nurturing emironment.

Several ffictors contribute to the quality of' services. They include the
provider's knowledge, training, and experience, as well as his or her ability

to integrate new knowledge about human development, family functioning,

and the treatment of social problems into daily practice.34 Also) important

are features of the provider's work environnwnt, such as whether it encour-

ages and rewards commitment, initiative, and creative problem solving; the

extent to which it enables staff to work collegially and grow professionally;

and how well it promotes stability and safety. Quality of services is also

affected by the number of' children or families with whom a provider must

work at any given time."

Many, if' not most, of these factors are strongly influenced by the salnies

paid and the professional recognition accoMed to service providers.
Unfortunately, human service staff' who work with children and families are

generally among the lowest paid and least recognized professionals and
paraprofessionals in the United States. This is particularly true for teachers

in early childhood programs and in some school districts, as well as case-

workers in child welfare agencies.

Early Childhood Staff. As discussed in Chapters 7 and 9, high-quali-

ty child care and early childhood compensatory programs can enhance
the development and school readiness of children from poor and highly

stressed families, as well as those from more advantaged families. Poor-

quality care, on the other hand, often threatens children's health and
impedes development, and it can be particularly damaging to children
whose economic and social environments already piace them at risk.'

ea
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Most professionals in the early childhood field are underpaid relative to

their education, training, experience, and responsibility.37 The average

annual salaty of a Head Start teacher in 1988 was $11,859. Almost half the

Head Start teachers that year earned less than $10,000, and three-quarters

of them earned less than $12,000.3m Despite having more formal education

than the average American worker, teachers in child care centers in 1988
had an average annual income of $9,363, slightly less than the federal
poverty level for a family of three that same year. When wages are adjusted

for inflation, child care teaching staff were actually paid 20 to 27 percent
less in 1988 than in 1977. Only two of every five child care professionals

receive health insurance from their employers, and only one in five has a
retirement plan."

Young children benefit front stable relationships with a small number of
skilled and nurturing caregivers:" Yet low salaries in the early childhood
field make it difilcult to attract and retain skilled professionals. Child care
centers had an average staff turnover rate in 1989 of 41 percent. Teaching

staff earning S4 or less per hour left their jobs at twice the rate of those who
earned more than $6 an hour:" Head Start programs also report high
turnover rates.42 Low salaries prmide few incentives (and fewer resources)

for fitrther professional training and education.

child Welfare Staff. Recent and dramatic increases in the tunnber of'
severely troubled families who enter the child welfare system or seek mental

health assistance highlight the need for superbly trained, strongly commit-

ted professionals willing to work intensively with troubled families. But low

salaries, crushing casehtads, and the rigid procedures that govern many
aspects of practice make careers in child welfare increasingly unattractive to

many social workers, counselors, and other professionals. They also con-

tribute to the poor morale and high turnover rates that characterize many
public child welfare systems in the United States.

A nationwide study of salaries in public and private child welfare agencies

in 1989 found that social workers t%ith master's degrees earned an average of'

S24,824: those without master's degrees earned between S18,000 and
S19,000.43 A survey of public child welfare staff in more than 40 states fimnd

that the median salary for entry-level direct service workers in 1989 wa.s just

above S21,000; for top-level direct service workers, it was just above S27,000."

Other developments in the child welfare field in the last decade have also

made it harder to recruit and retain skilled staff. Increased reports of' abuse
and neglect have fitrced child wellate agencies to direct an ever-larger share of

their human and financial resources to investigations and protective services.
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In many communities, caseloads for child welfare workers have become so

large that they prevent anything more than cursory attention, impersonal

surveillance, and administrative review. Workers average between 50 and
70 cases at any given time, 45 although some caseworkers report carlying

more than 200 cases simultaneously;° As a result, many professionals who

entered the child welfitre field with the training and desire to help families

put their lives back together find themselves unable to take the time
required to work aggressively and intimately with families in trouble. At the

same time, federal and state accountability requirements and paperwork

demands have grown over the years, limiting the flexibility and autonomy
of child welfare workers:17 Child welfare work and child protective services

have also become increasingly dangerous and stressful jobs, requiring staff

to enter homes and neighborhoods where crime and violence threaten
their safety.

In addition, budget pressures have led some agencies to downgrade
child welfare positions from professional to nonprokssional status, thus
bringing fewer trained professionals into public agencies.1' Today, only 25

percent of caseworkers providing direct services in the child welfitre system

have any social work training; roughly 50 percent have no previous experi-
ence working with children and families or in human service agencies.°
These features, combined with relatively low salaries, make it difficult for
child welfare agencies to attract or retain qualified staff. In Washington,
D.C., for example, nmre than half of the child welfare agency's social work-

er positions are unfilled.I" Turnover in the field is also quite high.'i Many

experienced social workers leave public service for more lucrative and less
stressful positions in private practice, industrial social work, and employee
assistance programs. As a result, foster children rarely have the sanw case-
worker throughout their stay in the system, and reports of children lost in
the public child welfare bureaucracy have become all too familiar.

Public School Teachers, Public concern has mounted in the last decade
over the ability of the nation's schools to provide children with the skills
and knowledge they will need to flinction effectively in a highly complex
society and an intensely competitive global market. Recognizing the pivotal
role that teachers play in improved student performance, edncation rPfbrin
in the early- to mid-1980s emphasized higher salaries in an effort to recruit
and retain talented indivithials to the teaching profession. Subsequent
reform eflbrts have expanded this focus, stressing with increasing urgency the
need to recruit America's best and brightest to careers in education and to
create working environnwnts fbr teachers that encourage skill and creativity.



In 1990, the average salary of classroom teachers in public elementary

and secondary schools was $31,451 (in 1990 dollars). In real terms, this

represents a 9.4 percent increase in salaries between 1976 and 1990.52
Across states and school districts, however, there is great variation in aver-

age pay, ranging from just under $21,000 in several southern states in 1988

to more than $33,000 in California, Connecticut, and the District of
Columbia."

Unlike many other professionals, teachers have little say in decisions

about the content and structure of their work and the standards by which

1
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they are evaluated. In highly bureaucratic and centralized school systems,

they have little opportunity or incentive to innovate, consult with other

teachers, or work collegially. They spend anywhere from 10 to 50 percent

of their workday performing noninstructional tasks, such as monitoring
luncnrooms and playgrounds oi completing administrative chores. Only

limited attempts are made in most schools to use highly skilled and experi-

enced teachers to provide advice and guidance to new teachers.54
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These working conditions, combined with relatively low salaries, discour-

age the nation's best students f'rom pursuing careers as educators.
Although the percentage of entering college freshmen expressing an inter-

est in teaching rose slightly in the mid-1980s, this increase was preceded by

a 14-year decline, in which interest in teaching plummeted 80 percent.
Even more troubling is the fact that new and aspiring teachers continue to

be drawn disproportionately from the lower ranks of high school and col-

lege graduates.

Efforts to Improve the Quality of Services

to Children and Families

Direct efforts to improve the quality of services to children and families

have come primarily from states and the federal government and from aca-

demic institutions and professional associations that provide training and

accreditation for staff and programs. To a lesser extent, parents with the
knowledge and ability to remove children from unsatisfactoly arrangements

also prompt programs and professionals to upgrade the quality of services,

Regulation of programs serving children is primarily a state responsibili-

ty. States, for example, define and enforce minimum standards for child

care.55 As discussed in Chapter 9, state regulation of child care services

varies widely, does not apply to many programs and providers, and is not

generally backed by adequate enforcement and monitoring. The federal

role is much more limited. Head Start maintains program polormance
standards that are a prerequisite to receiving funds.56 Until they were sus-

pended in 1980, the Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements applied to

federally supported child care programs.5.1

Professional associations also establish standards of quality for staff and

programs. Program accreditation in child welfare and child care is provided

by organizations like the Council on Accreditation (established by the major

professional associations in the child welfare field) and the National
Association for the Education of Young Children." Other organizations,

like the Child Welfare League of America and the National biuck Child

Development Institute, have established standards to guide program
doelopment.59 Teacher certification is provided by every state, with a vari-

ety of alternative approaches to training, certification, and standards
emerging in recent years. For example, the National Board fbr Professional

Teaching Standards, created by the Carnegie Forum on Education and the

Economy, will begin in 1993 to certify teachers who meet a more rigorous

set of standards than those now used in any state in the counuy.'
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Sonic state and federal funds are available for training professionals who

work with children. As noted in Chapter 9, the new federal Child Care and

Development Block Grant includes funds for training and other measures

to improve the quality of child care services. In addition, a number of
states and cities have launched joint public-private initiatives to enhance

quality by providing training to existing child care siff. In Illinois, for

example, a private foundation, in partnership with the state child welbre

agency, provides scholarships to child welfare staff to pursue advanced
degrees in social work and early child development. til Many collective bar-

gaining agreements also link additional coursework and training by teach-

ers to salary increases.

High-quality services are rarely cheap. Public administrators increasingly

face the trade-off between higher standards and lower costs. But services to

children and families have been subsidized for years by providers willing to

accept low salaries and often difficult working conditions. Projected labor

shortages in coming decades, however, will make this less likely in the future.

Without additional investments in the quality of services for children and Uni-

fies, the nation will lack skilled professionals in virtually every field that serves

children and families at just the time when their services are needed most.

Recruiting and Retaining Skilled Professionals

A society that values children must also value the adults who work with chil-

dren. It does this through the salaries it pays, the work environments it cre-

ates. and the pr, sional status it confers. Therefore, the National
Commission on Children recommends that salaries and training opportuni-

ties be significantly increased in the early childhood and child welfare
fields and that states and school districts with teachers' saluries below the

national average bring these salaries up to the average. In every case, pay

structures and incentives should be linked to demonstrated competence.

The Thortage of skilled professionals in the a...as of early childhood, child

welfare, and education poses significant risks to the well-being and future

prospects of growing numbers of American chiklren. This situation will be

reversed only when the public demands and is willing to pay fbr highly skilled

and committed professionals to work with children and their families.
Professional associations already oiler voluntary accreditation and certification

to those programs and staff that choose to nwet their high standards. We

urge programs and agencies to work toward accreditation from reputable

institutions and associations whose standards reflect a thorough understand-

ing of relevant research on child deyelopnwnt mid best professional practice.
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We also urge employers to ofkr support and provide opportunities tor
their employees to seek certification, and to recognize additional training

or qualifications through salary increases.

Costs and Benefits
The organizational and administrative changes recommended at the feder-

al ievel will encourage states and localities to experiment with more cost-
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effective methods of delivering services to children and families. They will

also reduce federal and state administrative costs associated with establish-

ing eligibility fiw public programs. No data are available to estimate the

potential savings from these measures. With the federal legislative and
administrative changes we recommend, as well as realistic, focused systems

at the state level to track clients, much better information on the resulting

costs and savings can be developed.

Nor are cost estimates available to reflect the extent to whi unifbrm

eligibility will increase participation in federal programs as f.,nilies find it

less complicated to enroll in a range of federal assistance pi grams. In the

long run, however, we are convinced that reducing admie;trative complex-

ity will make it possible for more families to receive assisiance in a timely

fashion and will reduce the number of individuals requi; 'lig later, more

costly treatment, remediation, or incarceration.

The Claude Pepper Young Americans Act of 1990 authorize's $30 million

for grants to states fOr the development of coordinated, collaborative sys-

tems for the delivery of health and social services to children and their fam-

ilies. To receive a grant, a governor must establish or designate an inde-

pendent body to oversee the design and implementation across state agen-

cies of policies that enhance children's health and development. We urge

Congress to appropriate the funds it authorized in 1990 to facilitate states'

efforts to bring about more coherent and comprehensive service systems

for children and families.

Earlier chapters propose funding to establish family support programs

and family preservation services, as well as to expand maternal and child

health services. These initiatives should include incentives to increase coor-

dination and collaboration in the delivery of seivices.

Funding recommendations to increase salaries and training opportuni-

ties in the early childhood and child welfare fields are included in Chapters

9 and 10. We reconunend salary increases for teachers only in states and

districts where pay levels are substantially below national averages. State

and local funds will be required to raise these salaries to the national mean.

Conclusion
As a nation, we can no longer afford to rely exclusively or primarily upon

imtonomous, narrowly defined programs to meet the complex and interre-

lated needs of troubled families. We cannot tolerate a situation in which

families needing assistance slip into crisis because they are unable to secure

help in a timely fashion. Nor can we countenance a system that discourages
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this country's best and brightest citizens from devoting their skills and
expertise to the service of children and families.

We have the skill, ability, and resources to build a better system of pro-
grams and services for children and families. As the severity of problems
facing some fiunilies worsens and demands on our public resources mount,
we also have the motivation. Now we need the political will and adminisma-
tive clout to achieve it.
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The acquisition of values and a

moral framework for decision making is a central aspect of

huiaan development. The ability to distinguish between right

and wrong, to empathize with the feelings and concerns of oth-

ers, and to act upon these judgments is a uniquely human char-

acteristic. Every successful society is marked by common values

that determine the nature and conduct of relationships

between individuals and between the larger community and its

members. These values are the glue that holds societies togeth-

er and motivates people to behave in socially responsible and

acceptable ways.

The National Commission on Children's hearings, town

meetings, site visits, and discussions with children, teenagers,

parents, and other adults revealed much that was troubling

about thc values that many children learn from the actions of

their parents and prominent citizens, from the media and other

manifestations of popular culture, and from the subtle mes-

sages of the nation's social policies and institutional practices.

Today, too many young people seem adrift, without a steady

moral compass to direct their daily behavior or to plot a

er



thoughtful and responsible course fbr their lives. We see the worst manifes-

tation of this in reports of violent and predatory behavior by adolescents in

large and small communities across the nation. It is evident in lifestyles and

sexual conduct that indulge personal gratification at the expense of others'

safety and well-being. It is revealed as well in a culture that ranks wealth

and the acquisition of material possessions above service to one's conununi-

ty or to the nation. It is also demonstrated in the declining voting rates of

young citizens.1

Much of what we saw and heard also made us worry about the public val-

ues implicit in individual words and actions and in Americans' failure to act

in concert to change the conditions that harm children and undermine
their families' ability to support and nurture them. As a commission on
children, we could not avoid questioning the moral character of a nation

that allows so many children to grow up poor, to live in unsafe dwellings

and violent neighborhoods, to lack access to basic health care and a decent

education. In our visits to communities across the country, we saw the con-

sistent presence of institutional immorality often unintended, but pre-
sent nonetheless. We were shocked by the callous treatment of children in

the child welfare system and the public health system. We visited schools

with leaky roofs and playgrounds littered with addicts' needles. We talked

to students who feared they would be shot on their way to school. We met a

homeless child who spoke of sleeping on the floor of a welfare hotel, and a

runaway girl who shared the nightmare of her life on the streets.

Of course, we heard as well of individual and collective acts of tremen-

dous generosity and kindness, but we had to ask why these were the excep-

tions and benign neglect so often the rule. We wondered about the ni,,ral

messages conveyed to children through public actions and individual
behavior messages about their worth to adults, about what they should

strive for in their lives, and about how they should view and treat others.

Children and adolescents need clear and consistent message's about per-

sonal conduct and public responsibility. The National Commission on
Children therefore urges public and private sector leaders, community

institutions, and individual Americans to renew their commitment to the

values of human dignity, character, and citizenship and to demonstrate
that commitment through individual actions and in the setting of nation-
al priorities. Specifically, we recommend that:

parents be more vigilant and aggressive guardians of their children's

moral development, monitoring the values to which their children are
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exposed, discussing conflicting messages with their children, and, if nec-

essary, limiting or precluding their children's exposur to images par-

ents consider offensive;

the recording industry continue and enhance its efforts to control the

distribution of inappropriate materials to children;

television producers exercise greater restraint in the content of pro-
gramming for children, and stations show greater restraint in the
amount and type of advertising aired during children's programs;

communities create opportunities for voluntary service by children and

adults and recognize the contributions of volunteers; and

individuals renew their personal commitment to the health and well-

being of all the nation's children and demonstrate this commitment by

giving highest priority to personal actions and public policies that sup-

port children and value families.

The Roots of Children's Moral Confusion
At least some of children's moral confusion stems from the conduct and

attitudes of prominent adults and major social institutions. In reccat years,

the nation has seen religious leaders and public officials involved in scan-

dals that belie their professed commitment to family values and betray the

public's trust. Leading financiers and corporate executives have been pros-

ecuted for enriching themselves at the expense of their clients or share-
holders. Rampant materialism among adults fosters shallow ambitions in

children and encourages them in empty, reckless, and sometimes danger-

ous pursuits. The media and entertainment industries glamorize drugs,
sex, greed, and violence through movies, television, and music, and in the

personal lives of some popular entertainers and athletes.

There are also disturbing indications that a growing number of mothers

and fathers lack both the ability and the commitment to be responsible par-

ents. Profound social and economic changes in the past two decades have

fundamentally altered the roles and relationships of many parents and chil-

dren, as well as the routines of family life. Some of these changes have had

troubling consequences. More children today grow up without the consis-

tent presence of a father in their lives. Working parents, even in two-parent

families, find it difficult to spend as much time wWi their children as they

would like and their children need. A higher percentage of unmarried
teenagers give birth today than in decades past, and these young mothers

often lack the maturity, economic means, and parenting skills to care for
themselves and their children.
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Finally, children's moral confusion reflects the contradicfions that
exist in the larger society around them. Individual and collective actions

often belic our stated allegiance to common values. For example, the
links hetwczn race ami economic disadvantage surfaced so often in our
investigations that we question the depth of the nation's commitment to

eradicating racism. Violence pervades the lives of so many of the children

we met that we question society's commitment to protect and nurture its

young people. Longstanding policies and established practices that belit-
tle the poor and shortchange the young seem to deny Americans' com-
mitment to the conunon good.

In more than a year of hearings, town meetings, site visits, and focus

groups, the Commission received a consistent message from adults and
children alike that too many Americans have drifted away from the values

and beliefs that promote personal happiness, strong, supportive families,
and a caring society. This message was highlighted by parents in Indiana,
teenagers in Boston and Kansas City, and ministet s in South Carolina. It

was also the central theme of testimony by the U.S. Secretary of Health

and Human Services, who called for restoration of "a vigorous, demand-
ing, dynamic culture of character."2

The Nation's Values
America is a pluralistic society, strengthened by the variety of cultures that
continually recreate our nation. The nation's founders sought to protect
this diversity by enshrining freedom of speech and worship in the Bill of
Rights. To this day, the coexistence of an array of viewpoints in the
nation is cause for pride and powerful testimony to our love of freedom.

But we must also be concerned about how our children develop vaLes
and about the values we convey to them individually and as a nation.
There is a growing sense that, in its effort to protect diversity, America has
neglected its concomitant responsibility to preserve and protect certain
fundamental values that govern our conduct toward others and define
our rights and obligations as citizens. Commendably, Americans have
resisted efforts to impose a uniform culture through the schools, the
media, or government action. Yet in so doing, we may also have neglect-
ed to stress to children the common values upon which a free and vibrant
society depends respect for human dignity, the cultivation of personal
character, and the exercise of responsible citizenship. These are the val-
ues that all sectors of society must reiterate to the nation's children in
words and actions.
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Human Dignity

Human dignity has three components. The first is self-respect, or respect

finr one's own body, behavior, and beliefs. Self-respecting individuals refuse

to let others exploit them, and they adopt health and behavioral practices

that promote their physical and psychological well-being. Self-respect is a

prerequisite for treating others with dignity and respect.

3 c
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The second aspect of human dignity is respect for others, which includes

respect for diversity and a refusal to condone bigotry or accept discrimination

based on race, religion, gender, or lifestyle.a Respect for others does not

imply agreement with them, but it does reflect a fundamental commitment to

treating all individuals with dignity. Respect for others also reflects an under-

standing of the relationship between rights and responsibilities and therefore

entails a refusal to enter into relationships that benefit only oneself.'

Finally, human dignity involves caring having compassion for those in

need, regardless of whether their own actions contributed to their need. A

caring individual and a caring society practice charity toward the weak and

the vulnerable through individual acts and community efibas.

Character

Men and women of character exempla.), ageless virtues hard work and

perseverance, a willingness to accept responsibility for their own actions,

and personal itr!grity. They reject deceit and believe honesty must be at

the core of human interactions and experiences.4 Individuals of character

recognize that it is wrong to take unfair advantage of others, whether
through exploitation of weakness, refusal to accord them a fair share of
resources and opportunity, or adoption of rules and practices that reflect

selfishness and greed.' They also reject violence as a means of resolving dis-

putes or satisfying desires.

Citizenship

The United States was founded on democratic ideals. American history is a

continuing struggle to bring these ideals to reality through participation in the

processes and institutions of government at every level, through respect for

the legitimate use of law and authority, and through the willingness to speak

out when power is abused or rights are arbitrarily restricted. True patriotism,

based on both an understanding and an appreciation of the history and tradi-

tions of the nation, demands nothing less. Freedom is the great privilege of

citizenship in a democracy. Intelligent exercise of that freedom and willing

acceptance of one's civic duties are the accompam aig obligations.

Every recommendation in this reports well as its underlying rationale,

embodies these values.

' At times. individual rights yield to the right to religious freedinn. It is the practice of some religiowi
communities, for example. to amign different roles to men and women.
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How Children Develop Values
Children's moral development has long betm the subject of intensive inves-

tigation. Scholars disagree about how much influence various fitctors have

in the acquisition of values, but they generally agree that children's moral

development, like their physical, intellectual, and social development, is a

gradual process that begins in the early years of life and continues through

adolescence. As children grow and mature, their sense of right and wrong

s

ik

becomes more sophisticated, and their responses to situations requiring
ethical.judgments become more complex.'

Throughout the various stages of moral development, children are influ-

enced by the people around them, beginning with parents and extending

to other adults and peers. (lildren are also influenced by the major social

institutions in their lives, by their surroundings, and by their culture.
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Parents
Children learn to live in society by living in a fmnily.7 Parents influence

children's values through the example they set in their daily lives, by estab-

lishing and enforcing rules, and by communicating approval or disapproval

of a child's actions. By creating an orderly and reliable environment, pl.

ents give children the security to gradually acquire imkpendence.8 By cre-

ating a loving environment, they make children feel valued, a necessmy

condition to being able to value others. Not surprisingly, almost two-thirds

of children interviewed in a recent national survey indicated that they turn

to their parents fbr moral guidance."

A growing body of social science research highlights the link between

family relationships and adolescent risk-taking, particularly early initiation

of sexual activity. In general, young people are less likely to become sexual-

ly active at a young age when children and parents share the same values,

when family ties are close, and when parent-child relationships are based

on conununication and strong parental support.'" Other studies show that

teenage girls are less likely to engage in early sexual intercourse when their

mothers' parenting style combines affection with firm, mild discipline and

clear limits on behavior." The Commission's surveys of parents and chil-

dren suggest that children appreciate their parents' steady guidance and
consistent enforcement of rules. While about half of the children surveyed

were satisfied with the amount of oversight they received from their par-

ents, 8 percent reported wishing "a lot" of the time that their parents were

"more strict" or "kept closer watch' over them and their lives. Thirty-nine

percent said they sometimes felt that way. Only 2 percent said they never

want their parents to be stricter or more attentive.I2

Other Adults

As children grow, their circle of influential adults widens, and they are
exposed to other authority figures and role models. Adults who link chil-

dren with community institutions, particularly teachers, religious leaders,

school counselors, and leaders of youth service organizations, also influ-

ence children's moral development, although not nearly to the extent
that parents and other relatives (1o. These adults play a greater role in
establishing a moral climate for decision making than as advisors on spe-

cific moral or ethical dilemmas. A national survey of the beliefs and
moral values of American children indicates that children are generally
reluctant to turn to adults such as teachers or clergy for advice on specific

questions of morals or values. This is true even for children who indicate
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that their teachers care about them and for those who state that religion is

an important part of their daily lives.ls

When asked to identify the celebrities or national heroes they admire,

children are most likely to name entertainers and athletes." These individ-

uals provide a frame of reference for children as they confront morai and

ethical decisions. Accordingly, when the actions of celebrities perpetuate a

culture of greed, self-aggrandizement, and irresponsible behavior, they
send harnaill messages to children and youth.

Peers

Peers have considerable influence, both positive and negative, over chil-

dren's moral development. In peer relationships, children learn about
reciprocity, cooperation, fairness, and sharing. As children get older, they

are increasingly likely to turn to their friends, rather than their parents or

other adults, for ethical advice or moral guidance.15 Adolescents' percep-

tions of their friends' actions aad beliefs accurate or not have enor-

mous influence over their own behaviors and attitudes.16 For example,

teenagers who believe that a high proportion of their friends of the same

gender are sexually active (or would like to be) are much more likely to

become sexually active themselves."

Socioeconomic Factors

Major economic and social forces can also influence a young person's val-

ues. Research suggests that hard economic times can cause some young

people to question and even reject the values they learned as children. For

example, the recession of the late 1970s and early 1980s and the decline in

low-skill manufacturing jobs corresponded with a growing sense among

many young blacks and blue-collar whites that their ftaure prospects were

limited at best, that the value of education and employment skills was ques-

tionable, and that their ability to make and sustain a viable marriage was in

doubt.I8

Recent decades have also been marked by changing attitudes and less

consensus on appropriate sexual conduct, childbearing, and marriage.
For some parents and children, it may appear that society has changed
the rules in the middle of the game. In other families, parents' moral
guidance may strike children as irrelevant to the circumstances they see

around them. In still other families, parents may find themselves ques-

tioning their own moral beliefs at the same thne their children are look-

ing for clear guidance.
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Religion

The drafters of the Constitution
denied state support to any religion,

but they also protected freedom of

worship, believing that the exercise

of religion would encourage the
development of moral character
among the nation's citizens.19
Indeed, religious leaders have
inspired or led many of the nation's

major social and political move-
ments, including the temperance
movement, the civil rights move-
ment, and the "Moral Majority.,*20

Through participation in a reli-

gious community in communal

worship, religious education, and
social action programs children

learn and assimilate the values of
their faith. For many children, reli-

gion is a major force in their moral

development; for some, it is the chief XANV4i:
ILdeterminant of moral behavior.21

Research on the effects of religion
on children's day-to-day conduct also

atop Ltr___40. '

suggests that teenagers who are reli-

gious are more likely to avoid high-

risk behaviors.22 Surveys of parents

and children conducted by the National Commission on Children found that

children whose parents described themselves as "very religious" were more

likely to report that they could talk to their mothers about personal prob-

lems or concerns and that their mothers respected their ideas and opin-
ions. These children were also more likely to report frequent discussions

with their parents about religion or va1ues.23

Schools

There is no such thing as value-ftee education.24 Society's values are

implic't in what schools teach, how they teach it. and whether or how they

urge stude.:ts to ar)ply these lessons to their daily lives and future plans.
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In addition, American public schools have taught an explicit values curricu-

him for much of their existence. Through the mid-nineteenth centuty, this

curriculum largely embraced Protestant values, conveyed through P.Ible

readings, prayers, ceremonies, and jome reading materials. By the end of

the nineteenth century, this was replaced by "character education," a secular

fbrm of moral education that emphasized such virtues as honesty, selfdisci-

pline, kindness, and tolerance through cooperative endeavors and extracur-

ricular activities. In recent decades, moral education in public schools has

often advocated resolving moral dilemmas through the clarification of val-

ues and the application of reason, but it has avoided endorsing values or

beliefs that may not be universally shared.26 In similar fashion, public school

textbooks typically avoid reference to mainstream religious practices in the

United States or what some consider to be traditional values.26

ks American society has become more diverse, some parents are uneasy

about the values their children are taught in school. This has understand-
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ably made textbook publishers, teachers, and school administrators more

cautious in the values they espouse.27 The perverse result, however, is that a

major social institution entrusted by most parents with preparing children

for adulthood is too often silent on critical moral and ethical issues.

In recent years, a number of school programs have stepped into the

void with curricula deliberately designed to teach values considered by
leading educators to be fundamental to life in a democratic society.'
The Baltimore County Public Schools, for example, developed a values

education program that uses the Constitution and the Bill of Rights to
identify common national values. Lessons about those values are incorpo-

rated into students' coursework and the daily operations of the school.2"

Elsewhere, values education programs stress civic involvement and com-

munity service.3"

Popular Culture

Popular culture, as expressed in a society's music, art, and literature and

through the news and entertainment media, has always had a tremendous

influence on individuals' thought and conduct. This is particularly true for

children and adolescents, whose ability to understand the cultural and
behavioral messages they receive and to distinguish between "real life" and

what they see, hear, or read develops gradually, along with their ability to

make judgments about the validity of cultural messages for their lives and

personal conduct..."

Cultural conflicts between generations are an age-old phenomenon. It
seems that adults have always worried about the negative influence of popu-

lar culture on children. The music and dance of the 1950s were considered

scandalous by some, as was the advent of "long" hair on men in the 1960s.

Throughout the twentieth century, parents in communities across the
country have at one time or another expressed concern or outrage over
books assigned to their children in school or records sold to them. In many

cases, what shocked one generation's parents has often seemed routine,
even quaint, to that same generation's children.

In recent years, however, some trends in television programming, news

reporting, advertising, movies, and music have gone beyond normal cultur-

al changes and are cause fOr lasting concern by parents and others interest-

ed in children's development. From a very young age, children today are

increasingly exposed to images and messages that are extremely violent,

gratuitously and explicitly sexual, and overtly hostile toward and demean-
ing or women and minorities.
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Television. Children born today will spend more time watching teleYi.

sion than doing anything else except sleeping. An average 6-month-old
watches television nearly one and a half hours a day. By age three, children

become purposeful viewers and can identifY their favorite shows. Viewing

tinw peaks at an average of four hours per day in early adolescence and
then levels off at two to three hours per day in the teenage years:42

A growing body of television programming for children has proven edu-

cational benefits. Viewing programs such as "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood,"

"Sesame Street," "ABC Afterschool Specials," and others has many benefits.

These programs fbster positive social behaviors, counter racial and ethnic

stereotypes, and promote intellectual skills that are essential to success in

the early school years." At the same time, a number of shows for a general

audience, including "Family Ties," "The Cosby Show," and "A Different

World," have set new industry standards for the responsible airing of
controversial social issues and for the thoughtffil treatment of sensitive

personal issues.

Much of the programming produced for young children, however,
seems to make little or no effort to promote common values. Most pro-
grams on weekend days are highly violent, albeit the violence is often of a

"humorous" nature. In recent television seasons, children were "enter-
tained" with more than 25 acts of violence per hour. On each of the three

major commercial networks, children's weekend, daytime programs are
consistently three to six times more violent than the programs broadcast

in prime time." The amount and quality of advertising that accompanies

these shows are also troubling, since children are less resistant than adults

to marketing messages. Children's programming is interrupted more fre-

quently than other programming with advectisements directed to chil-
dren as consumers. Iii recent years, shows have even been developed
around characters based on toys, in effect creating half-hour and hour-
long commercials.

As children get older, their viewing prefeances shift from chikiren's
fare to more general programming, exposing them to frequent depic-
tions of sex, violence, substance abuse, and crinw before they have the
intellectual skills and the maturity to handle them. Tei.nagers are
exposed to an estimated ;1,000 to 4,000 references to sexual activity on

television and in movies each year.36 The levels of violence portrayed on

television, particularly in the early evening hours, when school-age chil-

dren are most likely to be watching, increased dramatically in the mid-
1 980s.37 At the same time, news coverage of violent episodes at home



and abroad has increased, leading some child development professionals

to worty about its impact on children."

Some researchers maintain that television violence has little effect on

viewers." Others conclude that it causes some children to have heightened

concerns over their personal safety° and leads to subsequent aggressive

..41151.1=1._
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behavior, particularly among children and others who regularly vie% televi-

sion violence Over long periods of time.4I In 1989, the American Academy

of Pediatrics concluded there was sufficient evidence to suggest that pro-

tracted television viewing is one cause of violent or aggressive behavior. It

further expressed concern over television's implicit and explicit messages

to young viewers promoting the use of alcohol and promiscuous or unpro-

tected sexual activity:12

Beginning in the 1970s, explicit and implicit sexual messages on televi-

sion increased dramatically.° rarely accompanied by mention of absti-
nence, contraception, or consideration of the negative consequences of

unintended pregnancies and sexually transmiued diseases." Television
advertising has similarly adopted sex as a major theme, using sexual innu-

endos and overtones to promote everything from automobiles to fast-food

restaurahts.45

Televisioh is a fact of life in America today, and few patents wmild ban it

from their homes. Still, even the most careful parents feel helpless at times

before the steady onslaught of advertising, violence, and sex that pours
forth from the fiunily television,411 For many parents, television has become

a double-edged sword. It often achieves its potential as an educator,
entertainer, and even occasional bab:::,iit rr. Yet it frequently presents

children with values and messages antithetical to parents most deeply
held belief's, Moreover, unless it is controlled, televisim viewing may take

time away from other activities that have more social, educational, or

physical benefits.

Music and Music Videos. Musicologists and psychologists have contend-

ed for years that music has emotional impact.47 It can soothe or excite listen-

ers, evoke sadness or euphoria. Yet public concern has grown over the poten-

tial impact on children and teenagers of sonw contemporary music and

music videos. In particular, heavy metal music has focused increasingly on

extreme violence that is generally sexual in nature and directed against
w0men.48 A University of Georgia study concluded that musk videos pro-

duced by heavy metal groups are "violent, male-oriented, and laden with sex-

ual content," with violence occurring in almost 57 percent of the videos that

were examined. More titan 80 percent of these videos also linked sex with

violence:19 Recently, some observers have expressed similar concern about

the content of some rap music, finding it violent, misogynous, and anti-

Semitic.59

In recent years, individual parents and organized parent associations
have expressed mounting concern over the effects of offensive lyrics and

3
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images on teenagers and younger children.5I Most music popular with

children and adolescents, however, appears mainstream in its value orien-

tation ,52 and existing research does not demonstrate massive negative

effects from popular music." Correlational studies indicate that while
music may reinforce listeners' dangerous or antisocial behavior, it does
not appear to cause it." In other words, adolescents who are already

alienated, have delinquent tendencies, or are similarly at risk may also be
more likely to prefer heavy metal and other music that emphasizes aggres-
sive and even violent behavior, but the music itself does not appear to cre-
ate these feelings.

The recording industry has responded to increasing complaints by
pointing out that violent, explicit, and otherwise offensive lyrics and videos

are a very small part of the total number of recordings released by the
industry. The majority of rock lyrics, they maintain, are either generally
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unobjectionable or promote positive social attitudes and practices.
Moreover, they maintain that music reflects, rather than creates, society's

values." Recently, in response to pressure from organized groups of par-

ents, the Recording Industry Association of America has adopted a volun-

tary labeling system to alert parents and teenagers to products with offen-

sive or explicit lyrics.

Encouraging a Better Moral Climate for Children
Children may not always do as we say, but they will almost always do as we

do. Creating a moral climate that teaches children the values of human
dignity, character, and citizenship is both a parental and a community
responsibility. For most families, the day is long past when parents and
small communities could shield children from premature exposure to ques-

tionable influences. Today, the diversity of most American communities

and the explosion in mass communication technology make that impossi-

ble. Instead, it is up to parents, leaders in the public and private sectors,

and communities to work together to ensure that children receive strong

and consistent messages about the moral principles they value.

Public Values

In stressing fundamental values to children, the Commission believes that

two problems warrant particular attention. The first is the persistence of
racism, which has plagued the nation since its founding. By the year 2000,

one-third of American children will be from a minority group," and for
that reason alone, they can expect at some point in their lives to encounter

hostility, ridicule, and low expmations. While the nation has made signifi-

cant progress in eliminating the legal barriers to full participation in
American society, attitudes and practices persist that divide the nation and

deny some of its citizens equal standing. Further progress will depend in

part on changes in personal attitudes and behavior and in part on vigilant

government action to protect the rights of all citizens.

Our second concern is the epidemic of violence that claims children
and adolescents at a rate unprecedented in the nation's history.
Violence, as noted in earlier chapters of this report, kills, maims, and ter-

rorizes too many of our nation's children. Some are perpetrators, more
are victims. We hope our recomnwndations will give young people rea-

son to reject rash acts and take steps to protect their own futures. We also

applaud efforts by schools and community groups io teach children and

adolescents more peaceful means of resolving conflicts. And we call for
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public policies to keep weapons out of the hands of children and those
who would use them to threaten and harm others.

The Role of Parents
Parents have primly responsibility for their children's moral development.
In this area, as in others, parents are their children's first and most impor-
tant teachers. Through their nurturing, guidance, example, and monitor-
ing, parents convey to children in words and actions the values they
hold dear.

We reiterate here the principle stated in Chapter 4:

The family has primaty responsibility for teaching values and creat-
ing the ethical context that is fundamental to our society and our
democracy. Children learn to love others by being loved. They learn to
respect and value the rights of others by being respected and valued
themselves. They learn to trust when they have unwavering support
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from parents and the other adults closest to them. The capacity for

understanding and valuing the feelings of others is present in every

child, and it flowers when children are encouraged to empathize with

others ... . From the dine they are very young, children learn responsi-

bility and commitment, freedom and dissent in small, manageable steps.

Experiences within the family provide them %kith the moral and ethical

framework for their lives as adults.

In light of this enormous responsibility, we also reiterate the recommen-

dation in Chapter 9 urging individuals and society to reaffirm their commit-

ment to strong, stable families as the best environment for raising children,

as well as the recommendation urging couples to delay pregnancy until

they are emotionally capable of assuming the obligations of parenthood.

As American society becomes more complex, so does the responsibility

of parents to monitor, interpret, and buffer the various value-laden mes-

sages children receive from the broader community and its major institu-

tions. The National Commission on Children recommends that parents be

more vigilant and aggressive guardians of their children's moral develop-

ment, monitoring the values to which their children are exposed, dis-

cussing conflicting messages with their children, and, if necessary, limit-

ing or precluding their children's exposure to images parents consider

offensive. We further recommend that parents join together as consumers

to urge restraint upon the commercial interests that they believe directly or

indirectly send harmful or inappropriate messages to children.

There are many ways parents can exercise such vigilance. They can

vote and otherwise set an example of the responsible exercise of citizen-

ship and caring. They can speak out as advocates for their own children

and others who have no direct voice in the political process. As recom-

mended in Chapter 7, parents should be actively involved in their chil-

dren's schools. At home, they can establish and enforce rules about the

amount of time and the content of children's television viewing, and they

can watch TV with their children, using it as a way to increase family com-

munication through discussions of' issues raised on programs. We also

urge parents to listen to the music their children listen to and watch the

videos, discuss objectionable contents, and, if they believe it necessary,

forbid their children to own certain recordings and videos. The
Recording Industry Association of America places warning labels on

albums, tapes, and discs with explicit lyrics; it is now up to parents to heed

those warnings.

4 0
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Advertisers spend more than $33 billion a year reaching consume, s,

including children, through television and radio.57 Children themselves

are powerful consutnevs." In each case, market fbrces can effect tremen-

dous change. Therefcre, in the best traditions of capitalism and democra-

cy, we urge concerned parents to join together in letter-writing campaigns,

boycotts, and other forms of legal protest to pressure producers and manu-

facturers who directly or indirectly promote messages parents consider
offensive and damaging to children.

News and Entertainment Media

The news and the entertainment media have tremendous potential to edu-

cate children and expose them to other cultures and new ideas. We
applaud increasing effbrts to develop quality programming for children

and teenagers. We further applaud growing recognition within the record-
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ing indusny of its responsibility to help parents shield children from explic-

it lyrics. The National Commission on Children recommends that the

recording industry continue and enhance its efforts to avoid the distribu-

tion of inappropriate materials to children.
Within the television and movie industries, there are many exemplaiy pro-

ductions for children, as well as efforts to urge more sensitive programming

for children and families. In particular, Children's Action Network has urged

producers and writers to base their presentations of complex and difficult

issues on current knowledge and the best available information, in this way

helping to educate the public and dispel harmful and inaccurate stereotypes.

For example, a 1991 episode of "Knot's Landing" portrayed the life of a foster

child with great sensitivity and accuracy following meetings that included the

show's creative stafE fbster children, and child welfare staff

The Commission remains troubled, however, by the violence and com-

mercialism that pervades television programming for children, especially

for young children. To address this issue, Congress enacted the Children's

Television Act of 1990 to:"

limit the number of minutes devoted to commercials during
children's progrannning;
mandate that a television station's educational and informational ser-
vice to young people be considered as a factor in license renewal;
direct the Federal Communications Commission to review policies
governing commercialization of children's television; and

create a National Endowment for Children's Educational Television

to support the development of new educational programs and series

for children age 16 and younger.

The National Commission on Children recommends that television

producers exercise greater restraint in the content of programming for

children. We further urge television stations to exercise restraint in the

amount and type of advertising aired during children's programs.
Toward this end, we encourage Congress and the Federal
Communications Commission to take all necessary action to implement

fully the provisions of the Children's Television Act of 1990.

The Role of Communities

Human dignity., character. and citizenship conic to life for children when

they are put into action. The National Commission on Children urges
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communities to create opportunities for voluntary service by children

and adults and to recognize the contributions of volunteers that better

the community and assist its members. As discussed in Chapter 8, we

particularly stress the importance of adult volunteers who can act as

mentors, tutors, and role models for children and young people. All

children need a special person who cares, who is willing to listen, and

who will invest time and energy in them.

We reiterate our reconunendation, also in Chapter 8, that communi-

ties, schools, and government at all levels continue to create and expand

community service opportunities for young people to help them under-

stand and appreciate the values of human dignity, character, and citi-

zenship; to teach them about the broader community in which they live;

and to help them develop empathy fbr others and a sense of their own

capacity to improve the lives of those around them. As discussed in

Chapters 3 and 8, when children and youth participate in community

service activities, they themselves are among the most important benefi-

ciaries in terms of personal growth and greater understanding of Cie

needs of others. Schools, religious institutions, and community organi-

zations are the natural homes for such voluntary activities by children

and adults, and they should be encouraged and applauded in their

efforts to fulfill this important role.

The Role of Society

A nation's values are measured more by its actions than its words. We are

deeply saddened by the absence of widespread moral outrage at the condi-

tions and prospects of' so many American children, and we wonder where

the personal will and the political leadership are to turn this situation

around. Americans' notion of coimminity of those with whom they feel

a bond appears to grow smaller as the nation grows more diverse.

Increasingly, it even appears to leave out children with whom one has no

direct tie. In other chapter , we have argued that America's economic well-

being and its future as a thriving democracy depend on ensuring that every

American child has an opportunity to achieve his or her full potential. We

believe our future as a moral society depends on this as well.

Therefore, the National Commission on Children urges all Americans

to renew their personal commitment to the common good and demon-

strate this commitment by giving highest priority to personal actions and

public policies that promote the health and well-being of the nation's

children. We recognize that reasonable men and women will differ in their
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view of what causes many of the ills suffered by children and fainilies today

and in their proposed solutions. Yet we also believe that creative solutions

emerge from vigorous and thoughtful debate. That has been our experi-
ence as a commission, and it is our fervent hope for the nation.

Costs and Benefits
Congress authorimd $4 million for establishment of the National Endownwnt

for Children's Educational Television, part of the Children's Television Act of

1990. We urge immediate appropriation of these funds. The other provisions

of the act appear to have only minor administrative costs.

Most of the other recommendations in this chapter do not require
money. They require an investment of time, attention, and thoughtful-
ness by parents and other caring adults, by those in the news and enter-

tainment fields, by educators and government officials. We are convinced
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that helping young people acquire and maintain strong personal values is
an invesunent that will yield benefits for individuals and for society as a
whole for years to come.

Conclusion
Americans have long celebrated and jealously guarded the nation's plural-

ism, %iewing with appropriate skepticism those who would impose their own

values or doctrines on others. Yet at the root of everything Americans hold

dear about their country arc fundamental values and rights that have sus-

tained this nation in times of crisis and called forth our best when others
are in need. As a society and as individual citizens, we would be well served

to cultivate in our children these enduring values of human dignity, charac-
ter, and citizenship.

In a free society, there will always be tension between freedom of expres-

sion and upholding common social values. Censorship is the antithesis of

what we embrace. Forging common values will never depend solely on
laws, but also on persuasion and example.'" Success will require thoughtful

action and self-restraint by individuals and major institutions with the ability

or potential to influence children's moral development. This makes the
task of parents, public leaders, educators, media executives, entertainers,
and advertisers more difficult, but no less important.
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ithout a vision of a better

society, Americans will never be moved to act. Improving the

health and well-being of' the nation's children and the ability of

their parents to nurture and care for them will require changes

in individual attitudes and behavior as well as changes in public

and private policies and programs. These changes must stem

from a vision of what is ideal, not just from a sense of what is

feasible.

Our vision' of America's future was born in the Chicago

housing projects and the barrios of San Antonio. It was nur-

tured on an Indiana school bus and in a South Carolina

prison. It took on new meaning and passion in a homeless

shelter in Los Angeles and a drug treatment program in

Kansas. This shared vision sustained members of the

National Commission on Children through two years of

sometimes painful and always moving investigation into the

lives of America's children and families and through many

months of honest and thoughtful negotiation. Our vision

has led us to a bold yet realistic plan to direct the nation's

considerable energy, attention, and generosity toward its

children and their families. 4



We see a nation in which strong, stable families are able to form and stay

together and where being a parent is regarded as a valued calling.

We see a nation in which every child has an equal opportunity to reach

his or her full potential, a society where every child, regardless oi social,

economic, and cultural background, can imagine a bright future, bounded

only by his or her own talents and aspirations.

We see a nation in which no child is poor and no parent must choose
between earning a living and a child's well-being, a nation whose policies uphold,

rather than undermine, the values of work, family, and independenck..

We see a nation in which every child has an opportunity to be born
healthy, to grow up in a safe environment, and to receive the health care he

or she needs.

We see a nation in which every child starts school ready to learn and
every school responds to the individual learning needs of its students.

We see a nation that offers support and assistance to families before

problems become crises and provides help in a way that neither belittles
nor stigmatizes parents and children.

We see a nation that reaches out with special concern to children living

apart from their families and to families at risk of breaking apart.

We see a nation that respects and rewards those who devote their profes-

sional lives to educating and caring for children and appreciates those who

give their own time and energy to make life better for children in their
community.

We see a nation that values human dignity, character, an(1 citizenship

and conveys these common values to its children through individual con-

duct and public actions.

We see a nation that puts its children first, that makes the development

of competent, caring, and responsible young people its highest priority. It

is a nation in which the devotion each parent feels toward his or her own

child is expanded to include all of America's children.2

Realizing the Vision: What's Required
Can America realize this vision in just one decade? The National
Commission on Children believes it can. But it will require nr)re than lip

setvice and longing for the world as it was a generation ago. It will requit;!

a strong and sustained commitment by all Americans. The problems that

plague many of the nation's children and threaten many more have evolved

over time, and they will not disappear overnight. Unlike other challenges

the nation has successfully met, these will not yield to military might or
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technological genius, nor to sudden
bursts of generosity. 'Hwy will require

leadership and sustained conunitment,

significant investments of individual

time and attention, and the allocation
of financial resources.

Leadership and Sustained

Commitment

Realizing our vision for the nation's
children and their families will demand

the full attention of political leaders in

both parties and at all levels of govern-

ment, as well as the visible and consis-

tent involvement of' civic, religitms, and

private sector leaders. ln particular, it

will require the moral courage to
endorse policies that ask Anwricans to

sacrifice now for benefits tonuwrow. As

a nation, we will need to be ;minded
often that following our best iiristincts is

also in Our best interests. These arc the

tasks of leadership.

But leaders need f011owers rommit-

ted to a sustained diUrt to ensure that
all the nation's children reach their fnll

potential. This challenge will test our
stamina and compassion. "The sum-
mer soldier and the sunshine patriot,"
wilily Thomas Paine, "will, in this crisis,

shrink from the service of his counnv; but lw that stands it now deserves

the love and thanks of men anti women."'

Individual Time and Attention

Realizing our vision will also require fundamental changes in individual atti-

tucks and behavior. Too many children today lack the consistent presence

and loving guidance of both their parents and of other caring adults in their

lives. A natioual conuniunent to strong families and caring communities

musk begin in our own homes and neighborhoods.
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Voluntarism and generosity are hallmarks of American life, In this tradi-

tion, we also call on all Americans to reach out to an unfamiliar child as

instinctively as they reach out to the ones they hold dear. This is a responsi-

bility that cannot be laid at government's doorstep. Government programs

never loved a child or helped with homework or counseled a troubled
teenager. These are the tasks of caring adults.

Financial Resources

The cost today of investing in children and families is insignificant com-

pared to what it will be tomorrow if uncertainty and inaction continue to

guide our policies. Some of the funds necessary to realize our vision must

come from absent parents who have neglected their children's support.
Some must come from generous volunteers and philanthropists, others
from employers, states, and localities. We view this expenditure as an
investment in the human capital of tl.e nation, a necessary outlay to pre-

serve personal freedom, economic prosperity, and social harmony for this

generation and eveiy future generation of Americans. It is America's down

payment on the twenty-first century.

Making the Necessary Financial Investment
While the federal government must play a significant role in launching and

sustaining a national effort to promote the health and well-being of the
nation's children, it cannot and should not bear the full costs. Every sector

of society benefits from caring, competent, and literate citizens, and every

individual has a direct personal stake in seeing that all children are able to

achieve their full potential. Some of the costs of our recommendations

must be borne by states and localities and by employers. Philanthropy and

voluntarism must also continue to play a critical role.

Federal Costs

A substantial portion of new funding, however, must come from the federal

government an estimated $52 billion to $56 billion in the first year. (See

Table 13-1. Appendix B projects these costs over five years.)4 The largest fed-

eral expenditure we call for is a refundable child tax credit that puts money

directly into the hands of parents raising children. This measure alone
accounts for approximately $40 billion in fiscal year 1993. (Congress's recent

expansion of the e, ned income tax credit, which we strongly endorse, does

the same for low-income working families with children.) Some prefer to

portray the proposed child tax credit as a tax cut, since it reduces the
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amount a family pays in taxes, and they argue that its potential for stimulat-

ing investment and growth should be factoied into any calculation of the

costs of our proposals. Given the cum rent budget deficit, however, we think

it more prudent to account fully for costs (in both revenue loss and direct

expenditures) and to estimate savings conservatively.

The combined effect of the Commission's six-part income sem ity pack-

age will be greater financial security for all families with children and signif-

icantly reduced reliance on Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) fbr some. If demonstrations to design and test the insured child
support benefit prove succ;:ssful, we estimate that this package, when fully
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implemented, will reduce the nation's AFDC costs by $5 billion to $7 billion

annually. In particular, we project that the cost of the insured child sup-

port benefit will be more than offset by a corresponding reduction in AFDC

payments, resulting in an annual net savings of approximately $100 million.

Assuming a five-year period to test and implement the provisions of the

plan, welflire reductions will not be realized until the latter part of the
decade.

Our health care proposals, which cost approximately $9.1 billion,
account for the second-greatest portion of new federal spending.''
Approximately $7.7 billion of that amount is for the public-private plan to

provide universal health insurance coverage for children and pregnant
women.

We also urge the nation to allocate approximately $2.2 billion to $6.5

billion to create or expand education and social service programs. Like our

health care proposals, those are preventive in nature and represent sound

investments in healthy family functioning and the well-being of America's

children.

Paying the Federal Share

The National Commission on Children approached the task of financing

the federal share of the costs of ou i;-commendations with three funda-
mental principles in mind:

Deficit neutrality. Large federal deficits leave average- and low-income

families vulnerable to economic downturns by limiting the federal govern-

ment's ability to cushion or counter the effects of a recession.5 Moreover,

large deficits limit economic growth and opportunity and restrict the
nation's ability to meet new domestic and international needs. Their persis-

tence, in effect, ensures that a future generation of Americans must pay this

generation's bills. For these reasons, the Commission believes that efforts

to improve the health and well-being of children and families must not add

to the federal deficit. We have proposed new policies and programs as well

as expansions of several existing ones, and we recognize the need to gener-

ate the necessary funds to cover the costs of our recommendations.

Progressivity. While meeting the needs of the nation's children and
families is a responsibility we all share, we seek greater contributions from

'A minority of ctmitnissionyrs do not endorsr thy recomincndations contaaned within the tnajorio
chaptei and thief efory do not endorse thit Si. I billion of expenditures: Allan Carlson. Theresa

Esposito, Adele Hall, Wade Horn, Kay James. A. Louise Olivet. Gerald (JerrY) Regier. Nancy Risque
Rolithachjosephinr Velaiquet
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those with the greatest ability to pay. In doing so, we are sensitive to the impli-

cations of present demographic and economic trends. Children are a declin-

ing proportion of the U.S. population, while older Americans and those

approaching retirement are a rapidly growing proportion. In the future, a

smaller work force will be called upon to support a larger number of retirees

through payroll taxes for Social Security and Medicare than is presently the

case. Many of these same workers will also be supporting families of their own.

Accordingly, we are reluctant to add further to the taxes paid by young workers

raising families, since these families have been especially hard hit by economic
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changes and the tax burden in recent decades. In general, we prefer rev-
enue sources that are progressive or that are generated on the purchase of

luxury items, rather than taxes that reduce the take-home pay of low- and

middle-income workers. Our income security plan is designed to recognize

the personal costs and the social benefits of raising children, in part
through the establishment of a refUndable child tax credit. In keeping with

the spirit of this recommendation, we do not favor financing options that

would, in effect, tax away the value of the new credit.

Growth. Several of our proposals call for incremental funding increases

over 5 to 10 years. We therefore looked for sources of revenue with the

potential to grow over time. While we are confident that implementation

of our recommendations will ultimately yield considerable savings, we also

recognize that some of these savings will only be fully realized in later years.

To achieve these long-term gains, we must be willing to make short-term

investmen ts.

To cover the federal share of costs implied by the Commission's recom-

mendations, we offer several alternative financing packages (see Table 13-

2). Although each of these packages reflects our general principles con-
cerning financing, they present different concepts of how to generate the

required funding. In varying combinations, they rely on increasing taxes

on individuals and corporations and on reallocating and establishing caps

on federal spending. No commissioner endorses all of the options that are

presented, but each of us regards ac least one of the packages as a viable

approach. Each package raises sufficient funds to cover the costs of the
Commission's proposals. Appendix B presents a menu of additional financ-

ing options that could be included in these packages.

Taxation

No one likes the idea of raising taxes. Yet many commissioners argue that

any new spending or tax reduction for families with children will have to be

"paid for" at least in part through tax increases on individuals or corpora-

tions or both. Other commissioners oppose any tax increases that would

add to the high tax burden already borne by families with children. Among

the possibilities we have considered are the fbllowing:

Personal Income Tax Rates. Increasing the top marginal tax rate from

31 percent to 50 percent for joint returns with taxable income over
$300,000 (with relevant proportional changes for single, head of house-

hold, and married filing separately status) would generate roughly $20.6

billion in new revenues in FY 1993. From 1992 through 1996, projected
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new revenues would total $91.9 billion. Because it would place the greatest

tax burden on persons with the highest incomes, this option would make

the present system more progressive witimut raising rates to the levels they

were prior to tax reform.

Corporate Tax Rate. Increasing the top corporate income tax rate from

34 percent to 36 percent would raise approximately $3.5 billion in new rev-

enue in FY 1993. Between 1992 and 1996, projected new revenues would

total $16.1 billion. This tax increase would also raise the proportional

share of tax receipts from corporations, which has declined steadily over

the past three decades. The burden of increasing the top corporate rate

would be borne primarily by very large corporations that already contribute

the majority of corporate tax revenues. Few small businesses would be sig-

nificantly affected. However, because large corporations have greater flexi-

bility in structuring their finances to minimize their tax liability, there is a

limit to the amount of additional revenues that could be generated through

this mechanism.

Estate Taxes. Decreasing the exemption for estate taxes from $600,000

to $300,000 would bring in roughly $2.4 billion in new revenue in FY 1993,

and it would affect approximately 15 percem of all estates. Between 1992

and 1996, additional revenues would total approximately $11.7 billion. The

Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 increased the exemption from $47.000

to $600,000 to offset the effects of inflation on property values. However,

because inflation during the 1980s has been lower than anticipated, many

economists believe the increase overcompensated for the declining value of

the exemption over the past several decades.

Excise Taxes. Excise taxes on products whose consumption is thought to

impose costs on the rest of society have eroded substantially since the early

1950s.6 Taxes on alcohol, cigarettes, and gasoline were once a far greater

burden than they are today. Increasing excise taxes on these producLs

would realize an additional $12 billion to $13 billion in revenue in FY 1993.

Between 1992 and 1996, projected revenues are expected to total approxi-

mately $55.3 billion. These taxes also have the beneficial effect of decreas-

ing consumption, although they also tend to have low growth potential.

While reduced consumption would diminish the revemies generated by

these options, one way to enhance growth is to adjust for inflation. This can

be done by increasing the tax per unit of consumption or indexing these

taxes as a percentage of unit price. Such an ad valorem tax has more growth

potential because as prices go up, the fixed percentage increases the excise

tax accordingly. Some critics argue that excise taxes are regressive and that
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increases would therefore impose an excessive burden on low-income con-

sumers. Others, however, believe that these claims are exaggerated.7 The

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1990 increased excise
taxes, and the options we present build on those provisions:

Alcohol. Increasing taxes from $13.50 per proof gallon on distilled spirits

(OBRA 1990) to $16.00 per proof gallon on distilled spirits, beer, and wine

would bring in $4 billion to $5 billion in new revenues. Such an increase

would equalize tax rates on different types of alcohol, making the share of

the social costs for consuming wine, beer, and hard liquor equal.

Cigarettes. Increasing taxes from the scheduled rate of $.24 per pack in

1993 (OBRA 1990) to $.32 per pack would raise roughly $800 million.

Motor Fuels. Increasing the motor fuel tax by an additional $.07 would

generate approximately $7 billion in new revenues. OBRA 1990
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increased taxes on motor fuels by $.05, raising taxes on gasoline from

$.091 to $.14 per gallon and increasing taxes on diesel fuel from $.151 to

$.20 per gallon. This legislation set a precedent by devoting half of the

$.05 increase to the U.S. Treasmy, thus raising a projected $2,4 billion.

For this reason, all of the revenues produced by a $.07 increase can go

into the Treastny.

Luxury Taxes. Building on the luxury tax changes legislated in OBRA

1990, we anticipate that hnplementing an additional 5 percent (added to

OBRA's 10 percent) excise tax on specific luxury items will generate
approximately $100 million in FY 1993 and a total of $800 million by FY

1996. This increase would apply to automobiles above $30,000; boats and

yachts above $100,000; aircraft above $250,000; and furs and jewelry above

$10,000. Although such a change is progressive, sonie economists contend

it is an uncertain revenue source since higher taxes on these items would

veiy likely discourage consumption.

Value-Added Tax. When a value-added tax (VAT) is imposed on a
broad base of goods, it is a moderately efficient means of raising new rev-

enues. To reduce the burden that such a tax would place on families rais-

ing children, however, we urge consideration of a VAT on goods other than

fbod, housing, and medical care.

A VAT is a tax levied at each stage of production on a firm's net added

value. Therefore, the burden is ultimately shifted onto consumers in the

form of higher prices. Because lower-income households spend a greater

proportion of their ;.ncomes on consumption than higher-income house-

holds, the VAT is more regressive than income taxes. This regressivity, how-

ever, could be reduced or even eliminated by other means, for example
providing a refundable tax credit to low-income households or cermarking

a portion of VAT revenues for programs to benefit low-income families with

children

Although a VAT is moderately regressive, it has significant growth poten-

tial. A value-added tax of 5 percent on goods other than fbod, housing,
and medical care would raise approximately $48 million in FY 1993, and

$289 million between 1992 and 1996. A 3 percent VAT on a similarly nar-

row base of goods would raise approximately $29 million in FY 1993 and

$174 million between 1992 and 1996.

The VAT has low visibility, a characteristic that appeals to some observers

and troubles others. Some argue that taxes should be visible so that the
costs of taxation can be readily compared with the benefits of government
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spending. Others argue that people generally do not like the idea of pay-

ing taxes; consequently, to finance public sector responsibilities, it is best to

spread the burden widely, thereby making taxes seem as painless as possi-

ble. In this regard, because the VAT taxes consumption rather than
income, even those who fail to comply with federal income tax laws must

bear a share of the burden.

The VAT has been successfUlly implemented in many European coun-

tries, where it is a significant source of total tax revenues, ranging from 27

percent in Denmark to 13 percent in Italy. An additional benefit of the
VAT is that it stimulates savings by reducing consumption. It is also favored

by some because it is levied on imports and rebated on exports, thereby

providing some competitive advantage for American products in interna-

tional trade.

While it could generate significant new revenue, a VAT is not easily

administered. In 1984, the Treastuy estimated that the Internal Revenue

Service (IRS) would need 18 months and $700 million per year to imple-

ment and administer a VAT.' The narrower the base, the more difficult the

tax policy would be to administer. Similarly, the smaller the value of the

VAT (2 percent to 3 percent ), the less its return and the more likely
administrative costs will outweigh projected revenues. For this reason,
some economists do not recommend a VAT of less than 5 percent.9

Increasing Compliance with Tax Laws. Noncompliance with the indi-

vidual income tax laws creates a significant gap between the amount legally

owed and what is paid. Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of col-

lecting income taxes on the estimated $80 billion to $100 billion annual

underground, or off-the-books, economy would yield between $3 billion

and $5 billion without significantly increasing administrative costs.
Although many observers believe that much more could be collected, the

amount of payoff from increased IRS enforcement diminishes as collections

from tax cheaters increase. The administrative costs of additional collec-

tions rise sharply and reduce the net return. Therefore, although noncom-

pliance should not be dismissed as a means of raising additional revenues,

pursuing the tax gap appears to be a somewhat uncertain effort that should

not be relied upon as a significant source of funds for children's initiatives.

Second Home Mortgage. Eliminating the mortgage deduction for second

homes is one of several ways to generate addititmal revenues by broadening

the income base and reducing tax loopholes that favor some groups of' taxpay-

ers Over others. Most second homes are vacation homes, and some people

argue that nearly unlimited deductions fbr such a luxury are inappropriate
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when most interest on loans for education, medical expenses, and other

consumer purchases is not deductible. Elimination of the deduction for
mortgages on second homes would generate approximately $100 million in

additional revenues in FY1993 and a total of $1.1 billion by FY1996.

Social Security. Social Security benefits are currently taxed at 50 percent

for households with adjusted gross income above $25,000 (single return)

and $32,000 (joint return). Increasing this rate to 85 percent of the benefit

with current thresholds would raise approximately $4.9 billion in new rev-

enue for the Treasury in FY 1993 (not for the Social Security Trust Fund).

This change would bring in additional revenue while protecting low-
income elderly households. Between 1992 and 1996, projected new rev-

enues are expected to total approximately $25.3 billion.

Business Meals and Entertainment. Restricting the deduction from 80 per-

cent to 50 percent of expenses for unreimbursed business meals and enter-

tainment would raise an estimated $3.6 billion in FY 1993 and a total of
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SIS.1 billiop by FY 1996. Some argue that the deductibility of tlwse expens-

es provides a tax subsidy that is not available to those who make meal and

entertainment purchases outside a business setting. Further, even when

connected with a taxpayer's business, expenditures for items such as par-

ties, meals, tickets to the theater and sports events, and country club dues

provide substantial personal benefit to the taxpayer and his or her guests.

Reallocations and Caps on Federai Spending

Recapturing funds from other areas of the federal budget or limiting
growth in federal spending are other avenues for generating additional
funds for children's initiatives. Although there is widespread support for

efforts to control the federal budget, cutting existing programs is always

painful. Each has its own beneficiaries and advocates who are affected
when federal fbnding is reduced or eliminated. The task of cutting has
become more difficult in recent years as domestic discretionary spending

has been reduced and as Congress and the President have imposed restric-

tions on the transfer of savings from defense and foreign aid cuts to domes-

tic purposes. Nevertheless, there are several areas of federal spending that

we present as candidates for reductions in order to generate new sources of

suppo. for the programs we reconnnend,
Dependent Care Tax Credit. Eliminating the Dependent Care Tax Credit

(DCTC) would free nearly $3.3 billion in FY 1993 and a total of approxi-

mately $14.2 billion by FY 1996. This tax policy benefits taxpayers who

incur employment-related expenses fdr the care of their children (or elderly

dependents) and has very strong support among middle-income families
with two workers. Critics argue that the DCTC discriminates against families

in which one parent remains at home to care fbr the children, and it does

not benefit low-income families who have little or no tax liability.

An alternative to eliminating the DCTC would be to phase out the credit

to ensure that the neediest families continue to have access to additional

funds for child care. The credit could be phased out at 1 percent fin- each

$1,500 of adjusted gross income above $30,000. This option would genet.-

ate approximately $1 billion in FY 1993 and a total of approximately $4.9

billion by FY 1996,

Personal Exemption. Replacing the personal exemption for adults with a

nonrefundable credit worth 15 percent of' its current value would free an

estimated $23.4 billion in FY 1993, and $117.5 billion between 1992 and

1996. The FY 1991 personal exemption of $2,150 is worth $323 for taxpay-

ers in the 15 percent bracket an d $667 for taxpayers in the 31 percent
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bracket. A 15 percent non-refundable credit that is Austed for inflation
would be worth roughly $345 for all taxpayers in Fy 1992. Because the per-

sonal exemption is worth more for taxpayers filing returns in higher
income brackets, proponents of this measure argue that it is more progres-

sive and fairer to moderateincome families than the current exemption.

Food Stamps. Cashing out food stamps would save approximately $2 bil-

lion in administrative costs. Giving recipients money rather than stamps

would reduce the administrative process and rigidity of the system and
would enable recipients to spend the money according to their needs. This

concerns some, who fear that some recipients will not make wise choices

and will spend their money on things that do not benefit their children.
However, the program currently is so restrictive that recipients are not able

to buy items such as soap, laundty detergent, and diapers, which are essen-

tial to families with children and benefit children directly.

Social Services Block Grant. The FY 1991 appropriation for the Social

Services Block Grant (SSBG) is $2.8 billion. Some observers have suggested

scaling back this program by $1 billion to $2 billion. The SSBG provides

funds to states for social services that the states deem necessary. Typical ser-

vices include child care, protective services for children and adults, and
home care for the elderly and handicapped. Supporters of the program
argue strongly that SSBG funds are essential for making services available to

many underserved populations, including low-income families with chil-
dren. During the 1980s, when the Title XX social set vices program was

converted to the SSBG, federal support was substantially reduced. Among

many observers there are worries that further reductions would jeopardize

states' and communities' ability to provide essential social services to fatni-

lies that are unable to pay for them.

Job Training Partnership Act. The FY 1991 appropriation for job training

and employment opportunities for youth authorized under the Job Training

Partnership Act (JTPA) is $3.3 billion. This includes funding for Title 11-A

(Training for Economically Disadvantaged Adults and Youth), Title 11-B

(Summer Youth Employment and Training), Job Corps, and Employment
Services and Job Training Pilot and Demonstration Programs. Some crit-

ics ofJTPA urge scaling it back by $1 billion to $2 billion.

Farm Subsidies. Significant farm subsidies go to individuals with non-
farm incomes over $125,000. Eliminating eligibility for these upper-
income farmers would generate approximately $80 million. Proponents

of such reductions argue that this option would not threaten the opera-
tion of farms and would better target benefits to active farmers. Others
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favor eliminating farm subsidies altogether, which would generate

approximately $13.4 billion in FY1993.

Home Energy Assistance Program. Scaling back the Home Energy

A.ssistance Program (HEAP) would free nearly $I billion. The HEAP pro-

gram was created in response to rapid increases in home energy prices

between 1972 and 1980 to assist poor families living in geographical areas
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with severe winter or summer weather. Since that time, the costi of many

types of energy have returned to their early 1970s levels, significantly reduc-

ing the demand for this program. Ali a result, states have transferred HEAP

funds to supplement Title XX spending on social services. These transfers

suggest that some states believe spending for energy assistance is not as

high a priority as spending in other areas. The advantage to scaling back

this program is retaining the flexibility to distribute funds quickly if energy

prices rise in the future.

Manned Space Station. Controversy over the proposed manned space sta-

tion has led the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to

propose a scaled-down design. The new station is estimated to cost $30 bil-

lion over the next 8 to 10 years. Some groups in the scientific community

contend that the station is not worthy of the expense. While the Heritage

Foundation estimates savings of $900 million by delaying funding and con-

sidering private alternatives, the Center for Budget and Policy Priorities

estimates savings of more than $8.3 billion over five years by canceling the

program.l°

Dtfense. Among both conservative and liberal observers there is agree-

ment that approximately $11 billion could reasonably be cut from defense

spending and reallocated to programs for children and their filmilies.11

Some would advocate savings front closing military bases and commis-

saries, improving procurement procedures, and eliminating special inter-

est add-ons to the defense budget. Others suggest scaling back or cancel-

ing expensive weapons systems, for example the B-2 bomber, the Strategic

Defense Initiative, the Advanced Tactical Fighter, the 1.H helicopter, and

the SSN-2I submarine. Legislative action to rescind prohibitions against

transferring savings from one budget category to another (for example,
from defense to domestic spending) would be required to accomplish this

reallocation.

Caps on Federal Spending. Several proposals to limit federal spending

have surfitced in the aftermath of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill aimed at

reducing the federal budget deficit. Some have sought to limit new federal

spending according to a fixed percentage of existing expenditures.12
Others have proposed limiting growth in federal spending to the average

taxpayer's ability to pay for it," namely, a growth rate based on per capita

personal income in the preceding year. Such limitations would apply to

all entitlements and discretionary spending that is, to both on-budget
and off-budget programs. While some proponents would impose limits
only on domestic spending, others would limit
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expenditures. Despite these differences, however, there is general agree-

ment that federal interest payments on the national debt would not be

covered.
Imposing a 4 percent cap on the growth of domestic spending would

save approximately $56 billion in 1993. Begun in fiscal 1992, it would

save an estimated $255 billion by FY 1996. These savings could then be

applied to cover the federal costs of policies and programs for children

and their families that are included in the Commission's agenda. It is

important to note that OBRA 1990 makes a single cap on all domestic

spending (mandatory and discretionary) difficult. While domestic discre-

tionary funding is currently under a cap, it is not as low as 4 percent.

Domestic spending for entitlement programs such as Social Security is

not currently subject to a cap.

Dedicated Children's Trust

In order to guarantee federal funding to help children and families, any or

all of the sources of funding presented in the Commission's alternative

financing packages could be placed in a dedicated children's trust. The fed-

eral government has separate trust funds for highways, airports, the disabled,

the elderly, and the jobless. Observers concerned that child- and family-

focused programs often suffer in the federal budget process believe that a

children's trust, with its own sources of revenue and specifically designated

purposes, would offer some protection and funding stability. Such a trust

fund would be created in the Treasuiy. It would receive income from spec-

ified dedicated sources plus the interest earned on the money invested.

Among the categories of initiatives that could be supported with trust

funds are federal grant programs for health and social services, as well as

the refUndable tax credit, insured child support benefit, and the public

plan for providing health insurance coverage for pregnant women and chil-

dren. The President would include in his annual budget proposed plans

for expenditure of the funds, and Congress would be responsible for

appropriating funds from the trust.

Conclusion

The problems that threaten many American children and their families

threaten all of society. They cause undue personal pain and suffering, lost

productivity, hopelessness, and despair and they forecast a nation that is

less safe, less caring, and less free. Many children are harmed, fiunilies bro-

ken, and communities destroyed needlessly. Yet as America enters the last
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decade of the twentieth century, change is both possible and practical. As a
moral and caring people, we can no longer tolerate preventable damage
that wastes the lives and potential of so many of our children and families.

Throughout the pages of this report, the National Commission on
Children has painted a picture of the condition of America's children and
families as we have come to know it. We have also presented a vision of our
society as we believe it should be. America needs the best adults we can
make:14 individuals who are caring, resourceful, moral, healthy, literate, and
able to lead this nath)n into the twenty-first century. We must develop a com-
mon focus and purpose to change the conditions that jeopardize the health
and well-being of so many of our youngest citizens. Failure to act today will
only defer to the next generation the rising social, moral, and financial costs
of our neglect. We can and must be better masters of our nation's destiny.
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Appendix A

Background Tables on the Effects of
Current and Proposed income Security Policies

This appelidix contains detaikd tables that illustrate the d'fects of current and pro-
posed income security policies. Tables A-I and ..1-2 illustrate the current economic
incen lives to surk and to tnam. Table A-3 illustrates Ow combined effect of a
S1,000 refundable child tax credit, a minimum insured child support benefit, and
the hillY phased-in value of the earned income tax credit. Table A-4 illustrates the
effect of the current system on family income. Tables A-3 and A-4 calculate net
income for households that vary in the intmlwr of children in the household, lb:
employment status of the parent(s), and the marital status of the parents.

The following assumptions were used in orating the!.e tables:

Nlinimum wage is 54.25 per limn. 2,000 hours of %vork x $1.25 = S8,500 per year.
Aid to Families with Dependent t 3fildren (AFD( ) benefits are averages across
states of 114101111111 11101101k AFDC ht`tIt'llls in January 1991.

I In the proptmed income security plan. AFDC is reduo'd by 50 percent of the
mininnun child support benefit fbr single mothers.
Food stamp benefit calculations assume a S116 standard deduction, plus S95 (Ur
excess shelter costs (rmighly half of the maximtun (tethiction), plus 20 percent
of earned locotne as a deduction for working parents. Child support payments
are considered gross income when determining eligibility tor benefits, but arc
not considered earned income when calculating deductions.
Medicaid and health Insurance benefits are not included in these tables.
Income taxes are derived from the 1991 tax code. The personal exemption is
S2,15() ; the standard deduction is S3,400 (single). S5,700 (joint), and S5,000
(head of. household). The 1991 marginal income tax rates of' 15 percent, 28 per-
cent, and 31 percent were nsed in conjunction with the taxable income break-
points for single, joint, and head of household returns.
Social Security tax is calculated as 7.65 percent of earned income.
Work-related expenses are rough estimates that include transportation, clothing,
and the opportuifity costs of caring for children when child care is not available.
hi two-parent families With inue panmt in the work force, work-related expenses
decrease from $1,250 to $1,000 because the Opportunity costs of child care
decline.
In the proposed income security plan, banal! Income Tax Credit (EIT( ) bene-
fits are fully phased in for families in 1991 dollars. This is done by combining
the 1991 earning parameters with the following 1994 credit percentages:

Phase OutMaximutn
1 qualihing child 23 16.13
2 or more qualifYing children 25 17.86
cotnparimm, FM: benefits undr e current policy are calBy culated by combining

the same 1991 earning parameters with the following 1991 credit poullutges:
Maximum Phase Out

16.71 tpialif yin); child 11.93
2 or more qualifying children P2.M17.3

bil( : benefits do not include the supplemental credit for infants k5 percent) or
the supplemental health insurance credit (6 percent).
Povenv guitklines are updated through calendar 1991. These figures are calcu-
lated by multiphing 1989 poverty guidelines by a rate of inflation of 1.11
(135.7/122.7).
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TABLE A- 1

Economic Incentive to Work in a Minbnusn Wage job
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TABLE A-2

Economic Incentive to Many a Person with a Minimum Wage Job
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Corrected Tables A-3 and A4
(pages 495 and 446) op

TABLE A3

Effects of Comprehensive Income Security Plan on Family Income

SINGLE PARENT'S INCOME IS 19911

Unff***ffIl imisiete4 fanwium Wage
One Twe hue One Iwo Fate

SOURCE Of WCOME Choi Cowen Chadren Child Children Ch lidren
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Ovid Children Gowen
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famed Income Tax Credit 0 o o 1.642 1,785 1.785

1.000 2.000 4400
o o o

Net income 7.078 10.041 15.250 10.819 13.600 17.142 29.169 31.019 33.869
1911 Comparison 5.553 7,166 10.025 1127 1,871 11.570 27,218 27,540 21.115
Poverty guidelines 1.932 10,932 16,578 8,932 10.932 16378 1.932 10.932 16.571
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Net rntome 8,166 10,612 15.630 11.535 13378 17,371 15.096 16.157 P160
111 I Comparison 7.166 8.612 11.630 10.005 11.028 12.128 14,228 14.569 17,677
Poverty guidelines 10.132 14,018 11.714 10,932 14,018 11,714 10.932 14.018 18.714
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TABLE A4

1991 Comparison: Effect of Current System on Family Income

INGLE PARENTS INCOME Is 11191)

101.ACE OF INCOME
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Unem11111114
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Appendix B

Five-Year Projections of
Program Costs and Funding Options

This lppendix contains detailed tables projecting the federal costs implied by
the Commission's reconmwndations and estimating funds that could be generated
by alteniative financing options over a five-year period.

Table B-1 provides estimates of the federal costs of the Conunission's policy rec-
ommendations in the areas of income security, health, education, transition to
adulthood, family support, child welfare reform, coordination and collaboration,
and children's moral development ftw fiscal year (FY) 1992 through FY 1996, and
cumulative totals.

Table B-2 provides estimates of fimds that could be generated by alternative tax-
ation and reallocation options for FY1992 through FY1996, and cumulative totals.
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TABLE I I

Estimate of New Federal Costs, Fiscal Years 1992-1996
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TABLE 8.2

Tax Revenue Options, Fiscal Years 1992.1996
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Appendix C

Additional Views

The following additional views were submitted by members of the National
Commission on Children for inclusion in the tinal report.
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May 14, 1991

Senator John a Rockefeller IV
Chairman
National Commission on Children
1111 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Chairman,

\ I \\ \ I %\ ) k I I, II I h

I I ! WI

This letter is written to express strong and unwavering support for the recommendations
approved unanimously by the members of the National Commission on Children. The
set of recommendations in the commission report is the most comprehensive and sub-
stantive policy plan for families and children in our country since the initiatives of the
1930s.

The text of the report reflects the earnest and difficult deliberations of commissioners
with diverse philosophies; the consensus developed among the commissioners is testi-
mony to your leadership. The role you played as chairman created an atmosphere in
which honest debate was cherished, and the civility of our discussions mediated fractious
and ideological disagreements.

As reasonable persons would assume, a consensus document of this scope will neglect
some aspects of each commissioner's interests. For my part, there are three major areas
in which more defined positions would have been preferred.

1) In the first and most important set of recommendations on
income security, provision for a comprehensive employment
program designed to create jobs in response to cyclical eco-
nomic declines would "round out" an otherwise impressive
set of recommendations and could, if SSI were also reshaped,
replace AFDC.

2) In the section on health insurance, my preference would be
for a nationally managed system, contracted through the

4
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Senator John D. Rocketeller IV -2-

insurance system. The efficiencies and equities attached to
such an approach are quite obvions, However, recognizing
that insurance interests are well arrayed against so rational
a plan, the recommendations as presented are acceptable.

3) School choice is an issue which remains problematic for me
so long as information about and access to "good" schools is
largely determined by income class, and therefore, also, by
race. The short supply of quality schools creates a danger of
even greater inequity for poor children.

May 14, 1991

Despite my strong feelings about these three issues, the overarching power of the com-
mission's report dictates a strong expression of support. The report's recommendations
set the agenda for children and families over the next decade and for years beyond.

I am privileged to have served as a commissioner,

,._ ince rely, /
Barbara B. Blum
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T. BERRY BRAZELTON, M.D.

The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Jay:

I am proud to have been a minber of the National Commission

on Children. Over the past two years, we have learned so much
about the children and families of the United States. At times,

I felt we functioned as a large extended family as we shared our
deep concern over the conditions of children and the extent of
family breakdown in our country. We all felt we were seeing the
imminent breakdown of a society which had been and could still be

an example for the world.

Our culture has not as yet supported stressed families and
children adequately. We anticipate a frightening future for our
society as children from both overstressed middle-class families
and the desperate, hopeless, angry families of the poor face an
uncertain future. We are in a rational emergency and no one
seems to be paying attention. We must allocate the considerable
resources we will need to meet this crisis. We must salvage this
next generation if the nation is to have any kind of decent
future.

All commissioners recognized this emergency. The fact that
we came to consensus on all the major issues represents both hard
work and compromise on all our parts -- in_the interest of

children. Many commissioners were facing this national emergency
for the first time and were burdened by conflicts between their
new experiences and the politics in which they were embedded.
But we all tried to compromise personal ideals in order to do
what we felt might alleviate the emergency more quickly and
effectively. The result is our consensus report:

In my own case, I want to see immediate action to give
families the feeling that they are being listened to, and that we
will begin to empower them to do their part -- to raise children
with a decent self-image and the will to learn, to fit in to
education and the workforce of the future. We cannot otherwise
continue to be a competitive society with all the other nations
in Europe and Asia who are 10-15 years ahead of us in their
attention to supporting families and to providing incentives and
opportunity for children.

Families in the U.S. need to feel a sense of empowerment and

choice. Parental and medical leave around a new or a sick or an
adopted baby would be an inexpensive symbol of how much we
believed in supporting new and besieged families. Only 50% of
working families would be affected by such a mandate, but the
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rest would feel empowerment and choice. It would cost businesses
and government a minimum amount. We need such a symbol of parent
support ngx1

Our income security recommendations are critical for the 20
percent of children below the poverty line. Our present welfare
system labels families as failures. In turn, these same families
recede into a sense of hopelessness, helplessness, and failure.
Our poverty is almost unique in the world. The anger the poor
feel about being labelled inadequate leads to self- and other-
destructiveness, such as murder, abuse, addiction, and terrorism
which are rampant in all our cities.

Our present health system is also a failure. It cannot be
shored up to do what it needs to do -- reach out with a
preventive model to all families and children. Our health costs
are rising astronomically, but they are embedded in a band-aid,
therapeutic model which reaches the very poor (because of
Medicaid), the chronically-ill elderly (Medicare), and those
fortunate to be covered by private insurance. A huge gap of
working class and lower middle class have no therapeutic coverage
and can be ruined by an illness. But even more serious for our
economy, they have no coverage for the very preventive care which
would save our present medical system. A major revision of the
medical system is needed urgently.

Supportive intervention in infancy for all families at risk
-- single parents, divorced parents, poor parents, impaired
children -- would save our country huge amounts of rehabilitation
and educational services later on. Without them, these at-risk
children are likely to grow to impulsive adolescents whose
actions will require us to hire more police and build more
prisons than we can possibly afford.

Our society is diverse -- in race, color, creed, family
structure. This very fact provides stresses when we try to treat
everyone alike. We must value this diversity, understand it,
support it. To try to blanket it with middle class values which
work only for the already empowered repeats the tragedy of the
19808 when we saw our culture divide between the very rich and
the very poor. We will not survive as a nation with that system.
The angry desperation we saw in children at all levels around our
country in these past two years has been a warning to all of us.

I strongly support the present report of the Commission for
its hard work, its consensus, and its requests for base-level
support for all families in the U.S. Our children and our young
families are the only hope for our nation. The time to pay
attention to them is al2W.

/4
, a iiiR

T. Berry Brazelton, M.D.
Professor Emeritus, Pediatrics
Harvard Medical School
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May 14, 1991

Senator John D. Rockefeller, IV
Chairman, National Commission on Children
1111 Eighteenth Street, NW
Suite 810
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Jay:

The Final Report of the National Commission on Children,
approved on May 1, 1991, received my affirmative vote and has my
support as a consensus document.

As permitted, I also want to register several personal
reservations about salient aspects of the final report, for
inclusion in the published document. To begin with, I understand
the motives behind and the possible benefits of a child support
enforcement plan that includes a minimum government-insured child
support benefit. Given the unknown effects of such a program on
human behavior (particularly relative to family formation), /
appreciate the Commission's stated intent of requiring a proper
test and positive evaluation of such a program before proceeding
with a national plan. Nonetheless, / need to register my
philosophical opposition to any plan that would centralize new
authority over divorce, child custody, and (implicitly) marriage in
Federal hands. Despite proposed efforts to utilize the states as
intermediate agents in the guaranteed support plan, I believe that
such a system would generate a growing pattern of Federal control.

In addition, I believe that the recommendation in Chapter Five
to reorient welfare "as short-term relief" is wholly inadequate,
unless the welfare benefit is clearly time-limited to 2-3 years.
In this regard, the Report's existing language contains too many
exceptions to be workable.

The proposed refundable child tax credit of $1,000 is an
important affirmation of children, and a proper and long overdue
recognition of the speial financial and taxation burdens carried
by today's parents. Fur the majority of American families, this
credit would effectively represent a real tax cut, and should be so
treated. As a benefit for American parents with limited or no tax
liability, I believe that the credit deserves support only as it is
partially "paid for" by eliminating the Dependent Care Tax Credit
for child care expenses (largely a middle-class benefit which
discriminates against stay-at-home parents) and by reducing (or
effectively "cashing out") a portion of Fedetal welfare benefits,
specifically AFDC and Food Stamps.
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Concerning Chapter Nine, I need register my philosophical
opposition to the Federal funding of birth control programs. Given
the deep divisions among Americans regarding sexual ethics,
believe that the Federal government should remain neutral, leaving
these issues for resolution at the state level.

All of the Commission's recommendations, I believe, should be
conditioned by awareness of the evidence suggesting that the modern
welfare state has sometimes grown at the expense of the family
(for example, see David Poponoe, Disturbing the Nest: Family
Change and Decline in Modern Societies (New York, 19881). The
unique strength of these United States lies in the degree to which
we citizens still adhere to the principles of personal
responsibililty and family autonomy. Fortunately, the principles
outlined in Chapter Four of the Report do give priority to the
family, resting on marriage, as the proper sphere for rearing
children. In light of these principles, this Report should not be
used to justify any governmental action which would diminish the
autonomy of the family or the authority of parents over their
children.

ACC/hb

Riespeotfully submitted,

/./
/(

,

Allan Carlson
Member of the Commission, 1988-91
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Yale University
May 17, 1991

Senator John D. Rockefeller IV
National Commission on Children
1111 Eighteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 810
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Senator Rockefeller,
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The Report of the National Commission on Children is a historic achievement in
rslation to social policy for children and families. The Report presents a
unified, thoughtful integration of multiple different areas of concern. Our
recommendations in relation to welfare reform, tax policies which support
children and families, access to health care, educational reform, family
support, the value of Head Start and early intervention, the reduction of
barriers to obtaining services and the streamlining and new forms of
accountability within Congress and the Executive Branch will be seen as
reflecting America's best shared values at this phase of our nation's history.

The Commission's Report is distinctive because of the wide base on which it is
built. The Report is the result of two years of effort. It reflects the
Commissioners first-hand observations throughout the United States, scholarly
reviews of the knowledge concerning children and the institutions which serve
them, and open and deeply felt debate. Through your leadership and the
personal commitment of the Commissioners, we were able to reach a consensus.
In reaching this consensus, there were areas in which each of us had to
compromise for the sake of building a broadly acceptable statement. Such a
statement, of course, cannot satisfy everyone on every particular topic;
rather, its power derives precisely from the fact that we have achieved an
equilibrium among different forces. The process and final Report thus
represent the best values of democratic society: respect for differences and a
desire for reaching consensus when it really matters.

The unanimous vote of support for the National Commission's Report indicates
that we succeeded, as a group, in speaking-out coherently for children and
families. I believe this consensus derived from opportunities for sharing
experiences --- in juvenile court where foster children are treated as if they
were criminals, in premature nurseries where babies are withdrawing from
drugs, with foster youth who are abruptly deprived of all supports at age 18,
in inner city schools whose students described their fears of violence as they
walked home. We all learned that something very bad is happening to America's
children and that there must be action.

The Report describes the unanimous consensus that action for children and
families is the responsibility of every sector of society. We agreed among
ourselves that parents are their child's primary caregivers and advocates and
need the opportunities to fulfill their parental responsibilities; that
government at all levels has the responsibility to help parents in these tasks
and to help assure that children have the opportunities to live healthy, safe
and secure lives and reach their optimal development; that the private sector,
volunteers, religious organizations, all sectors of American society need to
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be engaged in promoting the welfare of children and their families. We also
endorsed the importance of public morality in relation to children, the
central role of private morality as exemplified by the obligations within the
family and its community, and the importance of the transmission of values
from parents to children.

There are, however, areas in which the Report is not as bold as I would wish
it to be. Although I am convinced that our chapter ,71 health care represents a
reasoned, balanced and modest starting point in relation to the health of
pregnant mothers and children, and one that would be acceptable to physicians
caring for children and families, the Commission could have been more forceful
in assuring adequate medical care for all families who are currently without
insurance. I also would have liked more recommendations focusing on the mental
health needs of children and adolescents, especially those with serious
disorders who are likely to be burdened throughout their lives by behavioral,
psychiatric and developmental problems. And I believe that it would have been
useful to have emphasized the value of pregnancy counselling and family
planning and the need for young people to have a range of options for
preventing too early and unwanted pregnancies.

In addition to these concerns, I would have liked a bolder plan for early
intervention for children at risk, starting during gestation and proceeding
throughout the course of development, and more emphasis on the terrible
problems of inner city youth --- their sense of hopelessness, the stark
absence of opportunities, their exposure to violence in the streets. Every
American city needs to rebuild an infrastructure for youth development and
employment.

In noting these areas where I might have wished for more emphasis, I am sure
that I stand alongside all the Commissioners; each could list areas where
their concerns were not expressed, in the final Report, precisely as they
would have wished. What is remarkable is that we have been able, in spite of
these differences, to reach agreenent. The Report speaks with one voice in
emphasizing the role of parents and families, of communities concerned about
children and their development, and of the role of government in providing
services and shaping social policy to benefit children.

With your leadership and the hard work of the staff, we have achieved
consensus. We broadly agree on where America's children and families are and
what this nation and its people should be doing to move us forward. I hope
that our recommendations will help guide national policy and shape national
consensus towards action.

Let me express my personal gratitude for the opportunity of working with you,
the staff and the other members of the National Commission.

Sincerely,

. 4*--- -

Donald J. Cohen, M.D.

DJC:mfb
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May 16, 1991
Senator John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman, National Commission on Children

Dear Mr. Chairman:

It is a pleasure to endorse the Report and recommendations of the
National Commission on Children. It is exciting and heartening that
there is such broad agreement on so many basic principles and proposals
among members representing such a broad spectrum of opinion. It bodes
well for rescuing America's children from the terrible circumstances so
many of them face that there is this overarching agreement.

Particularly important is the consensus on family economic
security. The centerpiece of the Report is the recognition of the
unacceptable toll that child poverty is taking on children and the
nation's future. It is self-destructive and morally wrong for this
nation to have child poverty rates that hover around 20 percent -- two
times the rate for adults, and two to three times the typical rates of
our allies and economic competitors abroad. Unless we conquer child
poverty, our nation will continue to pay an unacceptably high toll in
its health and educational outcomes, in its crime and incarceration
rates, in its hunger and teen pregnancy numbers and in myriad other
ways. Unless we conquer child poverty, we will continue to lose ground
to other nations in productivity as well as quality of life.

Children of all races and classes increasingly are imperiled by
growing drug and alcohol abuse, family breakdown, and violence. But
the extraordinarily high incidence of child poverty is a linchpin of
many of the problems the Commission addresses, so I am particularly
pleased with our recommendations for a universal and refuudable child
tax credit plus steps toward a child support insurance sys:em. In
addition, families with children need greater employment om.ortunities
and family-supporting wages.

There are four points on which I must take issue with che Report.

1) It seems to me that the tone of the Report excessively blames
parents, especially single parents, for the problems children are
facing, while understating both the role played by the erosion of
values and responsibility in other sectors of our society and the
strengths of many parents raising children alone.

I believe deeply in the primacy of parental responsibility for
children; that parents should be good moral examples for childrnn and
preserve strong values and family rituals. No amount of schooling can
imbue values about work, family and community that are not communicated
in the home. Too often, however, the tone of the Report converts these
principles into blame for parents, especially single parents and
sometimes poor parents, for the ills of our nation's children, without
a balancing recognition of how well many such parents are doing despite
the extraordinary stresses of juggling the combined responsibilities of
work and child-rearing.

The Report also does not adequately describe the many powerful
forces outside the family that have contributed equally or more to the
problem. The erosion of both material support from and ethical
standards in the governmental, community, media and business sectors,
has exacerbated weaknesses in families and contributed to the

4.
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deterioration of values in families of all types. The public and
community ethic and the national economic climate create the
milieu within which families function. As economic and other supports
that have traditionally held families and neighborhoods together
withered, while a national climate of greed, quick gratification and
indifference to hard work and family integrity came to prevail, it is a
testament to the strength of American families that they held together
as well as they did.

2) Better co-ordination of services, and simpler and more accessible
services are an absolute necessity (and "one-stop shopping" is an
excellent goal), but these are by no means the necessary outcome of
"decategorization" as the Report proposes it.

Less restrictive program categories, more pilot projects, more
experimentation, and more waivers of program regulations to enhance co-
ordination and flexibility are all meritorious goals in the abstract.
They also can be desirable in practice when they improve the lives of
children and families who need services and supports. But when
implemented without adequate safeguards, these initiatives too often
can work against children's interests. This is no accident. The same
political powerlessness of children and poor people that leads to
fragmentation in the first place means that they need to be protected
if the rubrics of co-ordination and simplicity are not simply to become
ways to remove quality assurances and accountability measures. Too
many of the block grants and experiments of the part decade produced
less support, services and protections for children. The dangers are
sufficiently great that the Report's recommendations need to be
surrounded by greater safeguards to assure that these efforts will
improve the lives of children.

Similarly, I wholeheartedly approve simplified or uniform
eligibility criteria so long as children do not lose already inadequate
supports in the process. Uniformity means either raising the worse
criteria or lowering the better ones. The outcome for children matters
more than the goal of uniformity. Criteria in some programs are so
abysmally low that raising them is essential, but lowering standards in
the better programs for the sake of uniformity would just mean more
pain for children.

3) I would prefer that the Commission had approved laid parental
leave because our society should better support parents who choose to
stay at home with their children in the crucial early period of bonding
or who need to stay at home with their ill children. Parents should be
able to do so without the fear of losing their jobs or suffering a
drastic loss of income.

4) I would prefer a single-payer health insurance system, although
I recognize the realities that may make that hard to obtain. A single-
payer system would better assure a single class of care for all
Americans, reduce administrative costs, and have other long-term
advantages. It is, however, most important that we get to a point that
all Americans have health insurance and access to decent care.

I want to thank all my fellow commissioners for their hard work
and their recognition that children are not a partisan issue but are
the future of the nation we all love and hold in trust. I also want to
'thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your fine leadership, and the extraordinary
staff for a job well done.

Now it's time for every American to act.
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Mari an Wright Edelman
President
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CITY OF BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS

'WIVE Of' THE MAYOR
RAYMOND L. FLYNN

May 17, 1991

The Honorable John D. Rockefeller, IV
Chairman
National Commission on Children
111 18th Street, N.W.
Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Senator Rockefeller:

I am writing to commend you and the Commission staff for an
outstanding and thoughtful report. The Commission's proposals
are a blueprint for strengthening families and promoting the
healthy development of all the nation's children. I am
encouraged by the bipartisan support the report received, and
am hopeful that this consensus will help us move the agenda
forward.

While I fully support our mission to advocate for all of our
nation's children, the struggles of poor and needy families are
closest to my heart. Cities like Boston, which are constantly
stressed and challenged by the epidemics of drug use and
violence cannot do the job alone. While volunteerism and
strong family values are critical pieces, we must recognize
that all segments of society --- government, employers,
community institutions, and the media --- must work together to
promote the healthy development of our young people.

I am pleased that the final report includes recommendations
that incorporate program models and interventions that have
proven effective for needy families. Expansion of Headstart
and WIC are strong investments from which all Americans can
benefit. I especially want to applaud the recommendation for

expansion of community-based prevention and treatment programs
for high risk youth, which are so vital as our young people
make the transition to adulthood. I am also pleased that the
report addresses not only targetted service programs but also
includes economic policies that give families a hand up and out

of poverty.
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Rockefeller, page two

Again, I want to thank you for your leadership and commitment.
I believe the Commission has created an action agenda that will
enable us to improve the lives of children and families in the
years to come.

46.4

L. Flynn
May r of Boston
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MARY HATWOOD FUTRELL
S304 e RACEWAY DRIVE

LORTON, VIRGINIA 22079

May 20, 1991

Senator John Rockefeller, Chairman
Mrs. Cheryl Hayes, Executive-Director
National Commission on Children
Suite 810
1111 Eighteenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dear Senator Rockefeller and Mrs. Hayes:

Allow me to take a moaent to thank the two of you and the NCC staff for the
outstanding leadership and support you provided the Commission during its
two year study of the status of children in the United States. I believe
that our findings accurately portray what is happening to too many families
in this country. Our findings underscore the need for the leaders and
citizens of America to implement policies and programs which will provide
stronger support for families, especially for children.

The report, I believe, outlines a critical set of recommendations which, if
implemented, will help our nation develop a set of comprehensive policies
to provide the necessary support to nurture one of the most critical insti-
tutions in our society--our families. In particular, I was extremely pleased
that the commissioners voted unanimously to support the report.

As we deliberated the issues, it was obvious that each of us brought different
insights and experiences as to why we, as a nation, are facing the current
dilemma regarding families. Further, eadh of us had different views as to
how to resolve the problems we face. For example, in the section on educa-
tion, I personally would have written the chapter differently with more em-
phasis on the student. In addition, I would have included stronger language
regarding family leave. However, each of us realized that the final report
should reflect a concensus rather than a collection of individual reports.
The report achieves the goal of a united effort to forge a more cohesive, a
more comprehensive set of findings and recommendations -- that it is urgent
for the people of this oountry to work together to help families, to help
the nation become stronger and more secure.

Again, thanks to each of you and the members of the Commission for havi:44
the courage to place the issue of families, especially the concerns of chil-
dren high on the American agenda.

Sincerely,
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Mrs. Donald J. Hall

Dear Mr. Chairman,

It has been a most enlightening experience to have served as
a Senate appointee to the National Commission on Children for
the past two years. I am most appreciative of the
opportunity.

The consensus report contains excellent information, and my
hope is that it will be read with care. The purpose of this
letter is to underscore some of the language which might
otherwise be obscured.

The report calls for the increase in networks of community
institutions to help create a supportive environment for
parents and children.

It is my opinion, widely shared, that practical solutions at
the community level are better than federal solutions.
Citizens working in their own communities know the problems
first-hand. They can prioritize them. They can dig into them
and translate that knowledge into practical strategies. Very
importantly, they can then gyaluate the effectiveness against
concrete, measureable goals. A federal solution is not called
for. Policies to solve the problems of all children are going
to be too clumsy and too costly. The federal bureaucracy is
less responsive and less able to promote progress and change
than community action led by committed and concerned citizen-
volunteers.

LOCAL SOLUTIONS WORK! Community pride, exemplified in
voluntary action, is a very important motivator! We found
exemplary models across this country. That should not seem so
strange! The local media are full of exciting examples of
what happens when citizen-volunteers respond to a local need.
They assume leadership, they commit the time, money and
effort that are needed. They address the specific problem
rather than abstract goals. Because of this voluntary
committment of friends, family, and neighbors, (synonyms for
"institutions"), America is most unique...the most caring and
wonderful in the world. This spirit of voluntarism has had a
profound impact on the shaping of our country's institutions
and on the relationships between society and government. The
fabric of our society was initiated, developed, and has been
maintained by voluntary, philanthropic activity in the
private sector. I fear that another layer of welfare, or
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mandated, federal prescriptions, will tear at this very
fabric.

COMMUNITY NETWORKS, AND PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN THE PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE SECTORS, ARE ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY! The challenges are
great, and outpace our traditional models for meeting them.
So, we must turn from the old suggestions of dealing with
problems by throwing dollars at them, and single-sector, turf
protected strategies, to new. comprehensive approaches. So
much of what we learned in our travels around the country
showed us that there were enormous gaps in the delivery
systems, and confusion for the clients as they tried to
enter. Networks and partnerships can fill in those gcips, and
together can muster the courage to eliminate those parts of
the system which are not working. Local communities who are
leveraging private, state, and federal dollars, working
together, making a unified assault on their major problems,
are the ones making a significant difference in the lives of
people.

Partnerships require all parties to open their minds to some
new ways of thinking. That thinking involves sharing
responsibility, being open to different solutions, and
committing energies toward finding workable programs. That
means seeing unique opportunities in each individual
community. Every community has different resources in place
in the private sector geared to help solve particular local
problems.

When the President speaks of his "Thousand Points of Light",
I don't think he's talking about abandoning the federal role
in solving problems. His increased budget request for Head
Start and other programs despite great budget pressure is
evidence of that. I think he is issuing a clarion call for us
to bring together the tremendous resources of our volunteers,
our corporations, our foundations, AND our federal, state and
local governments to represent the resource of will neceb.sary
to meet the challenges of America.

In the final analysis, that is what will make the difference!
The voluntary sector can not solve the problems alone. Nor
can the state or federal governments. We must, with resolve,
forge a harmonious and joint partnership which can find the
ways to effectively and successfully reach out to our
families, our children, our generation at risk.

Kindest regards,

&EA/
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May 16, 1991

Senator Jay Rockefeller, Chairrnar
National Commission on Children
1111 18th Street N.W., Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Senator Rockefeller:

It has been a privilege to serve on the National Commission on Children. We have reached a broad and
valuable consensus on what we should be doing to improve the outlook for all American children. I

wholeheartedly support the recommendations of the report.

I have enjoyed working with my fellow commission members who have unanimously endorsed the report.
Our unanimity, however, does not extend to those issues we agreed not to discuss. For example, we are not
all like-minded about issues concerning reproductive choices. While I have great respect for the deep
convictions of others, I feel equally passionate that the time has come to voice my personal views on this
subject.

The National Commission on Children has spent a great deal of its time addressing the problems of children
born at high risk of failure and those who grow up in dysfunctional families. We have looked at the intricate
web of disadvantagedness and followed numerous threads including poverty, the physical and emotional
health of children, learning disabilities, school achievement, violence and risky anti-social behavior among
adolescents.

Once we step back from the canvas we can discern patterns. One unmistakable theme is the trajectory of
failure that begins with so many births to unmarried women. The dimensions of the problem are shown in
the chart that appears in chapter two of the report. Both the number and proportion of births to unmarried
women have increased every year over the last 36 years. In 1988 one million babies--one out of evety four--
were born to unmarried mothers. Next year, as the table below indicates, probably 1,200,000 babies will
be born to unwed mothers, most of whom will be poor and unlikely to be able to provide the nurturing a
young child needs to succeed in present day America. Teenagers and their babies are especially vulnerable
to the risks of out-of-wedlock childbearing. The first chapter of the National Commission on Children's
Report, "The High Cost of Failure," states: "Each year, half a million babies are born to teenage girls ill
prepared to assume the responsibilities of parenthood. Most of these mothers are unmarried, many have not
completed their education, and few have prospects for an economically secure future." This is followed a
few pages later by the observation: "Clearly, the problems that harm children and threaten the nation have
their roots in the failure of individuals to assume responsibility for themselves and the children they bring
into the world."

But this failure cannot be regarded solely as a series of individual failures. Collectively, we must assume
some responsibility. Our society does not provide real family planning alternatives to individuals who are
sexually active. We cannot expect the ultimate responsibility for pregnancy and childbearing to rest only with
individuals unless they are encouraged to make informed choices about issues related to their sexual activity,
including abstinence, contraception, abortion, adoption, as well as the realistic difficulties they will face in
raising their own babies. These teal choices and the means to act on them are not now generally available,
particularly to the young and the poor.

The Commission's decision not to discuss family planning options, specifically abortions and vigorous
counseling on contraceptives, mirrots our nation's behavior. A recent editorial in The New York Times stated:
"Although Americans are increasingly outspoken about sex, they remain curiously uninformed about birth
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control. Some 10 percent of American women at risk of pregnancy use no method of contraception. They
trust to luck aloneand are responsible for over half this country's 3.5 million unplanned pregnancies." Luck
alone is not enough. The trajectory of failure is intergenerational. Babies at risk are conceived, gestate, and
are born to mothers who ate unprepared for their responsibilities as parents. The mothers are often too
young, too poor and too isolated to cope successfully with another life. It is precisely when the stakes are
the highestprior to conception, during pregnancy and through infancythat the fewest supports are
available from either the family, the community or the government.

We must try to prevent this intergenerational transmission of risk, The National Commission on Children's
Report correctly identifies early prevention as one of its "Guiding Principles for Action": "Preventing problems
before they become crises is the most effective and cost-effective way to address the needs of troubled
families and vulnerable children." But the Conunission avoids mention of key strategies that are likely to
prevent births of babies who are unwanted or unplanned. Our failure to prevent such births undoubtedly
results each year in hundreds of thousands of babies being born who will be problematic to the numerous
institutions they will eventually encounter as they grow older--schools, courts, hospitals, mental health
agencies, welfare departments, prisons.

I believe we need to do more. While I share my fellow Commissioners belief that abstinence or
postponement of premarital sexual activity is desirable, neither addresses the realities of the sexual behavior
of adolescents today. Nearly 40 percent of 15- to 17-year old girls and 80 percent of all of all girls under
20 are now sexually active. While there is no evidence that candid sex education encourages promiscuity,
the myth persists. Evidence does exist, however, that even though American teenagers are just as sexually
active as their counterparts in other developed countries, we have significantly higher rates of pregnancy,
abortion and births. These higher rates reflect American teenagers' failure to use effective contraceptives
on a consistent basis. This underscores the necessity of vigorous counseling on all alternatives and the
provision of needed services including contraceptives and abortions along with sex education, adoption-
referrals and life options. We cannot afford to continue selecting only the most palatable and least
controversial options.

My personal bias has always been towards prevention. When I helped start the Ounce of Prevention Fund
in Illinois nine years ago, I had hoped that this public-private partnership would provide a blueprint for how
to prevent damage to the development of our children. What I have learned is how difficult it is to achieve
success in these programs after the baby is born into a high risk setting. Our future lies with a of the next
generation. We cannot continue to ignore the ever-increasing number of babies who are not planned, not
wanted and not nurtured.

Very truly yours,

Irving B. Harris

United StsteS

Year

'Total

'Live

'Births

'Births to

'unmarried Women Year

Total

Live

Births

Births to

Unmarried women

1950 3,632,000 141,600 3.9 1985 3,760,561 828,174 22.0

1986 3,756,547 878,447 23.4

1960
I

224,300 5.3 1987 3,809,394 993,013 24.5

1988 3,909,510 1,005,299 25.7

1970 3,731,386
I

398,700 10.7 1989 4,000,000* 1,072,000* 26.8*

1980 3,612,258 665.747 18.4 1990 4,000,000* 1,116,000* 27.9*

1991 4,000,000* 1,160,000* 29.0*

1992 4,000 000* 1,200,0006 30.0*

'Estimated projections
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CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION Bill Honig

721 Capitol Mall; P.O. Box 944272 Superintendent

Sacramento, CA 94244-2720 of Public Instruction

May 17, 1991

Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman
National Commission on Children
1111 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Senator Rockefeller:

I am proud to ndorse the report and recommendations of the
National Commission on Children. It represents astonishing
agreement among individuals from very different personal,
professional, and political persuasions. For once, liberals and
conservatives were able to agree that the health and well-being
of the nation's children and families depends both on individual
actions and government policies. As a result, the Commission was
able to forty: a bold and achievable agenda for the 1990s.

I am particularly pleased by the Commission's emphasis on early
childhood development to ensure that every child enters school
ready and able to learn, and on fundamental school restructuring
to ensure that schools can meet the needs of an increasingly
diverse student population. I would also note, as the report
does, that this is the appropriate context in which to consider
policies to promote choice among public schools.

I also want to underscore the report's strong emphasis on
prevention. Throughout our deliberative process, we stressed the
importance of addressing the problems and needs of children and
families before they become costly and tragic crises. The
Commission's recommendations in the areas of health, education,
child welfare, and adolescent development are all strongly
preventive in nature and represent wise investments in healthy,
secure, and well-educated children. As a nation, I hope we have
the political will to follow through.

In the weeks and months to come, I am sure that each member of
the Commission will highlight those themes and recommendations
that most closely reflect his or her personal ideology or special
expertise. In doing so, however, we must take care not to miss
the forest for the trees. Regardless of the particular emphasis
that each of us may give to one or another part of the report,
the fact remains that a group as diverse as ours reached
consensus on a comprehensive set of recommendations to
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John D. Rockefeller IV
Page 2
May 21, 1991

better the lives of the nation's children. That is an historic
accomplishment and a tremendous challenge to all Americans to
make our agenda theirs.

Sincerely,

ac.(/ /6144.1.

Bill Honig

SH:sf
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Wade F. Horn, Ph.D.

05/17/91

Dear Senator Rockefeller:

My vote in support of the final report of the National Commission
on Children reflects my agreement with many, but certainly not all,
of the recommendations contained in the report. It is impressive
that a group of individuals with such diverse beliefs and
viewpoints were able to achieve consensus on such issues as the
importance of values, marriage and two-parent families, school
choice, and tax relief for families with children. Nevertheless,
I do continue to have significant reservations about the report.

First, although the report should be read as outlining a 10-year
policy agenda for the nation in support of children and families,
the way that the financing chapter is structured could be
interpreted to indicate that we intended that all of our
recommendations should be enacted beginning in 1992. This is
simply not so. It would have been better had the report emphasized
more clearly that the Commission intended many of these
recommendations to be phased-in over a number of years, and that
some of the recommendations will require preliminary demonstration
and evaluation efforts before decisions should be reached about
implementing them on a nationwide basis.

More importantly, I continue to have extreme reservations about the
financing chapter. I object in the strongest of terms to any
attempt to use this report to innrease taxes. Indeed, one of the
major consensus items contain,.: )1 this report is that families
with children are ovr-taxad. would be ludicrous to recommend
tax cuts for families with children on the one hand, and then raise
their taxes on the other in order to "pay for it".

Second, the Commission came a long way in recognizing that many of
the problems placing children at risk (i.e., divorce, out-of-
wedlock parenting, a declining moral climate, increased parental
substance abuse) are due to undesirable behaviors on the part of
adults which are not readily solved by government programs.
Indeed, inclusion of an entire chapter on "Creating a Moral Climate
for Children" reflects a consensus on the part of the Commission
that, in the words of Dr. Louis Sullivan, the restoration of "...a
vigorous, demanding, dynamic culture of character" is perhaps the
most important thing we can do to improve the well-being of
children in America. Nevertheless, some of the other chapters
continue to imply that government programs are the answer to many
of the problems facing our nation's children and youth. For
example, some Commissioners recommend spending up to a billion
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dollars annually to support a formal system of "family support
centers". In reality, the best support for families are not
federally subsidized support networks, but rather extended family,
neighbors, and religious institutions. It would be regrettable
indeed, if we were to become a nation that had to "pay" someone in
order for families to receive support and nurturance.

Third, twice in the document there appears the recommendation that
wherever teacher salaries are below the national average, they be
increased to the national average. In addition to the statistical
impossibility of this recommendation (in order for everyone to be
at the national average, some teachers would have to have their
salaries decreased), it reflects little recognition that despite a
decade of unprecedented increased expenditures for education, there
has been little corresponding improvement in educational outcomes.
It is my belief that the true answer to the continuing crisis in
our educational system is contained in another of the report's
recommendations - school choice.

Fourth, I strongly object to any additional expansion in funding
for the Child Care Development and Block Grant (CCDBG). Given that
this report should be viewed in its entirety, and not as
independent recomrundations, the $1000 refundable tax credit for
children would allow parents the economic means to exercise greater
choice in making decisions about child care arrangements in a
manner that does not discriminate against stay-at-home parents. I
also oppose the recommendation for a $50 million increase in CCDBG
funding for "quality improvements". The latter usually translates
into increased regulations and mandates that can work in favor of
institutionalized day care and against family, church-based, and
informal child care arrangements.

Finally, although the Commission did reach consensus on the harmful
impact of divorce on children, no recommendations were made as to
how to reverse the disturbing trcnds in divorce rates. Some
examples of how this might be accomplished include a re-examination
of the impact of no-fault divorce laws on divorce rates, the
implementation of "braking mechanisms" that require parents
considering divorce to pause for reflection, and a requirement that
parents contemplating divorce first decide che future of their
children before settling questions of property and maintenance.

Nevertheless, even with these reservations, I believe the report of
the Natiunal Commission on Children to be a significant step
forward toward the achievement of a national consensus on a policy
agenda for children and families. I anticipate that its
recommendations will serve the useful purpose of stimulating lively
debate on these issues.

Sincerely,

Wade F. Horn, Ph.D.
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CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC.

National Commission On Children
1111 Eightet-nth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.(7. 2QE17,6

Dea Colloagueo,

One of the tragic ironies uf the past decade is that
in J period uf signifieant economic growth and
pruuperity, the most properous nation on earth
failing its children.

When the people of this couutLy t;oly heliove
children are in crisis, they will act. They will
respond.

Our report ib d unique effu:t. It speaks to all thoce
forces that can be mdrAialled to positively change
childroms' lives. It :Tuaki, with a loud voloo. IL is
a call for action.

President Bush has sdid,"There is no tdsk nobler than
giving every child a better future." a nation we
can do no less.

Sincerely,

cQ
Mai Bell Hurley

Paut President,
Child Welfare League of America

GUARDING CHILDREN'S RIGHTS SERVING CHILDREN'S NEEDS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Kay C. James

May 16, 1991

The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman
National Commission on Children
1111 18th Street, NW, Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am very pleased that the National Commission on Children has reached agreement on
several key points. Most importantly, the report soberly analyzes the disintegration of the
family during the past few decades and emphasizes the need for strong, stable, two-parent
families. Our intent was not to judge or criticize or otherwise increase the burdens of single
parents, but rather to acknowledge the difficulties they face and to examine the devastating
effects on children of the trend toward fatherless families.

In general, we found a great deal of consensus in defining the problems facing children.
However, as reflected in the pages of the report, reaching consensus on how to hest solve
those problems proved much more difficult.

This leads me to some serious reservations I have with the report. Woven throughout the
document is an underlying assumption that children are faring poorly because of
governmental neglect. Ironically, federal spending on children's programs increased by
almost $10 billion during the eighties. We need to be reminded that governments do not
have children -- parents do.

For the children who are faring poorly, we must shine the burning spotlight of blame which
for years has primarily focused on government upon ourselves as well. Policies must
encourage open and honest discussion about the negative impact on children of irresponsible
adult behavior such as drug and alcohol abuse, out-of-wedlock parenting and the lack of
devotion of parental time to family and children.

I am convinced that the most effective programs arid policies are those which not only
empower parents as the natural loving nurturers of their children, but also expand parental
autonomy and involvement. Allowing parents to choose among public schools exemplifies
this approach. From there, we should allow parents to choose from private and parochial
schools as well.

3514 Pence Court. Annandale, Virginia 22003 (703) 573-5047
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For the same reason, the recommendations on child care are a step in the wrong direction.
With four children of my own, I have struggled with the child care question, Looking
around I saw a great diversity of providers -- from my husband or me staying home with the
children, to grandmother, to the next-door-neighbor, to church-based care, to commercial
day care centers.

Children deserve to be cared for in healthy, nurturing and loving environments. The options
vary as widely as the families from which these children come. Regulations aimed at
improving "quality" should not discriminate against Any one of these child care options.
While I am pleased that the commission did not call for major federal regulations, I am
concerned that the regulatory emphasis on "quality" will limit the options available to
parents especially in the areas of family and church-based care.

I strongly endorse the concept of tax relief for families with young children. However, I
qualify that endorsement with the caveat that we proceed cautiously, if for no other reason
than to ensure the stability of our national economy.

It also makes no sense to ease the tax burden on families with young children and then
recommend massive new programs requiring measureless sums of taxpayer dollars.
I do not want to bankrupt our children's future by burdening them with taxes to pay for
unproven unaccountable government programs.

I am very pleased therefore that the Commission has recommended that programs, such as
the insured child support plan, be tested first in rigorously evaluated demonstration projects
before they are continued or expanded. In addition, we need to support financing options
which will not destroy our children's economic future.

Sincerely,

Kay C. James
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AMERICAN PUBLIC VI ELFARE ASSOCIATION

James L. Solomon, Jr.. President

A. Sidney JAnson Ill, Executive Director

May 17, 1991

The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman
National Commission on Children
1111 18th Street, N.W., Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Jay:

I write to express my strong support for the final report of the
National Commission on Childreh, and my deep appreciation for the
outstanding leadership you have provided.

I want to endorse, in particular, the recommendations concerning
economic security and child welfare. The proposal for a $1,000
refundable tax credit for children is especially important and long
overdue. It will provide roughly $40 billion a year to families with
children, do so in a way that helps all families with children, and
benefit in particular the poor and working class families who need
the most help. This stands in sharp contrast with the current
dependent exemption that provides the most help to rich families,
substantially less to working and middle class families, and no help
at all to poor families. While all families are eligible to receive
the $2,300 personal exemption per child today, the actual value of
that benefit varies tremendously according to one's tax bracket. Thus
the $2,300 exemption provides $713 per child to families making
$100,000, only $345 per child to families making $20,000-$30,000, and
nothing at all to families making $5,000. The proposed $1,000
refundable tax credit will correct what is a clear inequity in the
tax code. The change will also help address the significant erosion
in family tax benefits caused by inflation.

The Commission's child welfare recommendations will eliminate the
current misguided funding incentives that favor placing vulnerable
children outside their own homes. This approach would focus instead
on providing preventive services to help families stay together and
care for their own children. In doing so, it endorses and builds on
the recommendations of APWA's National Commission on Child Welfare
and Family Preservation. These reforms are absolutely essential to
strengthen families and p-ot;:ct and nurture children.

8ln First Strcut, N E., Stow COO. Washington. D.C. 20002-420S (2021 082-011H) FAN: (202) 289-05SS
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The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
May 17, 1991
Page 2

Had I been the sole author of the Commission's Report, there are
several elements that I would have presented differently. First,
public policies must consistently and unequivocally support all
families with children, regardless of whether there are two parents
or one parent in the home. We need to help all families obtain and
provide real opportunites for their children.

Second, I believe the services and programs to help families and
children recommended by the Commission must be funded at or above the
maximum levels listed. Many families and children today are in crisis
or on the edge -- experiencing poverty, homelessness, poor health,
substance abuse, and community violence. They require support,
opportunity, and effective community services to have a chance to
become self-sufficient, contributing members of society.

Finally, I very much regret that the Commission Report is silent on
the need to create jobs. Our country is mired in recession, with
8.3 million unemployed individuals, according to official definitions,
and millions more hidden unemployed who aren't counted because they
have become so discouraged, or are so disabled, that they no longer
look for work. These people want jobs and need jobs. But the jobs
simply do not exist today.

Unemployment destroys families. It robs children of their childhood.
When unemployment increases, other social ills rise as
well -- including alcoholism, homicide, suicide, and abuse.
Unemployment takes a major toll on the country's financial and human
resources. Those concerned with families and children need to address
job creation as well as job training.

These concerns aside, the Commission Report nevertheless presents a
strong and realistic agenda for strengthening American families and
children. And it reflects unanimity among Commissioners who represent
a wide range of views. Unanimity flowing from an intensive process
like this is unusual, and very important. As a consensus document,
the Report speaks to a broad audience and has an excellent opportunity
to win public acceptance and to generate positive change.

Families and children need action, not just rhetoric and
recommendations. This Report offers an important vision and many of
the basic policies and programs that can turn that vision into
reality. I applaud the Commission's process and support its strong
conclusions.

Best rds,

A. Sidney Johnson III
Executive Director
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May 17, 1991

The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman
National Commission on Children
1111 Eighteenth Street, N. W. Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Jay:

I strongly support the final report of the Commission and want to
thank you, my colleagues and the staff that developed an ambitious,
achievable and important set of policy recommendations.
Achieving unanimity about major changes in domestic policy from
Commissioners holding strong and diverse opinions and beliefs is
quite important and I hope the American people receiving this
report understand that each of us believes that core issues are
expressed here, even though each of us might have emphasized an
issue differently or added issues.

Focusing on family strengths and the means to preserve and
support families in the important domains essential for adequate
child rearing is the critical element of the report for me. We stress
prevention concretely by recognizing that all families are too
heavily burdened by our tax system and that those families most
impacted by various federal, state and local taxes - low and middle
class wage earners - need to keep more of their wages to support
their children. We renew our commitment to realistic and
balanced reform of public welfare systems by recommending
aggressive expansion of the earned income tax-credit for working
custodial parents and adequate child support from absent parents
and government where necessary.

As I read our report, the missing element in the economic security
policy prescription is the equal importance of job creation and the
commitment of the business sector to aggressive, risk-taking in
training and hiring young men, especially among minority groups,
who are too often the most glaring examples of long-term
economic dependency and the most unable to form and maintain
families.
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May 17, 1991
Page Two

I do believe that families in concentrated poverty will be
significantly better off with the implementation of our
recommendations focused on early childhood development, public
education improvement and family support, since we look at both
outcomes and changes in the delivery systems.

Providing means for more of these families' needs to be addressed
in their neighborhoods, in safe, pleasant plaves with well-trained
positive staff, will assure the right atmosphere for individual
children and their families to feel valued and protected. At the
same time, raising expectations and parental responsibilities for
their children's learning and development seems a promising way
to promote changes even in tough neighborhoods and
communities, as the New Haven school experiments appear to
indicate.

look forward to working with you and all of those who will see the
Commission's report as a springboard action, turning our
conclusions and recommendation into an effective, well funded
policy and program agenda for the nation's children and families.

Rut Massinga
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May 17, 1991

Honorable John D. Rockefeller, IV
Chair, National Commission on Children
1111 18th St, NW, Suite 810
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Senator Rockefeller:

The National Commission on Children spent 2 years gatherin(
innmation and preparing their report. Given the diverse
philosophies of the Commissioners, we sometimes disagreed but w(
worked hard to come to an agreement. Recognizing how important
it is for our blueprint for America's children to be seriously
considered by our nation's policymakers, I participated in an
unanimous vote for the report. Nonetheless, my strong beliefs
about the issues of family and medical leave and health care
compel me to again express my concerns.

Family and Medical Leave

The report acknowledges the need for family and medical
leave, but proposes no change in policy to address the issue.
For example, the report documents that parental time spent on
bonding with newborns or newly adopted children, with a
frightened, sick child, or attending important school events, a
important to the healthy development of children and to stronge
families. The report acknowledges that stronger families benef
the entire society and that it is in society's best interest to
support parents in their childrearing roles. Moreover, the
report calls for policies and programs which would effectively
address the needs of America's children and families.

Yet, the recommendation merely exhorts employers to adopt
family leave policies. A policy of encouragement is what we
already have, which is why members of both parties in Congress
are seeking reform. The report notes that progressive employer
who care about their employees provide family leave without a
legal mandate. Unfortunately, like equal pay and the eight-hou
day, there is no quarantee of universal family leave without
Congressional action. While "voluntarism" and "flexibility" ar(
attractive words for American industry, the voluntary, flexible
approach for many employers trsnslates into no leave or very
limited leave with no job guarantee upon return.

America needs a national policy providing minimum standard.
for family and medical leave. By not recommending a federal
policy designed to accommodate the needs of working parents, th

in the public service
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Commission is telling workers they must make an intolerable
choice between financial security and the responsibilities of
parenting.

I regret that we could not recommend a stronger policy. It

is my view that the U.S. Congress should pass and the President
should sign a family and medical leave law which would, at a
minimum, establish the right to unpaid leave for the birth,
ATIFEign or illness of a child, spouse or elderly parent, or the
employee's own illness; guarantee employees the same or
equivalent position when they return to work; and continue health
benefits during the leave period. A clear majority of the
ComMissioners favored this position.

Health Care

While I strongly support any effort to gain better and more
accessible health care to children and pregnant women, I think it
is now clear that the financing system for health care in America
is so defective that new money spent will be quickly diverted
toward administration and inflation rather than reaching the
women and children's needs. The recent New England Journal of
Medicine study comparing U.S. and Canadian healill care deliVe-Ey
systems makes clear the magnitude of the problem. Indeed, the
$100 billion in savings that we could achieve in America if we
restructured our system based upon a single payer model, we could
more than cover the children we seek to serve.

Rather than dismissing these figures as unrealistic savings,
I think it iS clear to the members of my union, the American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME),
and most Americans, that the money they and their employers spend
for their health insurance premiums, deductibles, and co-
insurance today is nothing more than another form of taxation--
and a bad buy at that. Refinancing that money through a single
payer program in each state would save enough money not only to
care for America's children, but every other man and woman in the
country.

Again, I believe the report breaks new ground and offers
some promising solutions to problems we identified. It was a
pleasure to serve on the National Commission on Children because
AFSCME has made the health and welfare of America's families a
priority. We will continue to fight for policies and programs
families need to improve their lives.

Sincerely,

//4f GERALD W. McENTEE
INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT
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GEORGE MILLER
2TH DISTRICT CALITORNIA
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May 17, 1991

The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman
National Commission on Children
1111 Eighteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Jay:
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I want to commend you and the Commission for an outstanding and
thoughtful final report.

As former Chairman of the Seldct Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families, I appreciate your efforts to forge a new consensus
on behalf of policies benefitting children and their families,
especially in the areas of economic security and health care.
There are several areas, however, where I think the Commission
could go farther to enhance and protect the nation's children,
immediately and in the long-term, and I appreciate the
opportunity to comment.

I respectively submit these additional views cosigned by Nancy
Daly, a colleague on the Commission.

Sincer,ly,

GEORGE MILL
Member of Congress

iv\ AL.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS

The National Commission on Children is to be commended for an outstanding and thoughtful final
report. The bold work of the Commission will result in advancing and elevating family policy at the
national level, especially in the areas of family economic security and health care reform. There are
several areas, however, where additional comment is necessary.

Economic Security
We support the Commission's far-reaching recommendations to ensure the economic security of the
nation's children and their families, but urge that in these times of serious fiscal constraints, State
and local governments not Interpret the recommendations to suggest that Ald to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) is a failed program. Until Commission recommendations are fully in
effect, States should refrain from taking any action to reduce AFDC rates or participation.

Health Care
The Commission's call for universal Insurance coverage for mothers and children with a benefits
package suitable and crucial to child well-being is a critical first step. However, a singie-payor
system for health care, similar to Canada's, incurs more significant benefits for greater numbers of
consumers and a more profound reduction in administrative costs than a reliance on employer
mandates. Largely due to extreme administrative expenditures incurred by 1,500 different Insurers,
the U.S. now spends close to 12% of its gross national product on health care. By the year 2000,
families will expenence a 512% increase in out-of-pocket health care costs, not including health
insurance premiums. A recent study by Harvard Medical School physicians found that the U.S.
could reduce its health care administrative costs by over $100 billion through use of a single
insurer, and the savings would provide insurance coverage for the 33 million uninsured Americans.

The health cost-containment measures in the Commission report are also somewhat troublesome.
Families between 100% and 200% of poverty would have to pay premiums and deductibles on a
sliding fee scale. Although there would be no deductibles or coinsurance for preventive services,
families at the lower end may have trouble picking up any cost at all. In fact, new studies have
documented that families have trouble paying insurance premiums at all until their income reaches
200% of the federal poverty level. The new child health insurance tax credit enacted in OBRA 1990
may ease that burden, but probably not sufficiently to cover the rising cost of health insurance.

The recommendations also discuss the imposition of a prospective payment system similar to
Medicare. Such systems may not be suitable for conditions relating to pregnant women and
children and serious consideration should be made of alternative methods of cost-containment.

The Commission's recommendations to expand public health services, including the National Health
Service Corps, the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant, and Community and Migrant Health
Centers are vitally Important. The Commission's recommendation for an additional S1 billion for
WIC will help ensure that all eligible pregnant women and children receive WIC beneffts. However,
more resources to support the public health Infrastructure are needed. Health insurance coverage
alone, while crucial, will not guarantee access to care, especially for the most vulnerable families.

The report suggests that continued Medicaid expansions would leave too many children uninsured,
and a complete change to a national health insurance system would be too disruptive to our private
health insurance system. However, until Congress and the Administration agree on a national
health insurance program, we support mandated Medicaid coverage for pregnant women and
infants and optional coverage for children with family incomes up to 185% of poverty as an interim
measure until major reform becomes reality.

Child Welfare
Under the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act, P.L. 96-272, money appropriated for Title IV-B
of the Social Security Act has been insufficient to meet the needs of the program. While an
increase in Title IV-B funding would certainly be helpful in expanding child welfare services, we
would have preferred to see the Commission support the creation of an entitlement of Title IV-B to
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ensure that the necessary `front end' preventive services are available to children and families In the
child welfare system, as well as needed reunification and aftercare services. We would also have
supported an increase in training and support services, and increased payments to foster parents to

support their 'professionalization.'

The recOmmendations of some Commissioners to terminate parental rights for abandoned infants
after ninety days is also of concern. Every state code already addresses the definition of
°abandonment° and requisite conditions for a finding that parental rights are to be terminated, and

we believe that these Issues are best left to each state to decide.

Family end Medical Leav
We are among the Commissioners who support the federal government guaranteeing adequate
family and medical leave for families upon the birth or adoption of a newborn, for the care of III
children or dependcnt parents, as well as for the serious iliness of the employee. As the House
Select Committee an Children, Youth, and Families documented In its extensive child care
investigation, mothers with Infants ate the fastest growing group in the labor force. Yet limited or
non-existent fob-guaranteed family leave and scarce child care options for infants leave too many
families economically vulnerable (Families and Child Care: improving the Options, 1984).

According to the U.S. General Accounting Office, the cost of implementing family and medical leave

would amount to only about $5.00 per year per covered employee. By contrast, the lack of family
leave costs families more than $600 million a year six times the cost to employers. Taxpayers
also lose more than $100 million every year In unemployment compensation and other benefits for
workers who have lost their jobs because they don't have guaranteed parental or medical leave.
Parents of more than three million children with serious chronic illness or disabilities, as well as
young adults caring for elderly dependent parents are left with choices of more costly
institutionalization or nursing home care.

Decateporizetion of Fedral Programs for Children
The Commission recommends the 'decategorization' of select programs for children, youth, and
families to coordinate policies better at the federal level. As the House Select Committee on
Children, Youth, and Families has documented, service systems at the local level, from maternal and
child health to juvenile justice, mental health and child welfare require immediate action to reduce

fragmentation and make services user friendly. However, we urge caution in implementing federal
Vecategorization' of children's programs. Coordination is difficult, if not impossible to legislate
effectively, especially at the federal level. As we have so painfully learned after a decade of block
grants, such approaches do not and will not solve the problem of access to services for families
and could lead to service elimination and loss of entitlements.

We support a simplified application process for children and their families for a range of programs,
Including Head Start, WIC and maternal and child heafth, but we are concerned about the
recommendation to establish uniform eligibility criteria across these and other important programs
for children without a guarantee that the most generous eligibility standards will be used. We would
strongly oppose action that resulted in reducing program eligibility, thereby cutting off millions of
families now eligible for programs with more generous income and resource requirements.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
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Valley Children's Hospital

Senator Jay Rockefeller
Chairman
National Commission on Children
1111 - 18th Street, N.W., Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Chairman:

J D Northway.
Presider

Chef Executive C

May 17, 1991

After some time to reflect on the Commission's final report, I
want to share with you how pleased I am that this report was a
unanimous document that places children front and center as
America's number one priority.

The importance of this report is that it sets a clear direc-
tion that will ensure a future for our country and demands the
full support of individuals, corporations, small businesses as
well as government. This is neither a liberal nor conservative
document, rather one that pulls us together as a nation to do
what is right for children and their families.

Personally, I am proud and pleased to have been a part of the
National Commission on Children that did place CHILDREN first. I

look forward to the future.

JDN:kk

Sincerely,

JI D. Northway, M.D.
President & Chief Executive Officer

3151 North Millbrook/Fresno, California 93703 (209) 225-3000
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A. Louise Oliver

May 17, 1991

The lion. John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman
National Commission on Children
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Rockefeller:

Zounds! This is a government report that supports the concept of the
traditional, two-parent family, recognizing it as the norm, and as the family structure
jjjtwk. Whoever would have thought that possible -- in thlb day of designer
lifestyles and curious couplings? That recognition alone persuaded me to join in
supporting this report, even though it often fails to follow some of its findings to their
logical conclusions, and even though it contains findings or implications that I and some
of my fellow Commissioners do not support.

It is of profound significance that the report recognizes that "Most American
children are healthy, happy and secure" and that 'They belong to warm loving families."
Many would have us believe that the traditional American family, frequently referred to
derisively as the "Ozzie and Harriet mode," is in a state of complete collapse. Although
the traditional family is certainly under attack by contemporary culture, our research
shows that it is in traditional families that children flourish. That is what should be
proclaimed.

Although we have nothing but praise for the extraordinary efforts of many single
parents to raise their children -- a difficult, almost impossible task -- I cannot
underscore sufficiently the report's emphasis on the critical link between stable, two-
parent families and the well-being of children. The report clearly states that 'The
family is and should remain society's primary institution for bringing children into the
world and for supporting their growth and development throughout childhood." It also
states that "Children do best when they have the personal involvement and material
support of a father and a mother and when both parents fulfill their responsibility to be
loving providers." Those statemems are neither commendations of nor prescriptions for
"alternative life styles."

Indeed, the report goes on to state that "Rising rates of divorce, out-of-wedlock
childbearing, and absent parents are not just manifestations of alternative lifestyles, they
are patterns of adult behavior that increase children's risk of negative consequences."
Our research clearly indicates that single parenthood is strongly associated with an
increase in poverty, infant mortality, child neglects poor health, violence, and
educational failure. In fact, many of the problems that children face today relate
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primarily to the lifestyles and behavior of their parents. By recognizing that divorce
often produces "negative outcomes" for children, and that unwed parenting is a major
"risk factor," the report reaffirms its belief in the value of marriage and intact families.
That should be considered the heart and soul of this report. Supporting that value,
however, is primarily a eultural matter, requiring commitment rather than money. It is
beyond irony that people who tend to support large government programs are often the
same people who support roll-your-own lifestyles.

As part of its emphasis on parental responsibility and decision-making, the report
endorses the expansion of the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and the concept of a
$1,000 refundable tax credit which would leave more money in the hands of individual
families. Some of us believe families with children are overtaxed and that what most
families need are not additional government programs but tax relief. I and some of my
colleagues also believe, however, that new cash benefits received by low income families
should be tied to a reduction of other government benefits.

The endorsement of choice among public schools is another positive step towards
encouraging individual decision-making. It is simply perverse, however, to preclude
parents from choosing private and parochial schools -- prime supporters of traditional
families.

We also believe that parents should be able to choose from among a variety of
optional policies in the work place such as career sequencing and flex-time so that they
can organize their work schedules in a way that is best for them and their children. We
are pleased, therefore, that the Commission as a whole rejected recommending
mandatory family leave policies.

Unfortunately, in too many areas the report reflects the perspective of Beltway
bureaucrats and the Washington Establishment that government programs (designed and
controlled, of course, by Beltway bureaucrats and the Washington Establishment) are
the solution to problems facing disadvantaged children.

Although we yield to none in our concern for at-risk children and in our desire
to assist them, the fact is that government programs can make matters worse rather
than better. Therefore, child care and family support programs should be carefully
examined for unintended consequences before any additional funding i provided for
them. Many of us strongly advocate the use of demonstration projects and rigorous
programmatic evaluation before programs are created or expanded. Moreover, we
strongly believe that any additional funding should come from a reallocation of other
government expenditures rather than an increase in tax revenues.

In sum, a fair reading of this report will remind people that (1) children are
served best by the traditional family structure; (2) we must ensure that our culture, not
just financial incentives, supports the traditional family; and (3) government should do
less, not more, (lower taxes, and fewer programs, targeted only at those at risk) if it
truly wants to benefit families.

Sincerely,

(Th
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May 17, 1991

Dear Senator Rockefeller,

The p.acess that we have just completed has been extraordinary. As a result we reached
consensus and I support the Report. I believe it is extremely significant that we as a diverse
Commission concluded our two years of hearings to report that "Most American children are
healthy, happy and secure."....and also that we boldly declare that "Children do best when
they have the personal involvement and material support of a father and mother and when
both parents fulfill their responsibility to be loving providers." These statements build a
foundation for then providing assistance to the remaining "at risk" children whom we also saw
in our travels.

It is also incredibly important that we have clearly stated and affirmed that marriage and
thus two parent families are the best antidote for solving many of the high-risk activities of
children, and consequently parents are best able to provide the primary prevention from the
devastating results of high risk activity. I ani also pleased that we decided to include a
chapter on values which are so critical to the development of capable and successful young
people.

Any time consensus is reached, it obviously means that there are reservations from both
sides of the spectrum. Therefore, I would like to reiterate several, though not all, of my
continuing reservations:

CO 1 1 111 in order to pay for these
recommendations. Since we are proposing a tax cut in order to return dollars to the pockets
of the American family, it would be disingenuous to then raise taxes to pay for it. We can
pay for these recommendations through reallocation of ex..ting programs which have not
worked or are unnecessary. The budget deficit demands this approach and several financing
options accomplish it.

2. I continue tg believe that the Income Security package is strong and makes sense only
when coupled with elimination gf AFDC. It contains key pieces that if enacted will promote
work, family, and independence; but the attractiveness of this approach is compelling only
when existing welfare (AFDC), which "everybody hates", is eliminated or at the very least
changed to have strong, clear time-limited benefits. The Commission has lost an opportunity
to truly be bold and innovative by our unwillingness to eliminate the failed "old' over the
next ten years so that we can truly chart a bold new direction to assist families in need. Our
package "reorients" welfare, but as such is an "add-on" to existing welfare rather it should
replace welfare.

3. I continue to object to an increase in irovernment financed child care programs. This is
for fiscal reasons as well as concern for the potential negative effects upon children,
especially infants and pre-schoolers. Attachment of young children to their parents is critical
to healthy development, and the research is beginning to make a connection to present high
risk activities of youth. We should take these warning signs seriously and lean toward
promoting more direct parental care.
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4. I continue to believe that the Report gives an unclear message to teens concerning
contraception. as well as concernin2 parental consent and parental involvement in their
decisions, Contraception for teenagers is not the answer as our Report implies. Our report
says "40 percent of teenage girls who never practice contraception become pregnant";
however, we fail to also state the fact that only one-third of teenagers who have had sexual
intercourse say they use contraceptives all the time, and that the remaining 66 % (of this
group who use contraceptives) do so inconsistently resulting in 30% alsi becoming pregnant.

Teens should not be misled into feeling safe if they simply use contraception. Teens are very
poor contraceptors and therefore the truth is that all teenagers who engage in premarital
sexual intercourse are at significant risk of pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease.

We rightly "urge all programs and services to youth to make special efforts to involve parents
and respect their values, taking care not to undermine parents' important role and influence
in adolescent decision making." Therefore, I call upon all program and service providers to
go the extra mile in involving parents in these critical decisions, and that they actively
facilitate this communication. Providing family planning services and programs to teenagers
without parental notification, consent or involvement is not an approach that is in the best
interest of children.

Instead, abstinence needs to become the foundational core philosophy of all teen programs,
school health programs, church based programs, as well as parental education of their
children. In our report we clearly say that abstinence is the best approach....but then we also
recommend "comprehensive health services, including family planning and contraception for
those adolescents who are sexually active." The term "sexually active" generally includes
those who may have had only one or two sexual experiences, and therefore, I believe this
sends a mixed message which communicates that we really do not believe teens are capable
of abstaining from premarital sexual activity.

Our message should be clear, strong, and bold. That clear message should be that sexual
intercourse for teenagers before marriage is harmful (psychologically, emotionally, spiritually,
physically), and is dangerous to one's health, well-being, and future. Therefore, we as
parents, adults, teachers, health service providers, and public policy leaders will do everything
we possibly can to teach and promote abstinence from sexual activity for teenagers as our
absolute priority. This clear message will communicate to our children that we care and we
truly want the best for them and their future to ensure opportunity for and the joy of a
fulfilling, enduring sexual relationship. We cannot and we must not equivocate.

I would also like to say that I have enjoyed the opportunity to work with you on this
Commission. It has been a unique experience, and I do believe that we have produced an
important document which can be used as guidance by parents and policy makers to enhance
the well-being of children in America.
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May 17, 1991

The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman
National Commission on Children
1111 18th Street NW, Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on our final report, which I support.

I believe the report states well the circumstances under which children can -- and do --
flourish and grow to be independent and productive adults. It also addresses many of the
circumstances that threaten them. But as you know, I agree with other commissioners that
government is neither the root of the problems putting children at risk, nor can government
solve many of these problems. I stand with the minority views on raising taxes, evaluating
spending and government mandates that have the potential to result in discrimination,
stymie job creation or result in job loss.

Children are the future of a nation. Our national health, vitality and security depend upon
our children. Children are -- or should be -- our most important personal and national
resource.

With this in mind, the Commission supports vigorous government roles and investments to
assist our families and children. The Commission promotes tax policies that allow families
to keep more of their earned income and others to work and earn more. This
Commissioner acknowledges that government financial resources come from each and every
taxpayer and so, the "costs" of our proposed policies should be borne through reallocation
of existing dollars or by terminating programs that do not work or that are no longer
necessary.

While our proposed new, alternative and enhanced programs to help families become
independent are well intended, we know that previous government efforts to meet the needs
of families resulted in programs that demoralize their recipients and discourage, if not
destroy, their motivation and ability to get into the mainstream of America's economy. The
Commission's proposals were crafted as a decade-long strategy that would accommodate a
useful transition for, among other things, coordination of services and their delivery,
motivating behavioral changes, and for resolving re,.l budget issues. I believe it would be
a mistake for this document to be promoted for "enactrnent" in 1992. As much as we all
want one, it is clear to many of us that there is no quick fix to many of the problems facing
so many families. Determination, patience and learning (or relearning) will be required this
time around.
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As an example, it is not enough to protect children's health by providing "regular and
specialized health care." Children's health begins at conception and the up to 375,000
babies born a year at risk from alcohol and drug abuse is, most often, an individual,
behavioral issue. I hope the remedies we propose contribute greatly to the health and
strength of all families and children but, if they are to really change the condition of families
and children at risk, it will be because we worked to rebuild their self-esteem and individual
responsibility. It will be because they understoud and accepted challenges and expectations.

This brings me to my final observation. Our specific legislative man late notwithstanding,
the final report does not reflect for this Commissioner, the loud and clear pleas and
commitments from witness to witness, all around the country, for increased parental, family,
church and synagogue, and community involvement in the lives of our children. We heard
about many successful, hands-on, private sector interventions that had been tested, changed
if necessary, and which worked to achieve many of the Commission's goals. The
Commission transcripts and hearing materials are rich with idea,: and individual pain and
efforts. I think we owe it to all those who helped us and to all those who could benefit from
their experiences to promote and encourage their views and remedies. We found that
government programs were frequently lacking in meeting their objectives and the needs of
families and children. We found that increasingly, individuals in business and in
communities are filling the gaps and are successful where government interventions could
never succeed.

We need a comprehensive effort this time.
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Sincerely,

,
/ CLA-14444---/

Nancy Risque Rohrbach
Commissioner
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May 17,1991

The Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
National Commission on Children
1111 Eighteenth St., N.W.
Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Chairman:

It has been both an honor and a privilege to serve in the National
Commission on Children as a White House appointee, and for that I
am most grateful.

While the report as a whole is a consensus document, there are, as
should be expected, a diversity of opinions on a number of issues.
As such, I would like to express some of mine own views.

AMERICA. As our survey showed, most of America's children are
doing well, and it is somewhat unfair to blame America for the
erroneous choice of behavior of some individuals. America is not
to be blamed for drug babies, teen mothers, or one parent families,
as these are the results of very personal and irresponsible deci-
sions. I do feel, however, that much has to be done to educate
the public and create a climate inducive to changes in attitude,
behavior, and personal responsability.

The media, in all its spectrum, can be an excellent tool to reach
these goals, ds it has been proven through its campaigns to inform
about the dangers of smoking and drugs. While these efforts have
been very positive, the media has also, at times, sent very mixed
messages to our youth in reference to violence, sex, and drugs. I

hope that they will amend this by starting to portray those values
that create strong and productive individuals, remembering that we
will all have to experience the results of either a successful or
a decaying society.

CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM. Many changes will have to take place in the
field of child welfare if we are to be credible Wlen we say that we
care for children. The minor reformsto a bad system, which is the
patch work we have now, is in my opinion the most subtle form of
child abuse possible. This is especially so when it comes from
those that are supposed to be, not only experts, but also caring
individuals on this field. A fundamental reform must take place
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to support families in making sure that children are safe in their
homes, with parents that fully understand the responsabilities of
parenthood and the basic needs of their children. (Family living
and parenting could and should part of the school curriculum.)

For those children that must be removed from their homes due to
abuse, neglect, or abandonment, it is our responsability to pro-
vide them with a safe and stable home substitute until family
pioblems are resolved and the children may be returned home. In
those cases where this is not possible, the options of permanent
placement or adoption shnuld be implemented immediately.

Even though it has been repeatedly reported that the experience of
multiple placement for children in foster care is detrimental to
their development, we are still insistant in using this system. It
is not in the children's best interest to use a volunteer system,
that although may be formed by caring individuals, does not train
or prepare them to handle the problems that these children bring
with them. It is also a system that can not offer a permanent
number of positions available at all times, and many children end
up in over crowded foster homes and possibly separated from their
siblings. To add to this, the constant changing of homes does not
allow the child to emotionally bond to anyone, it creates distrust,
it adds to their feelings of rejection, and in many cases disrupts
their education through the changes of address and schools. At
this point I ask you: Is this humane? Do we really believe that
we are building a "better future" for these children? Why is it
that we are not providing them with safe, and stable homes?

There are an estimated 2,000,000 families in the United States
wanting to adopt, with only about 5% of them being successful.
Of these adoptions about 10% take place outside the U.S., not
because we have no children, but because "our children are not
free for adoption." Where are the children's rights to a loving
and stable home, when we over ride them in favor of the rights of
abusive and neglectful parents that can not, or will not amend
their ways? When are we going to start enforcing stricter and
more time limited performance agreements on these parents?
When will we stop warehousing children and allowing them to stay
forgotten in an uncaring system? When are we going to realize
that we too are being abusive? IF NOT NOW, WHEN?

Respectfully yours,
/2

Josey M. Velazquez
Commissioner
National Commission on Children
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High/Scope Educational Research Foundation
600 North River Street
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48198-2898
(313) 4854000 Ildex (via WUI) 650.2530989
Fax (313)485.0704

Dayid P. Weikart
President

Nay 17, 1991

The Honorable John D. Rockefeller
National Commission on Children
1111 Eighteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 810
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Senator Rockefeller:

Over the past months the meetings of the National Commission
on Children presented a panorama of American children and their
families: their strengths, their problems, their hopes, and
their needs. Many issues relating to government policies that
impact families were discussed, both in the public forum and
within the Commission itself. While major disagreement surfaced
regarding the actions needed to help America's children, it is
impressive that the Commission reached a basic concensus in the
final report, with all commissioners voting for acceptance. I

salute your leadership in making this report possible. We now
need to act to improve the life chances of children by
implementing the recommended changes.

My specific reason in writing is to draw additional
attention to the Commission Report's chapter on education, in
which a series of important reforms are recommended. While all
commissioners agree on the importance of these reforms, they have
not agreed on specific plans for implementing them, and some
commissioners feel the report does not go far enough in
describing the educational policies needed to implement the
recommendations. For example, the importance of knowledge of
basic skills as the foundation for satisfactory progress toward
advanced education is stated. However, the report does not
discuss the widespread recognition of the need for
developmentally appropriate education at all age levels, and
particularly for children in preschool/day care through grade
three. For these young children, the development of capacities
for initiative, curiosity, and independence, etc., also call for
recognition. Basic skills must be developed in age-appropriate
activities. At higher grade levels, the importance of vocational
education, opportunities for training in the trades, and
cooperative education programs also need recognition and adequate
support. High quality education has many goals, and children
need a choice of programs to meet their individual aspirations.

Finally, support is needed for a wide range of current
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school and curriculum reform efforts. Perhaps the most
interesting example is National Follow Through, an effort
initiated in 1967. This small program pioneers the introduction
of curriculum models in public school settings where there are
high concentrations of Head Start graduates. The program enables
elementary schools to implement these model curricula at the K-3
grade level. It also provides for evaluation of these models
and, if they prove effective, for dissemination to other school
districts.

The strength of the Commission Report is that there is broad
agreement among members who represent widely varying points of
view. As the nation studies the report, many specific programs
are needed to implement the necessary changes.

Best wishes and congratulations on a difficult task well
done for America's children.

David P. Weikart,
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May 15, 1991

Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
Unitk,J States Senate
109 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 23510

Dear Jays

310 South Peoria Street
Suite 401
Chicago, Illinois 60607-3520
312/421-5200

FAX; 312/421-8185

The report of the National Commission delineates a series of
recommendations which have the potential for effecting
significant changes in the lives of our nation's children and
families. The real accomplishment is that liberals and
conservatives have together agreed to suppt.rt these government
policies for children. From very different points of view, the
Commicsioners have forged a document that is strong and creative
in the areas of income security, child welfare, health care and
family support.

The report is issued at a crucial time. This is a period in
our history when every sector of society - educators, corporate
executives, health, mental health and social service providers,
political leaders - are expressing grave concern over the status
of our children and their famdlies. Heeding the Report will go a
long way toward changing that situation. It is a call to action.

I would like to make further comments on specific areas.
One is the Family and Medical Leave section. Though the
recommendation strongly supports the need for family and medical
leave, I believe with the majority of Commissioners that such a
policy should be guaranteed by the federal government. It is
interesting to note that the United States is the only
industrialized nation which does not do so. The first months
after the birth of a child are in themselves stressful.
Compounding that with the necessity of going back to work is an
additional burden at precisely a time when establishing a
relationship between parent and infant is of utmost importance.
Furthermore, policies which assure unpaid leave essentially
benefit only those who can afford it. A fair policy, one which
guarantees paid leave, ought to be on our nation's agenda.

In the area of education, our responsibility is to assure
that every community school is excellent. I believe school
choice threatens the education of those already most at risk, and
least likely to leave their community in search of better
schools. If we believe children should live in healthy
communities, it follows that good schools are an essential

FIFTEEN YEARS OF MAKING A DIFFERENCE
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Honorable John D. Rockefeller IV
May 15, 1991
Page 2

component of such communities. To quote from the Committee on
Economic Development report th_e_AnfinIshe_d_Agenda: "New research
into student achievement demonstrates that, by itself, choice
does not guarantee educational quality. Where the quality of
education is generally high and all children can find a school
that matches their learning styles and needs, choice makes
sense."

The report has embraced family support programs and
principles, and in doing so is dramatically bringing to public
attention the rapidly growing family support movement. In
communities across the country, family resource and support
programs are providing comprehensive services designed to prevent
problems and promote family well being. In state after state
systems are being re-oriented toward a family support approach -
building relationships of trust fundamental to change, and
empowering parents to act on their own behalf. The vision and
determination of the National Commission is apparent in
recommendations in the report which recognize the significance of
this new approach to children and family services, and support
its expansion.

I would have preferred that the report more strongly reflect
the point of view that, while recognizing the clear benefits of
well-functioning two-parent families, children are well nurtured,
educated, and cared for in many different family structures. I

would have wanted its tone to be more empathic with the intense
struggle of the many families trying to do the best they can for
their children, and facing daily barriers to doing so. I would
also have preferred it include, amongst other things, more
funding for job training, stronger support during the transition
from welfare to work (assuring AFDC benefits not be reduced
before Commission recommendations are fully in place) a full
child support plan, and a committment, not a demonstration plan,
to family support programs.

But compromise is essential to consensus, and the strength
of the Report lies in its unanimous consent for government
programs that, by supporting families, will help them support
themselves. My hope is that its guiding principles will become
those of the nation and that its recommendations will form the
basis for new and necessary policies and programs.

Sincerely,

Bernice Weissbourd

Bw/dlf
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Barry Zuckerman, M.D. F.A.A.P.
Director
Division of Developmental and
Ilehav lend Pediatrics

Profssor of Pediatrics
Department of Peditrics II Public Health
Boston University School of Medicine

May 16, 1991

Honorable John D. Rockefeller, IV
Chairman
National Commission on Children
111 18th Street NW
Suite 810
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Senator Rockefeller:

Boston City Hostel&
Boston University School ot Medicine

818 Harrison Avenue, T214
Boston, Masschusetts 02118
(617) 534-4235
FAX (617) 534-7915

The report of the National Commission on Children represents a bold, forward-
looking and badly needed blueprint for children as well as for our nation. The
recommendations represent an important common ground for the different beliefs and
ideologies of the commissioners. The strong bipartisan support for the report underscores
our universal concern for children and the potential value of implementing the
recommendations. I strongly support the document and believe it will have a significant
impact on the debate over policies for children and families in the coming years.

As a consensus document the report does not fully represent the views and interest
of any single commissioner. In several areas where we reached agreement on principles, I
would have preferred stronger recommendations for action. These include:

1. The commissioners agree about the importance of parents in children's lives. At the
time of birth, adoption, or illness, children and parents need to be together. My
preference is to recommend that the federal government set standards for statutory
action governing the provision of job protected leave at the time of birth/adoption
and when family and medical illness and emergencies occur. In these special
circumstances, parents should not have to choose between their children and their
jobs.

2. The commissioners strongly agreed upon the importance of two parents providing
nurturance and material support for their children. I would prefer a universal family
support program in order to establish the principle that two parents bear
responsibility to support their children, When the father is unable to do it, I believe
the government has a proper role to provide this support to ensure equity and
fairness for all children. One parent alone cannot adequately provide needed
material support for children. My recommendation is to implement the government
insured compodent of our family support recommendations now for all eligible
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families. This will alleviate the significant economic disadvantage of many children
in single parent families.

3. The commissioners agreed about the importance of parental self-sufficiency. In this
spirit, I believe we have to ensure that adults are employable. Employable males are
also much better marriage candidates than unemployable males. The education
recommendations should help achieve this goal. However, I would also recommend
more funds for job training to ensure that adolescents, especially males, have the
opportunity to develop the skills, attitudes, and habits necessary for work and
successful adult roles as parents and members of a community.

4. While I would have preferred a single payer system for health care, my main priority
is to ensure universal insurance coverage for pregnant women and children and this
recommendation has my strongest support. I have seen to often the tragedy and
hardship borne by families and children without health insurance.

In closing, I want to highlight the important balance in the Commission's
recommendations between initiatives that would provide direct financial support to families
with children and those that would ensure that essential health, education, and social services
of demonstrated effectiveness are accessible to parents and children who need them. Over
the coming decade, the nation's ability to use the Commission's recommendations as a guide
for public and private sector policy and individual action will significantly improve the lives
of children and families and of our society as a whole.

Sincerely,

Barry Zuckerman, M.D.
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Honorable John D. Rockefeller, IV
724 Senate Hart Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-4802

Dear Jay:

May 15, 1991

DavidZwiebel,Esq.
Dire, tor of Government Affiur
Genoa! Counsti

When I came to Capitol Hill on February 6, 1989 for the inaugural meeting
of the National Commission on Children, the first thing that struck me was the
extraordinary diversity of our group. Had someone told m then that the end-
product of our efforts would be a detailed report with specific policy
recommendations that would win the unanimous support of the entire Commission,
I would have diemissed the prediction out of hand.

Yet that is precisely what happened. Apparently the common denominator
among us -- our passio..ate commitment to America's children -- transcended
ideological differences betwen us. Apparently the intense experiences we
shared over two years of meeting parents and children across the nation
enabled us to forge strong bonds of united resolv. Apparently the extraordi-
nary effort of Cheri Hayes and the entire Commission staff helped us separate
fact from fiction and proceed toward a common consensus. And apparently when
a chairman runs a commission with absolute integrity, making sure that all
voices are heard and that partisanship does not intrude, anything is possible.

Among the report's many important recommendations, I regard as critical
the call for universal health care coverage for pregnant women and children --

though I confess tome reservations about the precise means by which we suggest
this be achieved -- egad also the $1,000 per child refundable tax credit.

I also regard as critical two of the report's other main themes:
parental choice in education, and developing positive values in children.
I regret only that we failed to develop these themes even more expansively,
along the lines that follow.

School Chaise: Our report does endorse this concept, but in the public
schools only. I would have preferred that we recommend empowering needy
parents to choose among the full range of educational options for their
children -- including public, independent and religious schools.

As a matter of law, there is no constitutional "church-state" impediment
to a school choice plan that would permit parents the free choice of using
education grants at any type of school they see fit -- even a religious
school. Two relatively recent Supreme Court decisions are directly on point.
In one, the Court unanimously upheld a blind person's right to use a state
vocational rehabilitation grant to study in a religious seminary for a career
in the ministry. [Witter* v. Washington Department of Services for the Blind,

84 William Street, New York, N.Y. 10038 (212) 797-9000
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Hon. John D. Rockefeller, IV
May 15, 1991
Page Two

474 U.S. 481 (1986).] In the other, the Court upheld a state law conferring
tax benefits upon parents who incur expenses for the education of their
children, ven in parochial schools. (Mueller v. &lee, 463 U.S. 388 (1983).1
The critical point, in the Court's words, is that "no imprimatur of state
approval can be deemed to have been conferred on any particular religion, or
on religion generally," whenever aid to religious schools "is available only
as a result of decisions of individual parents." (Mueller, 463 U.S. at 399.)

From a public policy perspective, it makes eminent ense to allow parents
the full range of constitutionally permissible educational options for their
children. Limiting the concept of choice to public schools only, on the
theory that to allow nonpublic school choice would be the death knell for
public schools, reflects greater commitment to existing bureaucratic systems
than to individual parents and children. I believe the stakes are too high to
accept with equanimity that particular hierarchy of priorities.

Values: The chapter on values, in my opinion, ie one of the most
valuable contributions our report has to offer the American public. Its

message is plain: Vital as it most assuredly is for children to grow up
physically healthy and materially secure, it is equally vital that they
develop proper appreciation for human dignity -- their own and that of
othrs -- and a positive sense of moral purpose.

Where I find the values chapter somewhat deficient, however, ill in its

relative paucity of concrete policy recommendations. For example, to the
extent consistent with the First Amendment's guarantee of free speech, / would
have liked to see us endorse policiee designed to shield American children
from the harmful moral influences of pornography. The easy availability of
sexually xplicit materials to impressionable minors, whether over the
counter, over the television or over the telephone, is surely a source of
legitimate concern not only for parents but for policy makers as well.

Another example: Subject to the First Amendment's prohibition against
establishment of religion, I would have supported a call upon government to
involve religious institutions in the provision of important social and human
services for children. As we saw in our travels around the country, and as
our own polling data conclusively confirm, children who grow up with the
foundations of faith and community that religious institutions provide are far
better able to withstand the pressures and dangers they face in their everyday
lives. We ought not squander whatever opportunity we have to enlist the
involvement of this vital sector in our efforts on behalf of children.

Let me conclude, Jay, by thanking you personally for your single-minded
dedication to making thie historic process work. All of us on the Commission,
and throughout the United States, owe you an enormous debt of gratitude.

DZ/kas

Sincerely,

David ZwieJel
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Appendix D

Schedule of Events and Field Activities

September 25, 1989 Field Hearing
Healthy Mothers and Healthy Babies
Chicago, Illinois

October 12, 1989 Town Meeting
Children and Families in Rural America
Part I: The Midwest
Nladisoii, Indiana

Noveinlwr 27-28, 1989 Field Hearing
Enhancing School Readiness: Support for Early
Childhood Development
San Antonio, Texas

December 11, 1989 Town Meeting
America's Children and the Drug Crisis
lOnsas City, Missouri

February 15, 1990

March 26, 1990

May 20-21. 1990

May 31, 1990

July 2, 1990

August 9, 1990

October 18. 1990

Town Meeting
Children and Families in Rural America
Part II: The South
Bennettsville, South Carolina

Field Hearing
Making Ends Meet: American Families and the Economy
Charleston, West Virginia

Roundtable
Children in Between: The Middle Childhood Period
New I laven, Connecticut

Field Hearing
Children Outside Their Families
Los Angeles, California

Roundtable
How Children Develop Values
Washington, D.C.

Field Hearing
High Risk Youth
Boston, Massachtisetts

Field Hearing
Building a Productive Labor Force
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota
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Field Activities

Healthy Mothers and Healthy Babies
Chicago, Illinois

September 25, 1989

Site Visits:
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, Cook County Ihmpital

Fainily Focus Lawndale

Marillac House, Rockwell Gardens Project

Winfield/Moody I lealth Center, Cahrini-Green

Erie Family I lealth Center, West Town

Hearing Witnesses:
Sarah Brown, Visiting Scholar,

National Forum on the Future of Children and Families,
Institute of Medicine and the National Research Council.

Washington. D.C.

Judy LangfOrd Carter, Executive Director.
The Ounce of Prevention Fund,

Chicago, Illinois

Maureen Hallagan, M.S.W., Director of Project Ilope,
Marillac House,
Chicago. Illinois

Ntargaret Heaggarty, M.D., Director of Pediatrics.
Columbia University Harlem I lospital Center,

New York, New Thrk

Patricia Johnson. Casefinder,
West Side Future,
Chicago, Illinois

Richard Krieg, Ph.D
Acting Commissioner of' I lealth,

Chicago, Illinois

Vivian Louis-Burnett, (:asefinder,
West Side Future,
Chicago. Illinois

Theresa Palmer, Parent and
Marillac !louse Participant.

Chicago. Illinois

Rosita S. Pildes, M.D., Chairman. Division of Neonatolligy.
(;ook County llospital.

Chicago, Illinois

jack P. Shonkoff, M.D., Chief of' the Division of Developmental and Behavioral
Pediatrics, University of Massachusetts Medical School.

Worcester, Massachusetts

Reed V. Tuckson. Commissioner of Public I lealth.
Washington, D.C.
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Children and Families in Rural America, Part I: The Midwest
Madison, Indiana
October 12, 1989

Town Meeting:
Madison Consolidated Iligh School

Enhancing School Readiness: Support for Early Childhood Development
San Antonio, Texas

November 27-28. 1989

Site Visits:
Coronado-Escobar Elententaty School

1.a Casa De Nitios Child Development Center

Hearing Witnesses:
Barbara Bowman, Director of Graduate Studies,

Erikson Institute,
Chicago, Illinois

Valerie Bryant, Parent, San Antonio, Texas

Peggy Cortez, Parent and Participant in the Avance Program,
San Antonio, Texas

Fernando Guerra, M.D., Director of Health.
San Antonio Metropolitan Health District,

San Antonio, Texas

Sharon I.. Kagan, M.D., Associate Director.
Bush Center in Child Development and Social Policy,

Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut

Ann Sanford, Director,
Chapel Ilill Training/Outreach Center; Co-Chair,

North Carolina Interagency Coordinating Council for P.1.. 99-457,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

William S. Woodside, Chairman,
Sky Chefs, Inc.;

Vice Chairman, Omimittee for Economic Development;
Former Chairman and CEO, Primerica Corporation,

New York, New York

Aletha Wright, Administrator,
Office of Child Care Development,

New jersey State Departinent of Human Services,
Camden, New Jersey

Fir I r
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America's Children and the Drug Crisis
Kansas City, Missouri
December 11, 1989

Site Visits:
Sycamore Hills Elemental,' School, Independence Missouri

Johnson County Adolescent Center for Treatment, Olathe, Kansas

Forum:
Student Forum with High School Students from the Kansas City, Missouri School

District, Genesis School, and De La Salle Education Center, John Thornberry Unit
of the Boys and Girls Clubs of Greater Kansas City

Town Meeting:
Pierson Hall, University of Missouri

Children and Families in Rural America, Part II: The South
Bennettsville, South Carolina

February 15, 1990

Forums, Focus Groups, and Discussions:
Focus Group with Incarcerated Youth, Evans Correctional Institution

Roundtable discussion with the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance,
Shiloh Baptist Church

Student Fonl111, Marlboro County High School

Roundtable Discussion with Rural Health Care Providers,
Marlboro County High School

Town Meeting:
Marlboro County I ligh School
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Making Ends Meet: American Families and the Economy
Charleston, West Virginia

March 26, 1990

Site Visits:
Home Visits, Charleston and rural West Virginia

Forums and Discussions:
Meeting with State Officials, Governor's Mansion

Parent Forum, YWCA of Charleston

Hearing Witnesses:
Samuel Bonasso, Chairman,

Governor's Task Force on Children,
Youth, and Families.

Morgantown, West Virginia

Honorable Gaston Caperton, Governor of West Virginia,
Charleston, West Virginia

David T. Ellwood, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Public Policy,
John F. Kennedy School of Government,

Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts

1.awrence M. Mead, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Politics,
New York University,
New York, New York

Isabel V. Sawhill. Ph.D., Senior Fellow,
The Urban Institute.

Washington, D.C.

Sue H. Sergi, Executive Director.
Community Council of Kanawha Valley,

Charleston, West. Virginia

Timothy M. Smeeding, Ph.D., Professor of Public Policy and Economics,
Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tennessee

Terry Williams, Ph.D., Visiting Scholar,
Russell Sage Foundation,

New York, New York
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Children in Between: The Middle Childhood Period
New Haven, Connecticut

May 20-21, 1990

Site Visits:
The Yale New Haven Hospital Psychiatric In-Patient SeMce

The School Development Program at Helene Grant Elementary School

Roundtable Participants:
W. Andrew Collins, Ph.D., Professor of Child Psychology,

Institute of Child Development,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

James P. Comer, M.D.,
Maurice Falk Professor of Child Psychiauy,

Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut

Sanford M. Dornbusch, Ph.D.,
Reed-Hodgson Professor of Human Biology and Professor of

Sociology and Education,
Stanfbrd University,
Stanford California

Edward Zigler, Ph.D.,
Stering Professor of Psychology,

Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut
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Children Outside Their Families
Los Angeles, California
May 31 - June 1, 1990

Site Visits:
Los At igeles juvenile Dependency Court

MacLaren Children's Center

Chernow House and Triangle House

Children's Institute International

Los Angeles Youth Network

Focus Group
Focus Group with Foster Children,

MacLaren Children's Center

Hearing Witnesses:
Hon. Paul Boland, Presiding judge of the Juvenile Courts,

Los Angeles, California

Brian Cahill, President and CEO of Hathaway Children's Services,
Iakeview Terrace, Califonlia

Jacqueline Holly, Caseworker,
I.os Angeles County Department of Children's Services,

Los Angeles, California

Joan Reeves, Commissioner,
Department of Human Services,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Lupe Ross, Foster Parent,
Los Angeles, California

William S., Foster Child,
Los Angeles, California

Lenzy Stuart, Outreach Advisor,
Community College Foundation,

Los Angeles, California

Carol S. Williams, D. S. W., Senior Research Analyst,
Center fc Study of Social Policy,

Washington, D.C.

Doug Willingham. Deputy Chief Probation Officer of Juvenile Services,
San Diego County, California
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How Children Develop Values
Washington, D.C.

July 2, 1990

Roundtable Participants:
Hon. John H. Buchanan, Jr., Chairman,

People for the American Way,
Washington, D.C.

Gary David Goldberg, President,
UBU Productions,

Los Angeles, California

Phyllis Schlally, Founder and President,
Eagle Forum,
Alton, Illinois

Hon. Louis W. Sullivan, Secretary,
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,

Washington, D.C.

Ted Ward, Aldeen Professor Of Christian Education and Missions,
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School,

Deerfield, Illinois
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High Risk Youth
Boston, Massachusetts

August 9, 1990

Site Visit:
Madison Park Community School Summer Enrichment Program

Focus Group:
Focus Group with High Achieving Teenagers,

Mayor's Residence

Hearing Witnesses:
Felton Earls, M.D., Professor of Psychiatry.

Harvard School of Public Health,
Cat nbridge, Massachusetts

Jacquelyn Eccles, Ph.D., Professor.
Department of Psychology, University of Colorado,

Boulder, Colorado

Percy Evans
High School Student,
Boston, Massachusetts

Nancy H.
Former Runaway.

Boston, Massachusetts

Leah Cox Hoopler, Deputy Administrator,
4-11 and Youth Development Extension Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Washington, D.C.

Virginia Price, Clinical Director,
Bridge Over Ti oubled Waters,

Boston, Massachusetts

Lisbeth Bomberger Schorr. Author and Lecturer in Social Medicine,
Harvard University,

Washington, D.C. and Cambridge, Massachuseus

Ruby Takanishi, Executive Director.
Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development,

Washington, D.C.
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Building a Productive Labor Force
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota

October 18, 1990

Discussions and Focus Groups:
Breakfast Discussion with Twin Cities Employers,

Minneapolis Club

Focus Group with Parents Employed
by Target Stores,

Mill City Montessori School

Hearing Witnesses:
Kia Brown,

High School Student,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Tony Fairbanks, Executive Director,
Philadelphia Youth Service Corps; and President,

National Association of Service and Conservation Camps,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Jan Hively, Executive Director,
The Minneapolis Youth Trust,

St. Paul, Minnesota

Tom Nelson, Commissioner of Education,
State of Minnesota,
St. Paul, Minnesota

Pam Rusmussen,
High School Student,
St. Paul, Minnesota

Lawrence Steinberg, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology,
Temple University,

Philadephia, Pennsylvania

Uyen Tang,
High School Student,

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Marc S. Tucker, President,
National Center on Education and the Economy,

Rochester, New York

Torey Westrom,
High School Student,

Elbow Lake, Minnesota

Cha Yang,
High School Student,
St. Paul, Minnesota
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Appendix E

Record of Voting
on the Final Report

The following duly appointed members of the National Commission on
Children were present and voted approval of the final report and its amendments at
a properly called meeting on May 1, 1991:

Hon. John D. Rockefeller IV
Barbara B. Blum
T. Beny Brazelton, M.D.
Allan C. Carlson, Ph.D.
Hon. Bill Clinton
Donald J. Cohen, M.D.
Nancy Daly
Marian Wright Edelman
Hon. Theresa H. Esposito
Hon. Raymond L. Flynn
Mary Hatwood Futrell
Hon. Martha W. Griffiths
Adele Hall
Irving B. Harris
Betty Jo Hay
Hon. Bill Honig
Wade F. Horn, Ph.D.
Mai Bell Hurley
Hon. Kay C. James
A. Sidney Johnson, Ill
Ruth Massinga
Gerald W. McEntee
Hon. George Miller
James D. Northway, M.D.
A. Louise Oliver
Gerald (Jerry) P. Regier
Hon. Nancy Risque Rohrbach
Sarah C. Shuptrine
Reed V. Tuckson, M.D.
Josephine (Josey) M. Velazquez
David P. Weikart, Ph.D.
Bernice Weissbourd
Barry S. Znckerman,
David Zwiebel,

nonvoting chairman
yes

y.es

yes
absent/not voting
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
ves
ves
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
ves
yes

yes

The following duly appointed nwmbers of the National (ommission on
Children prepared and submitted the minority chapter on health care on May 25,
1991:

Allan C. Carlson, Ph.D.
Hon. Theresa Ii. Esposito
Adele Hall
Wade F. Horn, Ph.D.
Hon. Kay C. James

A. Louise Oliver
Gerald (Jerry) P. Regier
Hon. Nancy Risque Rohrbach
Josephine Uosey) Velazquez.
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Appendix F:

Corporate Advisory Board Members

William S. Woodside, Chairman, Sky Chefs, Inc.; Vice Chairman. Onnmitt .te for
Ecnomic Deyelopnwnt: former Chairman and CEO, Prinwrica Corporation;
Choirma n, Cmporafr Ath,i.son Board (q- the National Commission on Childwn

Robert N. Beck, Executive Vice President, Corporate Human Resources, Bank of
America. San Francisco, Califonia

Jerald A. Blumberg, Senior Vice President fin I !man Resources and Corporate
plans, Du Pont (;ompany, Wilmington, Delaware

John L. Clendenin, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer, BellSouth

k'qmilion. Adanta.(k"Nia
Edward Donley, Chairman. Executive Committee, Air Products and Chemicals. Inc.,
Allentown, Pennsylvania

Frank P. Doyle, Senior Vice President, Corporate External and Industrial Relations,
General Electfic Company, Fairfield, Connecticut

James E. Duffy, National Spokesperson, Pndect Literacy U.S., Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.,
New Thrk, New York

Gary David Goldberg. President, UBU Productions, Los Angek.s. California

J. Michael Hagan, President, Futon Company. Laguna Niguel, California

Arnold Hiatt, Chairman of the Board, The Stride Rite Corporation, (:amiwidge.
assac h uso t s

Calvin Hal, Vice Pwsident, The Baltimore Orioles, Baltimore. Maryland

Standley Hoch, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, and President, Geneial Public
Utilities (:orporation. Parsippany, New Jersey

Ron James, Vice President and Chief Executive Officer-Minnesota, U S WEST
Communications, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Kay Koplovitz. President and Chief Executive Officer, USA Network, New York, New
York

Elliot Lehman, Chairman Emeritus, Fel-Pro Inc., Skokie, Illinois

H. William Lurton, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. Jostens. Inc.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Ian A. Martin, Chairman ;uul Chid Executive Officer, Grand Metmpolitan Emu! Secuw,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Jewell Jackson McCabe, President, Jewell Jackson McCalw Associates. New York.
New York

Jerome J. Meyer. President and Chief Executive Officer, "Fektronix, Inc., Beaverton,
Oregon

Jodie N. Ray, Executive Vice President, Infmnation Technology Group, Texas
Instrunwnts Incorporated, Dallas, Texas

James J. Renier, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. Honeywell Inc.,
Minneapolis. Mimwsota

David Rockefeller, Jr., Vice Chairman, Rockefeller Financial Services hie., New
York. New York

Steven J. Koss, Chairman and Co-t :hid Executive Officer, Time Warner Inc., New
Thrk, New York
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D. Van Wiling, Executive Vice President and General Manager, TRW Information

Systems and Services, Cleveland, Ohio

William C. Steere, Jr., Senior Vice President,.Pfizer Inc. and President, Pfizer

Pharmaceuticals Group, New York, New York.

R. William Van Sant, President and Chief Operating Officer, Blount, Inc.,

Montgomery, Alabama

Henry B. Wehrle, Jr., Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer,

Mcjunkin Corporation, Charleston, West Virginia

Clifford L. Whitehill, Senior Vice President, General Counsel, and Secretary,

General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota
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